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0 .. .. -/ Audio distribution systems 

for all applications. 
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All requirements for quality audio distribution can be 
fulfilled by the broad range of McCurdy audio 
distribution systems. Each is self -powered, modular 
and is compactly housed in a sturdy all- welded steel 
frame, occupying 5.25 inches of rack space. 

State of the art circuitry incorporating many 
outstanding features is employed, engineered and built 
to stringent broadcast industry specifications. These 
features, with indication of system availability, include: 

Accommodation of input levels from -70dBm to 
+30dBm, DA506. 

Output levels up to +43dBm, DA505. 
Up to seventy -five 600 ohm output splits per 

amplifier, DA505. 

DA507 

DC remote gain control. DA504, DA505. 
Up to twelve amplifiers per system, DA507. 
Feedback gain control utilized on all units. 
Transformer -coupled inputs and outputs, DA505, 

DA506. 
High -power heatsinks on front panel, keeping frame 

interior cool. 
Remotely controlled mute, DA505. 
Fully protected amplifiers and power supplies. 

Larger systems and custom designs are also available. 

Each system is based on over thirty years experience in providing quality audio equipment to the broadcast industry. 

McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES 
TORONTO (416) 751 -6262 TELEX 06- 963533 
CHICAGO (312) 640 -7077 TWX 910 -222 -0436 

NEW YORK (201) 327 -0750 TWX 710 -988 -2254 
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AUDIO /VIDEO /PULSE DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS 
ALL D.A.'S HAVE 6 OUTPUTS e 

MODEL 170 ADA 

MODELS 150/151 PDA 

MODELS 110/120 VDA 

VIDEO PRESENCE 
DETECTORS 

TOUCH TONE SYSTE 

MODEL 402 

4 DETECTORS 
PER MODULE 

FOR TV STUDIO, 
HEADEND, TOC 

OR UNATTENDED 
SITES 

di -tech 
HAS EQUIPMENT 

FOR YOU 

MODEL 570/5 

12 FUNCTIOVS PER MODULE 
ALTO ANS'AER OR DEDICATE 
HIGH CURRENT OR 
RELAY OUTPUTS 

311 Wyandanch Ave. North Babylon, N.Y. 11734 
Tel. No. (516) 643 -4040 

AUDIO MONITOR AMPLIFIER 
WITH SPEAKER AND VU METER 

MODEL 403 

2 INPUTS 
RELAY SWITCHING 

MODEL 7001 

MODEL 5800 SYSTEM 
MATRIX: 20 x 15 AFV 

MODEL 

RELAY MODUL 

MODEL 5500 

MATRIX: UP TO 23 x 2 AFV 

MODEL 5801 VIDEO ASSEMBLY 

1;i i's Yt"091.11 sj I,1 i;t t 

EXPANDABLE 
AUDIO /VIDEO 

REMOTE CONTROLLED 
ROUTING SWITCHERS MODEL 5400 

MATRIX: 4 x 1,4 »3,8x2or 12x2 

IP.l,: 
MODEL 5802 AUDIO ASSEMBLY 

NAB BOOTH #2403 
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new 
multi -phase meter/ 
VI RS inserter 

o 

ENGINEERS.... 

BEFORE YOU BUY ANOTHER SCOPE 
TO MEASURE PHASE... (BURST, VIRS, 
H) REMEMBER WHO WILL BE USING 
IT/) 

If it's you, great! Because you know pro- 
fessional scopes are expensive, not very 
portable, and take lot's of skill to obtain 
the correct measurements. 

NEW MULTI -PHASE METER: If it's not you, 
consider buying VACC's new Model 4000 Multi- 
phase Meter to measure BURST /VIRS /H- Phase. 

You get five times more resolution and your per- 
sonnel will find the dual lighted analog meters 
easier to read, easier to use and an ideal aid for in- 
suring consistent, high quality color video. 
VIRS INSERTER: With the Model 4000 you can 
insert VIRS downstream manually or automat- 
ically, and if you like, you can insert external line 
19 video, such as color bars to equalize video tape 
playbacks. 
LOW COST: You will like the low price of the 
Model 4000 at only $1295, which is a lot lower in 
price than those professional scopes, more accurate 
and easier to use. 

OTHER MODELS: If you do not need VIRS, con- 
sider VACC's BPM -1. Ideal for use at the output 
of a switcher, your director can tell you that Burst 
is off phase in keys or special effects. Or, if you 
need Burst and H -Phase simultaneously, VACC's 
BPM -1 Option:03 is a great choice. 
NEW TECHNICAL CATALOG: Free for the ask- 
ing, VACC's new 1979 catalog is loaded with tech- 
nical articles and products. 

VAL 
VIDEO AIDS corporation 

of colorado 
phone USA (303)- 667 -3301 
Canada (8001- 261 -4088 

325 East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado 80537 
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NOW EVERY STATION 
CAN AFFORD 
NEI WORK QUALITY 
DIGITAL STILL STORAGE. 
INTRODUCING THE ADDA ESP-100B. 
PROVEN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY FOR UNDER $45,000. 

Here's ADDA's latest digital still storage breakthrough -priced so every station 
can afford superior digital picture quality without slide handling problems. The 
ESP -100B offers performance similar to our higher cost systems, but with a 
smaller, rack mounted, fixed disk storage capacity of 200 frames. You can 
create high resolution stills from live camera, VTR, 16mm film, network, or 
satellite feeds. You can program still sequences in advance and change your 
mind while on the air -knowing a new still can be called up at random in less 
than one -half second. Unlike slides, electronic stills are always easily located 
and instantly available. Always right side up. 

Now's the time to join the digital still frame storage revolution without 
putting the crunch on your budget. You can reduce your still handling and 
camera support time dramatically while saving thousands in film and 
processing costs. You'll love the enhanced picture quality, too! 

Take a look at the ESP -100B for yourself. Call, write or check our 
reader service number for more information and a demonstration. 1671 Dell 
Avenue -Campbell, California 95008 (408) 379 -1500. ADDA COAPOFIATIOI"J 
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MARCH 1979 Volume 2 /Number 3 

BRoAD 015 THE INTERNATIONAL 

JOURNAL OF 

® BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY 

COMsALNUCA1 IONS 
NAB: Complete convention guide 

38 Technologies Share Crowded Convention 
Spotlight 
Ron Merrell 
Digital VTR and other emerging technologies 
will dominate the NAB convention in Dallas. 

42 Conferences Look At The Year Ahead 
Michael Scheibach 
Radio, TV, and engineering conferences will cover 
the latest in the state of the art and the state of 
the business. 

49 The No- Nonsense Map 
A unique NAB exhibit hall map that will help you find 
any exhibit in less than 30 seconds. 

55 Map of Dallas 
An easy -to -use map to help you get to the 
Dallas Convention Center. Includes 
map locator numbers for major hotels. 

56 NAB '79 Equipment Directory 
Over 60 categories are listed to help you find the 
company with the products you want to see. Each 
category includes the company name, booth number, 
and map locator number. 

86B NAB '79 Exhibitors 
A complete listing of the more than 300 companies 
exhibiting at this year's convention, complete with a 
description of major product lines and products 
being introduced. 

VIDEO around the world 

116 HMI Lighting Challenges The Standards 
Ron Whittaker 
A new light has been developed that cuts power 
consumption and problems. 

124 Ampex Unveils Digital VTR At Winter SMPTE 
Meeting 

Joe Roizen 
BC's international video editor visits the Ampex plant 
to get an inside look at the latest development 
in digital VTRs. 

130 There's More To Earth -Station Construction 
Than Placing An Order, Part 2. 

Raymond Meyers 
A practical look at how to master the applications. 

AUDIO around the world 

136 Antenna System Investment Prepares WMAQ For 
AM Stereo 

Robert A. Jones and Ken Steininger 
Tells how a station broadbanded its antenna system 
to accept AM stereo 

146 In South Africa ... Automation And 
Teamwork Strengthen SABC 

Douglas .Mills 
A report on the expansion programme of the 
SABC and Radio South Africa. 

155 Tracking The State -Of- The -Art in U.K. 
Recording Techniques 

Dennis Ciapura 
BC's audio editor goes on location for an interview 
with renowned British audio engineer. 

STATE -OF- THE -ART 

162 A Techniques Review Of "Sample And Hold" 
Harold Enne.s 
BC's digital editor travels through digital TV sample 
and hold methods. 

166 Microprocessors Have Capacity To Expand Station 
Services 

Peter Burk 
Investigating the design concepts of a 
microprocessor -based weather center. 

8 

ON LINE 
SBE President James 
Hurley talks about the 
Society's future role 
in the industry. 

10 

WORLD UPDATE 
President of the CBC 
calls for the 
"re- Canadianisation" 

of the broadcast 
industry in Canada. 

20 
NEWSMAKERS 

30 
ORGANISATIONS 
The focus is on digital 
at the SMPTE winter 
conference; SBE plans 
national meeting. 

32B 
GLOBALVIEW 

169 
WORLD FORUM 
WARC -79 will deal 
with international 
frequencies and 
AM spacing. 

172 

PRODUCT PREMIER 

186 
THIS MONTH'S 
HALL OF FAME 

THE COVER 
Since HMI lights are 
smaller, easier to 
operate and much 
more efficient than arc 

lights, they are finding 
wide acceptance in 
exterior film and 
video work. They are 
especially suited to 
the move to film -style, 
one -camera production 
(shown here). 
(Photo by Ron 
Whittaker) 
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We hope you'll agree: 
Because CMX realizes that editing 
is the essence of all art, and that to 
be successful in our work we must 
appeal to the needs of creativity, 
our group of engineers and com- 
puter programmers work to give 
video tape editors everywhere an 
easily understood and widely ac- 
cepted palette to work from. We 
have reached that goal with our 
new keyboard. 

CMX delivers. 
The appeal of CMX, however, is not 
just to Art for the sake of Art -far 

taA 

SHIFT 

i."ms*a<..ai«wp.LeCS..e.. . + 
,a..^°._,.,.:..:w 

CUI 

ALL STO 

from it! Aesthetics are only possi- 
ble in our industry when the cost is 
right. We also deal with matters 
such as dependability, expandabil- 
ity, ease of maintenance, and ease 
of operation during the long nights 
directors and schedules seem to 
favor. 

Ideas flow. 
This new CMX keyboard and in- 
teractive display (the first such 
display of our own design) is an 
evolutionary improvement. Proc- 
essor rates for screen update 

mean no more waiting. Ideas flow. 
Dedicated keys for all necessary 
functions, and the implementatior 
of an active list concept mean re- 
edit tasks are simple and easily 
managed. 

It's beautiful. 
This new television industry stan- 
dard keyboard is the state of the art 
you expect from CMX, and what 
your operating Dartners expect 
from engineering. 

It's truly beautiful. 
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he art. 

SPLIT 

o 

AUX BLAï 

K L 

UT DIS- 
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CMX makes dollars and sense. 
No obsolescense. 
The 340X is today's editing system 
for professionals, and if history is a 
guide to the future, CMX is tomor- 
row's editing tool as well. Obsoles- 
cence is not a CMX problem. 
Micro -processors used in a distrib- 
utive processing system is not a 
method likely to suffer obsoles- 
cence. As a matter of fact, even our 
older- designed systems are st Il in 
current use -all of them. That's 
good to know. 

Return on investment. 
Industrial, educational, and gay- 

ernmental usage of video editing 
has grown as rapidly as top man- 
agement has appreciated the cost 
savings of video presentations. 
The pace has quickened. But the 
job isn't easy for professional 
production /post -production man- 
agers who must establish the R.O.I. 
of a complex editing system to the 
boss who is as interested in 
throughput per dollar invested as 
he is any of the aesthetic values 
CMX brings to bear. 

You can bank on it. 
In many cases, CMX is the only sys- 

Orrox Corporation, 3303 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara, California 95050 (415) 988 -2000 

tern available which not only d 
the necessary creative job, but 
is the one system with the leasi 
overall cost -that's effective! 
can bank on it! Smart facility 
agers realized long ago that ti 
idea of CMX being too expens 
was a myth. 

We hope you'll agree: The 
CMX340X makes dollars anc 

cmx 
ORRO 

Los Angeles (213) 980 -7927 New York (212) 371 -11 
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SBE: 
Accepting the challenge 

To the dismay of some, much has 
been said about the changing 

role of the chief engineer in a broad- 
cast station. For that reason, I'm re- 
luctant to take a stand on this issue. It 
is my opinion, however, that the here- 
tofore so called "dividing line" be- 
tween engineering and the other de- 
partments with a broadcast facility has 
become much less visible. 

With the changing techniques, 
complexity of equipment (both tech- 
nical and operational), the increased 
use of computers, complex special ef- 
fects, the ever increasing roll of light- 
ing and quality sound, to maintain 
such a rigid division is simply not in 
the best interest of engineering, pro- 
duction, arts, station management, 
or the broadcasting industry in gen- 
eral. 

It is certain that we need all the 
expertise that can be generated by all 
facets of our industry. If you will just 
step back from the crunch of our 
working world and observe for a 
couple of minutes a programme pro- 
duced just ten years ago, you can 
immediately see the advancements 
we have all made in a relatively short 
period of time. The results were not 
the product of one group, but rather 
the efforts of many people in all 
departments. And that team effort 
has been further enhanced by the re- 
search and development teams from 
the manufacturer. 

The challenge today is to keep our 
perspective clear and our profes- 
sional societies responsive to the real 
world. Regardless of what our job 
responsibilities are, the part we all 
play individually and collectively is 
relevant to the future ofthe industry. 

I any nearing the end of my term as 
president of the Society of Broadcast 
Engineers. I intended to seek a sec- 
ond term, but other commitments 
influenced my decision to pass the 
challenge on to a new president. 
There were, and still are. many chal- 
lenges that will demand a maximum 
eflort from the SBE officers: increas- 
ing membership; building confidence 
between the membership and the na- 
tional office; closing the communica- 
tions gap between the chapters and 
the national officers; effectively par- 

By James E. Hurley, President 
Society of Broadcast Engineers 

ticipating in the standards commit- 
tees; and generating a professional 
stature never before attained for the 
technical community. 

Among the many areas where our 
efforts were directed, we achieved 
some degree of success. Certainly not 
as much as we had hoped, but it's a 
beginning. 

Our certification programme is 
now very well organised. Its estab- 
lishment as a standard of excellence is 
gaining the recognition that it well 
deserves, evidenced by ads appear- 
ing in the trade magazines preferring 
that job respondents be SBE certi- 
fied. With time, we hope this kind of 
recognition will become common- 
place. 

Our insurance programme has 
reached maturity, having a wide 
range of benefits and showing an an- 
nual premium reduction of as much 
as 40 percent. 

ON 
1.11-. N 

But we must also generate an 
atmosphere for better under- 

standing and dialogue between the 
engineering community and the 
upper level of station management, 
and develop a public information of- 
fice for the Society, so our aims and 
accomplishments get the maximum 
exposure in the trade publications 
and the press in general. 

Occasionally, our efforts become 
overburdened by the more obvious 
problems and we tend to lose sight of 
the purpose for our existance. It was 
the intention of the SBE founders 
that the Society of Broadcast Engi- 
neers provide a communication vehi- 
cle for the avalanche of advancing 
technology to be directed to the 
technician who is in the mainstream 
of the station's daily operation. The 
Signal, our official newsletter, must, 
in addition to providing SBE news, 
become a journal whose main pur- 
pose is to reach each of its members 
with the important developments on 
advancing technology and actions 
that are taken by the standardisation 
groups and governmental regulatory 
agencies. 

With this issue of Broadcast Com- 
munications, the Society of Broadcast 
Engineers is once again working with 
old friends. Ron Merrell and others at 
the management level of Broadcast 
Communications, have long sup- 
ported the goals of the SBE. As a 
matter of fact, they have presented 
the SBE with some challenges that 
may be difficult for us to fulfill. 

This industry probably has greater 
influence on the formulating of opin- 
ions of our population than any 
medium since the beginning of time. 
It i s encumbant upon us to work to- 
gether ... with the technical, the 
creative, and the artistic working 
hand in hand. 

I see a bright future for the Society 
of Broadcast Engineers. With the de- 
dication and trust of those at the 
chapter chairperson level, our 
chances of success are greatly en- 
hanced. 
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The 2100 Series family of broadcast video production systems are 
the most flexible, reliable, and economical switchers in the 

broadcast industry today. 

The 2102, 2103, 2104, and the latest addition to the family, 
Model 2114, are human -engineered for ease of operation. 

Versatility and compact design make them ideal for studio or 
remote EJ /EFP applications, especially with the growing 

popularity of smaller production vans. 

And as if perfection weren't enough, the entire family is 
NTSC, PAL, and PAL -M compatible. 

JJTJ American Data 
A North American Philips Company 
Research Park P.O. Box 5228 
Huntsville, Alabama 35805 
Telephone [205J 837-5180 
TWX 810 726 -2125 
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ADC N. CENTRAL 
10700 Lyndale Avenue South 
Minneapolis, MN 55420 
(612) 881 -1118 

ADC SOUTHEAST 
2219 Oakawana Rd., N.E. 
Atlanta, GA 30345 
(404) 633 -2100 

ADC MID -ATLANTIC 
5504 Waterway 
Rockville, MD 20853 
(301) 460 -1454 

ADC MIDWEST 
P.O. Box 27324 
Indianapolis, IN 46227 
(317) 784 -3000 

ADC NORTHEAST 
Box 452 
New Hartford, CT 06057 
(203) 379-7840 

ADC WEST 
3760 Cahuenga Blvd. 
North Hollywood, CA 5160. 
(213) 760 -3221 
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WORLD UPDATE 
C.ANADA 

Re-Canadankng television 
President of the CBC calls for the revitalisation of Canadian programming and 
additional controls over foreign -made programmes. 

Nearly two- thirds of all programmes 
available to English -speaking Can- 

ada last year were produced outside the 
country, mostly in the United States. 
English Canadians spend about three - 
fourths of their TV viewing time watch- 
ing foreign programmes. English- speak- 
ing children, ages 2 to 17, spend 83 per- 
cent of their time watching programmes 
produced outside of Canada. 

These statistics have caused Albert 
Johnson, president of the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), to set 
down some priorities for the CBC and 
Canadian broadcasting in general for the 
1980s. And the keyword in his priorities 
is "re- Canadianisation." 

Speaking before the Canadian Radio - 
television and Telecommunications 
Commission (CRTC), Johnson said: 

"What I am trying to say, quite blunt- 
ly, is that it does matter whether our 
children watch American rather than 
Canadian television. For they are being 
influenced by the values and attitudes 
and traditions which are reflected on 
American television instead of Canadian 
values and attitudes and traditions. They 
are in danger of growing up American! 

"We stand to be enriched by the cul- 
tures of the world, both as they are ex- 
pressed in other countries and as they 
are expressed by Canadians who come 
from those other countries. And we are 
greatly enriched, too, by our proximity 
to a vital and vibrant, and ever fascinat- 
ing neighbour to the south of us. But to 
swamp the expression of Canadianisin 
on our television screens with U.S. and 
other foreign programming, to let 
Canadian programming wither - that's 
quite another thing. To let this go on is to 
be guilty of indifference to the expres- 
sion and the realisation of the Canadian 
identity. And today more than ever that 
is an unpardonable guilt, in my view." 

At a time when Canadians are pre- 
occupied with discovering their sense of 
national identity, television is bombard- 
ing then with programmes displaying 
lifestyles and attitudes alien to the 
Canadian culture, Johnson said. Recent 
statistics show that Canadians spend 
approximately 50 percent of their leisure 
time watching television. And with 
nearly 40 percent of the programmes 
shown by the CBC and more than .50 

percent of those shown by private 
broadcasters being foreign -made, 

10 

Canadians are being robbed of their cul- 
tural identity. 

To illustrate why many stations prefer 
broadcasting foreign (especially Amer- 
ican) programmes es. programmes made 
in Canada, Johnson presented the CRTC 
with cost figures for producing and 
transmitting programmes. For example, 
Canadian networks can purchase the 
rights to All in the Family (an American 
show originally costing $270,000 to pro- 
duce) for about $10,000. On the other 
hand, to produce a Canadian programme 
would cost about $60,000. So not only 
does the Canadian programme cost more 
than it does to merely purchase rights to 
an American show, the quality of the 
production is also superior in the 
American -made programme. 

Addressing himself to the future of 
Canadian television, Johnson said the 
government must set three simple and 
straightforward objectives: 

to increase the amount, quality, 
and exposure of Canadian programming 
on Canadian stations and networks and 
cable; 

to prevent the increasing of Amer- 
ican channels on fully developed cable 
systems until Canadian programming 
catches up with foreign programming; 
and 

to refuse to let technology dominate 
the development of Canadian broadcast- 
ing to the detriment of Canadian pro- 
gramming. 

o reach these goals, Johnson out- 
lined specific actions the government 

needs to take. The first step world be 
the raising of the prime -time content 
requirement. At the present time, pri- 
vate broadcasters are required to show 
50 percent of Canadian programmes 
during prime time; the CBC must show 
60 percent. Johnson proposed that this 
be raised to 5.5 percent and 6.5 percent, 
respectively. 

In the area of cable television, which 
presently broadcasts a great many U.S. 
channels, Johnson wants to allow no 
more than four U.S. channels on cable 
systems currently being developed. And 
once these systems are developed, they 
should contribute to the cost of addi- 
tional Canadian programme services. 
Cable companies should also be encour- 
aged to improve the quality of their 
specialised and non -competitive com- 

munity service. 
Johnson told the CRTC: "The essence 

of these proposals is that cable compan- 
ies should be regarded as part of the 
Canadian broadcasting system. Cable 
companies should have a role in produc- 
ing local and specialised services, with 
existing broadcasters providing the 
broad national and local programming 
services. And cable subscription fees 
should be regarded as a source of funds 
for Canadian programming, along with 
the commercial revenues of broad- 
casters and the Parliamentary grants to 
the CBC." 

While these proposals are subject to 
the decisions of the CRTC, certain ac- 
tions can be taken by the CBC. And 
Johnson listed several steps now under- 
way to improve the quality and quantity 
of Canadian programming. 

The first priority, Johnson said, is to 
Can adianise the English Television 
Service: ''Our prime -time schedule 
must provide an alternative -adistinct- 
ly Canadian alternative - that will at- 
tract and engage audiences with Canadi- 
an programmes." The CBC wants to 
have 80 percent Canadian content in 
prime time on the English Television 
Service by the 1980s. 

The CBS is working to improve its 
French- language television service, and 
to have the English and French net- 
works work more closely together to im- 
prove Canadian programming. 

.Johnson also said the CBC would work 
to be more open and responsive to the 
needs of the public, to lengthen the na- 
tional news on the English network, and 
to increase the use of independent pro - 
duction companies and of feature films. 

To accomplish these objectives, how- 
ever, Johnson let it be known that the 
government must continue its support of 
the CBC. He told the commission, "The 
CBC is the only consistent and serious 
producer of drama and music and variety 
and children's and documentaries and 
science and agricultural programmes in 
the country.'' 

To continue this role, the CBC needs 
funding. But with the recent $71 million 
budget reduction imposed on the CBC 
by the government, the future role ofthe 
CBC is in jeopardy. 

Johnson firmly believes, however, 
that to achieve a re- Canadi anisation of 

Continued on page 12 
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ADDA does it agai 

HIGH 

NORM 

LOW 

VIDEO LEVEL i 

VW -1 SYNCHRONIZER 

13 
REMOTE 

HORIZ. PI-ASE 

i 
SET UP 

GEN LOCK 

HUE 
CHROMA LEVEL 

A frame synchronizer with TBC and freeze frame 
for under $20,000. 

We asked you what you wanted in a low cost 
synchronizer, and you told us. Now ADDA 
Corporation delivers just what you need. A digital 
frame synchronizer that locks remote, network, 
ENG, and satellite feeds to your station reference. 
With fourth, not third, harmonic sampling. With 
time base correction for heterodyne color U -Matic 
recorders. With freeze frame and a separate field 
freeze mode that eliminates interfield jitter. 
But here's the clincher. The ADDA VW -1 

synchronizer protects the vertical blanking interval 
at the lowest price in the industry. We give you the 
latest in digital technology, not extraneous bells 
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and whistles. So you get more of what you need 
for less money. 

Let us show you our solution to your blanking 
problems. Use the reader service card, write o'call 
ADDA Corporation, 1671 Dell Avenue, 
Campbell, California 95008. 
Telephone: (408) 379 -1500. 
Southeast District Office: 2693 Twigg Circle, 
Marietta, Georgia 30067. Telephone: (404) 953 -'500. 

ADDA CORPORATI[ N 
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the broadcasting service, the govern- 
ment (the country) needs the CBC: 
"There is no way out. If we want to have 
a vital Canadian broadcasting system we 
must have strong public sector support." 

UNITED STATES 

Reviewing 
FCC actions 
A quick review of what lies ahead for 
the broadcaster in dealings with the 
Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). 

With FCC Chairman Charles Ferris 
and several FCC commissioners sched- 
uled to speak at the upcoming NAB 
convention in Dallas (March 25 -28), 
many broadcasters are preparing them- 
selves to ask the right questions and lis- 
ten for the right answers that might solve 
or prevent problems, or clear up confu- 
sion relating to current FCC actions. 

To assist broadcasters in doing their 
homework, Broadcast Communications 
decided to present a quick review of 

some of the issues that might come up 
during the convention. 

Although the courts, in 1976, ordered 
the FCC to recalculate fees collected be- 
tween 1970 and 1976 and make appro- 
priate refunds, the Commission has still 
failed to take action. In fact, it only re- 
cently issued a Notice of Inquiry which 
addresses both the fee refund and a 
complete restructuring of fee schedules. 

With action expected this year, it 
looks as if the Commission will conduct 
its fee refund programme in two phases. 
The first phase will cover all refunds ex- 
ceeding $20. It is estimated that there 
are more than 300,000 individual claims 
falling into this category, with a total of 
$90 million involved. According to re- 
cent reports, the Commission expects to 
refund about 69% of all such fees in the 
first phase. 

Phase two of the refund programme 
will have few actual refunds. This phase 
will cover all refund claims for $20 or 
less, of which $10 million were col- 
lected. Because of the administrative 
costs, however, fee claimants will prob- 
ably see little or no money if the claim 
was for a small amount. 

The FCC's position regarding the 
cable TV industry will no doubt be a 
major topic during talks with the com- 
missioners at the convention. One as- 
pect of this issue, which hopefully will be 
resolved by July, is the payment of copy- 
right fees by cable television systems to 
allow them to broadcast copyrighted 
programme material on a secondary 
basis. 

A Copyright Royalty Tribunal has 
been set up to distribute fees collected 
from cable TV systems, but it has failed 
to set guidelines for fee distribution. The 
tribunal has wanted an industry -wide 
group of potential copyright claimants to 
decide upon a workable plan for dis- 
tribution. However, this has failed to 
work, and the burden has once again 
fallen on the tribunal to develop a dis- 
tribution schedule. 

The tribunal may soon have to decide 
upon such a schedule, since claims for 
entitlement to the license fees for pro- 
grammes broadcast between July 1, 
1978, and June 30, 1979, must be filed 
by July 1979. The tribunal is presently 
working on a form that could be used for 

Continued on page 14 

Business Hotline 
TOSHIBA CORPORATION has announced that it is 

entering the U.S. and Canadian broadcast equip- 
ment market. The Tokyo -based company is a major 
world supplier of radio and television broadcast 
equipment. The new Broadcast Electronic Systems 
Division, a branch of Toshiba International Corp., 
will be headquartered in Sunnyvale, California; 
Ronald Fried, former president of International 
Video Corporation, has been named vice president/ 
general manager of the new division. According to 
Fried, the new division will concentrate initially on 
marketing the Toshiba line of colour television cam- 
eras and auxiliary equipment. 

CEZAR INTERNATIONAL LTD. and VIDEOMEDIA 
have jointly announced the sale of the Z6 editing 
systems developed by Cezar to Videomedia. Under 
terms of the agreement, Videomedia will handle the 
marketing and financial end, while Cezar Inter- 
national will concentrate on further development of 
the expansion products, mainly the F and Z versions. 
The Z6 editing system is being introduced this month 
at the SMPTE conference and at Video Expo, both 
scheduled for San Francisco. 

VICTOR DUNCAN INC. will host a pre -NAB equip- 
ment symposium on Saturday, March 24, which will 
feature demonstrations of products supplied by Cin- 
ema Products, Christie Electric, HME, O'Connor 
Engineering, and Rosco. Cinema Products will dis- 
play their exclusive line of NEC video equipment: 

the MNC -71CP ENG /EFP colour video camera; the 
MNC -710CP studio /field production system; and the 
TTR -7 lightweight one -inch helical cartridge VTR 
and its matching system studio /mobile van counter- 
part, the TTR -5. Christie Electric will demonstrate 
their NiCad batteries and the new "burping" 
charger. Rosco will have their line of light control 
media for both film and video production. HME will 
feature its wireless mike, and O'Connor Engineering 
will be displaying their newest fluid heads for film 
and video cameras. Additionally, many other prod- 
ucts will be 00 display for inspection. For more in- 
formation, contact Victor Duncan Inc., 2659 Fon- 
dren, Dallas, TX 75206; (214) 369 -1165. 

CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS MFG. CO. has re- 
ceived a contract from the General Services Adminis- 
tration (GSA) to build 11 shortwave radio broadcast 
transmitters for Radio Free Europe /Radio Liberty 
(RFE /RL). The contract calls for the design and 
manufacture of 250,000 watts shortwave radio broad- 
cast transmitters employing the latest technologies. 
The transmitters will be used to upgrade and im- 
prove RFE /RL broadcasting services in Europe. 

E & O SYSTEMS LTD., a subsidiary of Electro & Opti- 
cal Systems Ltd. of Toronto, has been appointed 
exclusive U.S. distributor for the A/V and Computer 
Display divisions of Barco Electronic N.V. of Bel- 
gium, manufacturer of high -quality colour video dis- 
plays and ancillary equipment. 
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INTRODUCING By AMPRO 

LOOK AT ALL 
THE THINGS IT 

DOESN'T HAVE 
IL. 

HIGH PRICE TAG 
advanced manufacturing 

techniques keep the price 
range from only $1495 -$3495. 

It doesn't have 
IviA NTENANCE PROBLEMS 

Microtouch switching technology 
replaces "old- fashioned" lever 

key switches... a chronic 
maintenance headache. 

It doesn't have a 

LARGE SIZE 
compact packaging 

...5 channels only 
21" wide. 8 channels 

only 26 ". 

It doesn't h3v: 
RF PICKUP 

all inputs and out3uts 
are transformer 

isolated. Ground Slane 
shielding protects 

circuitry. 

It doesn't have 
OPERATOR CONFUSION 

human -engineered panel design 
logically groups associated controls. 

LED's and self -indicating input 
switches provide operator feedback. 

It doesn't have 
ELECTROSTATIC SWITCHING 

Microtouch mechanical 
switching requires deliberate 

action. Prevents human error 
due to accidental contact. 

And... Microtouch doesn't have the limited capability typical of small 
consoles. Available with up to 21 inputs in 5 and 8 channel, rotary and 
linear fader configurations with dual mono or dual stereo outputs. 
Microtouch, the ultimate in cost effective, state -of- the -art console design 
from Ampro. 

Send for a FREE brochure and see what 
Microtouch consoles can do for you. 

See us at NAB Booth #369. 

AAMPRO BROADCASTING 
850 PENNSYLVANIA BLVD., FEASTERVILLE, PA 19047. (215) 322 -5100 

Professional Equipment for Broadcasting Professionals 

Represented in Canada by Ward -Beck Systems Limited 
Export Agent Singer Products, New York, NY Telex 423592 SPC VI 
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such claims. 
Although most of these fees will go to 

the networks, syndicators, movie pro- 
ducers, sports promoters, and other 
major suppliers of programming, some 
stations may receive money as well. 
Many cable systems do use locally pro- 
duced programmes (both television and 
radio); and, therefore, these stations are 
entitled to a share of copyright fees. 

The Commission is working hard to 
give a new deal to women and minor- 
ities. In recent actions, the Commission 
agreed to issue tax certificates to sellers 
of broadcast stations to groups having a 
substantial minority representation. 
Also, the Commission has endorsed dis- 
tress sales of stations in certain instances 
where the station is going to a minority 
licensee. Under consideration is a plan 
by which minority groups will be able to 
purchase blocks of broadcast time to 
show special programmes. 

In other matters, the Commission is 
considering the allocation of new VHF 
assignments to four cities, even though 
UHF broadcasters oppose such a move. 
These broadcasters want to develop 
UHF and feel this will only happen when 
the FCC declares the VHF spectrum 
closed. 

While the Commission looks toward 
more VHF stations, it may eliminate AM 
clear -channel stations. It appears that 
clear- channel stations are on the way 
out, allowing more opportunities for 
minority groups wanting to enter the 
broadcast field. 

In addition to these areas, broad- 
casters are sure to quiz the commission- 
ers scheduled to appear at the NAB con- 
vention on actions relating to new defini- 
tions of "community service" pro- 
grammes; current policies toward 
mass -media cross -ownership; and of par- 
ticular interest to financial management, 
the present inquiry into the amendment 
of FCC Form 324 (Annual Financial Re- 
port) and the possible elimination of the 
confidential status of financial reports. 

AUSTRALIA 

Remote areas to 
receive television 
A government task force has proposed 
a new satellite communications system. 

1 n an effort to provide television service 
to more than 500,000 people living in 
remote areas, a government task force 
has recommended the funding of a $190 
million satellite communications system 
to become operational by 1985. 

The task force, set up in 1977 to 
investigate the feasibility of such a sys- 

tern, said despite a few uncertainties on 
the final costs of such a project, the ad- 
vantages of an improved communica- 
tions system across Australia were many. 

A major concern of the task force was 
bringing television to the remote areas of 
the country. The satellite system finally 
proposed would not only provide new 
service to these areas, but also make pos- 
sible simultaneous television broadcasts 
nationwide. Also, several new stations 
would likely result from the proposal, 
including two in Sidney, two in Mel- 
bourne, and an additional station in 11 
other cities. 

The new system would involve two 
satellites, to be launched in 1984 and 
operational the following year. A third 
satellite would be launched in 1987. The 
task force recommended that a govern- 
ment statutory authority be created to 
operate the satellite system, which 
would be supported by subscribers. 

The only dissension on the task force 
came from P. J. Coleman, the Depart- 
ment of Finance representative. Cole- 
man's major objection concerned the 
cost of such a system. He said if a remote 
area telephone service was added an 
additional $120 million would be spent. 
And direct broadcast to remote areas 
could cost as much as $90 million over 
the original projection of $190 million. 
In Coleman's view, the actual cost of the 
proposal would be closer to $500 million. 

UNITED STATES 

Diversity 
vs. restraint 
Current government proposals to 
change the broadcast industry are not 
necessary, and may even be a threat. 

The present structure of the broadcast 
industry is working to provide U.S. au- 
diences with quality, diverse program- 
ming. And "to rely on the federal 
government to correct [the network's] 
shortcomings is to head down a road that 
will simply deprive our children and 
their children of a precious resource." 

John Backe, president of CBS Inc., 
issued that warning at a recent meeting 
of the Academy of Television Arts and 
Sciences in Los Angeles. 

Backe defended the present network 
structure at a time when the mood of the 
government is to find new ways to im- 
prove the broadcast industry, with the 
emphasis on more "diversity." But 
Backe pointed out repeatedly that the 
present system is diverse, and the 
government's attempt to alter the indus- 
try would only serve to disrupt and, in 
some cases, restrain the broadcaster. 

"The buzz word in Washington today 
is 'diversity,' ' " he told the audience. 
"And as applied by some, it means 'less is 
more' - a rationale for proposed 
changes in broadcasting that would 
change our system drastically. 'Diver- 
sity' as used by some government 
reformers promises many new stations, 
many new networks, less of this kind of 
programming, more of that kind of pro- 
gramming." 

According to Backe, government 
regulators have forgotten the built -in 
"checks and balances" that already make 
for a diverse industry: 

"Audiences select the shows they will 
watch, advertisers select the pro- 
grammes they will support, affiliates 
choose their networks, and sometimes 
they change their affiliation. There are 
developments like the growth of cable 
television and the creation of indepen- 
dent networks for special programmes. 
All of this adds up to a strong system of 
contending forces which encourage - 
even demand - innovation and produce 
the constantly evolving diversity our crit- 
ics find so appealing. The point is the 
marketplace produces change and 
improvement through its own dynamics 
and without the need for regulation." 

Backe supplied an abundance of facts 
and figures to support his position that 
the marketplace guarantees diversity - 
the old "supply and demand" theory 
modified. Competition among the net- 
works necessitates the constant search 
for quality material; and to obtain the 
right combination, the networks spend 
literally millions of dollars to develop 
and produce programmes, some of 
which never make it to the final stage of 
airing. In fact, CBS has spent $60 million 
in programme development in the last 
two years. The cost of operating and pro- 
gramming the CBS Television Network 
was $600 million last year, double that 
spent just four years earlier. 

Much of this money is lost, Backe said, 
but the very fact that CBS and the other 
networks spend these sums indicates 
their seriousness in constantly seeking to 
improve television programming. The 
ratings affect advertising, and advertis- 
ing supports the network. And this fact 
makes it mandatory that the network 
improve its programming, develop bet- 
ter news coverage, and, of course, make 
a profit. 

It was on the subject of news coverage 
that brought the greatest warning from 
Backe. Recent court actions restricting 
the freedom of the press have caused 
great concern among U.S. broadcasters. 
Television news coverage is a vital part of 
American journalism, and CBS' special 
news reports and weekly 60 Minutes 

Continued on page 16 
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With our new 3200 
your audio can 
equal your video 

Somewhere along the line, video technology got ahead 
of audio technology. Now, Audio Designs and Manu- 
facturing has evened the score. 

Our new modular audio consoles are the perfect 
match for today's video equipment. In fact, we believe 
our new 3200 and 1600 broadcast production cor soles 
are the forerunners of the audio equipment of the 80's. 
You won't see anything else like them, at least not this 
side of late 1979. 

Our totally new consoles employ the finest proven 
components and integrate them into a cohesive, versa- 
tile, reliable unit ... one that will accommodate your 
most exacting requirements. Our total in -house design 
and manufacturing capability put so much quality into 
all of our consoles that ADIVr offers an exclusi e 5- 
year warranty, the most comprehensive in the industry. 

Learn more about how ADM can increase your a udio 
capabilities. Contact Audio Designs and Manufa._tur- 
ing, Inc., 16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 4E066. 
Phone: (313) 778 -8400. TLX -23 -1114. Southeas tern 
Office: Phone (904) 694 -4032. 1=331 Distributed 
outside U.S.A. by Ampex International Operations, Inc. 

SEE US AT BOOTH 414 AVM 
The Audio Company 
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programme have made significant con- 
tributions to news coverage, and have 
served the American people by provid- 
ing in -depth reporting of major issues of 
the day. However, these recent court 
rulings have weakened the ability of the 
press to investigate stories, and this wor- 
ries Backe. 

He told the audience: "Anything that 
weakens the network structure concerns 
me greatly. If our ability to deal with a 

multitude of diverse entertainment pro- 

graunming sources is constrained, the 
real loser is the viewer at home. If our 
news division finds its ability to monitor 
the events of government and to perform 
its traditional watchdog function is con- 
strained, the real loser is the entire 
democratic system. A weakened press is 
a toothless watchdog." 

To combat this trend, he called upon 
the management side of the broadcast 
industry to work together with the cre- 
ative members of the Academy. Backe 

The Great 
Microphone 
Sale... 
We wont to introduce you to our prompt service. We ore equally 
proud of our unconditional guarantee of satisfaction. We figured 
it would take savings like this to help you start doing business 
with us. 1134 stations save money on 75 broadcast supply and 
equipment lines. Shouldn't you? 

AKG List Cash Sennheiser LiSL Cosh 

D190E - $80 - $58 MD -421 -U - $300 - $213 
D1000E - 90 - 64 MD -441 -U - 418 - $294 
ELECTROVOICE Shure 
635A - $66 - $46 SM -7 - $335 - $227 
667A - 324 - 229 SM -11 - 66 - 47 

RE10 - 120 - 85 SM -57 - 108 - 77 

RE16 - 198 - 139 SM -58 - 138 - 98 
RE20 - 330 - 233 SM -82 - 215 - 154 

Luxo LM -41 Mike Arm - List $39. Cash $25. 
Prices are cosh - with - order, 
UPS prepaid and expire 3 -31 -79. 
Stations concentrating most of their 
purchases with us receive a significant 
benefit - write for details. 

Ca/ 
P O Box 590 /Leesburg Virginia 22075 Phone 70 3-777 -8660 

broadcast corrsultr ants corporation 
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went so far as to call upon the two sides to 
join in a "marriage of necessity" -a joint 
effort striving to preserve the present 
structure of the industry; in other words, 
an effort to preserve the status quo. 

CANADA 

Satellite -to -home 
broadcasting 

Several projects using Anik -B get 
underway this month. 

This month marks the beginning of a 

series of projects designed to bring a vari- 
ety of promising new social uses of satel- 
lite communications out of their current 
experimental stage and closer to every- 
day reality. 

The projects will be conducted via 
Canada's newest satellite, Anik -B, 
launched last December. At least 17 

groups or agencies will be involved in 
these advanced communications pilot 
projects, aimed at refining new services, 
further examining the viability of others, 
and making both new and potential users 
of satellite services more experienced in 
or aware of their most effective use. The 
projects are part Of the Department of 
Communications' Anik -B Communica- 
tions Programme. 

One of the most promising new satel- 
lite applications will be direct, satellite - 
to- home broadcasting. The DOC plans 
to conduct trials and demonstrations of a 

variety of small satellite ground stations, 
known as TVR() (television receive - 
only) terminals, produced by Canadian 
industry. 

This can be done because Anik -B is a 

dual -band satellite: 12 channels in the 
conventional 4 and 6 GHz microwave 
bands, for service in Telesat's existing 
commercial satellite communications 
system; and six channels in the new 14 

and 12 GHz frequency bands, first used 
by Canada's Hermes satellite. 

The DOC is leasing this high - 
frequency capacity of Anik -B for a two - 
year series ofcarefully selected pilot pro- 
jects in the fields of health care, educa- 
tion, community communications, TV 
programme distribution, provision of 
government services, remote sensing, 
data communications, propagation 
measurements, and geophysical sci- 
ence. 

Two -year leasing of the 14/12 G11 z 

channels, with an option for three more, 
is costing the DOC $32 million, includ- 
ing launch and extra operating costs at- 
tributable to the government pro- 
gramme. Earth station completion, ad- 
ministration, and other departmental 
costs will run to another $4 million.BC 
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 es. 

You may never 
have thouciht 

of us as a wor wide 
broadcast equipmen 

company. 
Yet in 1919 we pioneered in the manufacture of transmitting to 

In 1936 we were building television cameras. 
In 1940 we built our first VHF television transmitter. 

In recent years we've built and sold 
thousands of color television cameras. 
And we're about to introduce the indus- 
try's most advanced broadcast studio 
camera at the 1979 NAB. 

We're 110,000 employees with over 
1,600 people dedicated to basic research 
and product development. We rank as 
one of the 100 largest companies in the 
world with sales exceeding $8 billion. 
Our products include everything from 
light bulbs to nuclear reactors. 

We're probably not who you think 
we are. In fact, we've never marketed our 
broadcast products in North America 
... until now. 

If you want to know who we are, 
come to Booth 2701 at NAB. But if you 
want a head start, turn the page. 
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A new name in broadcast equipment... since 1919. 

You've probably heard of us. We make 
appliances, components, and industrial 
equipment. We're into power generation, 
transportation, radiology, computers, and 
lighting. We make hundreds of products. But 
you might not know that we've been building for 
broadcasters for over 50 years. We've been 
making color television cameras since the sixties 
when we introduced the world's smallest color 
camera. We also make quad VTR's, control 
equipment, and transmitting equipment. You'll 
find Toshiba cameras, VTR's, broadcast systems, 
and mobile units from Africa to the Middle East, 
from Australia to Latin America, from Spain to 
the Philippines. 

Now it's time to introduce a superb camera 
product line to the world's most sophisticated 
broadcast television market. 

THE PK -39- Perhaps the most versatile, 
flexible, portable ENG /EFP broadcast camera 
ever designed. Self- contained or two -piece. 
Auto beam control, auto white balance, and 
auto iris. Choice of Plumbicon* or Saticon* * 

tubes. 
THE PK -31A -A computerized studio color 

camera featuring automatic setup and 30 mm 
Plumbicon tube format. 

TUNA, Philips 
TM Hlaçh 
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... And for NAB. 

THE PK -40 -A major advance in digitally 
controlled cameras. The next generation of 
digital cameras is coming from Toshiba. The 
PK -40, which includes a self- contained mini- 
computer, provides: 

computerized automatic setup and fault 
diagnosis 
superb stability and reliability 
one -inch diode gun with improved picture 
quality 
triax cable 

Toshiba's half a century of broadcast 
experience means a corporate commitment not 
only to the way we introduce the company and 
its products to North American broadcasters, 
but to provide the customer support that must 
follow. It took us a while to get here. But we 
came well prepared. 

Toshiba Broadcast Electronic Systems, a 
division of Toshiba International Corporation. 
292 Gibraltar Drive, Sunnyvale, California 
94086. (408) 734 -9172. 

TOSHIBA... In Touch with Tomorrow 
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CREATIVE FREEDOM 

Z6 

EDITING 
SYSTEM 

A Microprocessor Based 
Editing Control System 

... a fresh new approach to creative freedom. The Z -6 has more of 
what you are looking for than any other VTR editing system. 

Z -6 HAS WHAT YOU NEED! 

Reliability - the Z -6 utilizes the computer industry's standard IEEE 

S -100 buss electronics - the heart of your Z -6 is a tried and proven 
Z -80 micro computer. Moreover your Z -6 interface requires NO 
mechanical modifications to the VTR. Your transports are factory 
reliable. 

Accuracy - with "micro -loc"' the Z -6 is "dead lock" accurate. The 
frame of video you select is the frame of video you edit. "Micro -loc "' 
is an exclusive Z -6 technique which obviates the need for SMPTE 
time code. For the first time control track editing is as accurate as 

the "old standard ". 

Expandability - the Z -6 is software based. Your Z -6 future is the 
future of the computer world. Every Z -6 is state of the art year after 
year and software upgradeable. 

Z -6 HAS WHAT YOU WANT! 

Features - the Z -6 comes with a 99 event memory. Bi directional 
shuttle controls, auto search, cruise control, event tag, rehearse. 
perform, review edit and many more features far too numerous to 
mention... there's even a built in electronic scratch pad for calcula- 
tions. All the features of conventional editing systems plus many 
they haven't even thought of. The Z -6 was conceived and designed 
by professional editing people. 

Human Engineering - the keyboard is simple. Each primary func- 
tion has a dedicated button. No shifting or typing. The Z -6 keyboard 
is layed out logically. The CRT display is organized in a similar 
fashion. The status of your production is simply and accurately dis- 
played throughout the editing process. Cursors prompt the 
operator to the next logical function and error messages appear 
when an illogical command is attempted. The Z -6 edits, it relies on 
you only for the "creative decisions ". 

Flexibility - the Z -6 can edit the most demanding production you 
can give it, with consecutive event mode changes, simultaneous 
tape searching, event memory recall, automatic computation of 

times and durations, custom programmed pre rolls and post rolls, 
automatic return to last event edited. 
However, if you are a novice, the Z -6 will operate like the simplest 
control track editing system you have ever used except it will be the 
most accurate. Forget the numbers, durations, roll times, events. 
Simply shuttle to the pictures and rehearse and /or perform the edit. 
The Z -6 can handle your novices and your pro. 

THE Z -6 HAS IT ALL! 

For the first time you have a first class production without the 
hardware hassle - it's that simple. YOUR EDITING SYSTEM 
SHOULD HAVE "Z -6 APPEAL" 

Videomedia 
Proiesvonai reievislon Systems 

pat. pend. 

250 North Wolle Road. Sunnyvale, CA 94086408/733 -6500 
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Andre Lamy was recently named 
vice president, audience relations, 
of the Canadian Broadcasting Cor- 
poration (CBC). Lamy, formerly 
government film commissioner 
and chairman of the National Film 
Board, will be responsible for 
maintaining good relations be- 
tween the CBC and its many audi- 

r/ri ences. This will mean working with 
the several communities which the CBC is primarily con- 
cerned with, including arts and cultural, business, labour, 
agricultural, parliamentary, and the press. 

Peter A. Lund, vice president, CBS -Owned AM Stations, 
New York City, replaced Sherril Taylor as a member of the 
National Association of Broadcasters' Radio Board of Direc- 
tors. In other action by the NAB, Robert Mitchell was named 
vice president for membership. Mitchell succeeds Wayne 
Cornils, now NAB radio vice president. 

The Association of Independent Television Stations (INTV) 
recently announced the appointment of Robert Hartman 
as chairman of its marketing advisory committee. Hartman, 
general sales manager of WUAB -TV, Cleveland, succeeds 
Harold Protter. 

The new director of broadcasting of Radio and Television 
Singapore (RTS) is Mrs. Wong -Lee Siok Tin, who has served 
in the position for the past four years. Her former post was 
that of deputy director. 

Cornelius "Neil" Knox has been named vice president, affili- 
ate relations, CBS Radio Network. Knox, formerly the net- 
work's national manager, affiliate relations, joined CBS in 
1955 as an account executive with the Radio Network. 

Continued on page 22 

Harold Ennes (second from right), Broadcast Com- 
munications digital editor, was awarded the Order of 
the Iron Test Pattern at the national office of the 
Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE), Indianapolis. 
Ennes has been associated with the broadcast indus- 
try for many years, and is the author of several text- 
books on digital technology and radio /television 
maintenance. The Order of the Iron Test Pattern was 
initiated by Dynair Electronics last month to honour 
those making significant contributions to the tele- 
vision industry. Looking on are (left to right): Pat 
Satter, SBE executive secretary; Jim Wulliman, 
SBE certification committee chairman; and Mary 
Brush, SBE certification committee secretary. 
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The CS D-510... 
all the capability and accuracy 
you are likely to need 

MASTER 
CLOCK SYSTEM 

DRIVER! 

Leitch Video Inc. 
210 South 8th Street 
Lewiston 
N.Y. 14092 
Phone: (716) 754 -4349 

LEITCH 
Progressive Concepts in Television Technology 
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Leitch Video Limited 
705 Progress Avenue 

Scarborough, Ontario 
Canada - M1H 2X1 

Phone: (4'6) 438 -5060 
Telex: 065 -25420 
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MORE THAN PAYS FOR 
ITSELF IN ONE MONTH! 

NEW! Logic Analyzer 
for Ampex ACR 25 

Easy to install -fits right 
into existing slot, no 
cutting 

Bridging connections 
with a buffer in each feed 

Identifies origin of all 
test modes, assists in 
de- bugging of intermittent 
faults 

Helps to prevent costly 
make -goods 

In use by Canada's major 
TV network 

Fast delivery 

Available from 

See us at NAB Booth #2609 
GLENTRONIX (U.S.) INC. 
210 SOUTH 8TH STREET 
LEWISTON, N.Y. 14092 
(716) 754 -4347 
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Generator - Reader 
-video Generator 

Datametrics Model SP -722 Generates / 
Translates SMPTE Code and Displays 
Time on Video Monitor 
along with Subject 
Matter. 

Generate 
Time Code User Bits 
Video Synchronization 
Jam Synchronization 

Translate 
0,25 to 10 Volt Sensitivity 

to 40 Times Speed 
BCD Outputs 

Time Display 
Infinitely Positionable 
Size and Style Selectable 
Intensity Variable 

datametrics 
Datametrics Inc. 
340 Fordham Road. Wilmington, Mass. 01887 
Tel (617) 658 -5410 TWX 710 -347 -7672 
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Phyllis Moore is the first woman 
to be appointed operations direc- 
tor of a beautiful -music station in 
the Harte -Hanks communications 
chain. Moore is the new operations 
manager of WEZI -FM, Memphis, 
Tennessee. In her new position, 
she will supervise the operations of 
the production, announcing, pub- 
lic service, and news department 
staff of the station. 

At the CBS Radio Division, Susan Segal was named manager 
of marketing services. Segal had been an account executive 
with WCBS -FM, a CBS -owned station in New York. She 
rejoined CBS in February 1977 as an account executive with 
CBS -FM Sales and moved to WCBS -FM when the station 
organised a separate sales department later that year. 

Md. Abdul Rashid has been ap- 
pointed ABU technical liaison offi- 
cer for Radio Bangladesh. Rashid, 
deputy research engineer for the 
Directorate -General, began his 
broadcasting career in 1961 with 
Radio Pakistan. For the past few 
years he has worked with Radio 
Bangladesh, specialising in HF fre- 
quency prediction and interna- 

tional monitoring. He also has extensive experience in the in- 
stallation, operation, and maintenance of transmitters, 
studios, and receiving centres. 

Radio station WKY, Oklahoma City, recently announced that 
Lee Allan Smith resigned as the station's general manager to 
accept a new position as vice president and general manager 

Continued on page 26 

Moving Up 
JOHN CAMARDA has been appointed director of 
marketing at RF Technology Inc. Before joining the 
company, Camarda was general sales manager for 
Thomson -CSF Labs in Stamford, Conn. 

JIM LUCY, formerly director of sales for McMartin 
Industries, was recently appointed broadcast sales 
manager of C.S.P. Inc., Doylestown, Pennsylvania. 
Lucy will handle product and market development 
for C.S.P. 

SAMUEL C. LA CONTE is the first appointee to the 
newly created position of sales coordinator at Ike - 
garni Electronics (USA) Inc. La Conte will serve to 
interface between the company and its customers to 
help keep the factory /customer relationship smooth 
by insuring product delivery and resolving any prob- 
lems. 

W. DOW JONES moved from Harris Corporation to 
Broadcast Electronics Inc., where he became the 
automation service manager. In his new position, 
Dow is responsible for installation checkout and any 
subsequent service work with the company's new 
Control 16 Automation System. 
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The new ADM® 1600 series 
broadcast vroduction corsc,le 

New! Audio for the '80's in a versatile packag 
Years -ahead design doesn't have to mean big in size. 
Audio Designs has created an entirely new generation of 
broadcast production consoles - engineered to antici- 
pate the medium -market audio needs of the '80's. 

The new ADM 1600 incorporates a wide range of 
features most requested by chief engineers around the 
country for medium -market broadcast and production 
facilities. It provides the same ease of operation and 
quality components found in our 3200 series and custom 
consoles. The ADM 1600 offers an array of capabilities 
for now and well into the next decade. 

Our complete in -house design and manufacturing pit 
so much quality into our audio consoles that we c< n 
confidently offer an exclusive 5 -year warranty - tie 
most comprehensive in the industry 

To learn more about how ADM can increase your 
audio capabilities, please contact Audio Designs ar 3 

Manufacturing, Inc., 16005 Sturgeon, Rosevill. , 

Michigan 48066. Phone (313) 778 -8400. TLX- 23- 111.;. 
Southeastern Office: Phone (904) 694 -4032. 

Distributed outside the U.S.A. by Ampe 
International Operations, Inc. 

SEE US AT BOOTH 414 

The Audio Company 
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Get two for the price of one. Or one, 

Compare JVC's $23,000 CY-8800U 
portable ENG camera to the most 
widely used competitive camera. 
Theirs has a lot more of one thing: 
cost. About double, in fact. 

But there, for all intents and pur- 
poses, the differences end. 

Because, in any ENG /EFP assign- 
ment where you find normal lighting 
conditions, you'd be hard pressed to 
see any difference in results. 

Maximum performance 
per dollar 

"Putting it simply, the results were 
excellent' says well -known Producer - 
Director /Cameraman Lon McQuillin 
in his review of the CY-8800U. 
"Color quality is marvelous...There 
are few ENG cameras at any price 
that can top the JVC's performance, 
and then only when pushed into very 
poor lighting conditions... 

It may 
well set the standard for the rest of 
the cameras in the category: 

Behind that performance are high 
sensitivity and S/N ratio (50 dB). 
500 -line resolution. Sensitivity 
doubling (6 or 12dB). Auto white 
balance. And horizontal and vertical 
contour correction. 
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and save over $20,000. 

The C'' 1300U even has some fea- 
tures trot tie high -priced camera 
doesn't ran_. Such as level control 
comper ti Jn for hot spots. Internal 
time lap neter which indicates 
tube lifE. Pus a moisturep-oof, rug- 
ged, sleek :ase that you cal rest on 
your knee or the ground. 

What do you really need? 
Think about it. If you can get excel- 
lent results from JVC, do you really 

encounter enough critical poor -light 
assignments to warrant paying twice 
the price? 

Let a JVC dealer show you the 
CY-8800U in action. For the name of 
your nearest dealer, call one of these 
numbers collect: East, 212 -476- 
8300; Midwest, 312 - 593 -8997; 
South, 713 -741 -3741; West, 213- 
537 -6020. US JVC Corp., 58 -75 
Queens Midtown Expressway, 
Maspeth, NY 11378. 

C 
PROFESSIONAL VIDEO DIVISIOF. 

US JVC Corp. 
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of KTVY -TV, also in Oklahoma City. Dee Sadler, assistant 
general manager and general sales manager under Smith, is 
the new general manager. 

James Kangwana, director of 
broadcasting of the Voice of Kenya 
(VOK), is presently on a special as- 
signment with the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Africa 
(UNECA) in Addis Ababa. Kang- 
wana, who will complete his as- 
signment in May, is helping pre- 
pare reports for the Communica- 
tions and Transport decade (1978- 

1988). In addition to his post with the VOK, he is currently 
vice president, programmes and administration, of the Com- 
monwealth Broadcasting Association (CBA). 

Ed Clare of Cinema Products was recently elected to the 
board of trustees of the Professional Motion Picture Equip- 
ment Association (PMPEA). Clare's name was spelled incor- 
rectly as "Clark" in the January issue. 

After an absence of several months, Randy Shaw rejoined the 
Mutual Broadcasting System as news director of the Mutual 
Southwestern Radio Network. He will be responsible for the 
overall administration of the Mutual SWRN news and sports 
units. Shaw, a former award- winning newscaster with station 
WTOP, Washington, was managing editor of the Northern 
Virginia Daily Sun newspaper before entering the radio news 
field. 

Arthur Schlaman has retired from WTAQ, La Grange, Ill., 
after 28 years of service with the station. Schlaman joined 
WTAQ in 1951, beginning as an on -air personality and end- 
ing his career as vice president of business and finance. He 
will remain associated with the station as a consultant and an 
occasional talk -show host through 1979. 

Ed Knapp recently became chief engineer for WXLO -FM, 
New York. Knapp joined RKO in 1963 as a staff engineer and 
moved to WXLO in 1977 as maintenance supervisor. Prior to 
joining RKO, he served as chief engineer for several other 
radio stations. 

Alan M. Levin has been named vice president, business af- 
fairs, CBS Entertainment. Levin, who just last April became 
vice president and assistant to the president, will now report 
directly to Robert A. Daly, president, CBS Entertainment. 
Levin joined CBS in 19¢9 as an assistant director in the CBS 
News business affairs department. He replaced Jerry Rubin, 
who resigned to become executive vice president of the David 
Gerber Company. 

Lucius Chikuni, acting general manager of the Malawi 
Broadcasting Corporation (MBC), began his career 16 years 
ago as an announcer with the Federal Corp. of Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland at Blantyre. Since then, he has studied broad- 
casting in the United States and has worked in France and 
Germany. His professional background includes experience 
in production, engineering, and programming. Prior to his 
recent appointment, Chikuni was assistant director of pro- 
grammes for MBC. BC 

This control unit opens up on 
a whole 
new world of 
television. 
The French have always had a way 
with words. Now they have put them 
on television. The ANTIOPE 
TELETEXT System, developed in 
France, is the most advanced 
communication medium that operates 
over television, radio or telephone 
links. 

ANTIOPE TELETEXT will be on display 
at Booth #2221 in Dallas. Come and 
see us for a full demonstration. 

OU LE SIZE 
(MALE 

WIDTH 
caMIRBW 

For further information about ANTIOPE TELETEXT 
contact: 

TELEGEN 
800 Welch Rd., Suite 354 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
(415) 326 -6103 

SOFRATEV 
124, Avenue de Villiars 
75017 Paris, France 
Telephone: 755 -68 -63 
Teletext SOFRATV 641821 F 
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At EEV...Your Image Is Our Business. 
To meet this challenge, we 
developed the highest quality 
color camera tube available today. 

You know it as Leddicon', a lead 
oxide tube which is the acknowledged 
best tube for your image. 

We could list all the outstanding 
features and specifications, and many 
other good reasons why you should 
use our tubes, but... 

'Registered Trademark of 
EEV Lead Oxide Camera Tubes 

the features you consider most 
important are... 
Leddicons assure you dynamically 
faithful pictures over a long life, 
and they are rugged. 

That is why Ledd cons are used in 
virtually every country, and by 
the major networks and camera 
manufacturers worldwide. 

For the very best image, call or 
write for all the facts about our 
Leddicon tube family. 
Also ask about our Vidicons...tre 
image standard for color telecine 

EEV, INC. 
7 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523, 914- 592 -6050 TWX 710- 567 -1215 
In Canada: EEV CANADA, LTD., 67 Westmore Drive, Rexdale, Ontar i M9V 3Y6, 416 -745 -9494, TELEX 06- 965864 
In Europe: English Electric Valve Co. Ltd.. Chelmsford, England CM 2QU Tel: 0245 61777, TELEX 851 -99103 

Members of the GEC -Englis Electric Groups of Companies 

rd 
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ieca' : se life is a 
contact sport. 

Cover it close. Right where it 
lives. Irr the political arena or on 
the fifty yard line. In the heart of 
the city, or miles from nowhere. 
On location, or in studio A, 
Microcam covers it all. 

Microcam,developed by 
Thomson -CSF Laboratories. 
The first shoulder -mcunt color 
TV camera to offer the com- 
bined benefits of stuc io -q uality 
broadcasting with lightweght 
portability. In fact, Microcam 
weighs just 12.4 pounds for a 
total of 22 pounds, complete 
with motorized lens a id a 5 
pound silver cell battery which 
operates the camera fcr 6 hours 
on a single charge. M crocam 
provides all the essential fea- 
tures for superior pictures 
from the field or in the studio. 

Automatic beam optimizer 
prevents comet -tailing 
Low power consumption of 
20 watts 
High index f/1.4 prism 
assembly 
Three position gain switch 
0, +9, +18 dB 
Automatic color balance, 
automatic iris, and black level 
Built -in masking, split -field 
color bar generator and 2 -line 
enhancer 

- Color genlock included as 
standard 
Superior light sensitivity to 
allow clear, sharp pictures 
with only two footcandles of 
available light 
Variable H & V Blanking to 
meet the lates- production 
requirements 
Available with opt`onal 41" 
Viewfinder and Remote 
Control System for EFP or 
studio operation. 

PIus complete VTR Control, 
including start-stop, VTR stand- 
by and return video. And a 
complete set of operating indi 
cators, including VTR status, 
located in the viewfinder. 

Only Thomson -CSF gives lac u 

a ci,Dice between the mono - 
block MC -631 Model and the 
two- piece MC -602. Both cam- 
eras bring broadcast quality 
and ease of operation to 
Electronic News Gathering, 
field production, as well as 
studio applications. 

facrocam. For close -up coy 
erage. Because life is a contai t 
sport. 

For more information about 
the emarkable Microcams, 
call or write. 

THOIVISON - CSF 
Thomson -CSF Laboratories, Inc 
37 Ei,ownhcuise Road 
Stamford, CT 06902 
Tel. ßd03) 327 -7700 
TWX :7110) 474 -3346 
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ORGANISATIONS 
SMPTE /United States 

Digital dominates meeting 
Part 1 /By Aubrey Harris 

Digital's growing popularity was obvious at the winter conference in San 
Francisco. 

ny 

lingering notions that one may 
have had as to whether the 1 -inch 

helical scan videotape recorders 
are going to replace 2 -inch quadruplex 
VTRs were effectively dispelled by the 
praise and comments from many critical 
users during the SMPTE winter confer- 
ence. And the fine demonstrations made 
by equipment manufacturers certainly 
reinforced their views. 

In the first session at the conference, 
speakers from the networks, production 
houses, and independent stations were 
unanimous in their high esteem for 
equipment using the new formats. Dave 
Fibush recalled that it was only two 
years ago that the type B and C 
standardisation activities began. 

Raymond Schneider of the CBS Tele- 
vision Network told of the benefits 
which the organisations has reaped in 
the first year and a half of operations with 
the 1 -inch VTRs. At the beginning of 
1979 they had 25 of the machines in use. 
By the end of the year they expect to be 
using double that number. 

They are using the 1 -inch machines in 
virtually all modes of their operations, 
for programme production recording 
and playback, post- production editing, 
in special editing systems in studio dedi- 
cated facilities, and for delayed network 
recording and playback service. At the 
network delay centre at Television City 
in Hollywood, four 1 -inch helical ma- 
chines are in use for recording incoming 
programmes and playing them back at a 
later time for the Pacific Coast network 
feed. The VTRs operate for an average of 
20 hours each day. One remark which 
Schneider made drew laughter from the 
delegates: "... four 2 -inch quad ma- 
chines are used as `back -up' for the 
1 -inch recorders." 

Users of the recorders were unstinting 
in their acclaim, citing both lower capital 
expenditures as well as lower oper- 
ational costs. A typical 1 -inch helical 
scan recorder complete with time -base- 
corrector costs now about $55,000 com- 
pared to about three times that amount 
for a "fully- loaded" 2 -inch quad -head 
machine; the latter also requires about 
twice the floor space and needs supplies 

Aubrey Harris is the Video Technical 
Editor. 

of compressed -air and vacuum. 
Head life on the one -inch has been 

found to exceed 1500 hours in many 
cases, in comparison to 350 to 400 hours 
for the quad machines. Power con- 
sumption is down to about 750 VA, less 
than one -third that for the 2 -inch VTA. 
Most significantly, the cost of 1 -inch tape 
stock is about $80 per hour, approx- 
imately one -half the expense of 2 -inch 
quad tape. Daily setup time and equip- 
ment failure rates are considerably lower 
than with 2 -inch machines. 

For a 
close -up view 

of the Ampex DVR, 
demonstrated at 

SMPTE, 
see page 124. 

Operationally improved editing per- 
formance has been achieved with 
machines having the ability to shuttle 
tape both forward and in reverse whilst 
delivering locked colour pictures at up to 
eight times normal speed and black - 
and -white images at up to 30 times nor- 
mal play speed. Vertical -interval time - 
code allows frame identification at very 
slow speeds as well as during still fram- 
ing. 

he use of microprocessors and 
microcomputers for the control and 

operation of video apparatus and 
systems was the subject of the second 
session at the conference. Norman Hob- 
son of RCA Corp. described the philos- 
ophy and design of the TK-47 which 
integrates the use of a microprocessor 
and digital memory. This results in a 
camera chain with high stability and 
reliability, increased system flexibility 

and requiring much shorter setup time; 
all this with a reduction in the amount of 
technical effort needed. 

These advantages have been achieved 
by replacing much hardware with soft- 
ware, by the increased use of integrated 
circuits (to keep the discrete component 
count low) and of customised LSI. In the 
camera system described all normal 
set -up controls were deleted from the 
camera head itself and the camera - 
control -unit. The 120 -odd analogue 
functions previously located in the cam- 
era and CCU are now adjusted from one 
control point - the Set -Up Terminal 
(SUT). The SUT has associated with it a 
waveform monitor, picture monitor, and 
vectorscope. Such an assembly can serv- 
ice several cameras, as once setup is 
completed, the terminal itself is discon- 
nected from the camera proper. Each 
camera has its own microprocessor and 
memory for maintenance of the camera 
analogue functions; a battery supplies 
power for the necessary digital circuitry 
when the main power is removed. 

The setup terminal is a self -contained 
microcomputer. Its basic function is to 
generate appropriate digital data, 
responding to the operator's commands 
for adjustment to and monitoring of the 
camera. To the operator the SUT ap- 
pears very simple, basically four knobs 
and a series of LED readouts. The oper- 
ator's attention is concentrated on the 
alpha- numeric messages displayed on 
the readouts; and he does not suffer the 
confusion and distraction of being faced 
with scores of red, green and blue colour 
controls, as was common in earlier cam- 
era designs. 

The information transfer between the 
camera head and the SUT is via one 
twisted -pair of wires. It is a two -way data 
link, as the SUT must process return 
data from the camera and in response 
produces a variety of indications about 
the status of the camera. One of the tasks 
of the microcomputer is to supervise the 
generation, processing and timing of the 
camera data; it also instruments all the 
operator interface, latching appropriate 
circuits, generating and displaying 
alpha- numeric messages. This is accom- 
plished under fixed programme instruc- 
tions contained within its own read - 

Continued on page 32 
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If you think their character generator 
is easy to operate, just go ahead and exawkm. 

1 

cmouRmesiimc - -',I.v 
cm ea co ca aa 12 12 02 C2 61 02 12 02 fr., 

... asaaciacatenocie99011 ga III 111 
ER namoomonammil ummumuni 

Before you invest in a top of the line character generator, you 
should know more than just what it can do. That's why the versatile new 

3M D-8800 character generator could be just the one for you. You see, all 
...-Inattuctions. are in English, not in code. And we've put them on a convenient L.E.D. 
p4e1 above the keyboard for less wasted eye motion. So even a beginner can ¡von be . 
..:----cdtitposing in all kinds of fonts and colors. See your 3M representative right away. 

--for the character generator any of your people can run, or call 612-736-1032 ' 
for more information. Unless of course, you'd rather exawkm. - N N 
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only -memory (ROM). The ROM also has 
a programme sequence which has the 
capability of guiding the operator 
through the complete technical align- 
ment of the camera chain. 

The microcomputer has two input 
ports, one of which receives serial input 
data from the terminal and converts it to 
parallel data for loading onto the micro- 
processor data bus. The other port in- 
puts the structure from the auto -light/ 
black -balance circuit. A parallel latch is 
the output port which sequentially loads 
the memory output into one digital -to- 
analogue converter. This then feeds the 
analogue demultiplexing circuits 
throughout the camera. 

Television system sync is used as a 
clock signal for the timing and control of 
the data being transferred. The inter- 
change of data is at the rate of one bit per 
line, repeated every field. Each field is 
divided into three time periods, one 
each for setup data, operating data, and 
return data. 

Other speakers told of how micro- 
computers and microprocessors were 
being integrated into the design of 
videotape editing and VTR control sys- 
tems. Several advantages were noted in 
video production switching. Until re- 
cently, the video sources at the input to a 
switcher have been virtually as gener- 
ated by the camera or other image pick- 
up device; modification of such images 
may have been done by optical proces- 
ses. Digital field stores have enabled 
image -size and aspect -ratio changes (up 
or down), picture inversion, mirror 
imagery, and multiple image generation 
to become commonplace. 

Microprocessor circuitry in a produc- 
tion switcher adds more creative capabil- 
ity to the device and at the same time can 
reduce the amount of work involved in 
setting up complicated effects. Post - 
production operations and television 
news programmes often call for complex 
effects requirements. Digital memories 
allow for the recall of such sophisticated, 
preset image combinations with the 
actuation of a single control. 

he highlight of the conference for 
many was the demonstration given 

by J. Diermann and M. Lemoine of 
Ampex Corporation of their develop- 
mental digital VTR. This is reported on 
in detail in a separate article by Joe 
Roizen in this issue of Broadcast Com- 
munications. 

One of the obstacles needing to be 
overcome in the digitizing of video sig- 
nals is the great bandwidth required in 
the system to accommodate the high bit 
rate seemingly necessary. For example, 
using eight bits for each picture element 
sampled at three times the subcarrier 

rate in the NTSC system results in a data 
rate of 85.6 Mb /s (10.7 MHz) and sampl- 
ing at four times subcarrier the data rate 
is 114.4 Mb /s (14.3 MHz). The compar- 
able rates for the 625 -line PAL system 
are 106.6 Mb /s (13.3 MHz) and 141.8 
Mb /s (17.7 MHz). 

The use of such high information 
transfer rates is obviously expensive and 
much research work is proceeding now 
to devise possible methods of reducing 
these rates while maintaining high video 
performance standards. 

Peter Rainger of the British Broad- 
casting Corporation gave a presentation 
on "A Low Bit Rate System for Digital 
Coding of the Television Picture." He 
explained that high bit rates are gener- 
ally thought to be necessary when sev- 
eral digital signalling systems must be 
cascaded. A low sampling rate normally 
causes the modulation spectra to overlap 
and give rise to `alias' components caus- 
ing picture degradation. Ideally, a 
sampling rate of four times the sub- 
carrier frequency would be used were it 
not so expensive, however, Mr. Rainger 
described a means of using a sampling 
rate of only twice the subcarrier fre- 
quency yielding no observable or appar- 
ent errors on moving pictures. The 
target the BBC is aiming at is 34 Mb /s to 
carry both a 625 -line PAL picture and 
also sound information. 

The system effectively performs like a 
4 x Fsc method but samples at half that 
rate (2 x fsc). The high rate was simu- 
lated by adding the lower rate samples to 
those obtained from the previous line. 
This is possible with a simple one -line 
delay. The alias components tend to can- 
cel between adjacent lines as the spectra 
of these components are of equal magni- 
tude but of opposite sign. 

Results have shown that sampling at 
the rate of twice the subcarrier rate with 
a 4.5 bit non -linear quantizing law gives 
signals which are cascadable with no 
observable errors on stationary images 
and no apparent impairment on moving 
pictures. 

With the rapid development in the 
past few years of digital technology in 
television the question has been raised 
regarding the nature and extend of 
degredation of picture quality by the 
connection in tandem of multiple 
coders. (A codee, formed from the words 
COder /DeCoder, refers to a pair of 
A -to -D and D -to -A converters. A digital 
time- base -corrector or a digital frame 
store would each include one codee.) 

The magnitude of picture impairment 
caused by a number of codees in tandem 
is of significance in a large television 
operational plant and therefore also in 
equipment design. Charles P. Ginsberg, 
who is chairman of the SMPTE Study 

Group on Digital Television, discussed a 
series of TV tapes made at Ampex Corp. 
in recent weeks to be used for the 
subjective assessment of such impair- 
ment. 

The original signals were from a pro- 
duction colour camera viewing 8 -in x 

10 -in colour transparencies in a light 
box. The codees for the recordings were 
those in nine digital time -base- 
correctors and one experimental digital 
television tape recorder. A production 
video switcher was used to connect vari- 
ous numbers of codecs (up to 19) in tan- 
dem. Fifty -seven presentations were 
recorded, with the number of codecs in 
use for each presentation being selected 
entirely at random. Each test presenta- 
tion consisted of ten seconds of reference 
picture (the one to be used for the test 
but not yet fed through any codees), 3 
seconds of black, 10 seconds of the test 
picture being passed through the codees 
and seven seconds for respondents to 
judge and note their assessment. 

All the codees were sampling at the 
rate of3 x fsc but no attempt was made to 
synchronise the sampling circuitry in an 
individual codee with any other codee. A 
portion of the tape was shown to dele- 
gates at the conference but reactions 
were not sought from them as the condi- 
tions under which viewing took place 
were not considered suitable for valid 
results to be obtained. The tapes will be 
made available to people and organisa- 
tions who have the facilities and interest 
in carrying out subjective assessments. 

SBE /United States 

National meeting 
slated for Dallas 
Increasing membership and improving 
the Society's status in the industry are 
two of the priorities to be covered 
at the SBE's annual meeting. 

The Society of Broadcast Engineers has 
quietly been growing into a major force 
in the U.S. broadcast industry. With a 
current membership of well over 3,200, 
a popular engineering certification pro- 
gramme, ever improving internal and 
external communications, a digital 
course programme for members, and an 
increasing awareness of the need to be 
more involved in guiding the industry, 
the SBE is taking giant steps forward. 

These goals and accomplishments will 
be high on the priority list of SBE busi- 
ness that will be concluded during their 
annual national meeting to be held dur- 
ing the NAB convention in Dallas. The 

Continued on page 34 
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py /L /PS 
jhe company that made 

MI/VOL/AT/ON the key word 
in broadcast technology 

inítes you to FOCUS 017 the 
integrated design of the cameras 

and camera systems that have 
a /ways made Philips the leader in 

the industry- fí'u // see the many 
breakthroughs in the new LOK -14 

ENG/EFP/Studio portable,- the renowned 
LO/(-25 camera family with diode -gun tu 

the extremely flexible V /DEO 80 camera 
and production system, why our UHF /VH 

Transrnítters and Exciters have been so 
successful,- our new 1" VTRs, and a host o 

other Philips innovations. We've put it all 
together at NAB Booth 314 and we call ¡t- 

Jbu% /ca / /ít the clearest picture ever on why 
P/i//,os technology has earned us the reputation 

/NNOVAT /VELEADER IN WORLD TELEVISION 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 

91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, N . 07430 

PHILIPS PHILIPS 
TM N.V. PMlips of Holland 
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY - Following three years of tests on 
the feasibility of reducing the power 
of television sound transmitters, the 
country has adopted a vision /sound 
power ratio of 20:1 in normal service 
for ARI) and ZI)F transmitters. The 
normal ratio in Europe varies from 
country to country, but is usually 5:1 

or 10:1. The new ratio adopted by the 
Federal Republic of Germany swill 

reduce the interference between 
transmitters operating in the same 
channel. 

SOUTH AFRICA - Letters from 
viewers who reported the reception 
of unknown "l'\' signals were recently 
received by the South Africa Broad- 
casting Corporation (SABC). After an 
investigation. the SABC announced 
that the strange signals were being 
received from the USSR's EKRAN 
satellite launched ill 1976. The pic- 
tures were visible on ordinary tele- 
vision sets; and although ofpoorqual- 
ity. the pictures were easily iden- 
tified as coming from the Soviet 
Union. 

UNITED KINGDOM - When the 
1980 Olympics finally arrive, viewers 
ill the C. K. will be able to swatch them 
via coverage prowided by the BBC 
and iBA - maybe. But the IBA 
didn't necessarily want it that way. 
Lady Plowden, IBA chairman, re- 
cently suggested that a coin toss 
should decide who would cover the 
Olympic Gaines in Moscow. How- 
ever, the BBC's chairman_ Sir 
Michael Swann, rejected the oflèr. in 

VI . vpf 11, 
his written response to Lady Plovv- 
clen, Sir Michael said, . . the BB(' 
regards an Olympiad for syhatitis -a 
four -year spun. That is why the BB(; 
supports both major and minor 
sports. week in, week out, through- 
out these f.mr years. The Olympic 
Games are tilt. culmination of these 
years of professional commitment - 
a cotnmitm.'nt which the ITN' Com- 
panies simply have not attempted to 
match since independent Television 
began. 

SIERRA LEONE Two Marconi 50 
k \\' B6034 transmitters have been 
ordered by the Sierra Leone Broad- 
casting Service (SLBS). along with 
programme input equipment, an an- 
tenna system. V IIF link, and backup 
equipment. 'l'he transmitter, to be 
installed at Coderich, will be linked 
to the new SLBS studios scheduled 
for completion early in 1980. 

SAUDI ARABIA - Saudi Arabian 
Radio and Television (SAB /SAR) is 

installing t..vo 10 k \ \' and two 1 k \V' 

UIIF television transmitters as part 
of its SECA \1 colour television 
expansion programme. The trans- 
mitters. to be operational later this 
year, are being installed at Al Ilassi 
and Al Ma nut ail. 

INDIA - A new generation of high - 
power domestic broadcast satellites 
to begin operation in 1980 -82 is being 
planned by India, Iran, and the Arai) 
Consortium. The Indian satellite swill 

have one transponder operating in 

the 4 -6 CIlz band for peint -to- peint 
communications: a second trans- 
ponder will operate at 2.5 \IHz and 6 

GIiz for broadcasting. The Aral) 
communication satellite will baye 
five transponders of40\V each. Iran's 
satellite will have three 100 \C trans- 
ponders. 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA - 
Under an agreement reached with 
the Federal Republic of Germany, 
the People's Republic of China will 
be able to use the Franco -Germon 
Symphonie satellite for a series of 
telecommunication experiments. 
The experiments will locos on the 
transmission of analogue and digital 
signals. Earth stations designed and 
manufactured in China will he used 
ill the experiments. 

ITALY A 11(.55' satellite to be 
launched in May 1981 kill provide a 

communications relay system by 
which African \\reacher stations will 
have access to each others data, and a 

laser -based system by which standard 
clocks can be synchronised world- 
wide. The new Sirio 2 programme is 

receiving more than 60ce of its financ- 
ing from Italy, vyit) the Federal 
Republic of Germany and France also 
providing financial support. Uncicr 
the programme, approved by the 
?uropean Space Agency Council, the 
backup spacecraft from Italy's Sirio 
communications satellite programme 
will be given a new paylo.uI and put 
into synchronous orbit in a 1981 

Ariane launch. 
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ORGANISATIONS 

SBE is inviting all members and inter- 
ested parties to attend their meeting 
which will be held Monday, March 26, in 
the Convention Center in Room N 
(215 -217), with a cash bar open between 
4:00 and 5:30. The membership meeting 
will get underway at 5:30. 

And this year the meeting will include 
a talk on closing the communications gap 
between broadcast engineers and station 
management. Russ C. Coughlan 
(KGO -TV, San Francisco) will he the 
guest speaker. 

In other SBE news, the Certification 
Committee has set the dates for its 
spring 1979 certification exams: May 19 
through June 2. All engineers interested 
in taking the exams should move quick- 

ly, because applications to take the 
exams should be received by April 2. 

According to the SBE, those who wish 
to take the exam should request an 
application form by writing to SBE Cer- 
tification Secretary, P.O. Box 50844, In- 
dianapolis, Indiana 46250. SBE will 
send you a list of suggested study ma- 
terials, sample exam questions for 
AM /FM and TV at both levels, and a list 
of SBE chapters where the tests may be 
taken. 

If you plan to attend the NAB conven- 
tion, you can pick up a certification 
application at the SBE booth which will 
be located on the second level of the 
exhibit area across the aisle from the 
Sharp Electronics booth. (The booth 

location on the Broadcast Communica- 
tions no- nonsense exhibit map in this 
issue is N1, near the main entrance to 
the second level.) 

Evidence of the acceptance of the cer- 
tification programme is increasing on all 
fronts, including engineering "help 
wanted" ads in trade magazines. 

Additional spotlighting of SBE engi- 
neers took place recently when the 
Texas Association of Broadcasters presi- 
dent, Jim Philips, presented the associa- 
tion's Engineer of the Year Award to 
W. T. McGill, VP and CE of KTSM AM- 
FM-TV. 

Meanwhile, circle Monday, March 
26, on your activities calendar. 

Continued on page 36 

CHAPTER 2 - Northeastern Pennsyl- 
vania. Tom Wahl of the National Weather 
Service presented a programme on 
"Weather Forecasting & Broadcasting." 
The meeting took place at the WVIA 
TV -FM studios in Pittston. 

CHAPTER 3 - Kansas. CATV system con- 
struction and operation techniques were 
covered by Chuck Cibes of the Junction 
City Cable TV. 

CHAPTER 9 - Phoenix, Arizona. Tom 
Newman, Harvey Pond, and Ed Grant of 
Capitol Magnetics presented a technical 
demonstration of the new Capitol Mag- 
netics broadcast cartridge. The demon- 
stration was given at the new facility of 
Fisher -Burke Professional Audio. 

CHAPTER 11 - Boston, Mass. WGBH, 
Allston, was the site of a special pro- 
gramme on "Home Computers, How We 
Can Use Them in Business, Engineering 
and at Home." The presentation was 
made by Wayne Green, publisher and 
editor of KILOBAUD magazine. He 
demonstrated a TRS -8 computer with 
several demo programmes and discussed 
the capabilities, applications design, and 
cost. 

CHAPTER 16 - Seattle, Wash. The use of 
a mobile monitoring truck by the FCC was 
the subject of a talk by Dane Erickson. 

CHAPTER 18 - Philadelphia, Penn. Len 
Laabs of Hubert Wilke Inc. gave an illus- 
trated talk on "The World Beyond Broad- 
casting" and described his company's in- 
stallations of TV studios around the world, 
its construction problems, and solutions. 

CHAPTER 20 - Pittsburgh, Penn. Follow- 
ing the installation of new chapter offi- 
cers, Gred Pedigo of Belden spoke on 
"Audio and Video Broadcast Cable." New 
officers are Roy Hoover, chairman; Mike 
Komichak, vice chairman; and Frank Wal- 

MONTHLY LOG 

CHAPTER 43 - Sacramento, Calif. Hew- 
lett- Packard was the location of a meeting 
hosted by John Noble who traced the his- 
tory of modern instrumentation, cul- 
minating in a discussion and demonstra- 
tion of H -P's new 8754 A Network 
Analyzer and 8568 A Spectrum Analyzer. 

CHAPTER45- Charlotte, N.C. Jerry Col- 
lins, manager of Antenna Engineering for 
Harris Broadcast Products, gave a 
presentation on circularly polarized an- 
tennas. 

ters, secretary /treasurer. 

CHAPTER` L - Central New York. Chap- 
ter members presented a plaque to Fran 
Thissie and Al Chismark upon their 
retirement. In addition, Barry Enders of 
Tektronix gave a talk and demonstration 
on the Tektronix TV demodulator with 
synchronous demodulation and SAW fil- 
ter technology. 

CHAPTER 25 - Indianapolis, Ind. Mem- 
bers went on a tour of the various training 
areas which included the video centre and 
the customised training cars. Gary Tomey 
and Ron Gaertner conducted the tour. 

CHAPTER 28- Milwaukee, Wis. "Hobby 
Computers" was the subject of the month- 
ly meeting, held at the Marquette Uni- 
versity Instructional Media Center TV 
studios. Presentations were made by Wal- 
ter White, chief engineer of Milwaukee's 
Video Images; Gary Somogji, chief bench 
technician of Video Images, and John 
Trautschold, TV maintenance engineer 
for WITI. 

CHAPTER 40 - San Francisco Bay Area. 
Inventor Steve Dutkovitch gave a 
presentation on the "Dutko MAP 3000 
Holographic Sound Projector." This de- 
vice modulates sound location in three 
dimensions and can be used not only for 
pre- recorded sound sources, but is adapt- 
able to the live performance. 

CHAPTER 46 - Baltimore, Md. RCA 
representatives gave a talk on RCA's 
1 -inch helical scan videotape equipment: 
type TH100 and TH -50 portable recorder 
only. 

CHAPTER 49 - Central Illinois. Bruce 
Electronics in Springfield was the site of 
an informal social gathering for chapter 
members. 

CHAPTER 50 - Fort Collins, Co. "Slow 
Scan TV for Broadcast Applications" was 
the subject of a paper presented by Glen 
Southworth of Colorado Video Inc. 

CHAPTER 51 - Tri Cities, Wash. Clark 
Poole of the FCC gave a tour of an FCC 
van. 

CHAPTER 52 - Central Ohio. The new 
Sony BVU -100 portable video recorder 
was demonstrated and discussed in -depth 
at a meeting featuring Paul Minadeo and 
Terry Younce of Sony. 

CHAPTER 53 - South Florida. John 
Lowry, president of Digital Video Sys- 
tems, spoke on frame storers and time 
base correctors. 

CHAPTER 55 - St. Louis Area. A special 
demonstration was given by Dave Spindle 
and Dennis Shelton of TeleMation of their 
TDF -1 digital noise reducer. 
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Introducing the TFT Model 7700 Series 
STUDIO TRANSMITTER LINK 

TF7 N31.7 tNl MdOf4 T>O9 B 

pTl RECEIVER gY$TEid MOOEt 177I 

A Powerful Addition to 
,1W9k 

OF BROADCAST EQUIPMENT FROM TFT 
The TFT 7700 SERIES STL is a fully secure, 
powerful, broadcast quality audio channel be- 
tween the studio and transmitter which is a 
step beyond anything previously available in 
STUDIO TRANSMITTER LINKS. And answers 
the need for: 

MORE POWER 12 watts minimum, adjustable) 
-provided by a high efficiency transistor - 
output -stage in the transmitter. 

MORE USABLE SENSITIVITY -made possible 
by a low noise RF amplifier and a unique pulse 
counting discriminator system which produces 
60 dB S/N ratio at 60 ,uV typical. 

MORE SECURITY -assured by the TFT fully 
redundant receiver and transmitter -both with 
automatic transfer. 

HIGHER QUALITY SOUND -now posy ble 
thanks to a 70 dB signal -to -noise ratio with Bess 

than 0.2% harmonic and intermodulation dis- 
tortion, 40 dB stereo separation at 50 Hz to 15 
kHz, and 60 dB crosstalk between main and 
sub -channels. 

GREATER FREQUENCY STABILITY -the re- 
sult of a fully frequency- synthesized trEis- 
m fitter. 

EASE OF MAINTENANCE -through modi.lar 
construction of the receiver, transmitter ¡Ind 
mainframe -it saves you money. 

THE TFT 7700 SERIES STL is just part of a r ew 
era of broadcast products engineered to ,o-) a 
step ahead of the times. For more facts on t-iis 
and other broadcast equipment from TFT, : all 
or write: 

TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
3090 OAKMEAD VILLAGE DR., SANTA CLARA, CA. 95051 '408)246 -6365 TWX 910- 338 -0584 
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ORGANISATIONS 

NAB /United States 

Don't isolate 
the children 
The NAB speaks out again on the 
FTC's proposed restrictions on 
children's advertising. 

The Federal Trade Commission's pro- 
posed restrictions on television advertis- 
ing directed at children "are founded 
upon conjecture and supposition, are 
arbitrary and ambiguous, and are not 
amenable to substantiation or imple- 
mentation." 

These charges were contained in a fil- 
ing issued to the FTC by the National 
Association of Broadcasters (NAB. ) In its 
arguments against the proposed restric- 
tions, the NAB emphasized that indus- 
try self -regulation is working. It also 
noted that children should not be iso- 
lated from the real world, but cushioned 
in varying degrees to encourage their 
healthy development. 

Supporting its position against gov- 
ernment interference and the FTC's 
questionable reasoning, the NAB made 
the following points: 

Significant numbers of young chil- 
dren can distinguish programmes from 
advertisements, can understand the sell- 
ing purpose of advertisements, and can 
understand persuasive intent or other- 
wise comprehend or evaluate advertis- 
ing. 

Parents, not television, exert the 
strong influence over their children, 
transmitting family values concerning 
socialisation. 

There is no cause -and -effect rela- 
tionship between information gain 
(knowledge) and behavior change. 

There is no cause -and -effect rela- 
tionship between (1) product sugar con- 
tent and tooth decay, (2) sugar product 
advertisements and tooth decay, or (3) 

sugar product advertisements and a be- 
lief that "sugar is good for you." 

Substantial viewing is not synony- 
mous with purchase request, and /or 
purchase. 

Repetition, frequency, and rate of 
exposure of commercials may not impact 
upon behavior. 

Audience composition cannot be 
used to trigger application of an adver- 
tising ban. 

Bans triggered by demographics 
impinge upon First Amendment rights 
of others. 

Prior restraints of commercial 
speech are unconstitutional. 

Reducing or eliminating commer- 

cial support would undoubtedly reduce 
either the quality or the quantity of chil- 
dren's programming, or both. 

Natural sugars in snack foods are 
not healthier than added sugars. 

The FTC has recommended a series of 
bans on televised advertising aimed at 
children. If these bans take effect, there 
would be a ban on all advertising to 
young children, a ban on highly sugared 
food commercials to older children, and 
a requirement for counter -commercial 
type "disclosures" on health and nutri- 
tion. 

These proposals have created a major 
controversy in the broadcast industry. 
James H. Rosenfield, president of the 
CBS Television Network, recently told a 
Washington Advertising Club audience 
that the FTC has distorted the facts per- 
taining to the impact of children's adver- 
tising (see Broadcast Communications, 
November 1978). American Women in 
Radio and Television (AWRT) has also 
called on the FTC to prove that present 
TV advertising aimed at children is un- 
fair and deceptive. 

In issuing the comments, Wilma 
Kriner, AWRT president, pointed out 
that remedies are presently available to 
the FTC and the industry to deal with 
unfair and deceptive advertising. 
According to Kriner, the AWRT is 
"concerned about the government using 
television for social engineering, no mat- 
ter how appealing the ultimate goal may 
be. If the government is allowed to de- 
cide what nutritional or other informa- 
tion must be broadcast, should be 
broadcast, or cannot be broadcast, it 
could set a precedent for government 
agency violation of the First Amend- 
ment." 

The NAB is also concerned about the 
implications of these government 
restrictions. The association told the 
FTC not to ban otherwise truthful adver- 
tising for lawfully sold products just be- 
cause large numbers of children are in 
the audience. FTC's claim that chil- 
dren cannot understand selling intent of 
commercials is wrong; it is the parents, 
not television, that exert strong influ- 
ences on kids. 

Leonard Swanson, chairman of the 
NAB's Children's Television Commit- 
tee, has written television broadcasters 
urging them to participate in the chil- 
dren's television proceeding being con- 
ducted by the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC). 

He warned the broadcasters that if 
they do not participate, the FCC "may 
adopt detailed rules and regulations de- 
signed to substitute the government's 
judgment for yours on children's pro- 
gramming and advertising." 

CCTA/Canada 

Support for 
cable expansion 
Among several applications for 
expanded cable service are two 
wanting to study teletext -type systems. 

The Canadian Cable Television Asso- 
ciation (CCTA) has filed an intervention 
in support of four applications for ex- 
panded cable service in Canada. The 
applications were made by Grand River 
Cable TV Ltd., London Cable TV Ltd., 
Ottawa Cablevision Ltd., and Rogers 
Cable TV Ltd. 

Grand River's application to provide 
information services of a pseudo - 
interactive and potentially fully inter- 
active retrieval type will study teletext - 
type systems, both from the United 
States and Canada. Rogers Cable is also 
planning to establish an information 
retrieval system. 

London Cable wants to conduct tests 
with fire alarms, burglar- intrusion 
alarms, medical alert, and other security 
services. Two hundred homes in the 
London area will be outfitted with spe- 
cial terminals for the test. 

The Ottawa application is for a similar 
test, but is seen as complementary to 
industry studies of future services for 
cable customers. The Ottawa Cable - 
vision application is for burglar /intrusion, 
fire, and medical alarms; however, while 
it has the same potential as London's test 
for providing a more secure lifestyle to 
Canadians, it uses a different technical 
approach. Also, an integral part of Ot- 
tawa Cablevision's application is the 
marketing of the system on an expanding 
basis, giving a controlled marketing 
input on the needs of subscribers. 

In a recent hearing before the Cana- 
dian Radio -television Commission 
(CRTC), Ken Hancock, CCTA director 
of engineering, said that while the pur- 
poses of the applications differ, they all 
have a common objective. 

"This objective," he told the hearing, 
"is to immediately commence user - 
oriented pilot projects and market re- 
serach to bring to the Canadian public 
what the cable television industry per- 
ceives to be much needed new services. 
Thus, what is important about all these 
applications is their impact in terms of 
Canadian innovation, and ultimately, 
improvements to the Canadian lifestyle. 
It is a step forward to making use, in a 
socially conscious and business -like 
manner, of the latent potential of Cana- 
da's highly advanced cable television 
distribution system." ac 
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TECHNOLOGIES SNARE 

CROWDED CONVENTION SPOTLIGHT 
Experimental digital VTR from Ampex will set the stage for NAB's most 
important convention ever. 

By Ron Merrell, Editorial Director 

In keeping with the idea that there 
isn't such a thing as a typical NAB 
convention, this year's extrava- 

ganza will have its share of product 
"hits of the show" and unusual ses- 
sions. 

Ampex will demonstrate a digital 
VTR, and that in itself is enough to 
keep attendees buzzing in the aisles 
and suites. Important as that is (its 
covered in another article in this is- 
sue), they'll still have to share the 
spotlight with other innovations and 
emerging technologies. 

This time around there will be 
something for everyone. The lineup 
of new and recently modified video 
equipment will touch virtually every 
corner of television broadcasting, 
from input to output. 

And while radio equipment will 
have a nearly equal number of show 
stoppers, some FMers will still be 
asking about signal processing and 
status reports on Quad. AMers will 
be anxious to hear the latest on AM 
stereo happenings. And both will 
tune in on digital audio. 

In fact, there is more reason for 
excitement from all quarters than any 
previous convention. Never have so 
many emerging technologies had a 
legitimate right to compete for the 
spotlight. Consider some of the tech- 
nical attractions: teletext; satellites 
and earth stations; digital VTR; dig- 
ital audio; digital video effects; fibre 
optics; AM stereo; HMI lights; CP 
antennas; microwaved ENG; micro- 
processor -based equipment in all 
directions; and the general digital in- 
vasion. 

Any of these subjects would be 
enough to generate session attend- 
ance and create aisle traffic. 

Trouble is, the new specialty prod- 
ucts and improved equipment lines 
in somewhat less dramatic introduc- 
tions could escape the casual ob- 
server. In another section of this is- 
sue, BC has introduced a convention 
equipment directory. In it you'll find 

a comprehensive list of standard lines 
and new product introductions. 

And we've included an exhibit area 
map that will help you locate any 
exhibitor in about 30 seconds. Using 
the state highway map format, we've 
assigned all exhibitors locator codes. 
D2 for example might be the code for 
a booth you want to see. Across the 
top of the map you'll find the letters A 
through Z. And down the left side 
you'll see a row of numbers. Find the 
intersection of D and 2 and there's 
your exhibitor. 

Of course not all the action will be 
in the exhibit area. One really differ- 
ent attraction this year is the recep- 
tion being held for current or former 
amateur radio operators. The reason 
the NAB decided to recognise a 
hobby in the middle of a professional 
broadcast convention is that a sig- 
nificant number of broadcast profes- 
sionals were attracted by the industry 
because of their amateur radio 
experience. In fact, there was a time 
when many of the technical innova- 
tions in this industry were coming off 
the benches of station engineers who 
were enthusiastic ham experi- 
menters. 

The reception won't be a formal 
affair. It's just the first of what will 
likely be an annual event designed to 
recognise the contribution of ama- 
teur radio to professional broadcast- 
ing. It should be a fun reception. 
Check your NAB programme sched- 
ule. 

Fortunately, the innovations of 
this convention won't end with com- 
petitive technologies and special 
receptions. The working sessions in 
Dallas will be almost as challenging 
and unique. 

For example, a radio session on the 
"Birth of a Radio Jingle" will attract a 
standing- room -only crowd. Com- 
plete with singers, writers, and musi- 
cians, this session will demonstrate 
how a professional jingle is con- 
ceived, written, and produced. 
That's new. 

And one of the oldest problems in 

this industry is construction of new 
studios or heavy modification of old 
facilities. There are some new trends 
in the variations off this theme, and 
they'll be covered in a subject long 
overdue for session and workshop 
exposure. 

In between, management and 
engineering attendees will find a 
number of sessions and workshops 
(listed in another section of this issue) 
that are sure to capture the interest 
and imagination of both groups. The 
dependence on technology is so 
deeply entrenched in broadcast 
routines that management can't af- 
ford to skip every engineering ses- 
sion. And the business of the business 
is becoming important enough to the 
engineer that it would be a mistake to 
bypass important management ses- 
sions just because they fall under the 
management listings. 

But if it can't happen yet in the 
sessions, it will happen here and 
there in the hospitality suites. And 
this year there should be a record 
number of suites open in the after - 
convention -hours each day. 

Now if there is anything typical 
about this convention, it'll be the 
knashing of teeth over FCC actions 
and congressional direction, or the 
lack of it. The Communications Act 
rewrite is being rewritten. Deregula- 
tion to many will look a lot more like 
re- regulation. Wage and price guide- 
lines have their voluntary limits. 
Minorities are looking for slots at the 
top and frequency assignments. 
What will happen to the clear chan- 
nels? Renewals? Ascertainment? And 
children's television? 

Combine the technical and non- 
technical attractions of a record 
number of exhibitors, comprehen- 
sive and unique sessions and work- 
shops, and the opportunity to share 
your ideas on broadcasting and you 
have the recipe for a convention the 
broadcast community will be 
remembering for a long time to come. 
Better make your reservations now. 

BC 
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Generator, Reader and Calculator 
in one advanced, integrated 
grouping. 
Telcom's Time Code Center gives you, 
in a single compact unit, a combination 
of features that will help you increase 
videotape editing efficiency. 

For instance, the Time Code Center 
lets you repair poorly recorded, inter- 
mittent, or otherwise faulty time code. 

The JAM SYNC feature facilitates 
easier assembly editing. 

If you are synchronizing audio and 
video tapes with differing time codes, 
the Time Code Center can change one 
of the time codes by any amount, to 
permit use of a conventional synchro- 
nizer. 

Options include remote control key- 
board, which can be located as far 
away as 1000 feet from the Time Code 
Center, and a character generator, a 
plug -in module which provides a video 
display for all functions. 

Another option is Telcom's large 
typewriter keyboard which can be used 
with the character generator for titling or 
generating video messages for operator 
prompting, tape identification and many 
other practical uses. 

Many more standard and optional 
features make Telcom's Time Code 
Center an outstanding addition to your 
videotape editing facilities. Write for 
Telcom's fully detailed brochure. There's 
no obligation. 

TELCOM 
TIME CODE CE 

TELCOM RESEARCH 

ER 
hours minutes seconds 

r-i Ì I_1 

fraoes 

generator 

reader 

calculator 

keyboard 

error e i a drop Irame e b u 

-reader status 

THE TIME CODE CENTRE 

hold eia drop frame e b u hold line lock 

generator status 

See us at NAB Booth #2609 

telcom research 
Distributed by 
Glentronix (U.S.) Inc., 210 South Eight Street 
Lewiston, New York 14092 (716) 754 -4347 

Glentronix (1977) Ltd., 160 Duncan Mill Road 
Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 1Z5 
(416) 444 -8497 
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ARVIN/ECHO .... you 
Arvin /Echo...you can take us anywhere 
That's what we've been saying...and you really have 
taken us everywhere...in the field and the studio. 
Our EFS -1 Frame- Stor'M is a sports nut 
Courtesy of the networks and many others, we've 
had front seats at the Kentucky Derby, Super Bowl, 
Indianapolis 500, the Olympics and many, many 
sports specials. 
The EFS -1 has also been on the town 
We've reported the Academy Awards, Emmys, Na- 
tional election coverage and other heavy TV specials. 
It's Mery Griffin's favorite camera. Now Rona Barrett 
has her very own Frame -Stor. It's even used in pro- 
duction for animation effects. 

With the EFS -1, weather reporting is at a 
new high (or low) 
Our EFS -1 and TEL-WEATHER' Systems have cre- 
ated vast new reporting opportunities for meteorolo- 
gists. Animated color weather graphics, developed 
by our equipment, fed from radar or satellite sources, 
have brought accurate and timely information to those 
whose lives or businesses depend on it. 

Weather journalism as we know it now would not be 
possible without these systems. 

SLO /MO 
and Controller 

EFS -1 and 
Remote Controller 

SLO /MO Controller 

RC -100 Controller 
for EFS -1 
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can take us anywhere.. 
SLO /MO is now within reach of everyone 
First, our SLO /MO is different. You can afford it. It's 
also very portable. It loves to travel from studio to field 
to studio in a car, van, truck, whatever. Also it's rug- 
ged. When it gets there it simply works. 
Now, we're compelled to mention a couple of features: 

Forward or reverse play at any speed Time lapse 
recording Digital comb filter Auto cue Anima- 
tion Frame edits Freeze frame and many other 
features. 
In other words, SLO /MO does it all. 

Where it's all at... 
BOOTH 390, NAB '79 

One last word 
Arvin /Echo has, over the years, built a reputation for 
tough, rugged, high technology recorders that really 
go anywhere...on land, sea and in space .. 
anywhere. 
It's all part of the same family. 

ASECHO'" 
Echo Science Corporation 

an ARVIN SYSTEMS, INC. company 
485 E. Middlefield Road, Mt. View, California 94043 

Telephone: (415) 961 -7145 TWX:910- 379 -6499 
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CONFERENCES 
look at 

the year 
ahead 

On Sunday, March 25, the 57th 
annual NAB convention will 
get underway with a special 

joint session featuring Donald Thurs- 
ton, NAB board chairman, and an 
address by NAB President Vincent 
Wasilewski entitled "Broadcasting: 
The Year Ahead." 

That title is appropriate this year, 
because the convention includes an 
equipment exhibit with over 300 
booths; radio, television, and engi- 
neering sessions and workshops; and 
paper presentations on almost every 
vital facet of broadcasting. 

On the management side, the radio 
and television conferences include 
tips on improving the bottom line, 
from better ways to sell your format, 
to tips on how to avoid costly con- 
struction errors, conduct promotion 
campaigns, use your ratings, and get 
your fair share of available ad dollars. 
Also scheduled are sessions on FCC 
regulations, children's television, the 
Communications Act rewrite, 
government guidelines, and select- 
ing the proper format for your sta- 
tion. 

Engineers will get state -of -the -art 
updates on teletext, AM stereo, one - 
inch videotape, colour cameras, 
microprocessor -based equipment, 
digital applications, satellites, and 
much more. 

"Broadcasting: The Year Ahead" 
could have been the name of the 
whole conference. But if you're going 
to the convention, you have just four 
days to discover where the industry is 
going. And if you don't plan your time 
well, you may miss some important 
intersections. As a safeguard, here's a 
quick review of the radio, television, 
and engineering conferences to help 
you plan your convention schedule. 

RADIO CONFERENCE. For 
the general sales manager look- 

ing for ways to improve the station's 
ad volume, there will be four RAB 
Radio Sales workshops, each focusing 
on the bottom line: profits. The 
RAB's Miles David, along with sta- 

By Michael Scheibach, 
Managing Editor 

tion and outside experts, will give 
you ideas and techniques to use when 
you get back home. And don't worry 
about the size of your station or the 
amount and type of advertising. 
There will be special sessions for 
small, medium, and large markets. 

You can't afford to compound sta- 
tion facility construction problems, 
and you can't afford to miss the "Next 
Time We Build One of These ..." 
session. If you want answers to costly 
decisions such as console positioning, 
windows vs. no windows, heating/ 
air- conditioning, lighting, sound 
construction, and construction dollar 
conditioning, this session is a must. 

On the subject of saving money, 
the NAB is planning a special session 
on finding the right person to fill the 
right position. "Whatever Happened 
to Old What's- His -Name ?" will tell 
you how to find (and keep) good 
people. Topics to be covered include 
proper interviewing techniques, test- 
ing, job positioning, orienting new 
employees, and firing with finesse. 

"That Automation Unit Has More 
Personality Than My Morning DJ" is 
a 75- minute quickie course on sell- 
ing, programming, and engineering 
an automated station ... the right 
way. 

The FCC also appreciates you 
doing it the right way, so another hot 
session will be "How You Can Avoid 

Pressing the FCC's 'Violation Hot 
Button' in 1979." An important ses- 
sion explaining how to comply with 
the Commission's "most violated" 
list. 

To reveal how FM stations are 
making money from unused space on 
their subcarrier, a session has been 
scheduled on "My Subcarrier Bills 
More Than My FM Station." Increas- 
ing your station's revenues is also the 
central theme in several other work- 
shops. A sampling: 

"National Farm $$$ in Small 
Markets? You Bet!" How to attract 
national farm advertising to small 
markets. 

"Community Involvement Can 
Increase Your Numbers." The NAB's 
Darryl Dillingham moderates this 
"must" session, which will emphasise 
how community involvement can 
make a tremendous difference in 
your station's image, audience, pro- 
gramming, news, and of course, 
pocketbook. 

"Promoting: 'The World's 
Greatest Radio Station' in the 
Medium /Large Markets." Leading 
industry experts explain how to get 
the most from your promotion bud- 
get. 

"Promoting: 'The World's 
Greatest Radio Station' in the Small 
Market." Different session, same 
topic as above. 

"If Business Is So Good, How 
Come There's Nothing in the Check- 
ing Account ?" A quick course on what 
you can and cannot do in the "cash 
flow" game. 

"I Will Buy More Radio If...." 
A panel of national advertising ex- 
perts give advise on how radio can get 
more ad dollars. 

If radio sales and promotion is not 
your major concern, there will be a 
number of other sessions that will 
catch your interest. 

"Radio Research - You Can't Tell 
the Players Without a Scorecard" will 
be moderated by John Dimling, 
NAB's vice president and director of 

Continued on page 44 
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\VITA\ 
AutoLock 

... A Reality 

* SMPTE /EBU Reader/ * Faultlessly locks 
Generator /Syncronizer Audio /Audio 

* Microprocessor based Video /Audio 
* "Intelligent" software Film /Audio 

* One low -cost unit does it all! 

SEE MCI'S COMPLETE LINE OF PROFESSIONAL RECORDING EQUIPMENT' 
IN DALLAS AT BOOTH NO. 401 

4007 NE 6th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. USA 33334 Phor_e '1/4.305):-:66-24K3 Telex 514 -362 
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The year ahead 

RADIO 
AGENDA 
Sunday, March 25th 

3:00 -5:00 p.m. 
Opening Joint Session 

and Entertainment 
Monday, March 26th 

9:30 -10:15 a.m. 
General Session - 

Opening Remarks and 
Featured Speaker 

10:30 -11:45 a.m. 
Concurrent Workshops 

Noon -1:15 p.m. 
Concurrent Workshops 

1:15 -6:00 p.m. 
Afternoon free to 

visit exhibits 
Tuesday, March 27th 

9:30 -11:00 a.m. 
General Session - 

Featured Speaker, 
Miles David, RAB 
and Panel Discussion 

Featured Speaker, 
Miles David, RAB 
and Panel Discussion 

11:00 -Noon 
FCC Department Heads 

Q & A Session 

Noon -2:15 p.m. 
Radio Luncheon 

2:30 -3:45 p.m. 
Concurrent Workshops 

4:00 -5:15 p.m. 
Concurrent Workshops 
Wednesday, March 28th 

9:30 -Noon 
Joint Closing Sessions 

12:30 -2:00 p.m. 
Closing Luncheon 

and Entertainment 

2:00 -5:00 p.m. 
Afternoon free to 

visit exhibits 

TELEVISION 
AGENDA 
Sunday, March 25th 

3:00 -5:00 p.m. 
Opening Joint Session 

and Entertainment 
Monday, March 26th 

9:30 -11:00 a.m. 
General Session - 

Opening Remarks and 
Featured Speaker 

11:15 -Noon 
Concurrent Workshops 

12:30 -2:00 p.m. 
Television Luncheon 

2:30 -4:00 p.m. 
General Session - 

IN THE BOX 

4:15 -5:00 p.m. 
Concurrent Workshops 
Tuesday, March 27th 

9:30 -10:15 a.m. 
Concurrent Workshops 

10:30 -11:15 a.m. 
Concurrent Workshops 

11:30 -1:00 p.m. 
General Session - 

IN THE BOX 

1:00 -6:00 p.m. 
Afternoon free to visit 

exhibits 
Wednesday, March 28th 

9:30 -Noon 
Joint Closing Session 

12:30 -2:00 p.m. 
Closing Luncheon 

and Entertainment 

2:00 -5:00 p.m. 
Afternoon free to 

visit exhibits 

IN THE BOX 
Mini- debates on three of the 
hottest TV topics of the year: 

Resolved: The FTC 
Should Regulate Chil- 
dren's Television Adver- 
tising. 
Resolved: Television Sta- 
tions Should Pay Sub- 
stantial Spectrum Fees. 
Resolved: Television 
Channels Should Be Set 
Aside for Use by Minor- 
ities. 

research. This session will tell you all 
you need to know about the world of 
radio research - where it started, 
where it is, where it's going, and why 
it matters. 

For the jingle maker, look out. The 
NAB plans a unique session: 'The 
Birth of a Radio Jingle" - live, from 
conception to delivery, it includes 
the full cast of characters to demon- 
strate the process. 

And for the radio manager who 
doubles as a programme director, the 
NAB has something just for you: a 
special session called "Formats - An 
Exclusive Session for Radio Man- 
agers Who Also Wear A Program 
Director's Hat." 

TELEVISION CONFERENCE. 
On the television side, a number 

of workshops and general sessions are 
planned to help you solve those nag- 
ging management problems. 

If you've been asking yourself what 
all those FCC rules and regulations 
mean, don't miss "FCC Rules and 
Policies You Must Know.- The NAB's 
Erwin Krasnow will moderate this 
one -hour course on staying in 
compliance with the FCC. 

Staying in compliance with those 
new wage and price guidelines can 
also become a chronic problem, un- 
less you attend "Living with Wage 
and Price Guidelines." 

And don't forget the EEO rules, 
the ones that tell you who to hire and 
how to go about it. If you have recur- 
ring problems that need answers, be 
sure to attend "Successful Personnel 
Recruiting Within EEO Guidelines." 

The sales manager is also taken 
care of this year, as the NAB has 
planned several sessions and work- 
shops designed to improve the bot- 
tom line: 

"Creative Selling in 100 Plus 
Markets." Experts tell you how to 
improve your image without exceed- 
ing your budget. 

"How to Use Television Rat- 
ings." Ratings do make a difference, 
but to find out more, don't miss this 
one. Representatives from Arhitron, 
Nielsen, and other services will tell 
you how to get the most from the 
books. 

Not into sales, but interested in 
promotion? "Promoting Your Station 
Using ENG" will detail how your sta- 
tion can use ENG as a promotional 
tool. Experts from BPA will tell you 
how ENG is currently being used for 
PSAs and other local promotion. 

The Radio and Television News 
Continued on page 46 
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AGFA- GEVAERT 
Magnetic Tape will 
...and then surpass it! 
It doesn't matter if sour needs are 
studio mastering tape, video tape, or 
bulk audio tape, AGFA -GEVAERT has 
been answering the high level 
requirements of a cemanding professional Europeal and U.S. 
market for a long time. And surpassing it everytima -with quality, 
performance, reliatslity, and availability. 

Our Studio Mastering Tape has been accepted on tie highest 
level as "the tape" or top quality original recording It's available 
to the discerning in a low- noise, high- output, low F r nt tape in 1/4", 

1/2 ", 1" and 2 "; Bintape in 1 /a ", 1/2" and 1"; and in Cuplicating Tape, 
Ya" x 3600'. 
When your needs for video tape are varied, AGFA- GEVAERT 
Video Tape has the range to fill them. From 2" Quad to 1" Helical; 
1/2" VIDEOCHROM to 3/4" U-matic cassette: and 3r3` bulk tape to 
magnetic film. Whether you're producing professional, semi- 
professional, or amateur programming, with our Video Tape you'll 
project a high level image. 

The Professional Audio Tape has long held the reputation as the 
one tape that really "stacks up ". Supplied in pancake form on 
stacking hubs, Audio Tape is offered to the blank loader and tape 
duplicators as a Super High Density Tape, or a SUPER FERRO 

DYNAMIC Tape. in lengths up to 11,500'; or 1/4" Low -Noise 
Duplicating Tape in 7,200' lengths. Also available is a Mini - 
Cassette Tape with 2 micron foil, Splicing, and Leader Tape 

When your standards for recording and duplicating demand 'he 
highest, come up to that level and surpass it with AGFA- GE' /AERT 
Magnetic Tape. We've been helping others do it for years. Contact 
us TODAY! 

The trademarks VIDEOCHROM and SUPER FERRO DYNAMIC 
are the property of AGFA- GEVAERT, Antwerp/Leverkusen. 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
NAB BOOTH NO. 2821 
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;_ a;y The year ahead 

Directors Association (RTN DA) is 
conducting a session on "The Use of 
Investigative Teams in TV News." 
Good use of reporting teams will af- 
fect your image, and this will in turn 
improve the ratings. Another key to 
success. 

More Effective Communication 
Thru TV Commercials- is a two -part 
session: The "State of the Business" 
and the "State of Selling.'' Mary 
Shapiro and Roger Rice of TvB are 
conducting this session. 

For the programmers, "Children's 
Television - Growing Up Grace- 
fully" takes you from Howdy Doody 

and The Little Rascals to contempo- 
rary children's shows - to prove 
once again that children's TV is mean - 
ingfùl, educational, and informative. 
Go see for yourself. 

And for the legal minded, or the 
person who has to worry about legal 
questions (against his will), two ses- 
sions should be at the top of your list: 

"The Role of the G.M. In Collec- 
tive Bargaining." Ron Irion of the 
NAB's broadcast management 
department moderates this workshop 
in which general managers share 
their experience in union negoti- 
ations. 

"Television and the Rewrite." 
Congressman Lionel Van Deerlin, 
chairman of the House Communica- 

tions Subcommittee and principle au- 
thor of the Communications Act re- 
write, will be on hand to answer ques- 
tions (and maybe even create new 
ones) to the complex version of the 
1934 standard. 

Is there a new woman in broadcast 
management:? You may find out by 
attending -The Managerial Woman," 
a special session designed to answer 
the question, "How can I manage the 
managerial woman?" 

As women and minorities set their 
sights on top -level positions, another 
question is raised: Are there enough 
jobs available? °Is There Room at the 
Top? A Second Look'' will explore 
this question, and try to give general 
managers a look at the future. 

If your problem doesn't concern 
personnel, but does concern per- 
haps a more serious subject (at least 
in financial terms) - developing 
local programmes or going syndi- 
cated --Localism . . . Alternative to 
Syndication" may snake v emr visit to 
the NAB a little nicer. 

NAB honours 
outstanding individuals 
Recipient of the NAB's 1979 Distinguished 
Service Award, the industry's highest honour, is 
Jack Harris, president, KPRC and KPRC -TV, 
Houston, Texas, and executive vice president of 
The Houston Post Company. Harris began his 
broadcasting career with station WSM, Nash- 
ville, Tennessee; and in 1937, as WSM's news 
and special events director, he supervised the 
coverage of the Ohio flood disaster. He joined 
The Houston Post Company in 1947 as manager 
of KPRC. He has served on the NAB's board of directors, and for five 
years was chairman of NBC's Television Board of Delegates. He has 
also served as president of the Association of Maximum Service Tele- 
casters. Presentation of the award will be made March 25 at the opening 
session of the convention. 

Robert W. Flanders will be presented the 1979 
Engineering Achievement Award at the NAB 
Engineering Conference luncheon on Tuesday, 
March 27. Flanders is vice president and director 
of engineering, McGraw -Hill Broadcasting Co. 
Inc., and director of engineering, WRTV, In- 
dianapolis, Indiana. He was a pioneer in the de- ° velopment of commercial television. He designed 
and built cameras and related equipment for early 
TV stations; helped develop the technical ex- 

pertise required for live remote broadcasts; and designed and built one 
of the first modular TV cameras. He is a charter member and twice past 
president of the Society of Broadcast Engineers, and in 1973 was elected 
a Society Fellow. 

Radio commentator and newscaster Paul Harvey, and director and actor 
Orson Welles have been elected to the NAB's Radio Hall of Fame. Harvey, 
who has been on the air for more than 30 years, is now heard over 700 
radio stations. Welles is perhaps most well -known in the radio industry 
for his 1938 broadcast of H.G. Wells' "The War of the Worlds" - a 
broadcast that caused a nationwide panic and passed into radio history as a 
monument to the power of the medium. 

NGINEERING CONFERENCE - Radio. First workshop on the 
agenda (Monday, 9:00 a. m.) will 
cover ''Auclio Processing: Test 
Measurement and Monitoring." In 
addition to being a review of the set- 
up, adjustment. and measurement of 
audio processing equipment, the 
workshop will include a discussion on 
possible FCC rules changes. 

"Engineering Principles of Com- 
munications Satellite Systems" will 
be a short course on the engineering 
parameters of a satellite system, from 
transponder power to receiving dish 
size. Television engineers will also 
find this workshop important. 

Monday afternoon workshops will 
cover ''AM -FM Receivers: The 
Manufacturer's Viewpoint" and -AM 
Stereo Broadcasting." With AM 
stereo coming in the U.S. soon, this 
will be a hot session. 

The Monday sessions conclude 
with a new NAB attraction: a special 
"Amateur Radio Operators Recep- 
tion" from 5:00 -6:00 p.m. Strictly for 
licensed or formerly licensed ham 
radio radio operators, this reception 
will include door prizes, a short 
ceremony, and a get -acquainted ses- 
sion for broadcasting people who are 
also ham radio operators. 

An "Audio Cassette, Cartridge and 
Reel -to -Reel Tape Seminar- kicks off 
the Tuesday conference at 9 a.m. This 
workshop will discuss performance, 
measurements, and standards. ''The 

Continued on page 48 
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Get the 
full picture 
from NEC 
at NAB 

See us at Booth 2404 
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. 

NEC America, Inc. 
Broadc3st Equipment Division 
130 Malin Lane 
Elk Gr._-7.e Village, Illinois 60007 
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, VThe year ahead 

SQ 

Absence of Radiation Hazards in 
Broadcasting" workshop will be held 
from 11 a.m. to noon. This will he a 
discussion of the potential hazards 
from non- ionizing radiation (espe- 
cially from microwave transmitters). 

The Wednesday agenda includes 
just one workshop: "Building New 
Radio Studio Facilities: Planning, 
Contracting and Purchasing." An 
accoustical expert, an architect, and 
broadcasters experienced in new 
studio construction will offer their 
advice. 

The radio conference will also fea- 
ture three paper presentations. 
Monday at 2:30 p.m. a talk entitled 
"Adapting AM Transmitters for 
Stereo Transmission" will be given. 
The paper will focus on incidental and 
extraneous phase modulation, band- 
width of RF networks, design objec- 
tives, and phase response of AM 
amplifiers. 

Tuesday morning at 10:30 there 
will be a paper on "Microprocessor - 
Based Cartridge with Open Reel 
Quality," a description of a micro- 
processor- controlled logic, cue tone 
and detection. At 10:30 Wednesday a 
paper will be presented on improving 
the bandwidth of a complicated an- 
tenna system. It is entitled "A Fresh 

Look at Directional Antenna 
Phasors." 

NGINEERING CONFERENCE - Television. Monday opens 
with a workshop on one -inch video- 
tape, presented by the Society of Mo- 
tion Picture and Television Engi- 
neers (SMPTE). This discussion, 
which begins at 8:30 a.m., will deal 
with the production and post- produc- 
tion experience with one -inch VTRs 
and digital television. 

At 10:30 a.m. there will be a work- 
shop on "Teletext, Closed Caption- 
ing and Other Television Ancillary 
Signals." Although teletext has been 
going full speed worldwide, the 
United States is just entering the 
teletext era. That makes this review 
of the state of these systems world- 
wide a definite "must" workshop for 
the U.S. broadcaster. 

A "Television Blanking Progress 
Report" will be presented at 2:30 
p.m. Broadcast engineers, equip- 
ment manufacturers, and FCC per- 
sonnel plan to cover the current 
status of equipment, operations, and 
the industry. In addition, current 
FCC actions will be discussed. 

Tuesday's agenda begins at 9 a. in. 
with "Digital Editing and Special Ef- 
fects for Television: 1979 Update." 

Television engineers will be able to 
join their radio colleagues in the joint 

workshop, "The Absence of Radia- 
tion Hazards in Broadcasting," I1 
a.m. 

"Broadcast Tall Towers: An Aero- 
nautical Hazard ?" will be held at 9 
a.m. on Wednesday. This session, 
open to all engineers, will cover pos- 
sible FAA restrictions on building tall 
towers. 

Four important paper presenta- 
tions will also be held during the 
television engineering conference: 

"The CBS Blanking Width Cor- 
rector." Monday, 4 -4:30 p.m. A dis- 
cussion of a new method created by 
CBS of digitising the video, storing, 
and reading out at a slower rate. 

"The TK -47 Auto -Cam Cam- 
era." Monday, 4:30 -5:00 p.m. An 
RCA Broadcast Systems Division 
presentation on the new high - 
performance studio /field colour cam- 
era designed to automatically set up 
and optimise its adjustments for pic- 
ture performance. 

"Replacement of Slow Motion 
with One -Inch Tape." Tuesday, 
10:30 -11:00 a.m. Covers technology 
and operation of the one -inch tape. 

"Engineering Preparations for 
the 1980 Olympics." Wednesday, 
10:30 -11:00 a. ni. A description of the 
technical and operational consider- 
ations NBC must face prior to airing 
the 1980 Olympics from Moscow. 

JOINT SESSIONS. "A Conven- 
tion Special: Games Broadcast- 

ers Play" is a down -to- basics session 
designed to provide good advice on 
the do's and don'ts of running promo- 
tions and contests at your station. 
Erwin Krasnow, NAB executive vice 
president and general counsel, 
moderates this session, scheduled for 
Tuesday from 8:00 -10:00 p.m. 

Baseball Commissioner Bowie 
Kuhn and NFL Commissioner Pete 
Rozelle headline a joint Wednesday - 
morning session called "Sports and 
Broadcasting: Where Are We 
Headed ?" Front 9:30 to 12:30 p.m., 
a panel of experts will discuss their 
predictions for the future of sports 
broadcasting, including new meth- 
ods on distribution, pay TV, and 
changes and opportunities for your 
station. 

Attendees will also be able to hear 
Senator Ernest Hollings, chairman of 
the Senate Subcommittee on Com- 
munications, comment on the Com- 
munications Act rewrite on Wednes- 
day. And they'll hear FCC Chairman 
Charles Ferris in a special question 
and answer session at Wednesday's 
closing general assembly. BC 

Amateur 
radio operator's reception 

Fr those of us who have a career in broadcasting because we started as 
radio amateurs, and for an industry which began with amateur radio 
operators, NAB is celebrating the relationship with a reception for all 
licensed or fonnerly licensed amateur operators who are registered at the 
1979 NAB Convention. Of course many engineers are "hams," but there 
are managers, owners, newsmen, announcers, lawyers, and others in 
broadcasting who are also amateur operators. 

The reception is an informal opportunity to meet, greet, and "chew 
the rag" with people whom you probably never realized were also hams. 
There will be a short ceremony recognising a person who has con- 
tributed to amateur radio and broadcasting, and a toast ... to the fore- 
father of broadcasting ... amateur radio! 

George Bartlett, W1MMM 

Chris Payne, W3IRC 

Engineering Department 
National Association of Broadcasters 

Note: Broadcast Communications will also have a representative at the recep- 
tion: Ron Merrell, BC's editorial director and amateur radio operator (W0O1Z). 
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FIND 
ANY EXHIBIT 

IN 30 SECONDS 
The no- nonsense 

to help you locate any exhibitor 
without really trying 

Ever work your way onto the convention exhibit 
floor only to be immediately confused about how to find 
an exhibitor's booth. Sure, it happens to all of us. 

As you push your way down the aisles search- 
ing for that booth you either get sidetracked into a demo 
you didn't want to see or herded around the wrong 
corner and down another wrong aisle. 

You can't fight it. After all, the crowded aisle 
traffic is almost sure to be moving the wrong way. But 
now there is relief. 

This section of Broadcast Communications 
was designed with the convention attendee in mind. No 
more getting lost and no more exasperation from finding 
that as you're leaving the exhibit area after a long, gruel- 
ing search you find that exhibitor's booth right inside the 
entrance you rushed through an hour earlier. 

Turn to the exhibitor alphabetical listing. When 
you find the company, you'll notice a map locator 
number following it. D2, for example. It's as easy as 
using a highway map. Look for the letter D along the top, 
then the number 2 down the side. Presto! There's your 
exhibitor. 

The exhibits this year will be on Level 2 andl 
Level 3 of the Dallas Convention Center. So to make 
your search even easier, we've provided two maps: one 
for each level. Booths 300 through 500 are located on 
Level 3; booths 2000 and up are on Level 2. When 
reading the map locator number, just remember that 
map key numbers A through K are on Level 3, and L 
through P are on the second level. For example, a booth 
with a locator code of D4 would be on Level 3, while one 
located at N4 would be on Level 2. 

For those of you making your first trip to Dallas.. 
it may be more difficult finding your way to the Conven- 
tion Center than finding that certain exhibitor you've 
planned to see. To alleviate this problem, following the 
Exhibitor Map is a map of Dallas, showing you where 
your hotel is in relation to the Dallas Convention Cente. 
And again for your convenience, a map locator number 
has been assigned to each major hotel and to the Dallas 
Convention Center. 

If you hang onto your copy of this issue at the 
convention, you'll save a lot of time. Even if you have to 
swim upstream, it won't seem impossible. 

COUR"I'LSI" OF 

MS 7Hf INiERNAT10NAL 

JOURNAL OF 
iii:. 

BROACCAST TECHNOLOG, 

COMV1LNICA1IONS 
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Bill Daniels Co., Booth 2417 (N6) 
Data Communications, Booth 339 (E1,2) 
Datametrics Inc., Booth 2813 (P3) 

Datatek Corp., Booth 521 (J4) 

Datatron Inc., Booth 491 (H3) 

Delta Electronics, Booth 365 (El) 
Delta Group Inc.. Booth 2606 (06) 
DeWolfe Music Library, Booth 2605 (02) 
Dielectric Communications. Booth 509 (J3) 
Digital Video Systems, Booth 2311 (M6,7) 
DiTech Inc., Booth 2403 (N2) 
Dolby Laboratories, Booth 385 (F1) 

Drake -Chenault Enterprises, Booth 2123 (L6) 
Victor Duncan Inc., Booth 2515 (05) 
Dynair Electronics, Booth 368 (G5) 
Dynasciences, Booth 497 (J3) 

Dytek Industries, Booth 2301 (M2) 

E E V Inc., Booth 326 (E5) 

E G and G Inc., Booth 2302 (M2) 
ENG Helicopter, Booth 2313 (M7) 

E -N -G Manufacturing Co., Booth 2402 (N2) 

ESE, Booth 403 (F3) 

Eastman Kodak Company, Booth 473 (G4) 

Edco Products, Booth 359 (El) 
Edutron Inc., Booth 2603 (02) 
Eigen Video, Booth 557 (K3) 

Electro Controls Inc., Booth 2303 (M4) 

Electro Impulse Lab, Booth 417 (F1) 

Electro and Optical Systems, Booth 2803 (P2) 

Electrohome Limited, Booth 535 (K2) 

Electro -Voice Inc., Booth 2504 (N3) 
E.M.C.E.E., Booth 328 (E5) 

Enterprise Electronics, Booth 2710 (04) 
Farinon Electric, Booth 374 (G8) 
Yves Faroudja, Booth 4128 (K6) 

Fidelipac, Booth 351 (E4) 

Filmway Productions, Booth 2423 (N7) 

Flash Technology, Booth 547 (K2) 
Frezzolini Electronics, Booth 2415 (N6) 
Fuji Magnetic Tape Division, Booth 402 (J6) 
Fujinon Optical, Booth 515 (J2) 
GTE Sylvania. Booth 320 (D5) 
Garner Industries. Booth 415 (F1) 
General Electric Co., Booth 2509 (04) 
Glentronix (U.S.) Inc., Booth 2609 (03) 
Alan Gordon Enterprises, Booth 2501 (01) 
Gorman Redlich, Booth 337 (El) 
Gotham Audio Corp., Booth 423 (F2) 

Grass Valley Group, Booth 308 (C8) 
The Great American Market, Booth 2708 (03) 
Gregg Laboratories, Booth 2118 (L6) 
Groton Computer Inc., Booth 2204 (L3) 
HM Electronics, Booth 2604 (04) 
Hallikainen and Friends, Booth 2312 (M4) 

Harris Corp., Booth 303 (B2,3,4) 
High -Lite Corp.. Booth 2802 (P3) 

Hitachi Denshi America Ltd., Booth 334 (F7) 
IGM /NTI, Booth 343 (E3) 

lkegami Electronics (USA) Inc., Booth 406 (J8) 
Image Transform Inc.. Booth 2309 (M6) 
Image Video Limited, Booth 2819 (P3) 

Industrial Sciences Inc., Booth 531 (1(4) 

Innovative TV Equipment, Booth 388 (J7) 

Inovonics Inc., Booth 2103 (L2) 
Interand, Booth 2703 (P3) 

International Tapetronics, Booth 319 (D2) 
International Video Corp., Booth 346 (G7) 
JAM - Creative Productions, Booth 2510 (N6) 
Cetec Jampro, Booth 499 (J2) 

Jefferson Data Systems, Booth 551 (K4) 

Kaman Sciences Corp. /BCS, Booth 325 (D1) 
Kings Electronics. Booth 394 (J5) 

Klieg! Bros.. Booth 366 (G5) 

Knox Ltd., Booth 2706 (03) 
LPB Incorporated, Booth 383 (F1) 

L -W International, Booth 338 (F6) 

Laird Telemedia, Booth 537 (K2) 

Leitch Video, Booth 561 (K1) 

Lenco, Booth 372 (G7) 

Lightning Elimination Assoc., Booth 437 (G3) 
Live Sound Inc., Booth 2714 (05) 

David Lint Associates, Booth 447 (G2) 

Listec TV Equipment, Booth 465 (G2) 

Logitek Electronic Systems, Booth 2111 (L4) 

Lowell- Light, Booth 2506 (N3) 

MCI Inc., Booth 401 (F4) 

MBH Enterprises, Booth 2523 (07) 
MPB Technologies. Booth 2815 (P3) 

3M Company, Magnetic A/V Products, Booths 
302 (Video) (C5) and 439 (Mag AV) (G3) 

Mach One Digital Systems, Booth 2505 (03) 
Marconi Electronics, Booth 322 (E6) 

Marti Electronics, Booth 349 (E4) 

Memorex Corporation. Booth 485 (H3) 

Merlin Engineering Works, Booth 412A (K6) 

MicMix Audio Products, Booth 421 (F2) 

Micro Communications. Booth 513 (J3) 

Micro Consultants, Booth 404 (J7) 

Micro Control Associates, Booth 311 -A (C3) 

Microprobe Electronics, Booth 445 (G2) 

Microtime, Booth 2305 (M,N5) 
Micro -Trak Corp., Booth 391 (F3) 

Microwave Associates, Booth 340 (G5) 

Mole Richardson Co., Booth 384 (J6) 

The Money Machine, Booth 335 (E3) 

Moseley Associates, Booth 329 (D3) 
Motorola, Booth 433 (G4) 

Musicworks Inc., Booth 2512 (N6) 

Mutual Broadcasting Systems, Booth 2200 (L1) 

McCurdy Radio Industries, Booth 321 (D1) 

McMartin Industries, Booth 317 (04) 
Nagra Magnetic Recorders, Booth 525 (J3) 

NEC America, Booth 2404 (M,N3) 
N.T.I. America, Booth 2209 (M3) 
Network Recording Prod., Booth 2807 (P2) 

Nortronics Company, Booth 345 (E3) 
Fred A. Nudd Corp., Booth 2310 (M4) 
Nurad Inc., Booth 533 (K3) 

Oak Communications, Booth 2223 (M6,7) 
O'Connor Creative Services, Booth 2122 (L7) 
O'Connor Engineering Labs, Booth 2500 (N1) 

Oktel Corporation, Booth 2125 (L6,7) 
The Olesen Company, Booth 2607 (03) 
Orban Associates, Booth 429 (F4) 

Orrox Corp. (CMX Systems, Videomax), Booth 
350 (G8) 

Otani Corporation, Booth 405 (F3) 
Pacific Recorders and Engr., Booth 416 (K5) 
Packaged Lighting Systems, Booth 2611 (04) 
Panasonic, Video Systems, Booth 483 (H2) 

Perrott Engineering Labs, Booth 2704 (02) 
Phelps Dodge Communications, Booth 353 (E3) 
Philips Test and Measuring, Booth 314 (D7) 

Philips Broadcast Equipment, Booth 314 (D7) 
Porta- Pattern. Booth 449 G(1) 
Potomac Instruments, Booth 377 (F3) 
Power -Optics Inc., Booth 2407 (N3) 

DEI Corporation, Booth 435 (G4) 

ORK Electronic Products, Booth 389 (F2) 

OSI Systems Inc., Booth 2800 (P3) 

0- TV/Telesync, Booth 332 (E6) 

Quick -Set Inc., Booth 495 (J3) 

RCA/Commercial Communications Systems 
Division, Booth 300 (A5,6,7,8,B5,6,7,8) 

RCA American Communications, Booth 300B (A7) 
RCA Electro Optics and Devices, Booth 300A (A6) 
RF Technology, Booth 2410 (N6) 

RTS Systems Inc., Booth 2115 (L5) 

Ramko Research Inc., Booth 409 (F1) 

Rank Precision Industries, Booth 348 (G8) 
Recortec Inc., Booth 336 (F8) 
Re:DB Company, Booth 2811 (P2) 

Research Technology Inc., Booth 539 (K1) 
Rockwell International, Collins Transmission 

Systems, Booth 315 (C4) 

Rockwell International /S.A. F. E. Division, Booth 
2102 (L3) 

Rohde and Schwarz, Booth 386 (J6) 
Rosco Labs, Booth 2211 (M4) 
Ross Video Inc., Booth 2508 (N4) 
Rupert Neve Inc., Booth 507 (J4) 
Russco Electronics Mfg., Booth 427 (F3) 

SWR Incorporated, Booth 2702 (02) 

Scientific -Atlanta, Booth 477 (G2) 

Scully Recording Instruments, Booth 355 (E3) 
Servo Corp. of America, Booth 2716 (06) 
Sescom Inc., Booth 443 (E3) 

Sharp Electronics, Booth 2400 (M,N1) 
Shintron Company. Booth 410 (K7) 

Shure Brothers, Booth 371 (E4) 

Sintronic Corp., Booth 387 (F1) 

Skirpan Lighting Control, Booth 2625 (06) 
Skotel Corporation. Booth 2827 (P5) 

Elmer Smalling, Booth 28008 (P2) 

Warren R. Smith Co., Booth 338 (F6) 

Soll Inc., Booth 505 (J2) 

Sono -Mag Corporation, Booth 397 (F4) 

Sony Corp. of America, Booth 380 (H5,6,7) 
Sound Technology, Booth 2405 (N2) 
SpinPhysics, Booth 473 (G4) 

Stainless Inc.. Booth 2109 (L4) 

Standard Pacific Labs, Booth 2108 (L5) 
Stanton Magnetics Inc., Booth 363 (El) 
Station Business Systems, Booth 327 (D2) 
Storeel Corporation, Booth 469 (G4) 

Strand Century Inc., Booth 475 (G3) 

Studer ReVox America, Booth 453 (G1) 
System Concepts, Booth 517 (J1) 

Taber Mfg. and Eng. Co., Booth 459 (G1) 
William B. Tanner Co.. Booth 2206 (L4) 
Tayburn Electronics, Booth 2502 (N2) 
Panasonic, Technics Division, Booth 481 (H1) 
TM Productions, Booth 2307 (M6) 
Technology Service Corp., Booth 467 (G3) 

Tektronix Inc., Booth 306 (C6) 

Tele -Cine Inc., Booth 392 (J6) 

Telecommunications Industries, Booth 449 (G1) 

Telegen, Booth 2221 (M6) 

TeleMation, Booth 342 (G5) 

Telemet, Booth 333 (D3) 

Telescript, Booth 356 (G7) 

TV Equipment Associates. Booth 364 (G5) 

Television Technology Corp., Booth 2306 (M3) 
Telex Communications, Booth 357 (E2) 

Tentel Corporation, Booth 395 (F3) 
Terracom, Booth 2401 (N1) 

Thermodyne International Ltd., Booth 2408 (N6) 

Thomson -CSF Laboratories, Booth 324 (E8) 

Thomson -CSF Electron Tubes, Booth 2210 (L5) 
Time and Frequency Technology, Booth 341 (E2) 

Times Wire and Cable Co.. Booth 2519 (06) 
Toshiba International Corp., Booth 2701 (P1,2) 
Track Audio, Booth 2712 (05) 
Trompeter Electronics, Booth 511 (J3) 
Tuesday Productions, Booth 2205 (M3) 
Tweed Audio (USA), Booth 2207 (M3) 

UMC Electronics, Booth 407 (F2) 

US Tape and Label Corp., Booth 2201 (M1) 
Unarco -Rohn, Booth 373 -A (F4) 

Uni -Set (Kniff Woodcraft Corp . ), Booth 396 (J5) 

United Media Inc., Booth 2711 (P6) 

UPI, Booth 2300 (M1) 
United Research Lab. Corp., Booth 375 (F3) 

U.S. JVC Corporation, Booth 408 (K8) 
Utah Scientific, Booth 2707 (P4) 

Utility Tower Co., Booth 323 (D1) 

Thomas J. Valentino, Booth 441 (G3) 

Van Ladder, Booth 2804 (P4) 
Varian Associates, Booth 487 (H4) 
Versa Count, Booth 2120 (L6) 

Video Aids Corp. of Colorado, Booth 553 (K4) 
Video Associates Labs, Booth 2809 (P2) 
Video Data Systems, Booth 2419 (N6,7) 
Videomagnetics, Booth 2705 (P3) 
Videomax (Orrox), Booth 350 (G8) 

Video Tape Company, Booth 527 (J3) 

Videomedia/SED, Booth 2825 (P4,5) 
Videotek, Booth 2602 (03) 
Vital Industries, Booth 316 (D5) 
Vitex Division, Vital Industries, Booth 2219 (M6) 

Wang -Voice Communications, Booth 2112 (L5) 

Ward -Beck Systems, Booth 489 (H4) 
The Webster Group, Booth 2621 (06) 
Western Union, Booth 549 (K4) 
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A.F. Associates, Booth 2411 (N5) 

Accurate Sound Corp., Booth 2103 (L2) 
Acrodyne Industries, Booth 479 (G1) 
Adda Corporation, Booth 2104 (L3) 

Agfa- Gevaert Inc., Booth 2821 (P4) 

Allied Tower Co., Booth 2100 (L2) 

Amco Engineering Co., Booth 393 (F3) 

American Data Corp., Booth 312 (D8) 
AT &T Co., Booth 2511 (05) 

Amperex Electronic Corp., Booth 310 (C8) 
Ampex Corporation, Booth 301 (A1,2,3,4) 
Ampro Broadcasting Inc., Booth 369 (E3) 

Amtron Corporation. Booth 412A (K6) 
Andrew Corporation, Booth 360 (G6) 

Angenieux Corp. of Am., Booth 318 (05) 
Anton /Bauer, Inc.. Booth 2121 (L6) 

Anvil Cases, Booth 2507 (03) 

Asaca Corporation, Booth 2503 (02) 

Arvin /Echo Science Corp., Booth 390 (J8) 
Audi -Cord Corporation, Booth 419 (F1,2) 
Audio Designs and Mfg., Booth 414 (K5,6) 
Audio and Design Recording, Booth 2215 (M4) 
Auditronics Inc., Booth 379 (F2) 

Autogram Corporation, Booth 2114 (L6) 

Automated Business Concepts. Booth 545 (K2) 
Automation Electronics, Booth 2208 (L4) 

Automated Processes, Booth 373 (K2) 

The BTX Corporation, Booth 2409 (N4) 
Bardwell and McAlister Inc., Booth 559 (K2) 
Bayly Engineering, Booth 425 (F3) 

Beaveronics Inc., Booth 369 -A (E3) 

Belar Electronic Labs, Booth 367 (E2) 

Berkey Colortran, Booth 370 (G6) 
Beston Electronics, Booth 376 (G8) 

Bird Electronic Corp., Booth 519 (J4) 
Bloomington Broadcasting, Booth 2308 (M3) 
Bogner Broadcast Equipment, Booth 2202 (L2) 

Bonneville Broadcast Consult., Booth 563 (K1) 

Bonneville Data Systems, Booth 2206 -A (L4) 

Bosch Fernseh, Booth 330 (F5) 

Boston Insulated Wire & Cable, Booth 358 (G6) 

Broadcast Cartridge Service. Booth 2304 (M2) 

Broadcast Electronics, Booth 309 (C2) 

Broadcast Programming Intl, Booth 411 (F1) 

Broadcast Video Systems, Booth 2823 (P4) 

CCA Electronics Corp., Booth 305 (B1) 

CMX Systems (Orrox), Booth 350 (G8) 

CSP Incorporated, Booth 543 (K1) 

Cablewave Systems, Booth 381 (F1) 

Calvert Electronics, Booth 2117 (L5) 

The Camera Mart, Booth 555 (K3) 

Canon U.S.A. Inc., Booth 493 (J4) 

Capitol Magnetic Products, Booth 361 (E1) 

Cases Incorporated, Booth 2105 (L3) 

Ceco Communications. Booth 431 (F4) 

Central Dynamics Corp., Booth 344 (G6) 

Centro Corporation, Booth 2406 (N4) 

Century 21 Productions, Booth 371 -A (E4) 

Cetec Broadcast Group, Booth 307 (C1) 

Channelmatic Inc., Booth 2517 (O6) 

Christie Electric, Booth 2600 (01) 
Chyron Telesystems, Booth 382 (J5) 

Cine 60 Inc., Booth 2700 (01) 
Cinema Products Corp., Booth 2217 (M5) 

Cohu Inc., Booth 471 (G4) 

Colorado Video Inc., Booth 523 (J3) 

Comark Industries, Booth 2203 (M2) 

Commercial Electronics. Booth 398 (J5) 

Compucon Inc., Booth 2617 (05) 
Computer Image Corp., Booth 457 (G1) 

Computer Magnetics, Booth 529 (K4) 

Computer Man. Systems, Booth 2212 (L5) 

Comrex Corp., Booth 541 (1(1) 

Comsearch Inc., Booth 2110 (L5) 

Concept Productions, Booth 2106 (L4) 

Conrac Corporation, Booth 304 (C5) 

Consolidated Electronic Ind., Booth 311 (C3) 

Consolidated Video Systems, Booth 400 (J5) 

Continental Electronics Mfg. Co., Booth 331 (D4) 

Convergence Corp., Booth 378 (H8) 

Crosspoint Latch Corp., Booth 2801 (P1) 
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his section is a special NAB Equip- 
ment Directory. There are more 
than 90 categories in these list- 

ings, and under each you'll see the 
NAB exhibitors who responded 
to our questionnaire before our 
press deadlines. 

The companies listed here 
will be exhibiting at the NAB 
convention in Dallas (March 
25 -28). And you'll note that 
some categories are, by 
necessity, general. But this 
will give you a compact, com- 
prehensive directory to the 
equipment that will he shown 
at the convention. what's 
more, you may find some new 
names under categories where 
you have a special interest. 

If you plan to attend the convention, 
and you are interested in specific products, 
this NAB Equipment Directory will show you the 
companies who will be exhibiting those products. The next 
step is to turn to the "30- second" map of the exhibit areas. 

You'll find it easy to use, because we've 
adopted the highway map format and 

used simple locator codes. 
And if you can't make it to the 

convention this year, this section 
will update your annual direc- 
tory. By matching your prod- 

uct interests with our Product 
Premier section and the ads 
in this issue, you'll be almost 

as up to date as those who 
make the trip to Dallas. Just 

keep an eye out for those 
small lines that say "Circle 46 
on Reader Service Card" at 

the bottom of almost all ads. 
Other "circle" numbers are 

used at the beginning of prod- 
ucts described in Product Pre- 

mier. 
If you turn to the Reader Service 

Card and circle these numbers, you'll be on 
the way to staying right on top of the latest 

product developments. The product file you build today 
will be your equipment directory tomorrow. 

EQUIPMENT 
DIRECTORY 

Page Page 

86A Antenna Heater Controls 
86A Audio Delay 
60 Automation Systems, Audio 
60 Automation Systems, Video 
60 ATS Equipment 
62 Antennas, Transmission 

Lines, Towers & Lights 
62 Amplifiers, Pre -amps, DA's 
62 Audio Components, Tubes & 

Hardware 
62 Cameras, Studio & 

Accessories 
64 Cameras, ENG & 

Accessories 
64 Camera & Projectors, Film 

68 Cart Machines, Carts & 

Accessory Equipment 

68 Character Generators 
68 Consoles, Audio 

70 Consoles, Video 

86A Cartridges and Tone Arms 

86A Chroma Keyer 
70 Earth Station Equipment & 

Services 
70 Editing Equipment, Video 
70 Encoders & Decoders 
86A Electronic Slides 
86A EBS Equipment 
72 Fibre Optic Links & Lines 

72 Film Chain Equipment 
72 Frame Store Synchronisers 
86A FM Stereo Generators 
86A Generators, Signal, Pattern 
72 Generators, AM Stereo 
86A Generators, FM Stereo 
72 Heads & Refurbishing 

Services, Audio 
72 Heads & Refurbishing 

Services, Video 
72 Headphones, Speakers/ 

Intercoms 
86A High -Speed Audio Tape 

Duplicators 
72 Lenses & Lens Services 
74 Lighting Control Systems 
72 Lights & Lighting 

Accessories 
74 Limiters & Compressors 
82 Loads, Wattmeters 
86A Loggers 
72 Low Frequency Extenders 
74 Microwave, STL & Remote 

Control Equipment 
74 Microphones 
74 Modulators & Demodulators 
74 Monitoring, Measuring & 

Timing Equipment, Audio 

Page 

76 Monitoring, Measuring & 
Timing Equipment, Video 

76 Monitors, Video 
86A Monitors, Antenna 
76 Noise Reduction Systems 
76 Phasors and Branching 

Equipment 
76 Processing & Equalising 

Equipment 
78 Recorders, Audio 

Reel -to -Reel 
78 Remote Controls, Video 

78 Remotes Audio Equipment 
78 Routing Switchers 
80 RF Components 
72 RF Cueing Systems 
80 Slow Motion Replay 

Equipment 
80 Special Effects Equipment 

& Generators, Audio 
80 Special Effects Equipment 

& Generators, Video 
80 Switchers, Video 
80 SCA Equipment 
80 Station Business Systems 
80 Slow Scan TV 
82 Systems Engineering 
82 Studio Furniture 
82 Storage Systems & Shipping 

Cases 

Page 

82 Standards Converters 
82 Slow Motion Recorders 
82 Tape, Audio & Accessories 
82 Tape, Video & Accessories 
82 Teletext Equipment 
82 Time Base Correctors 
82 Time Code Generators 
84 Transmitters, AM & FM 

84 Transmitters, TV 
84 Turntables & Accessories 
86 Translators 
86 Tape Duplicators 
86 Two -Way Radio Equipment 
86 Tape & Film Storage & Cases 
86 Time Code Equipment 
86 Tape to Film Transfer 
86 Vans & Ladder Vehicles 
86 Video Signal Enhancement & 

Correction Equipment 
86 Video Components, Tubes & 

Hardware 
86 VTRs 
86 Videopromoters 
86A Video Animation 
86A Video Detectors, Touch Tone 
86A Velocity Compensators 
86A Video Discs & Products 
86A Weather Instruments, Radar 

& Accessories 

Continued on page 60 
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No more 
dirty 

movies. 

The reason : the Ikegami 
TKC -950B film chain camera's 
unique optical system removes 
the correcting field lens from the 
focal plane where the aerial 
image is located. Thus, any dust 
that collects on the field lens is 
out -of- focus. When you run 
movies on the large -image field 
lens of the TKC -950B, the viewer 
receives a clean, sharp, dust -free 
picture on his home TV screen. 

The TKC -950B system is dedi- 
cated to produce the highest color 
quality and picture stability. For 
example, a prism beam -splitter 
separates the images to its three 
one -inch vidicons. 

The TKC -950B takes into con- 
sideration the tight quarters in 
which most film chains must be 
installed and operated. Remark- 
ably small, it can accept an exter- 
nal multiplexer on either the left 
or right side of the unit for 
additional installation flexibility. 
Compatible with your existing 
equipment, it is easy to replace 
obsolete cameras. 

Because film chain cameras 
must run with minimum super- 
vision, we've built a lot of self- 

Ikegami 
VISIT US AT BOOTH NO. 406 AT NAB 

control into the Ikegami TKC - 
950B. A servo -controlled neutral - 
density filter disc, built into the 
optical system - along with fast - 
acting video gain control -- re- 
spond so quickly, there is no need 
for individual light compensators 
with your projectors. A very 
stable color encoder provides pre- 
cise color reproduction. Three 
types of test pulses with six i unc- 
tions, built into the unit, are pro- 
vided to facilitate set -ups, daily 
checks and calibration of the 
gamma- correction circuit. 

The TKC -950B is highly 
stable and any variations it. the 
source material can be con- pen - 
sated for manually or with an 
optional new automatic color bal- 
ance accessory which bale nces 
white, black and gamma auto- 
matically. And each function is 
available for local or remote con- 
trol. 

For a complete picture or the 
Ikegami TKC -950B or a demon- 
stration, contact : Ikegami Elec- 
tronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook 
Avenue, Maywood, N.J. 07607 ; 

phone : (201) 368 -9171. 
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WGBH engineers 
talk about the 

Ikegami 
HK-312 

WGBH covers ismitcnkPops Orchestra con its 
with Ikegami HK-312 cameras from Sy Vony 
Hall, Boston. 
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Eight Ikegami HK -312 studio color 
cameras are in service at WGBH, Boston, 
some dating back to October 1977 - long 
enough for intelligence on their perform- 
ance. From recent interviews with key 
WGBH people, read these excerpts. 

Pops without noise 
Tom Keller, Director of Engineering: 
"The HK -312s have such high sensi- 

tivity that we were able to reduce signifi- 
cantly our light levels at the Boston Pops 
and Symphony telecasts. Yet, despite the 
major light reduction, we experienced no 
visible noise with the HK -312s ... With 
their remarkable reliability record, we 
can depend on 6 cameras for 6- camera 
coverage, and not 7 for 6 as in the past. 
After all, you can't stop a live orchestra 
performance for a retake if you've lost 
a camera. 99 

2 IRE, but a complaint 
Ken Hori, Senior Engineer for Advanced 
Development: 

66 We tested several camera makes for 
RFI within a quarter -mile of a 50 KW 
radio transmitter. The HK -312 measured 
2 IRE, whereas most others were in the 
5 to 7 IRE area, and some as high as 20 
IRE ... For symphony remotes we'd need 
2 to 5 hours for warm -up, but nowadays 
we're set up in less than an hour ... We 
like its straightforward design - exam- 
ple, its truly high signal -to -noise ratio as 
compared to other cameras that resort to 
reduced bandwidth to attain a compara- 
ble ratio but wind up delivering noise 
too ... 99 

We did get one complaint from the 
maintenance crew. They said that because 
they rarely found the problem of a down 
HK -312, they would never get to know the 
HK -312 well enough to fix it. 

Washouts and dropouts 
Bill Fairweather, 
Video Control Engineer: 

66 During a lighting seminar staged 
here by Imero Fiorentino Associates, an 
actor in a normally lighted scene held up 
a sheet of white paper with printing on 

it to show loss of detail in the case of rr:ore 
than 60 percent tv white reflectance., The 
HK -312, however, was able to retain 
enough detail for the printing to be rfad- 
able on the monitor. 

Next came a demonstration of the 
dangers of too much or too little light on 
a chroma -key background. The HK -312 
held the key to such a low light level on 
the blank background that the lecturer 
grinned and said, "I guess WGBH las 
pretty good cameras !" and went on to the 
next subject. 99 

The HK -312 is the camera that met 
WGBH criteria for performance, sta Dil- 
ity, and reliability. They also have HL- 
53s, high -performance portable came ras 
that interface with HK -312 CCUs and can 
operate portably with their own CC-Js. 

Adapters for triax cable, using digi- 
tal techniques, make their came:-as 
remote -usable at nearly a mile from b.Ise 
stations, yet easily revertible to mu lti- 
core cable whenever needed. 

In daily use, their HK -312s and EL- 
53s are interfaced with microprocessor - 
computer control units that auto- 
matically cycle them through all set -up 
adjustments, including black -and -white 
balance, flare and gamma correction, vid- 
eo gain, and eight registration functiois, 
then recheck all those adjustments - all 
within 45 seconds. The cameras can also 
operate independently of the set -up com- 
puters, a feature that is an Ikegami 
exclusive. 

If all of this suggests that the H K- 
312 is probably the best studio /field color 
camera in the industry, consider this : 

camera, set -up computer, and triax adLp- 
tor are not only operational, they are de- 
liverable. For details or a demonstration, 
contact Ikegami Electronics (USA) Ir c., 
37 Brook Ave., Maywood, NJ 07607, 
(201) 368 -9171 / West Coast : 19164 V An 

Ness Ave., Torrance, CA 90501, (213) 
328 -2814 / Southwest : 330 North B hlt 
East, Houston TX 77060, (713) 445- 0100. 
VISIT US AT BOOTH NO. 406 AT NAB 

Ikegami HK -3L' >_ 
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1;." Equipment directory 

s4 
COMPANY 

Automation Systems, Audio 

Broadcast Electronics Inc. 

Cetec 

Channelmatic Inc. 

Hallikainen & Friends Inc. 

Harris Corporation 
IGM /NTI 
Image Video Limited 

Inovonics Inc. 

Microprobe Electronics Inc. (MEI) 

Sono -Mag Corp. (SMC) 

TeleMation 
UMC Electronics Co. (Broadcast 

Products Division) 
American Data Corp. 

Consolidated Electronics Industries 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

Groton Computer Co. 

Automation Systems, Video 

Automated Processes Inc. 

Central Dynamics Ltd. 

Channelmatic Inc. 

The Grass Valley Group Inc. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

309 C2 

307 Cl 
2517 06 
2312 M4 

303 B2,3,4 

343 E3 

2819 P3 

2103 L2 

445 G2 

397 F4 

342 G5 

407 F2 

312 D8 

311 C3 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

2204 L3 

373 K2 

344 G6 

2517 06 
308 C8 

COMPANY 

Image Video Limited 
Philips Test and Measuring 

Instruments, Inc. 

Recortec, Inc. 

Tektronix Inc. 

TeleMation 
Videomedia Inc. 

Vital Industries Inc. 

Ampex Corporation 
American Data Corp. 

Dytek Industries 

Kaman Sciences Corp. 
Micro Consultants, Inc. 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

Channelmatic, Inc. 

Groton Computer Co. 

Microtime, Inc. 

ATS Equipment 

Electro Impulse Lab Inc. 

Harris Corporation 
Micro Control Associates Inc. 

Moseley Associates Inc. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

2819 P3 

314 D7 

336 F8 

306 C6 

342 G5 

2825 P4,5 

316 D5 

301 A1,2,3,4 

312 D8 

2301 M2 

325 D1 

404 J7 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

2517 06 
2204 L3 

2305 M,N5 

417 F1 

303 B2,3,4, 

311A C3 

329 D3 

Continued on page 62 

INSTRUt9V9NAL e(?©NAL TV 
Solve communication problems by means of 

electronic "still" picture transmission over 

conventional audio circuits. Use leased lines, 

the dial -up telephone network, microwave 

channels, or FM radio subcarriers. Colorado 

Video Scan Converters provide an interface to 

standard TV cameras and monitors to achieve 

a high degree of technical flexibility. Program 

production is far simpler and less costly than 

"real time ". 

Please write to us, or call, for equipment 

specifications and applications literature. 

COLORADO VIDEO, INCORPORATED 
Box 928 Boulder CO 80306 USA 303/444 -3972 TWX 910 -940 -3248 (COLO VIDEO BDR) 

Circle (42) on Reader Service Card 
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1H 
BETTER 
WA 

male 
small 

Datatek has now added 

D -4301, 
6x1 VIDEO 

D -4302, 
6x1 AUDIO 

mutin 
the D -4300 series 
video and audio switching units 
to its line of routing switchers. 
With building blocks of 6x1, 
16x1 and 20x1, these 
switching units may be used for: 

Input preselects to production switchers 
to expand their capacities 
Switching inputs to vectorscopes 
and monitors 
Adding preview busses to existing 
switchers 
VTR Input selection 
These units may also be stacked to make up 
small routing switchers at an economic price. 

For More Information, 
Write or Call 

DATATE K 
Elm CORP 

D-4307, 16x1 
VIDEO -AUDIO 

ers 
too! 

D-4304, 
20x1 VIDEO 

1166 W. CHESTNUT ST. UNION, N.J. 07083 (201) 964 -3656 

MARCH 1979/BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS 
Circle (33) on Reader Service Card 

D -4305, 
20x1 AUDIO 
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Equipment directory 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
COMPANY NUMBER NUMBER 

Potomac Instruments Inc. 377 

QEI 435 

F3 

G4 

Antennas, Transmission Lines, Towers and Lights 
Allied Tower Co. Inc. 

Andrew Corporation 
Bogner Broadcast Equipment Corp. 
C.S.P. Inc. 

Cablewave Systems Inc. 

Cetec Antennas 

Comark Industries Inc. 

EG and G 

Electro Impulse Inc. 

Flash Technology Corp. of America 
Harris Corporation 
Micro Communications Inc. 

Microwave Associates Inc. 

Fred A. Nudd Corporation 
Phelps Dodge Communications Co. 

Soll, Inc. 

Unarco -Rohn (Div. of Unarco Ind. Inc.) 

Utility Tower Co. 

CCA Electronics Corp. 

Nurad, Inc. 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

Boston Insulated Wire and Cable 
Lightning Elimination Asso. 

Nurad, Inc. 

Stainless, Inc. 

Tayburn Electronics, Inc. 

Amplifiers, Pre -amps, DA's 
American Data Corp. 

Audio & Design Recording Ltd. 

Audio Designs Mfg. Inc. 

Automated Processes Inc. 

Broadcast Electronics Inc. (BEI) 

Central Dynamics Ltd. 

Channelmatic Inc. 

Datatek Corp. 
Di -Tech Inc. 

Dynasciences 
Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 

Glentronix (U.S.) Inc. 

The Grass Valley Group Inc. 

Harris Corporation 
Industrial Sciences Inc. 

LPB Inc. 

Leitch Video Ltd. 

Logitek Electronic Systems 

McCurdy Radio 
McMartin Industries Inc. 

Marconi Electronics Inc. 

Marti Electronics Inc. 

Micro -Trak Corp. 
Panasonic Company 
RTS Systems Inc. 

2100 
360 
2202 
543 

381 

499 

2203 
2302 
417 

547 

303 
513 

340 
2310 

353 

505 

373A 
323 
305 
533 

300 

358 
437 

533 

2109 
2502 

312 
2215 
414 
373 
309 

344 
2517 
521 

2403 
497 

2415 
2609 

308 

303 

531 

383 

561 

2111 

321 

317 

322 

349 

391 

481, 483 

2115 

L2 

G6 

L2 

K1 

F1 

J2 
M2 

M2 

F1 

K2 

B2,3,4, 

J3 

G5 

M4 

E3 

J2 

F4 

D1 

B1 

K3 

A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

G6 

G3 

K3 

L4 

N2 

D8 

M4 

K5,6 

K2 

C2 

G6 

06 
J4 

N2 

J3 

N6 

03 
C8 

B2,3,4 
K4 

F1 

K1 

L4 

D1 

D4 

E6 

E4 

F3 

H2 

L5 

COMPANY 

Ramko Research Inc. 

Rupert Neve Inc. 

Russco Electronics Mfg. Inc. 

Sescom Inc. 

Shintron Company Inc. 

Shure Brothers Inc. 

Stanton Magnetics Inc. 

Standard Pacific Labs 

TeleMation 
Telemet 
Telex Communications Inc. 

Tweed Audio (USA) Inc. 

Vitex Division, Vital Industries 
Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 

Wolf Coach /Television Eng. Corp. 

Lenco, Inc. 

Taber Mfg. and Eng. Co. 

Audio Components, Tubes 
Accurate Sound Corp. 
Automated Processes Inc. 

Calvert Electronics Inc. 

Micro -Trak Corp. 
Panasonic Company 
Sescom Inc. 

Shure Brothers Inc. 

Standard Pacific Labs 

Thomson -CSF Electron Tubes 
Boston Insulated Wire and Cable 
Ceco Communications 
United Research Labs Corp. 
Varian Associates (Eimac Division) 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

409 F1 

507 J4 

427 F3 

443 E3 

410 K7 

371 E4 

363 E1 

2108 L5 

342 G5 

333 D3 

357 E2 

2207 M3 

2219 M6 

489 H4 

503 J1 

372 G7 
459 G1 

& Hardware 
2103 L2 

373 K2 

2117 L5 

391 F3 

481, 483 H2 

443 E3 

371 E4 

2108 L5 

2210 E8 

358 G6 

431 F4 
375 F3 

487 H4 

Cameras, Studio & Accessories 
Anvil Cases Inc. 

Amperex Electronic Corp. 
Bosch Fernseh 

Camera Mart 

Commercial Electronics Inc. (CEI) 
Victor Duncan Inc. 

Harris Corporation 
Hitachi -Denshi 

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 

Innovative Television Equipment 
International Video Corp. 
Listec Television Eqpt. Corp. 
Marconi Electronics Inc. 

O'Connor Engineering Labs Inc. 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 
Wolf Coach /Television Eng. Corp. 
Panasonic Company, Video 

Systems Division 

Quick -Set Inc. 
RCA Broadcast Systems 

Thomson CSF Laboratories 
Sony Corporation 
Tele -Cine Inc. 

2507 

310 
330 

555 

398 

2515 
303 

334 

406 

388 

346 

465 

322 

2500 

314 
503 

483 

495 
300 

324 
380 

392 J6 

Continued on page 64 

03 
L8 

F5 

K3 

J5 

05 
B2,3,4 

F7 

J8 

J7 

G7 

G2 

E6 

N1 

D7 
J1 

H2 

J3 
A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

E8 
H5,6,7 
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We're Unwrapping Some 
Surprise Packages 

at the NAB in Dallas. 
SURPRISE #1 

HIGH -RESOLUTION, SHADOW -MASK CO _OR 
MONITORS 
The finest professional shadow -mask color 
monitors available. Priced far below the competi- 
tion. Ready for immediate delivery. Compare 
these features: 
is Broadcast and teleproduction master mon tor 
quality 

A /B, RGB differential inputs standard 
Complete remote control of all monitor furctions 
Comb filter standard 
Available in 14 ", 20" and 23" rack or cabinet 

models 

SURPRISE #2 

A SENSIBLE ALTERNATIVE TO WAVEFORM 
AND VECTOR MONITORS 
Now you have a reliable, high -quality alterna ve 
in a full line of waveform and vector monitcr:; 
with a no- nonsense delivery schedule. Check 
these outstanding features: 

8 -10 week delivery 
Full broadcast performance 
PAL and NTSC versions 
Vector encoder option 
Exceptionally bright, 10x10 cm display 
Compact, 5 -1/4 " high half -rack package 

SURPRISE #3 

THE LENCO TREASURE HUNT 
If all that isn't enough to have you stampecir g to 
our booth, we're continuing with our fabulous 
LENCO TREASURE HUNT. Our 4th Annual 
Giveaway is $531 ! No need to purchase. No 
restrictions. Customers, prospects, suppliers - 
even our competition - can play. Just sign in at 
our booth, or at our hospitality suite high ato) the 
new Lowes Anatole Hotel. You'll get a set of 
clues to lead you to the LENCO TREASURE. The 
first to find it collects the loot. Don't miss tic fun! 

siA\ 

LENCO, INC., ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
300 N. Maryland St., Jackson, MO. 63755, (314) 243-3147 

SURPRISE YOURSELF AT BOOTH 1372 
NAB / DALLAS 

Circle (34) on Reader Service Card 
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 ;os Equipment directory 

SQ 
COMPANY 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER COMPANY 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

Toshiba International Corp. 2701 P1,2 Wolf Coach /Television Eng. Corp. 503 J1 

US JVC Corp. 408 K8 Ampex Corporation 301 A1,2,3,4 

Christie Electric Corp. 2600 01 

Cameras, ENG & Accessories Cinema Products Corp. 2217 M5 

Amperex Electronic Corp. 310 C8 International Video Corp. 346 G7 

Anvil Cases Inc. 2507 03 US JVC Corp. 408 K8 

Asaca Corp. 2503 02 Nurad, Inc. 533 K3 

Bosch Fernseh 330 F5 Sony Corp. 380 H5,6,7 

Camera Mart 555 K3 Thomson CSF Laboratories 324 E8 

Commercial Electronics Inc. (CEI) 398 J5 Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 2415 N6 

Victor Duncan Inc. 2515 05 Cine 60, Inc. 2700 01 
Fujinon Optical Inc. 515 J2 Perrott Engineering Labs, Inc. 2704 02 
Hitachi -Denshi 334 F7 Tele -Cine Inc. 392 J6 
Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 406 J8 Toshiba International Corp. 2701 P1,2 

Innovative Television Equipment 388 J7 Yves Faroudja 412B K6 

Listec Television Eqpt. Corp. 465 G2 

Marconi Electronics Inc. 322 E6 Cameras & Projectors, Film 
Microwave Associates Inc. 340 G5 Bosch Fernseh 330 F5 

NEC America Inc. 2404 M,N3 Victor Duncan Inc. 2515 05 
O'Connor Engineering Labs Inc. 2500 N1 Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 2415 N6 

Panasonic Company 481,483 H2 Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 406 J8 

Philips Broadcast Eqiupment Corp. 314 D7 Laird Telemedia 537 K2 

RF Technology Inc. 2410 N6 Marconi Electronics Inc. 322 E6 

Sharp Electronics Corp. 2400 M,N1 Cinema Products Corp. 2217 M5 

Video Aids Corp. of Colorado 553 K3 Continued on page 68 

From Cinema Products 

NEC 's TTR-7 Ultra- Lightweight 1" l'TR 

Weighs less than 33 lbs! 
(Including tape and battery) 

Designed exclusively for portable over -the -shoulder 
operation and rugged reliability with utmost stability, 
the broadcast -quality 1" TTR-7 is ideally suited for 
the wear and tear of remote use. 

For maximum operational and handling ease, 
the TTR-7 1" helical "D" format VTR utilizes NEC's 
advanced self- threading cartridge design, which elim- 
inates the majority of field tape -handling problems. 

Outstanding Features: 
Internal battery will drive a minimum of two 
22- minute self -threading tape cartridges on a single 
charge (continuous run). 
Despite its lightweight design, the TTR -7 has a 

built -in video confidence head, edit system, full 
status indicating system, and will play back in color 
(with the use of an optional AC /color adapter). 
Virtually foolproof servo- control system. 
Modular construction permits easy in- the -field 
replacement of video head cartridges. 
Can be ordered with optional second audio channel! 

Also available is NEC's matching- system 1" 

cartridge VTR, the TTR -5. Weighing 55 lbs., the TTR -5 
was designed for mobile van or fixed -location 
remotes, and light studio use, if desired. 

For further information, please contact: 

04 
Technology In The Service Or Creativity 

2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025 
Telephone: (213) 478 -0711 (213) 477 -1971 Telex: 69 -1339 

For video service (7 day /24 hr.), call: 800-421-7486. 
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Manufactured by NfC exclusively for Cinema Products... 

_LT-V 
The multi -purpose 

portable video camera. 
News, documentaries, sports, commercials 
or TV specials... no matter what you're 
shooting, the portable MNC -71CP is the ideal 

camera for all your video production needs. 
And the best value for your money. 

Because, in design and performance, 
the MNC -71CP is the most advanced 
camera of its class. With built -in linear 
matrix, 2 -line image sharpener, comb filter 

and coring, I/Q encoder and color bar 
generator, automatic iris, white balance, 
black balance, flare compensation. 
Delivering studio -quality picture resolution 
and outstanding colorimetry, with ENG /EFP 
portability and versatility. 

ENG /EFP Design Excellence 
Manufactured by Japan's largest 

manufacturer of broadcast equipment - 
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. (NEC) - the 
MNC -71CP incorporates design inputs 
from Cinema Products, and features many 
improvements over all first -generation 

backpackless cameras. 
It is a totally new 
video camera system, 
specifically designed 
from its inception to be 
used both as a compact, 
lightweight, fully self- contained 
ENG camera, as well as a broadcast -quality 
studio /field production camera with sophisti- 
cated remote production control capabilities. 

Studio -Type Applications 
There's no need to repackage the 

camera in a bulky outer shell for studio 
operation. Just add the optional 5 " viewfinder 
and the portable production CCU (with cable 
compensation up to 155 feet), or the rack - 
mounted teleproduction CCU (with cable 
compensation for more than 1000 feet)... 
and your MNC -71CP readily converts into 
an MNC -710CP studio /field configuration. 
Ideal for multi- camera shoots on location 
and in the studio. 

MNC -710CP Studio /Field Production System 

Rack - mounted Teleproduction CCU 

MARCH 1979 BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS 

Portable Production CCU 

("Paint Box') 
Remote Control Panel 

Around-The-Clock Service 
The MNC -71CP was designec for 

utmost stability and reliability in perf ormance 

as well as ease of maintenance. 
What's more, it is backed by Cinema 

Products' outstanding after -sales service. 

With an unprecedented full one -ye 3r 

warranty, and replacement parts a.ailable 
anywhere in the United States wittin 
24 hours! Plus an extensive netwc lc of 
MNC -71CP dealers with "stand -by' oaner/ 
rental cameras... just in case. 

And for around -the -clock sevtt -day 
video service, you can call Cinema roducts' 
toll -free number: 800 -421 -7486. 

Less Than $1000 Per Mt nth! 
The MNC -71CP is probably ti- 3 most 

reasonably priced broadcast- qualit °,, camera 
system available. And Cinema Prcducts' 
easy -term lease /purchase progran° makes it 
easier than ever to "pay as you gc. on your 
equipment purchases. For examp :, you 
can acquire a complete MNC-71C ' outfit, 
ready -to- shoot, for less than $100(: 

per month! 
So be sure to call on us as yol_ analyze 

your present and future equipment needs, 
and we will design a complete pacxage 
deal specifically tailored to meet y3ur 
production needs as well as your -nancial 
requirements. 

For full details, call 800- 421748E4 

04 
Technology InThe Service Of Creativity 

2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles, California 9( :025 
Telephone: (213) 478 -0711 (213) 477 -1971 Telex: 651339 
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SONY INVITES YOU TO SEE 
HOW FAR BROADCASTING 

HAS COME SINCE1978. 
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While the engineers at Sony con- 
tinue to advance the state of broad- 
casting technology on a daily basis, 
NAB conventions are, unfortunate- 
ly, held but once a year. 

Which means you have only four 
fleeting days to examine first -hand 
what Sony has been developing 
for the last 365. 

And the past 365 days have in- 
deed been fruitful. 

This year at NAB, for example, 
we'll be introducing our improved 
Type C 1" VTR: the BVH -1100. A 
state -of- the -art recorder incorpora- 

If (( 

ting everything from Sony "confi- 
dence" heads for monitoring off 
the tape during recording, to a dy- 
namic tracking option that makes 
noise -free "on air" transmissions 
possible from 1/4 speed in reverse to 
double speed in forward. 

The NAB show will also mark 
the introduction of our new digital 
time base corrector, the BVT2000, 
plus a new dynamic tracking re- 
mote control unit, a new mid -range 
editor, and some things so advanced 
they weren't finished in time to 
talk about here. Sony is a registered trademark 

And, you'll also be able to e >am- 
ine the Sony computer editingunit, 
and the complete range of portable 
ENG /EFP cameras, recorders and 
monitors that have already proven 
Sony's leadership in 1" technology. 

Don't miss the Sony booth at the 
NAB show this year. 

Because it would be a pity to 
come all the way to Dallas and not 
see how far the industry has come. 

OOo N'M 
03A00 ° : >>GAOT 

of the Sony Corp. of America, 9 West 57th St., N.Y.. N. i 10019. 

Circle (35) on Reader Service Cardi 
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NEW! The most useful 
audio tool your 
station may ever buy. 

FORGET THE PAST! The new 
ARA -1612 "electronic patch panel" will 
provide your sterec or mono station with 
flexibility and performance that, until 
now, you could only wish for. And at 
about the same price as todays patch 
panel systems. 

Local and remote access to all station audio 
sources simultaneously and individually. No more 
signal degradation due to branching or imped- 
ance mismatches. No more operator interruptions 
due to patch panel limitations. In fact, the basic 
system can feed from 16 sources to 12 different 
locations at once. Expansion capabilities to 45 in 
and as many out as needed. 

In addition the ARA features local and remote 
lighted output status displays - individual, gain 
adjustable, input amplifiers - programmable 
output cards for stereo and /or mono feeds - 
dual, instantaneous switch over, power supply 
for 100% on air reliability - balanced in and out - and a lot more. All backed by a 2 week trial 
period and our famous 2 year warranty. Priced 
from $1099. 

Don't delay! Write, call collect or contact your 
nearest RAMKO Rep. today. Ask for our new full 
color brochure, #ARA 379. 

RAMKO RESEARCH 

11355 "A'. Folsom Blvd. 
Rancho Cordova, Calif. 95670 
(916) 635-3600 

Circle (117)on Reader Service Cara 
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<'.. * Directory 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
COMPANY NUMBER NUMBER 

Cart Machines, Carts & Accessory Equipment 
Accurate Sound Corp. 
Ampro Broadcasting 
Anvil Cases Inc. 

Audi -Cord Corp. 
Bosch Fernseh 
Broadcast Cartridge Service 
Broadcast Electronics Inc. (BEI) 
Capitol Magnetic Products 
Fidelipac 
Harris Corporation 
IGM /NTI 
International Tapetronics Corp. 
Sono -Mag Corp. 
Telex Communications Inc. 

UMC Electronics Co. 
(Broadcast Products Division) 

Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 

The Winsted Corp. 
CCA Electronics Corp. 
Cetec Broadcast Group 
LBP Inc. 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

3M Company 

Character Generators 
Beston Electronics Inc. 

Bosch Fernseh 

Camera Mart 

Datatron Inc. 

Dynasciences 
Knox Video Products 
Laird Telemedia 
3M Company, Video Products 
MPB Technologies Inc. 

OSI Systems Inc. 

Shintron Company Inc. 

System Concepts Inc. 

TeleMation 

Chyron Telesystems 
Colorado Video, Inc. 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

Thomson CSF Laboratories 

Consoles, Audio 
Accurate Sound Corp. 
Amco Engineering Co. 

Ampro Broadcasting 
Audio Designs & Mfg. Inc. 

Auditronics, Inc. 

Autogram Corp. 
Automated Processes Inc. 

Broadcast Electronics Inc. (BEI) 

Camera Mart 

Cetec 
Hallikainen & Friends Inc. 

2103 

369 
2507 
419 

330 
2304 
309 

361 

351 

303 

343 

319 

397 
357 

L2 

E3 

03 
F1,2 

F5 

M2 

C2 

E1 

E4 

B2,3,4 

E3 

D2 

F4 

E2 

407 F2 

489 H4 

2601 01 
305 B1 

307 Cl 
383 F1 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

439 G3 

376 G8 

330 F5 

555 K3 

491 H3 

497 J3 

2706 03 
537 K2 

302 C5 

2815 P3 

2800 P3 

410 K7 

517 JI 
342 G5 

382 J5 

523 J3 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

324 E8 

2103 

393 

369 
414 

379 
2114 

373 

309 

555 

307 

2312 

L2 

F3 

E3 

K5,6 

F2 

L6 

K2 

C2 

K3 

Cl 
M4 

Continued on page 70 
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WREN 
YOU ThINK 0/ 
ThC LEGENDARY 

AMPEX V 
AND '1R-2JÌ 

71.1 

We're keeping the legend alive! 
AMPEX VR- 2000's and VR- 1200's are the stuff 
legends are made of... they're the best. So if you 
can't afford a New VTR... consider owning a "pre- 
owned" legendary AMPEX VTR instead. 

Our customers, including TV Stations, Manu- 
facturers, Institutions, TV and Film Production 
Facilities have purchased $8 million in AMPEX VR- 
2000's; VR- 1200's AVR -1's, HS -200's and paid only 
half that price. They know they're still getting the 
best in VTR's. 

AFA VTR's are fully rebuilt and good as new... even 
better! Theselegends" are in a class of their own.. 
and at prices that are becoming legendary in their 
own rights. 

And when the New AMPEX VTR's become legend... 
AFA will be there to keep them "alive" too. 

Who knows... some day someone will have to keep 
our legend alive. 

ripnA.F. ASSOCIATES, INC. 
100 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, NJ 07647 

2465 E. Bayshore, Suite 301, Palo Alto, CA 94303 

Circle (36) on Reader Service Card 

201-767-1000 
415-856-1060 
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Equipment directory 

COMPANY 
BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER COMPANY 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

Harris Corporation 303 
Industrial Sciences Inc. 531 

LPB Inc. 383 
Logitek Electronic Systems 2111 
McCurdy Radio 321 
McMartin Industries Inc. 317 
Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 314 
Micro -Trak Corp. 391 

QRK Electronic Products Inc. 389 
Rockwell International, Collins 

Transmission Systems Division 315 
Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 489 
RTS Systems Inc. 2115 
Ramko Research Inc. 409 
Rupert Neve Inc. 507 
Russco Electronics Mfg. Inc. 427 
Shure Brothers Inc. 371 

Standard Pacific Labs 2108 
Tweed Audio (USA) Inc. 2207 
UMC Electronics Co. 

(Broadcast Products Division) 407 
Wilkinson Electronics Inc. 347 
CCA Electronics Corp. 305 
Pacific Recorders and 

Engineering Corp. 416 
RCA Broadcast Systems 300 

Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 489 

Consoles, Video 
Amco Engineering Co. 393 
American Data Corp. 312 
Camera Mart 555 
Crosspoint Latch Corp. 2801 
Glentronix (U.S.) Inc. 2609 
The Grass Valley Group Inc. 308 
Industrial Sciences Inc. 531 
Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 314 
Vitex Division, Vital Industries 2219 
The Winsted Corp. 2601 

Bayly Engineering Ltd. 425 
Image Video Ltd. 2819 

Earth Station Equipment & Services 
Andrew Corporation 360 
Arvin /Echo Sciences Corp. 390 
Channelmatic Inc. 2517 
Comsearch Inc. 2110 
Microwave Associates Inc. 340 
Moseley Associates Inc. 329 
NEC America Inc. 2404 
Rockwell International Corp., Collins 

Transmission Systems Division 315 

Microtime, Inc. 2305 
Mutual Broadcasting System 2200 
RCA American Communications, Inc 300 -B 

Scientific Atlanta, Inc. 477 

B2,3,4 

K4 

F1 

L4 

D1 

D4 

D7 

F3 

F2 

C4 

H4 

L5 

F1 

J4 

F3 

E4 

L5 

M3 

F2 

E4 

B1 

K5 

A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

H4 

F3 

08 
K3 

P1 

03 
-C8 

K4 

D7 

M6 

01 

F3 

G7 

G6 

J8 

06 
L5 

G5 

D3 

M,N3 

C4 

M,N5 

L1 

A7 

G2 

Video Editing Equipment 
Bosch Fernseh 

CMX Systems 
Camera Mart 
Central Dynamics Ltd. 

Consolidated Video Systems Inc. 

Convergence Corp. 
Datatron Inc. 

Victor Duncan Inc. 

Dynasciences 
Glentronix (US) Inc. 

International Video Corp. 
Mach One Digital Systems 
Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 
QSI Systems Inc. 

Recortec Inc. 

United Media Inc. 

Video Aids Corp. of Colorado 
Videomedia Inc. 

The Winsted Corp. 
Dytek Industries Inc. 

Panasonic Company, Video 
Systems Division 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

Skotel Corp. 

Servo Corporation of America 
US JVC Corp. 

Encoders and Decoders 
Accurate Sound Corp. 
Broadcast Electronics Inc. 
Broadcast Video Systems Ltd. 
Central Dynamics Ltd. 

Cohu Inc. 

IGM /NTI 
Logitek Electronics Systems 
Marconi Electronics 
Marti Electronics 
Oak Communications, Inc. 

Philips Test and Measuring 
Instruments Inc. 

Tektronix Inc. 

TeleMation 
Telemet 
Time and Frequency Technology 
United Media Inc. 

The BTX Corporation 
Lenco, Inc. 

MCI Inc. 

Skotel Corporation 
Electro and Optical Systems Ltd. 

Yves Faroudja, Inc. 

330 F5 

350 G8 

555 K3 

344 G6 
1662 J5 

378 H8 

491 H3 

2515 05 
497 J3 

2609 03 
346 G7 

2505 03 
314 D7 

2800 P3 

336 F8 

2711 P6 

553 K3 

2825 P4,5 
2601 01 
2301 M2 

483 H2 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

2827 P5 

2716 06 
408 K8 

2103 L2 

309 C2 
2823 P4 

344 G6 

471 G4 

343 E3 

2111 L4 

322 E6 

349 E4 

2223 M6-7 

314 D7 

306 C6 

342 G5 

333 D3 

341 E2 

2711 P6 

2409 N4 

372 G7 

401 F4 

2827 P5 

2803 P2 

412 K6 

Continued on page 72 
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Harris Advanced Technology 
Creates The TC- 80A.... 
....Delivering A 
Picture Better 
Than Network 
Quality Or Any 
Competitive 
Camera On The 
Market Today. 

Due to Harris' continuing 
programs in camera 
technology, these advanced 
features maintain the TC- 
80A at the forefront of 
performance technology... 
providing the finest resolution available, allowing production of superb pictures 
even in poor studio or remote lighting environments. 

Harris technology now brings to the TV camera market the new Diode Gun 
Plumbicon R* Pick -Up Tubes and Highlight Handling. 

Harris is a leader in camera technology bringing to the industry the first 
American -built TV camera with Triax, and now the new Diode Gun Plumbicon 
Pick -Up Tubes and Highlight Handling. 

For more information: Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast Products 
Division, Quincy, Ill. 62301. 

*Trademark of N.V. Philips of Holland 

See at '79 NAB - 
Harris Booth 303 

rIn HARRIS 
COMMUNICATION A.'VD 
INFORMATION PROCESSING 
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Equipment directory 

COMPANY 
BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
COMPANY NUMBER NUMBER 

Test Sets, Vertical Interval Videomagnetics, Inc. 2705 P5 

Lenco 372 G7 Taber Mfg. and Eng. Co. 459 G1 

Tektronix 306 C6 
Video Aids Corp. of Colorado 553 K3 Video Heads and Refurbishing Services 
Telemet 333 D3 Computer Magnetics Corp. 529 K4 

Television Equipment Asso. 364 G5 Glentronix (US) Inc. 2609 03 
Rhode & Schwarz 386 J6 International Video Corp. 346 G7 

Marconi 322 E6 Merlin Engineering Works 412 K6 

Philips Test & Measuring Videomax 350 G8 
Instruments 314 D7 Ampex Corporation 301 A1,2,3,4 

RCA Broadcast Systems 300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

Fibre Optic Links and Lines Videomagnetics 2705 P5 

Bosch Fernseh 330 F5 SpinPhysics -A Kodak Co. 473 G4 
Rank Precision Industries, Inc. 348 G8 Taber Mfg. and Eng. Co. 459 G1 

Telemet 333 D3 

AM Stereo Generators 
Film Chain Equipment Bayly Engineering Ltd. 425 F3 

Accurate Sound Corp. 2103 L2 Harris Corp. 303 B2,3,4 
Beston Electronics Inc. 376 G8 Philips Test and Measuring 

Cohu Inc. 471 G4 Instruments, Inc. 314 D7 

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 406 J8 Belar Electronics Labs Inc. 367 E2 

LW International 338 F6 

Laird Telemedia 537 K2 Headphones, Speakers /Intercoms 
Marconi Electronics Inc. 322 E6 Accurate Sound Corp. 2103 L2 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 314 D7 Harris Corporation 303 B2,3,4 

Porta- Pattern Telecommunications Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. 2501 01 

Industries 449 G1 LPB, Inc. 383 F1 

Rank Precision Industries, Inc. 348 G8 McCurdy Radio 321 D1 

TeleMation 342 G5 Panasonic Company 481, 483 H2 

Eastman Kodak Co. 473 G4 Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 314 D7 

RCA Broadcast Systems 300 A5,6,7,8 RTS Systems Inc. 2115 L5 
B5,6,7,8 Shure Brothers Inc. 371 E4 

Stanton Magnetics Inc. 363 E1 

RF Cueing Systems Standard Pacific Ltd. 2108 L5 

Comrex Corporation 541 K1 TV Equipment Associates 364 G5 

Telex Communications 357 E2 

Low Frequency Extenders Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 489 H4 

Comrex Corporation 541 K1 
World Video Inc. 501 J1 

Lenses and Lens Services 
Frame Store Synchronisers Angenieux Corp. of America 318 D5 
Adda Corp. 2104 L3 Canon USA Inc. 493 J4 
Arvin /Echo Science Corp. 390 J8 Victor Duncan, Inc. 2515 05 
Camera Mart 555 K3 Fujinon Optical Inc. 515 J2 
Consolidated Video Systems Inc. 1662 J5 Harris Corp. 303 B2,3,4 
Digital Video Systems 2708 M6,7 Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 406 J8 
The Grass Valley Group 308 C8 Rank Precision Industries, Inc. 348 G8 
Micro Consultants 404 J7 Rosco Labs, Inc. 2211 M4 
NEC America, Inc. 2404 M,N3 Warren R. Smith 338 F6 
MCI Inc. 401 F4 Cinema Products Corp. 2217 M5 
Microtime, Inc. 2305 M,N5 Tele -Cine Inc. 392 J6 

Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 489 H4 
Audio Heads and Refurbishing Warren R. Smith Co. 338 F6 
Computer Magnetics Corp. 529 K4 

Nortronics Company, Inc. 345 E3 Lights and Lighting Accessories 
Re:DB Company 2811 P2 Accurate Sound Corp. 2103 L2 
United Research Lab Corp. 375 F3 Continued on page 74 
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"This Auditronics 501 
was one of TM Productions' 
first boards six years ago and it still runs a tightly =ackad schedule of crig_na= vocal session recording and mix - 

downs" says Ken ustiss, Operations Manager o TM Productions in Dalas 'Since we du more commerc as and station 
ID's than anybody alse in the world, we procuce literally tn= uses each yea-, and at some point they've a. gone through 
this Son -Of -36 -sand (serial number 011)." 

"There's not a faster board toworl- with than the Auditor 531 wt -ether tw, use it for building demos or corn - 
plex procuctior. tasks. It's compact. all its ccrtrcls ere so way accessble even trainees become proficieri on it quickly." 

"Its reliability is outstanding. We've literally worn out :he faders once, and we've changed a swtch or two but 
the trir±c I've seen go wrong with this board in sit( years are so innror, ifs a waste of lime to even tab about. It's an 
excelert creative bol arc I'c find it herd to fault our Auditronics 501 -n any area. In last, our success with this board 
was hrçdy responsible for our buying twee -yore Auditror its conscles." 

1f you'd like to know more about hnw TM ?roductions' four Atsditorics consoles are producing for Ken Justiss 
and -ris colleagivas, we invite you to call urn at 634 -8511 vhile 
you're at NAB, or visit Auditronics in exhinit 379. 

3750 Old Getw-ell Rood, Memphis, Tennessee 381 18 (901) 362 -1350 
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Equipment directory 

COMPANY 

Anvil Cases, Inc. 

Bardwell and McAlister 
Berkey Colortran, Inc. 

C.S.P. Inc. 

Camera Mart 

Victor Duncan, Inc. 

Electro Controls, Inc. 

Fidelipac 

Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 

General Electric 
The Great American Market 

GTE Sylvania 
Harris Corp. 
Lowell -Light Mfg., Inc. 

Packaged Lighting Systems, Inc. 

Roscoe Labs, Inc. 

Skirpan Lighting Control Corp. 

Strand Century Inc. 

Unarco -Rohn 
Klieg! Bros. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

2507 
559 
370 
543 

555 

2515 

2303 

351 

2415 
2509 

2078 

320 

303 
2506 
2611 

2211 
2625 

475 
373 -A 

366 

Lighting Control Systems 
Klieg) Brothers 366 
Berkey Colortran 370 
Strand Century 475 
Skirpan 2625 
Packaged Lighting 2611 

Limiters and Compressors 
Accurate Sound Corp. 2103 

Audio and Design Recording Ltd. 2215 
Audio Designs and Mfg., Inc. 414 
Bayly Engineering Ltd. 425 

Broadcast Electronics Inc. 309 
Gregg Laboratories 2118 
Harris Corp. 303 

Inovonics, Inc. 2103 
LPB, Inc. 383 
Marti Electronics, Inc. 349 
Moseley Associates Inc. 329 
McCurdy Radio 321 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 317 
Orban Associates, Inc. 429 

QEI Corp. 435 
Ramko Research Inc. 409 

Rupert Neve Inc. 507 

Shure Bros. Inc. 371 

Tweed Audio, Inc. (USA) 2207 

Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 489 

Wilkinson Electronics Inc. 347 

Pacific Recorders and Eng. 416 

RCA Broadcast Systems 300 

Thomson CSF Laboratories 324 

03 
K2 

G6 

K1 

K3 

05 
M4 

E4 

N6 

04 
03 
D4 

B2,3,4 

N3 

04 
M4 
06 
G3 

F4 

J5 

COMPANY 

Farinon Video 
Hallikainen and Friends, Inc. 

Marti Electronics, Inc. 

Micro Control Associates, Inc. 

Microwave Associates, Inc. 

Moseley Associates, Inc. 

NEC America Inc. 

R.F. Technology, Inc. 

Rockwell International, 
Collins Division 

Time and Frequency Technology, Inc. 

Comsearch, Inc. 

Logitek Electronic Systems 
Nurad, Inc. 

Taber Mfg. and Eng. Co. 

Tayburn Electronics, Inc. 

Terracom 

Microphones 
Accurate Sound Corp. 
Camera Mart 
Glentronix (US) Inc. 

J5 Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. 

G6 Gotham Audio Corp. 

G3 HM Electronics Inc. 

06 LPB, Inc. 

04 Marti Electronics, Inc. 

L2 

M4 

K5,6 

F3 

C2 

L6 

B2,3,4 

L2 

F1 

E4 

D3 

D1 

D4 

F4 

G4 

F1 

J4 
E4 

M3 

H4 

E4 

K5 

A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

E8 

Microwave, STL and Remote Control Equipment 
Bayly Engineering, Ltd. 425 F3 

Delta Electronics Inc. 365 E1 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 
R.F. Technology Inc. 

Shure Bros. Inc. 

TV Equipment Associates 
Telex Communications Inc. 

ElectroVoice 
Panasonic Company, Video 

Systems Division 

Sony Corporation 

Modulators and Demodulators 
Comark Industries Inc. 

Di -Tech, Inc. 

Dynair Electronics Inc. 

Electrohome Ltd. 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 

Philips Test and Measuring 
Instruments, Inc. 

Tektronix 
Telemet 
Video Aids Corp. of Colorado 
Videotek, Inc. 

Scientific Atlanta 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

374 G8 

2312 M4 

349 E4 

311A C3 

340 G5 

329 D3 

2404 M,N3 

2410 N6 

315 C4 

341 E2 

2110 L5 
2111 L4 

533 K3 

459 G1 

2502 N2 

2401 N1 

2103 L2 

555 K3 

2609 03 
2501 01 
423 Fl 
2604 04 
383 F1 

349 E4 

314 D7 

2410 N6 

371 E4 

364 G5 

357 E2 

2504 N3 

483 H2 

380 H5,6,7 

2203 M2 

2403 N2 

368 G5 

535 K2 

317 D4 

314 D7 

306 C6 

333 D3 

553 K3 

2602 03 
477 G2 

Audio Monitoring, Measuring and Timing Equipment 
Automated Processes, Inc. 373 K2 

Delta Electronics, Inc. 365 E1 

Electrohome Ltd. 535 K2 

Fidelipac 351 E4 

Gotham Audio Corp. 423 F1 

Harris Corp. 303 B2,3,4 
Continued on page 76 
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Creative tape editing 
simplified. 

Superstick gives' you complete creative con- 
trol. Superstick- a Convergence exclusive - makes videotape editing as easy as work- 
ing with film. Without taking your eyes 
off the monitors, t!nis single control lets you 
switch between scenes and move tape for- 
ward or backward at any speed you select. 
It's trat simple. 

Liplock makes sense out of fast talk. Our 
"Liplock" audio control delivers accurate 
sound at regular, fast and slow speeds - no 
more "Donald Duck" or "growl`,' You can 
select audio cues in record time with Liplock. 

See the Superstick at NAB/378 

For information Circle 9g 
For demonstration Circle 100 

Cut /LapTm produces deceptively simple 
"dissolves:' This Convergence breakthrough 
simulates dissolves quickly, economically. 
Viewers like what they see, and you'll love 
the low cost. 

Ask for a demo - no cost or obligation. See 
for yourself how Convergence videotape 
editors let you concentrate on the creative, 
instead of fighting with the equipment. 
You'll get the results you want quickly, pre- 
cisely, and economically Write or call for 
details. We'll send information by mail and 
call you about a demo, at your place or ours. 

Editing means Convergence. 

f COMVERGENCE 
CORPORATION 
17935 SKY PARK CIRCLE, IRVINE, CA 92714 

(714) 549 -3146 TWX: 910 -595 -2573 
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Equipment directory 

54 COMPANY 
BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 

NUMBER NUMBER COMPANY 
BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 

NUMBER NUMBER 

Marconi Electronics Inc. 322 E6 Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 406 J8 

McCurdy Radio 321 D1 Panasonic Company 481, 483 H2 

Potomac Instruments, Inc. 377 F3 Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 314 D7 

QEI Corp. 435 G4 Sharp Electronics Corp. 2400 M,N1 

Shure Bros. Inc. 371 E4 Tektronix Inc. 306 C6 

Sound Technology 2405 N2 Videotek, Inc. 2602 03 
Tektronix Inc. 306 C6 World Video, Inc. 501 J1 

TV Equipment Associates 364 G5 Amtron Corp. 412A 05 

Tentel 395 F3 Lenco, Inc. 372 G7 

Time and Frequency Technology, Inc. 341 E2 Rohde and Schwarz Co. 386 J6 

Tweed Audio (USA) Inc. 2207 M3 RCA Broadcast Systems 300 A5,6,7,8 

Video Aids Corp. of Colorado 553 K3 B5,6,7,8 

Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 489 H4 Sony Corporation 380 H5,6,7 

Belar Electronics Laboratory, Inc. 367 E2 US JVC Corp. 408 K8 

ESE 403 F3 Yves Faroudja, Inc. 412 K6 

Lenco, Inc. 372 G7 

Pacific Recorders and Eng. 416 K5 Noise Reduction Systems 
RCA Broadcast Systems 300 A5,6,7,8 Accurate Sound Corp. 2103 L2 

85,6,7,8 Audio & Design Recording Ltd. 2215 M4 

Ramko Research Inc. 409 F1 Audio Designs & Mfg. Inc. 414 K5,6 
Rohde and Schwarz Sales Co. Inc. 386 J6 Camera Mart 555 K3 

Telemet 333 D3 Consolidated Video Systems 400 J5 

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 406 J8 Dolby Labs 385 F2 

Logitek Electronic Systems 2111 L4 Gotham Audio Corp. 423 F1 

Inovonics, Inc. 2103 L2 

Video Monitoring, Measuring and Timing Equipment Micro Consultants 404 J7 

Broadcast Video Systems, Inc. 2823 P4 Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 314 D4 

Datatek 521 J4 Rupert Neve Inc. 507 J7 

Electrohome Ltd. 535 K2 Tektronix Inc. 306 C6 

Laird Telemedia 537 K2 TeleMation 342 G5 

Panasonic Company 481, 483 H2 Microtime, Inc. 2305 M,N5 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 314 D7 Thomson CSF Laboratories 324 E8 

Philips Test and Measuring Yves Faroudja, Inc. 412 K6 
Instruments Inc. 314 D7 

Porta- Pattern Telecommunications Phasors and Branching Equipment 
Industries, Inc. 449 G1 CSP Inc. 543 K1 

QS! Systems, Inc. 2800 P3 

Recortec, Inc. 336 F8 Processing & Equalising Equipment 
Tektronix Inc. 306 C6 Accurate Sound Corp. 2103 L2 
TV Equipment Associates 364 G5 Audio & Design Recording Ltd. 2215 M4 
Tentel 395 F3 Audio Designs & Mfg. Inc. 414 K5,6 
Video Aids of Colorado 553 K3 Computer Magnetics Corp. 529 K4 
Belar Electronics Labs Inc. 367 E2 

Crosspoint Latch Corp. 2801 P1 
Delta Electronics Inc. 365 E1 Datatek Corp. 521 J4 
Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 406 J8 Dynasciences 497 J3 
Electro and Optical Systems Ltd. 2803 P2 The Grass Valley Group 308 C8 
Time and Frequency Technology, Inc. 341 E2 Harris Corporation 303 B2,3,4 
Leitch Video 561 K1 Industrial Sciences Inc. 531 K4 
Lenco, Inc. 372 G7 Inovonics, Inc. 2103 L2 

Leitch Video Ltd. 561 K1 
Video Monitors Lenco, Inc. 372 G7 
Bosch Fernseh 330 F5 

3M Company - Video Products 302 C5 
Broadcast Video Systems, Ltd. 2823 P4 McCurdy Radio 321 D1 

Camera Mart 555 K3 McMartin Industries Inc. 317 D4 
Cohu Inc. 471 G4 Orban Associates Inc. 429 F4 
Conrac Division, Conrac Corp. 304 C5 Rupert Neve Inc. 507 J4 
Victor Duncan, Inc. 2515 05 Sescom Inc. 443 E3 
Electrohome Ltd. 535 K2 

Glentronix (US) Inc. 2609 03 Continued on page 78 
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buying a studio lens 
lOx?, lix?, 15X?, 16X?, 18x9, 

20x ?, 25x? 30x ?, 42x? 

you have all of them 
with a 42x 

How? With the 42x and its aperture /focal length control. 
This allows you to convert the lens to any preselected zoom range desired 

while maintaining constant aperture. 
Perfect for any size studio, it offers the ultimate 

in flexibility with superior image quality. 
The most versatile lens in the industry, the 42x provides 

a superior wide angle (56° horizontal) with 
excellent color tracking to the longest focal length. 

Shouldn't your studio have an angenieux 42x? 

angenieux corporation of america 
1500 OCEAN AVE., BOHEMIA, NEW YORK 11716 (516) 567 -1800 
13381 BEACH AVE ., VENICE. CALIFORNIA 90291 (213) 821 -5080 
4 HAVEN HILL SQ.. AQINCOURT. ONT. M1 V1 M4 (416) 291 -2363 
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Successful 
Radio Is 
More Than 
A Mental 
Process... 
It's An Audio 
Process. 

o 

Delivering HOT AUDIO 
Gregg Laboratories introduces 

the most highly perfected 
Audio Processing System available 

for AM /FM /TV and Recording Applications. 

Astonishing Quality, Increased Loudness, 
and Less Listener Fatigue 

are only a few of the amazing differences 
achieved with these systems. 

Hear these systems at NAB Dallas, Booth 2118 

or contact 

Gregg Laboratories 
2120 EAST HOWELL SUITE 505 -506 
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92806 
(714) 937 -1100 

Circle (39) on Reader Service Card 

Directory 

COMPANY 

TeleMation 
Telemet 
TV Equipment Associates 
Track Audio 
Tweed Audio (USA) Inc. 

Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 

Recorders, Audio Reel -to -Reel 
Accurate Sound Corp. 
Gotham Audio Corp. 
Inovonics, Inc. 
International Tapetronics Corp. 

Microprobe Electronics Inc. (MEI) 

Otani Corporation 
Panasonic Company 
Ramko Research Inc. 

Rupert Neve Inc. 

Scully Recording Instruments 
Telex Communications Inc. 

United Research Lab Corp. 

Studer Revox America Inc. 

Taber Mfg. and Eng. Co. 

Remote Controls, Video 
Arvin /Echo Science Corp. 
Channelmatic Inc. 

Convergence Corp. 
IGM /NTI 
Industrial Sciences Inc. 

Marconi Electronics Inc. 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 
Recortec Inc. 

Tektronix Inc. 

Logitek Electronic Systems 
Tayburn Electronics, Inc. 

Remotes Audio Equipment 
Corn rex Corporation 
HM Electronics Inc. 

IGM /NTI 
McMartin Industries Inc. 

Marti Electronics Inc. 

Micro -Trak Corp. 
Moseley Associates Inc. 

Routing Switchers 
American Data Corp. 

Central Dynamics Ltd. 

Datatek Corp. 
Di -Tech Inc. 

Dynair Electronics Inc. 

E -N -G Mfg. Co. 

Glentronix (U.S.) Inc. 

The Grass Valley Group Inc. 

Image Video Limited 
Industrial Sciences Inc. 

3M Company - Video Products 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

342 G5 

333 D3 

364 G5 

2207 M3 

489 H4 

2103 L2 

423 F1 

2103 L2 

319 D2 

455 G2 

405 F3 

481, 483 H2 

409 F1 

507 J4 

355 E3 

357 E2 

375 F3 

453 G 1 

459 G1 

390 J8 

2517 06 
378 H8 

308 E3 

531 K4 

322 E6 

314 D7 

336 F8 

306 C6 

2111 L4 

2502 N2 

541 K1 

2604 04 
308 E3 

317 D4 

349 E4 

391 F3 

329 D3 

312 D8 

344 G6 

521 J4 

2403 N2 

368 G5 

2402 N2 

2609 03 
308 C8 

2819 P3 

531 K4 

302 C5 
Continued on page 80 
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WHEN 
IS LESS 
ANTENNA 
MORE 
ANTENNA? 

WHEN IT'S 
Finally, here's the answer to the need for high 

power antennas using a minimum number of 'bays. 
Each of the three models in our new series of 

OUR NEW 
circularly polarized FM antennas features much 
lower Q than the previous designs. And, each 

has massive 3% inch two -tube baluns 

SUPERPOWER 
which provide much wider match band- 
width than loop coupled designs. 
These new antennas actually offer a 

FM BROADCAS 
VSWR of 1.1:1 for approxi- 
mately 500 KHz, two and one 
half times the bandwidth 

ANTENN 
of standard, circularly polarized low power 
and high power antennas. What's more, 
increased bandwidth minimizes the impe- 

dance change due to icing. 
Can we tell you more? Write today for all the details: 

Phelps Dodge Communications Company, Route 79, 
Marlboro, New Jersey 07746. /he,/s 
(201) 462 -1880 / / dode 

Cnmmunicatians Campany 
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4,Equipment directory 

COMPANY 

Lenco, Inc. 
McCurdy Radio 

NEC America Inc. 

Ramko Research Inc. 

Standard Pacific Ltd. 

TeleMation 
Telemet 
Utah Scientific Inc. 

Vital Industries Inc. 

Vitex Co. 

Ward -Beck Systems Inc. 

Dytek Industries Inc. 

RF Components 
CSP Inc. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

Slow- Motion Replay Equipment 
Ampex 

Arvin /Echo Science Corp. 

Bosch Fernseh 

Eigen Video 
Oktel Corporation 

COMPANY 

372 
321 

2404 
409 
2108 
342 

333 

2707 

316 
2219 
489 

2301 

543 

301 

390 
330 
557 
2125 

G7 
D1 

M,N3 

F1 

L5 

G5 

D3 

P4 

D5 

M6 

H4 

M2 

K1 

A1, 2, 3, 

J8 

F5 

K3 

L6,7 

4 

Camera Mart 

Central Dynamics Ltd. 

Convergence Corp. 

Crosspoint Latch Corp. 

Datatek Corp. 
Di -Tech Inc. 

Dynair Electronics Inc. 

Glentronix (U.S.) Inc. 

The Grass Valley Group Inc. 

IGM /NTI 
Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 

Industrial Sciences Inc. 

3M Company - Video Products 

Marconi Electronic Inc. 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 

Shintron Company Inc. 

TeleMation 
Telemet 
Utah Scientific Inc. 

Vital Industries Inc. 

Vitex Co. 

Ampex Corporation 
RCA Broadcast Systems 

Special Effects Equipment & Generators, Audio 
Accurate Sound Corp. 
Automated Processes Inc. 

IGM /NTI 
Industrial Sciences Inc. 

MicMix Audio Products Inc. 

NEC America Inc. 

Orban Associates Inc. 

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 

2103 

373 
343 
531 

421 

2404 
429 

406 

L2 

K2 

E3 

K4 

F2 

M,N3 

F4 

J8 

Special Effects Equipment & Generators, Video 

American Data Corp. 
Broadcast Video Systems Ltd. 

Bosch Fernseh 

Central Dynamics Ltd. 

Convergence Corp. 

Crosspoint Latch Corp. 

Glentronix (U.S.) Inc. 

The Grass Valley Group Inc. 

Industrial Sciences Inc. 

3M Company - Video Products 

Marconi Electronics Inc. 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 

Shintron Company Inc. 

Video Aids Corp. of Colorado 
Vitex Co. 

Vital Industries Inc. 

Micro Consultants 
Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 

Panasonic Company, Video 
Systems Division 

Switchers, Video 
American Data Corp. 

312 D8 

2823 P4 

330 F5 

344 G6 

378 H8 

2801 P1 

2609 03 
308 C8 

531 K4 

302 C5 

322 E6 

314 D7 

410 K7 

553 K3 

2219 M6 

316 D5 

404 J7 

406 J8 

483 H2 

312 D8 

Ross Video 
Beaveronics, Inc. 

Dytek Industries Inc. 

Lenco, Inc. 

Panasonic Company, Video 
Systems Division 

SCA Equipment 
Bayly Engineering 

CCA Electronics 

Cetec Broadcast Group 

Colorado Video 

Farinon 
Harris Corporation 
Marti Electronics 
Moseley Associates 

McMartin Industries 

Rockwell International, 
Collins Division 

TerraCom 
Time & Frequency 
Wilkinson Electronics 

Station Business Systems 
Automated Business Concepts 
Bloomington Broadcasting Corp. 

Computer Management Systems 
Groton Computer 
Kaman Sciences 

Station Business Systems 
Bonneville Data Systems 

Slow Scan TV 
Colorado Video, Inc. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

555 K3 

344 G6 

378 H8 

2801 P1 

521 J4 

2403 N2 

368 G5 

2609 03 
308 C8 

343 E3 

406 J8 

531 K4 

302 C5 

322 E6 

314 D7 

410 K7 

342 G5 

333 D3 

2707 P4 

316 D5 

2219 M6 

301 A1,2,3,4 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

2508 N4 

369A E3 

2301 M2 

372 G7 

483 H2 

425 F3 

305 B1 

307 C1 

523 J3 

374 G8 

303 B2,3,4 

349 E4 

329 D3 

317 D4 

315 C4 

2401 N1 

341 E2 

347 E4 

545 K2 

2308 M3 

2212 L5 

2204 L3 

325 D1 

327 D2 

2206A L4 

523 J3 
Continued on page 82 
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It's in 
the cards. 

The solution to your next switching problem is 

probably built into one of our new System 21 
cards. 

We've unsnarled many a complicated distribution 
switching puzzle during our 22 years in the audio, 
video and data switching business. So, when we 
developed this new state -of- the -art system, we 
created an architecture that would let us move with 
cost -effective ease from 10 x 10 to 1000 x 1000 
inputs and outputs. 

What's your requirement? Our standard video 
cards in television broadcast applications offer 
specification numbers like 0.15% differential gain, 
0.15° differential phase and ±0.1 -dB frequency re- 
sponse to 5 MHz. Other video cards operate at 30- 
MHz bandwidths in high resolution environments. 

Audio cards keep harmonic distortion under 
0.25% at full 30 dBm output with hum and noise 
riding 105 dB below. They're balanced in and out 
and are protected against short circuits for an 

indefinite period. Worst case crosstalk isolation is 

greater than 80 dB to 15 kHz. 
Cards are instantly replaceable with power 

on. They're controlled by a microprocessor with 
battery- backed memory so loss of power doesn't 
lose the matrix setting. 

Controls, a variety of standard configurations, 
all operate on a single coaxial cable, or you night 
find our RS-232 port and your computer the best 
answer. 

Yes ... it's in the cards. We know we can be of 
assistance to you so call or write for addit onal 
information. 

See us at NAB, Booth #368 

DYPJAIR ELECTRONICS, INC. 
5275 Market Street, San Diego, CA 92114 
TO.: (714) 263 -7711 TWX: (910) 335 -2040 

Circle (45) on Reader Service Card 
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Equipment directory 

COMPANY 

Systems Engineering 
A.F. Associates 

Loads and Wattmeters 
Bird Electronic Corp. 

CCA Electronics 
Dielectric Communications 
Electro Impulse Lab Inc. 

Harris Corporation 

Marconi Electronics 

RCA 

Wilkinson Electronics 

Studio Furniture 
Micro -Trak Corp. 

Storage Systems & Shipping 
Storeel Corp. 

The Winsted Corp. 

Standards Converters 
Micro Consultants 

Slow Motion Recorders 
Arvin Echo Science Corp. 

Ampex Corp. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER COMPANY 

Tape, Audio & Accessories 
2411 N5 Accurate Sound Corp. 

Agfa -Gevaert, Inc. 

Broadcast Cartridge Service 
519 J4 Broadcast Electronics Inc. (BEI) 
305 B1 Camera Mart 
509 J3 Collins Transmission Systems 
417 F1 Division, Rockwell International 

303 B2,3,4 Fidelipac 

322 E6 Harris Corporation 

300 A5,6,7,8 3M, Magnetic A/V Products Div. 

347 E4 Micro -Trak Corp. 

Nortronics Company Inc. 

Panasonic Company 

Tentel 
Telex Communications Inc. 

United Research Lab Corp. 

01 Capitol Magnetic Products 
Garner Industries 

Memorex Corporation 
Taber Mfg. and Eng. Co. 

391 

Cases 
469 

2601 

404 

390 

F3 

G4 

J7 

J8 

301 A1,2,3,4 

THE FIRST REAL ADVANCE 

IN TELEVISION PROMPTING 

IN YEARS 

82 

BEI P O BOX 106-A. OLATHE. KANSAS 66061 OR CALL 913; 764 -1900 

Circle (118)on Reader Service Card 

Tape, Video & Accessories 
AF Associates 
Agfa- Gevaert, Inc. 

Bosch Fernseh 

Camera Mart 
Fuji Magnetic Tape 

3M, Magnetic A/V Products 

Nortronics Company Inc. 

Panasonic Company 

Tentel 
TV Equipment Associates 

Chyron Telesystems 
Garner Industries 

Memorex Corporation 
The Video Tape Co. 

Teletext Equipment 
McMartin Industries Inc. 

Telegen /SOFRATEV 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

2103 L2 

2821 P4 

2304 M2 

309 C2 

555 K3 

315, 2102 C4 

351 E4 

303 B2,3,4 

439 G3 

391 F3 

345 E3 

481, 483 H2 

395 F3 

357 E2 

375 F3 

361 El 
415 F1 

485 H3 

459 G1 

2411 N5 

2821 P4 

330 F5 

555 K3 

402 J6 

Div. 302 C5 

345 E3 

481, 483 H2 

395 F3 

364 G5 

382 J5 
415 Fl 

485 H3 

527 J3 

Time Base Correctors 
Camera Mart 
Consolidated Video Systems 

Digital Video Systems 
Edutron Inc. 

The Grass Valley Group Inc. 

International Video Corp. 

Merlin Engineering Works 

Micro Consultants 
Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 

Adda Corp. 

Microtime, Inc. 

Sony Corporation 

Time Code Generators 
Accurate Sound Corp. 

317 D4 

2221 M6 

555 K3 

400 J5 

2708 M6,7 

2603 02 
308 C8 

346 G7 

412 K6 

404 J7 

314 D7 

2104 L3 

2305 M,N5 
380 H5,6,7 

2103 L2 

Continued on page 84 
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angnieux's 15x system 
simplicity in engineering reliability of performance 

Auto -Manual Iris switch 

Momentary Auto Iris button for 

IlliG subject to background differential Iç lighting conditions. 

E I 

11111 \ 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \\ 

Bayonet mount. 
VTR Switch 

Range Extender 
1.6X Range Extender changes 
focal length to 15 - 225mm, f/2.9 

Second Range Extender (1.6X) 
may be mounted in tandem 
providing 2 56X factor, changing 
focal length to 24 - 360mm, f/4.7. 

Rest Mount 

Retrozoom: Front bayonet mount. 
Maximum horizontal angle: 70° 
Changes focal length to 7 - 105mm 
retaining f/1.8 aperture. 
Retains full zoom capability. 
M.O.D.: 0.30 meter 

(1 foot). 

Servo /manual 
zoom switch 
enables either 
servo or manual 
zoom operation. 

Adjustalbf =_ back focus 
mount w1 n indicator 

Servo zoom 
rate /direction 
thumb control. 
Maximum speed 
1.5 seconds. 

Note. Location of 
controls may vary 
with model of 
camera 

angenieux corporation of ar rerica 
1500 OCEAN AVE.. BOHEMIA. NEW YORK 11716 (516) 567 -1800 
13381 BEACH AVE , VENICE. CALIFORNIA 90291 (213) 321 -5080 
4 HAVEN HILL SQ.. AGINCOURT. ONT. M1V1M4 (416) 291 -2363 
Circle (46) on Reader Service Card 

SPECIFICATIONS 

WITH 
RETRO2OOM 

0.76X 

WITH 
TELE- 

ATTACHMENT 
1.66% 

WITH 
ONE RANGE 
EXTENDER 

1.6% 

WITH 
TWO RANGE 
EXTENDERS 

2.56% 

WITH TELE- 
ATTACHMERT 

AND ONE 
RANGE 

EXTE NDEF 
2.666 

WITH TELE- 
ATTACHMENT 

AND TWO 
RANGE 

EXTENDERS 
4.25X 

Focal Length 9.5.142mm 7 105mm 40240mm I5-225mm 24 360m 25 -375mm 41 .615mm 

Continuous Zoom Range 

Maximum Aperture 

Minimum Oblecl Distance 

I/1.8.1/2.6 

0.60m 
211.. 

1/1.84/22.6 

0.30m 

t/1.9.1/2.6 

1.50m 

1/2.9.1/4.2 

0.60m 

1/4.7.1/6.7 

0.60m 

f/2.9.1/4.2 

1.50m 

t/4.7-1/6.7 

Detachable Pistol Grip.'.. 
Adjustable forward and 
back for proper balance 
of camera on shoulder. 
Accessory bracket 
available for adjustable 
angular rotation. 

Weight of Total Package 

lens, it rs /zoom, serv0es, 

p16101 grip, mount and 

attachments 

5.51bs. 

3.8 kg. 

8.4 lbs. 8.8 Ms. 6.0lbs. 6.4 lbs. 

15 x 9.5 FOR 2/3" PRISM COLOR CAMERAS 

NAB BOOTH NO. 318 
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_JVEquipment directory 

COMPANY 

The BTX Corporation 
CMX Systems 

Commercial Electronic Inc. (CEI) 

Consolidated Video Systems 
Datametrics Inc. 

Datatron Inc. 

Electrohome Ltd. 

Glentronix (U.S.) Inc. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

2409 N4 

350 G8 

398 J5 

400 J5 

2813 P2,3 

491 H3 

535 K2 

2609 03 

Additional categories 

COMPANY 

Cases 
Anvil Cases 

Cases, Inc. 

Thermodyne International Inc. 

Exciters 
CCA Electronics Corp. 
Comark Communications 

Industries, Inc. 

Harris Corp. 
LPB Inc. 

NEC America Inc. 

McMartin Industries Inc. 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 

Philips Test and Measuring 
Instruments 

QEI Corp. 

Rockwell International, 
Collins Division 

Wilkinson Electronics Inc. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

2507 
2105 
2408 

305 

2203 

303 
383 
2404 
317 
314 

314 
435 

315 
347 

Film and Film Processing Equipment 
Victor Duncan Inc. 

Industrial Sciences inc. 

Research Technology Inc. 

Eastman Kodak Co. 

Jingle and Music Production 
Jam Creative Productions, Inc. 

Tuesday Productions 

2515 

531 

539 

473 

2510 

2205 

Modular Studio Staging System 
Uni -Set 396 

Radio Programming for Automation 
Century 21 Programming Inc. 371A 

03 
L3 

N6 

B1 

M2 

B2,3,4 
F1 

M,N3 
D4 

D7 

D7 

G4 

C4 

E4 

05 
K4 

K1 

G4 

N6 

M3 

J5 

E4 

Syndicated Music Sales and Production Aids 
Century 21 Productions 371 -A E4 

DeWolfe Music Library, Inc. 2605 02 
William B. Tanner Co. 2206 L4 

Thomas Valentino, Inc. 441 G3 

COMPANY 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 

OS! Systems Inc. 

Scully Recording Instruments 

Shintron Company Inc. 

United Media, Inc. 

Transmitters, AM & FM 
Bayly Engineering Ltd. 

Cetec 
Continental Electronics Mfg. Inc. 

Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. 

HM Electronics Inc. 

Harris Corporation 
LPB Inc. 

NEC America, Inc. 

Micro Communications Inc. 

Rockwell International, 
Collins Div. 

Sintronic Corp. 
Wilkinson Electronics Inc. 

CCA Electronics Corporation 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 

Transmitters, TV 
Comark Communications Inc. 

Electronics, Missiles & 
Communications Inc. 

Harris Corporation 
Marconi Electronics Inc. 

Micro Communications Inc. 

NEC America Inc. 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 

Soil Inc. 

CCA Electronics Corp. 
EMCEE 
Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc. 

RCA Broadcast systems 

Turntables & Accessories 
Gotham Audio Corp. 
Harris Corporation 
LPB Inc. 

Logitek Electronic Systems 
McCurdy Radio 
Micro -Trak Corp. 
Panasonic Company 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

314 D7 

2800 P3 

355 E3 

410 K7 

2711 P6 

425 F3 

307 C1 

331 D4 

2501 01 

2604 04 
303 B2,3,4 

383 F1 

2404 M,N3 

513 J3 

315 C4 

387 F1 

347 E4 

305 B1 

317 D4 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

406 J8 

2203 M2 

328 E5 

303 B2,3,4 

322 E6 

513 J3 

2404 M,N3 

314 D7 

505 J2 

305 B1 

328 E5 

406 J8 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

423 F1 

303 B2,3.4 

383 F1 

2111 L4 

321 D1 

391 F3 

481, 483 H2 

Continued on page 86 

Use the map locator number following 
each company listing to find their booth 
on the No- Nonsense Map, page 49. 
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AUDIO DESIGNS DA -16A 
oci Man.,,i ci nq Tnr 

PIN FUNCTIONS 
Q OUT 6 HI ©LM linCE® CENT. T41 

© OUT 6LO QI' W ©Y LI110iNICIM® 
1:1 5 10 EI11iicc 0 

+6... _7M , ̀̀  NIB= 

The 
ultimate audio 
distribution system. 
ADM quality 
throughout. 

The DA16 /CH2O is the broadcaster's answer to 
audio distribution. It offers a unique and versa- 
tile solution to this age -old problem. 

Each amplifier is a one -input, six -output plug - 
in card with +24 DBM input and output 
capability. 

The input is transformer coupled and each of 
the six outputs is individually transformer - 
isolated. 

Amplifiers have individual front panel gain 

adjustments and individual test points for both 
power and audio. 

The CH2O rack frame has redundant power 
supplies with automatic changeover. 

The DA16 /CH2O system is designed and r uilt 
to demanding Audio Designs and Manufac- 
turing quality standards. 

There are many more features. For complete 
information, contact us today. 

AUDIO DESIGNS AND MANUFACTURING, I \JC. 

SEE US AT BOOTH 414 ADM The 
Audio 
Company 

16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066 Phone: (313) 778 -8400, Cable: AUDEX TLX -23 -1 1 14 
DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE U.S.A. BY I21=1 INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS INC 

MARCH 1979 /BROADCAST CO k1 V UNICATIONS 
85 
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rAd/Equipment directory 

COMPANY 

ORK Electronic Products Inc. 

Ramko Research Inc. 

Rockwell International, 
Collins Division 

Russco Electronics Mfg. Inc. 

Shure Brothers Inc. 

Stanton Magnetics Inc. 

Translators 
Acrodyne Industries 

Electronics, Missles & 
Communications (EMCEE) 

Harris Corporation 
Ikegami 

Marconi Electronics 

Scientific -Atlanta 
Television Technology Corp. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

389 F2 

409 Fl 

315 C4 
427 F3 

371 E4 

363 E1 

479 G1 

328 E5 

303 B2,3,4 

406 J8 

322 E6 

477 G2 

2306 M3 

L2 

Fl 
F3 

F3 

M6 

F6 

N4 

G6 

G8 

H3 

J3 

El 
F3 

P1 

03 
F8 

E3 

K7 

P5 

C6 

G1 

G4 

01 

Tape Duplicators 
Accurate Sound, Inc. 2103 

Garner Industries 415 

Otari 405 

Two -Way Radio Equipment 
Bayly Engineering, Ltd. 425 

Tape to Film Transfer 
Image Transform Inc. 2309 

Warren R. Smith Co. 338 

Time Code Equipment 
The BTX Corp. 2409 

Central Dynamics 344 

CMX Systems 350 
Datatron, Inc. 491 

Dynasciences 497 

EDCO Products 359 

ESE 403 

Electro and Optical Systems Ltd. 2803 

Glentronix 2609 

Recortec Inc. 336 

Scully Recording Instruments 355 

Shintron Co. Inc. 410 

Skotel Corp. 2827 

Tektronix, Inc. 306 

Studer ReVox America, Inc. 453 

Tape and Film Storage and Cases 
Storeel Corp. 469 

The Winsted Corp. 2601 

Vans & Ladder Vehicles 
E.N.G. Mfg. Co. Inc. 

Farinon Video 

Microwave Associates Inc. 

Soll Inc. 

Wolf Coach /Television 
Eng. Corp. 

2402 N2 

374 G8 

340 G5 

505 J2 

503 J1 

COMPANY 

Van Ladder Inc. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

2804 P4 

Video Signal Enhancement & Correction Equipment 
Broadcast Video Systems Ltd. 

Camera Mart 

Cohu Inc. 

Consolidated Video Systems 
Digital Video Systems 
Dynasciences 
3M Company - Video Products 

Merlin Engineering Inc. 

Micro Consultants 
NEC America, Inc. 

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 
Tektronix Inc. 

TeleMation 
Telemet 
Microtime, Inc. 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

Thomson CSF Laboratories 
Yves Faroudja, Inc. 

2823 P4 

555 K3 

471 G4 

400 J5 

2708 M6,7 

497 J3 

302 C5 

412 K6 

404 J7 

2404 M,N3 

314 D7 

306 C6 

342 G5 

333 D3 

2305 M,N5 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

324 E8 
412 K6 

Video Components, Tubes & Hardware 
Calvert Electronics Inc. 

Panasonic Company 
Thomson -CSF Electron Tubes 
Boston Insulated Wire and Cable 

Ceco Communications 
EEV, Inc. 

RCA Electro Optics and Devices 

Varian Associates (Division Eimac) 
Video Associates Labs 

VTRs 
AF Associates Inc. 

Bosch Fernseh 

Camera Mart 
Hitachi -Denshi 

International Video Corp. 

Marconi Electronics Inc. 

Merlin Engineering Works 

NEC America, Inc. 

OSI Systems Inc. 

Panasonic Company 
Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp. 

Ampex Corporation 
RCA Broadcast Systems 

Recortec, Inc. 

Sony Corp. 
US JVC Corp. 

2117 
481, 483 

2110 
358 
431 

326 
300 -A 
487 

2809 

2411 

330 
555 

334 
346 
322 
412 

2404 
2800 

481, 483 

314 

301 

300 

336 

380 
408 

Videoprompters 
Listec Television Equipment Corp_. 465 

0 -TV /Telesync 332 

L5 

H2 

L5 

G6 
F4 

E5 

A6 

H4 

P2 

N5 

F5 

K3 

F7 

G7 

E6 

K6 

M,N3 

P3 

H2 

D7 

A1,2,3,4 
A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,7,8 

F8 

H5,6,7 

K8 

G2 

E6 
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COMPANY 

Video Animation 
Computer Image Corp. 

Video Detectors, Touch Tone 
Di -Tech Inc. 

Velocity Compensators 
Computer Magnetics 

Video Discs & Products 
Arvin /Echo Science Corp. 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

457 G1 

2403 N2 

529 K4 

390 J8 

COMPANY 

Glentronix 
Grass Valley 
Ikegami 
3M Company 
Marconi Electronics 
Panasonic 

RCA Broadcast Systems 

Shintron Co. 
Telemet 
Thomson -CSF Labs 
Vital Industries 

BOOTH MAP LOCATOR 
NUMBER NUMBER 

2609 03 
308 C8 
406 J8 
302 C5 
322 E6 

483 H2 

300 A5,6,7,8 
B5,6,"",8 

410 K7 

333 D3 

324 E8 

316 D5 
Weather Instruments, Radar & Accessories 
Arvin /Echo Science Corp. 390 J8 Electronic Slides 
Enterprise Electronics Corp. 2710 04 ADDA Corp. 2104 L3 
Technology Service Corp. 467 G3 Eigen Video 557 K3 
Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co. 337 El Ampex Corp. 301 A1,2,c 4 

RCA Broadcast 300 A5,6,7 8 
Antenna Heater Controls 
CCA Electronics 305 B1 Encoded Chroma Keyer 
Cetec Broadcast Group 307 Cl Shintron Co. Inc. 410 K7 
Micro -Trak Corp. 391 F3 

Generators, FM Stereo 
Monitors, Antenna Bonneville Broadcast Consultants 563 L3 
Belar Electronics 367 E2 CCA Electronics 305 B1 

CCA Electronics 305 B1 Cetec Broadcast Group 307 C1 
Delta Electronics 365 El Harris Corporation 303 B2,3,4 
Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co. 337 E1 McMartin Industries 317 D4 
Harris Corporation 303 B2,3,4 Moseley Associates 329 D3 
Micro Communications 513 J3 Orban Associates 429 F4 
Potomac Instruments 377 F3 Philips Test & Measurements 314 D7 

RCA 300 A5,6,7.t1 
Audio Delay Rockwell International, Collins Div. 315 C4 
Wang Voice Communications, Inc. 2112 L5 Wilkinson Electronics 347 E4 

Cartridges and Tone Arms Generators, Pattern Signal 
Micro -Trak Corp. 391 F3 Asaca 2503 02 
Shure Brothers 371 E4 Digital Video Systems 2311 M6,7 
Stanton Magnetics 363 E1 Harris Corporation 303 B2,3,4 

Leitch Video 561 K1 

Loggers Lenco 372 G7 

CCA Electronics 305 B1 Marconi Electronics 322 E6 

Cetec Broadcast Group 307 Cl Philips Test & Measurement 314 D7 

Harris Corporation 303 B2,3,4 Tektronix 306 C6 

LPB Inc. 383 F1 Telemet 333 D3 

Nagra Magnetic Recorders 525 J3 
OS! Systems 2800 P3 High Speed Audio Tape Duplicators 
Scully Recording Instruments 355 E3 Accurate Sounds Corp. 2103 L2 

Sono -Mag 397 F4 Otari Corp. 405 F3 

Studer Re Vox 453 G1 
Diplexers 

Chroma Keyer Comark Industries Inc. 2203 M2 

American Data Corp. 312 D8 
Broadcast Video Systems 2823 P4 EBS Equipment 
Central Dynamics 344 G6 Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co. 337 E1 

Computer Image 457 G1 
Dynasciences 497 J3 JC 
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1 he size of the NAB equipment exhibit 
:mltinnes to grow each year, both in 
sheer numbers and in importance 

to the broadcast community world- 
wide. Broadcasters from cu-ouncl 

the world will turn to I)allas this 
year to find out what the state 
of the art will be next year and 
in the coming years. 

\\'ith more than :300 com- 
panies exhibiting their prod- 
ucts, the NAB is taking two 
levels of the Dallas Conven- 
tion Center to provide ade- 
quate space. And with only 
liar days to attend the sessions 
and get an update on the new 
technologies. the convention at- 
tendee must plan his schedule 
well. 

The following is an alphabetical listing 
of the companies exhibiting at NAB '79. In- 
cluded is a rundown of their products lines, with 
special emphasis on new products being introduced for the 
first time at the convention. 

Many companies will showcase products designed to im- 

prove the state of broadcasting - both for radio and tele- 

ision. This 'ears exhibit will find digital 
\ ideo and audio e<tuipment; a new gener- 

ation of microprocessor -based prod- 
ucts; the introduction of teletext to 

the U.S. market; new svitehers 
and editors; ENG /EFP cameras 
and accessories; transmitters; 

and more. The continuing im- 
pact of' the computer industry 
will also be evident, as -auto- 

mation- remains the pass- 
word to enter ses c cal booths. 
If an exhibitor advertised in 

this issue, there will be a run- 
ning line beneath the com- 

pany's listing which says "Sec 
ad on page '' To get a 

better idea of the company's 
product line, turn to that page and 

you'll probably he able to decide 
whether or not to visit that booth. 

This section combined with the NAB 
Equipment Director' and the N>>- Nonsense \1ap 

provides all you need to know about the convention. It is the 
-Complete Guide to the 1979 NAB Convention." 

Use this guide hefòre the trip to Dallas to help you plan 
your way through the fion- -day convention. And keep it with 
you once you arrive to help you keep on schedule. 

EXHIBITORS 
A.F. ASSOCIATES INC. - Videotape and 
accessories; VTRs; systems engineer- 
ing. Introducing: Vertical and hori- 
zontal blanking meters with digital 
readout and optional video monitor 
character display; 525 NTSC 3M Min - 
com colour drop -out compensators. 
BOOTH 2411. 
SEE ADS ON PAGES 69. 101 

ACCURATE SOUND CORPORATION - 
Audio components, tubes, and 
hardware; cart machines, carts, and ac- 

cessory equipment; audio consoles; en- 

coders and decoders; film chain equip- 
ment; audio heads and refurbishing serv- 
ices; headphones, speakers /intercoms; 
lights and lighting accessories; limiters 
and compressors; microphones; noise 

reduction systems; processing and 
equalising equipment; audio reel -to -reel 
recorders; audio special effects equip- 
ment and generators; audiotape and 
accessories; time code generators; 
high -speed duplication systems. Intro- 
ducing: Starbird microphone boom; 
high -speed tape duplicating equip- 
ment. BOOTH 2103. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 100 

ACRODYNE INDUSTRIES - TV trans- 
mitters; TV translators. Introducing: 10 

kW VHF TV transmitter; 10 kW UHF TV 

transmitter; 2.5 kW type- accepted 
VHF transmitter. BOOTH 479. 

ADDA CORP. - Frame store synchro- 
nisers; electronic still processor. Intro- 
ducing: A new lower -cost electronic 
still processor that stores up to 200 
frames from live camera, VTR, film, 
network or satellite feeds. BOOTH 
2104. 
SEE ADS ON PAGES 3, 11 

AGFA -GEVAERT INC. - Audiotape and 
accessories; videotape and acces- 
sories. BOOTH 2821. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 45 

ALLIED TOWER COMPANY - Antennas, 
transmission lines, towers and lights. 
BOOTH 2100. 

AMCO ENGINEERING CO. - Audio con- 
soles; video consoles. BOOTH 393. 

AMERICAN DATA CORPORATION - 
Amplifiers, pre -amps, and DA's; video 
consoles; routing switchers; video spe- 
cial effects equipment and generators; 
video switchers. Introducing: New 
studio and remote video production 
systems; modular amplifiers and dis- 
tribution switching systems. BOOTH 
312. Hospitality Suite: Dallas Hilton. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 9 

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELE- 

GRAPH - BOOTH 2511. 
Continued on page 88 
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The First Frame Store We'. 
Put Our Name On 

M1CROTIME 

From the industry's first standalone Time Base Corrector 
through the innovative 2020 Series Signal Processor, 
MICROTIME has combined its highly creative design 
capability with advanced technology to provide 
the highest quality products for the Video Industry. 
MICROTIME's goal has always been simplicity, 
reliability, and low cost, while maintaining the best 
performance standards available. For that reason, 
the 2525 Video Signal Synchronizer is the first 
Frame Store we'd put our name on. 

The 2525 includes: 
Line Error Detection 
A new RS -170A Sync Generator for improved 
lock -up and easy interfacing with any switcher 
Field 1, Field 2, or Frame Freeze for digital video 
effects applications 
Auto Freeze or Black selectable 
H Phasing for output timing control 
Output H Sync and Burst Level Control 
Unique HETROCOLORTM Processing for optimum 
performance for color under signals 

The 2525 will correct VTR signals from no -lock or 
V/H lock, synchronous or non referenced, direct or 

heterodyne, 1/2" helical through 2" quad. It passes VITS 
with the same processing as active video, can be 
remotely controlled, and is transparent to input signals 
from any source -and all with MICROTIME's proven 
reliability and ease of operation. 

Find out more about the 2525 Video Signal 
Synchronizer. Write or call today to arrange 
for a demonstration. 

ecAln n Al" 

Available through MICROTIME's worldwide 
distributor network. 

MICROTIME 
Microtime, Inc. 
1280 Blue Hills Avenue 
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002 
(203) 242 -0761 TWX 710 -425 -1165 

Circle (48) on Reader Service Card 
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AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORPORATION - Studio cameras and accessories; 
ENG cameras and accessories. Intro- 
ducing: 2/3 -inch Plumbicon' "' TV cam- 
era tubes; high -resolution diode guns 
for EFP and ENG cameras. BOOTH 
310. 

AMPEX - Studio cameras and accessor- 
ies; ENG cameras and accessories; 
video editing equipment; audio reel -to- 
reel recorders; routing switchers, VTRs; 
cassette recorders; still store system. 
BOOTH 301. 

AMPRO BROADCASTING - Cart ma- 
chines, carts, and accessory equipment; 
audio consoles. Introducing: The 
Microtouch series rotary and linear 
fader audio consoles, five and eight 
channels. BOOTH 369. 

AMTRON CORP. - Video monitors. 
BOOTH 412A. 

ANDREW CORPORATION - Antennas, 
transmission lines, towers and lights; 
earth station equipment and services. 
Introducing: 12 -meter earth station 
antenna. BOOTH 360. 

ANGENIEUX CORP. OF AMERICA - 
Lenses and lens services. Introducing: 
Broadcast zoom lens for 2/3 -inch cam- 
eras. BOOTH 318. 

ANTON /BAUER INC. - BOOTH 2121. 

ANVIL CASES INC. - Studio camera 
accessories; ENG camera accessories; 
accessory equipment for cart machines; 
lighting accessories; ATA transit cases. 
BOOTH 2507. 

ARVIN /ECHO SCIENCE CORPORATION - Earth station equipment and services; 
frame store synchronisers; video remote 
controls; slow motion replay equipment; 
weather instruments, radar and acces- 
sories; frame -store stop action; disc 
products. Introducing: Slow motion 
and freeze frame disc recorders; con- 
trollers and accessories for news, 
sports and weather broadcasting. 
BOOTH 390. 

ASACA CORPORATION - ENG cameras 
and accessories. Introducing: Portable 
switcher; camera registration meter; 

MPX TV sound generator; TV test sig- 
nal generator; VTR jitter meter. 
BOOTH 2503. 

AUDI -CORD CORPORATION - Cart 
machines, carts and accessory equip- 
ment. BOOTH 419. 

AUDIO DESIGNS AND MFG. - Amplifiers, 
pre -amps, and DA's; audio consoles; 
limiters and compressors; noise reduc- 
tion systems; processing and equalising 
equipment. Introducing: Stereo AM 
production consoles; stereo AM 
on -air consoles; associated equip- 
ment. BOOTH 414. 

AUDIO AND DESIGN RECORDING LTD. - 
Amplifiers, pre -amps, DA's; limiters and 
compressors; noise reduction systems; 
processing and equalising equipment. 
Introducing: The "Express" Limiter, a 

multi -ratio compressor with peak 
limiter and low -level expanded for 
single -ended noise reduction (to the 
highest specifications); "Para- 
graphic" Equaliser, 12- section mono 
or six -section stereo combining the 
advantages of a graphic equaliser 
with the flexibility of parametric 
equalisation; additions to the SCAMP 
Card Module System, including the 
S02 transformerless microphone 
pre -amplifier; the S23 pan effects 
module for sensational panning ef- 
fects, the S24 time shape module - 
analogue delay. BOOTH 2215. 

AUDITRONICS - Audio consoles. 
BOOTH 379. 

AUTOGRAM CORP. - Audio consoles. 
Introducing: 8- channel dual /stereo 
mono /audio console. BOOTH 2114. 

AUTOMATED BUSINESS CONCEPTS INC. - Computer -based management sys- 
tem. Introducing: Audience Data Sys- 
tem; reach and frequency, cost -per- 
thousand, cost -per -point, ranking 
and competitive newspaper and tele- 
vision data. BOOTH 545. 

AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS, Autotron 
Systems Division. Radio and business 
computer systems. Introducing: To- 
tally in -house minicomputer system 
designed for sales, traffic, manage- 
ment controls, and receivables for 
radio broadcasters. BOOTH 2208. 

AUTOMATED PROCESSES INC. - Audio 
automation systems; amplifiers; pre- 

amps, and DA's; audio components, 
tubes and hardware; audio consoles; 
audio monitoring, measuring and timing 
equipment; audio special effects equip- 
ment and generators. Introducing: 
Audio consoles for AM, FM, TV - 
on-air and production; intercom sys- 
tems - programmable, digital con- 
trol; audio processing modules; 
automated audio production con- 
soles. BOOTH 373. 

THE BTX CORPORATION - Time code 
generators; SMPTE time code synchro- 
nisers; readers; video displays. Intro- 
ducing: SMPTE tape controller 
providing multi- recorder program- 
mable control, preview, and editing 
functions from a single keyboard 
location. BOOTH 2409. 
,EE AD ON PAGE 106 

BARDWELL & McALISTER INC. - Lights 
and lighting accessories; grip equip- 
ment. Introducing: Grip equipment, 
including Century stands, Gobo 
heads, grip heads, combostands, 
flags, scrims, etc. BOOTH 559. 

BAYLY ENGINEERING LIMITED - AM and 
FM transmitters; AM stereo generators; 
limiters and compressors; microwave, 
STL and remote control equipment; 
two -way radio equipment; portable audio 
mixers. Introducing: A line of short, 
medium, and long wave PDM trans- 
mitters operating on the new PANTEL 
modulation technique (Pulse - 
duration ANode modulation TELe- 
funken). BOOTH 425. 

BEAVERONICS INC. - Video switchers; 
precision master clock systems. In- 
troducing: A new line of three video 
production switching systems with 
various options, designed to satisfy 
the requirements of the small studio 
or mobile unit as well as the large pro- 
duction unit. BOOTH 369A. 

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABS INC. - AM 

stereo generators; audio monitoring, 
measuring, and timing equipment; video 
monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment. BOOTH 367. 

BERKEY COLORTRAN INC. - Lights and 
lighting accessories. Introducing: 1 kW 
and 2 kW focusing scoops, incorpo- 
rating a new low -cost design featur- 

Continued on page 90 
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Did you know... 

That Andersen's SAW vestigial sideband filters are being delivered world wide 
in production quantities to the leading manufacturers of TV transmitters, TV 
translators, TV transponders, CATV modulators and CATV processors. 

The reasons are clear: 

Superior Selectivity 

K factor less than 1.5% 
Without Equalization 

Inherent Linear Phase 

Adjustment Free - 
No tuning 

Mil. Spec. Reliability 

Compact PC Mount 
Package .4 in3 AMPLITUDE VS FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

2T TEST OF SAW FILTER 
WITHOUT DELAY EQUALI2ATION 

Andersen's family of Surface Acoustic Wave vestigal sideband filters are readily 
available for the following international television standards; B /G, M /N, D/K 
and I. Limited quanties of filters are available for delivery from stock. Larger 
production quantity shipments will commence within 30 to 90 days. 

To find out how your business can benefit from our expertise, contact Anderse 
Laboratories today for complete information 

A ANDERSEN 
Advanced Systems Division 

Andersen Laboratoi 
1280 Blue Hills Avec ue 
Bloomfield, Conn I .002 
Telephone 1203) 24 0761 
TWX 710 -425 -2390 
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fr 
ing a high- efficiency 15 -inch reflector 
and easy sliding focus control to ad- 
just beam from medium to full flood; 
the 2 kW unit features a 2000 -watt 
socket for maximum intensity re- 
quirements. BOOTH 370. 

BESTON ELECTRONICS - Character 
generators; film chain equipment. 
BOOTH 376. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 82 

BIRD ELECTRONIC CORP. - RF watt 
meters loads, and filters. Introducng: 
RF wattmeter models and RF termina- 
tions. BOOTH 519. 

BLOOMINGTON BROADCASTING CORP. - Computer systems for radio. Intro- 
ducing: Enhanced software for radio 
sales, traffic, billing, general account- 
ing, payroll, and management 
information. BOOTH 2308. 

BOGNER BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 
CORP. - Antennas, transmission lines, 
towers and lights. BOOTH 2202. 

BONNEVILLE BROADCAST CONSULT- 
ANTS BOOTH 563. 

BONNEVILLE DATA SYSTEMS - Com- 
puterised broadcast traffic /accounting 
system for radio and television. Intro- 
ducing: Smaller version of the com- 
pany's current system, offering better 
performance and cost efficiency for 
small and medium market stations. 
BOOTH 2206A. 

BOSCH FERNSEH - Studio cameras and 
accessories; ENG cameras and 
accessories; film cameras and projec- 
tors; cart machines, carts, and acces- 
sory equipment; character generators; 
video editing equipment; fiber optic links 
and lines; video monitors; slow motion 
replay equipment; video special effects 
equipment and generators; videotape 
and accessories; VTRs. BOOTH 330. 
Hospitality Suite: Fairmont. 

BOSTON INSULATED WIRE - Cable, 
connectors, and cable assemblies. 
Introducing: Cable, connectors, and 
cable assemblies for portable camera 
to remote control unit applications, 
and portable camera -to- camera con- 
trol unit applications. BOOTH 358. 

BROADCAST CARTRIDGE SERVICE - 
Cart machines, carts and accessory 
equipment; audiotape and accessories. 
BOOTH 2304. 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS INC. - 
Audio automation systems; amplifiers, 
pre -amps, DA's; cart machines, carts, 
and accessory equipment; audio con- 
soles; encoders and decoders; limiters 
and compressors; audiotape and 
accessories. Introducing: "Econo 
Control 16," an economy version of 
Control 16 programme automation 
system; "InteLog" intelligent high- 
speed programme logging system. 
BOOTH 309. 

BROADCAST PROGRAMMING INTERNA- 

TIONAL - BOOTH 411. 

BROADCAST VIDEO SYSTEMS LTD. - 
Encoders and decoders; video monitor- 
ing, measuring, and timing equipment; 
video monitors; video special effects 
equipment and generators; video signal 
enhancement and correction equipment. 
Introducing: Plug -in rotary wipe unit; 
VTR leader clock; blanking width 
measuring unit; colour balance cor- 
rector. BOOTH 2823. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 184 

CCA ELECTRONICS CORP. - Audio con- 
soles; exciters; AM and FM transmitters; 
TV transmitters. BOOTH 305. 

CMX SYSTEMS (Orrox) - Video editing 
equipment; time code generators. 
BOOTH 350. 
SEE AD ON PAGES 6 -7 

C.S.P. INC. - Antennas, transmission 
lines, towers, and lights; lights and light- 
ing accessories; phasors and branching 
equipment; RF components. BOOTH 
543. 

CABLEWAVE SYSTEMS - Antennas, 
transmission lines, towers, and lights. 
Introducing: High -power, low -loss 
transmission line and associated 
products. BOOTH 381. 

CALVERT ELECTRONICS - Audio tubes 
and hardware; video components, 
tubes, and hardware. BOOTH 2117. 
Hospitality Suite: Sheraton Dallas. 

CAMERA MART - Studio cameras and 
accessories; ENG cameras and 
accessories; character generators; 
audio consoles; video consoles; video 
editing equipment; frame store synchro- 
nisers; lights and lighting accessories; 
microphones; video monitors; noise 

reduction systems; video switchers; 
audiotape and accessories; videotape 
and accessories; time base correctors; 
video signal enhancement and correc- 
tion equipment; VTRs. BOOTH 555. 

CANON USA INC. - Lenses and lens 
services. Introducing: ENG lens with 
13X zoom ratio, f /1.6, built -in exten- 
der; studio -type lens with 12X zoom 
ratio, built -in extender and built -in 
pattern projector (PP); studio -type 
18X zoom lens With new PP system. 
BOOTH 493. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 103 

CAPITOL MAGNETIC PRODUCTS - Cart 
machines, carts, and accessory equip- 
ment. Introducing: AA -3 stereo 
phased broadcast cartridge. BOOTH 

361. Hospitality Suite: Dallas Hilton. 

CASES, INC. - Shipping, carrying, and 
storage cases. Introducing: A com- 
plete line of cases for all types of 
equipment. BOOTH 2105. 

CECO COMMUNICATIONS - Trans- 
mitting and camera tubes. BOOTH 431. 

CENTRAL DYNAMICS LIMITED - Video 
automation systems; amplifiers, pre - 
amps, DA's; video editing equipment; 
encoders and decoders; routing switch - 
ers; video special effects equipment and 
generators; video switchers. Intro- 
ducing: CAP -a computer- assisted 
production accessory which plugs 
into any CD480 production switchér. 
It will memorize all crosspoint, mode, 
and potentiometer settings on one 
SFX system with a memory capability 
of 32 events which can be accessed 
randomly or sequentially. BOOTH 
344. 

CENTRO CORP. - BOOTH 2406. 

CENTURY 21 PROGRAMMING - Radio 
programming for automation. Introduc- 
ing: Radio programming for auto- 
mation (and live assist) in disco, 
album rock, and beautiful music. 
BOOTH 371A. Hospitality Suite: Fair- 
mont. 

CETEC - Audio automation systems; 
antennas; transmission lines, towers 
and lights; audio consoles; AM and FM 

transmitters. Introducing: Level I I 

software on automation systems. 
debug card. BOOTH 307. 

CETEC ANTENNAS - Antennas, trans- 
mission lines, towers, and lights. 
BOOTH 499. 

Continued on page 92 
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NEW 1 -5/8 ' 
FOAM - DIELECTRIC 
HELIAX® 
COAXIAL CABLE 
TYPE LDF7 -50 
From VLF through the 2 GHz microwavE bands, 
this cable is an outstandirg performer. Tie nevi 
low -loss foEm dielectric recuces attenuatior almost 
to that of a r- dielectric cable. 

Specially cesigned connecto- "0" -ring seals, in 
conjunctior with annular corrugations, provide a 
positive longitudinal moisture block. 

Nevi pater tid self -flaring connectors a low superior 
electrical contact, high resistance to pull -,..ff and 
twist -off, -roisture seals, aid low VSWR through 
cable cut -off frequency. 

We invite you to contact your Andrew SL es En- 
gineer for more information. LDF7 -50 v, II give 
you performance you won't want to miss. 

Andrew Corperation 
10500 W. 153-d St. 
Orland Park, IL U.S.A. 60462 
Tel: (3 "2) 34E -Z-300 

Andrew Antenna Company Ltd. 
Wh tb }, Ontari3, Canada 

Andrew.Antemas 
Locigelly,-Fite, Great Britain 

Andrew Antennas 
Reservoir, V ctoria, Australia 

Andrew Antenas L mitada 
Scrocaba, SP, Bras 

Artennes Andrew S.A.R.L. 
Nagent -le- Rotrou. F -ance 

Artenas Y Peritaje ; 
México, D.F. Méxirc 

Andrew S.R.L. 
Milano, Italy 

Circle (5C) on Reader Service Card 
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CHANNELMATIC, INC. - Audio automa- 
tion systems; video automation systems; 
amplifiers, pre -amps, and DA's; earth 
station equipment and services; video 
remote controls; DTMF tone control 
equipment; real -time controllers; VCR 
automation systems; TVRO automation 
systems. Introducing: TVRO automa- 
tion systems; DTMF tone telephone 
line remote -control equipment; 
microprocessor -based real -time con- 
trollers; videocassette machine 
automation; tone -controlled audio 
and video switching, time -of -day con- 
trollers; video presence detectors; 
audio and video distribution ampli- 
fiers; channel identification and time 
character generators. BOOTH 2517. 

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP. - ENG bat- 
teries, battery packs, chargers and ac- 
cessories. Introducing: New replace- 
ment battery for Sony BVU 50. BOOTH 
2600. 

CHYRON TELESYSTEMS - Character 
generators; videotape and accessories. 
Introducing: A new election -results 
reporting system. BOOTH 382. 

CINE 60 INC. - Battery systems; Sun - 
Guns; snaploks; shoulder pods; and 
power cables for ENG /EFP cameras 
and VTRs. Introducing: High- capacity 
battery systems; combination 12V 
and 30V Sun -Gun kits, complete and 
ready for use in one portable carrying 
case with a 30V/12V Sun -Gun, 30V 
and 12V powerbelt and powerpack, 
30V 150W, 250W, 350W lamps and 12V 
100W lamp, dichroic filter, cables, and 
charging system, plus long handle 
and short handle for Sun -Gun. 
BOOTH 2700. 

CINEMA PRODUCTS CORP. - ENG 
cameras and accessories; film cameras 
and projectors; cart machines, carts, and 
accessory equipment; film chain equip- 
ment; audio reel -to -reel and one -inch 
cartridge recorders; 16mm film editing 
equipment. Introducing: Ultra - 
lightweight one -inch helical format 
"D" cartridge VTR and its "matching 
system" studio /mobile van counter- 
part, manufactured by NEC, Japan; 
portable 16mm film -to -tape transfer 
system; studio /field production sys- 
tem with portable production CCU or 
with 19 -inch rack -mounted telepro- 
duction CCU; portable 16mm editing 
console; 16mm camera with quick- 

change cassette -type coaxial maga- 
zines; newest model of the Steadicam 
video /film camera stablising system. 
BOOTH 2217. 
SEE ADS ON PAGES 64, 65 

COHU INC. - Encoders and decoders; 
film chain equipment; video monitors; 
video signal enhancement and correc- 
tion equipment. Introducing: Mono- 
chrome monitors; encoder /enhancer 
auto balance unit. BOOTH 471. 

COLORADO VIDEO - Introducing: Slow 
scan TV equipment and frame freezer.. 
BOOTH 523. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 60 

COMARK INDUSTRIES - Antennas, 
transmission lines, towers, and lights; 
modulators and demodulators; diplex- 
ers. Introducing: VSWR meter which 
measures mismatch throughout sys- 
tem. BOOTH 2203. 

COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS - Studio 
cameras and accessories; ENG cam- 
eras and accessories; time code gener- 
ators. Introducing: Broadcast EFP 
colour camera similar to the CEI -310 
except the camera head can be separ- 
ated from its electronics unit by 2500 
feet utilising miniature cable or TV-81; 
SMPTE time code generator built into 
the CEI camera's electronics. BOOTH 
398. 

COMPUCAN - BOOTH 2617. 

COMPUTER IMAGE CORP. - Computer- 
ised electronic video animation. Intro- 
ducing: new animated video 
commercials, station ID's, and logo's 
produced on Scanimate and CAESAR 
computerised electronic animation 
machines. BOOTH 457. Hospitality 
Suite: Hyatt Regency. 

COMPUTER MAGNETICS CORP. - Audio 
heads and refurbishing services; video 
heads and refurbishing services; 
processing and equalising equipment; 
velocity compensators; auto equalisers; 
video discs. BOOTH 529. 

COMPUTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS - 
Introducing: Broadcast Management 
Information System (BMIS) - Sales, 
traffic billing, and accounting sys- 
tems for radio and TV. BOOTH 2212. 
Hospitality Suite: Dallas Hilton, room 
1565. 

COMREX CORPORATION - Remotes 
audio equipment; low frequency extend- 
ers; RF microphone systems; RF cueing 

systems; TV aural monitors. Introduc- 
ing: Low- frequency extenders; the 
News -Pac Diversity System. BOOTH 
541. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 181 

COMSEARCH, INC. - Earth station 
equipment and services; STL frequency 
assignments. Introducing: Satellite 
earth station placement; frequency 
coordination and RFI measurements; 
STL band microwave; point -to -point 
microwave frequency coordination; 
computer systems software 
development. BOOTH 2110. 

CONCEPT PRODUCTIONS. BOOTH 2106. 

CONRAC DIVISION, CONRAC CORPO- 
RATION - Video monitors. BOOTH 304. 

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRONIC INDUS- 
TRIES - BOOTH 311. 

CONSOLIDATED VIDEO SYSTEMS - 
Video editing equipment; frame store 
synchronisers; noise reduction systems; 
time base correctors; time code gener- 
ators; video signal enhancement and 
correction equipment. Introducing: Dig- 
ital frame synchroniser with optional 
compressor /positioner, DOC and 
DNR; 52016 H window option. BOOTH 
400. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 117 

CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS MFG. CO. - AM transmitters. BOOTH 331. Hospi- 
tality Suite: Ramada Inn Convention 
Center, rooms 619 -20. 

CONVERGENCE CORPORATION - Video 
editing equipment; video remote con- 
trols, video special effects equipment 
and generators; video switchers. Intro- 
ducing: Superstick editing control 
systems. BOOTH 378. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 75 

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP. - Video 
consoles; processing and equalising 
equipment; video special effects equip- 
ment and generators; video switchers. 
BOOTH 2801. 

BILL DANIELS CO. - Custom catalogs 
and brochures. BOOTH 2417. 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS CORP. - 
BOOTH 339. 
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DATAMETRICS INC. - Time code gener- 
ators. Introducing: Edit time code unit 
that is a generator and "reader "; in 
either mode the unit will insert time 
characters into programme subject 
video (character generator). BOOTH 
2813. 

DATATEK CORP. - Amplifiers, pre -amps 
and DA's; video monitoring, measuring, 
and timing equipment; processing and 
equalising equipment; routing switchers; 
video switchers. Introducing: New 
video and audio routing switchers. 
BOOTH 521. 

DATATRON, INC. - Character generators; 
video editing equipment; time code 
generators. BOOTH 491. 

DELTA ELECTRONICS - Microwave, 
STL, and remote -control equipment; 
audio monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; RF measurement and test 
equipment. BOOTH 365. 

DELTA GROUP INC. - BOOTH 2606. 

DeWOLFE MUSIC LIBRARY INC. - Music 
and sound effects libraries. Introduc- 
ing: Three hours of new light con- 
temporary, electronic, and fully 
orchestrated music useful in produc- 
tion, logos, and promos. BOOTH 
2605. 

AD ON PAGE 186 

DIELECTRIC COMMUNICATIONS - RF 
loads and wattmeters; RF switches; RF 
waveguide. BOOTH 509. 

DIGITAL VIDEO SYSTEMS - Frame store 
synchronisers; time base correctors; 
video signal enhancement and correc- 
tion equipment. Introducing: Frame 
store synchroniser; special effects 
system. BOOTH 2311. 

DI -TECH INC. - Amplifiers, pre -amps, 
DA's; audio monitoring, measuring, and 
timing equipment; routing switchers; 
video switchers; video detectors; touch 
tone. BOOTH 2403. 

DOLBY LABORATORIES - Noise reduc- 
tion systems. Introducing: Audio noise 
reduction applied to VTRs. BOOTH 
385. 

DRAKE -CHENAULT ENTERPRISES INC. - 
BOOTH 2123. 

VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. - Studio cameras 
and accessories; ENG cameras and ac- 

cessories; film cameras and projectors; 
video editing equipment; film and film 
processing equipment; lenses and lens 
services; lights and lighting accessories; 
video monitors. Introducing: HMI 
(metal halogen) lamps and lighting 
equipment, giving approximately four 
times the lumen output of conven- 
tional quartz -halogen lighting; day- 
light colour. BOOTH 2515. 

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS - Modulators 
and demodulators; routing switchers; 
video switchers; DA package with sync 
generator and genlock. Introducing: 
10x10 to 1000x1000 routing switcher 
with multi -level switching and versa- 
tile control, and automatic logging; 
10x10 routing switcher with multi- 
level switching and remote party -line 
control. BOOTH 368. 

DYNASCIENCES - Amplifiers, pre -amps 
and DA's; character generators; video 
editing equipment; processing and 
equalising equipment; video signal en- 
hancement and correction equipment. 
BOOTH 497. 

DYTEK INDUSTRIES INC. - Video editing 
equipment; routing switchers; video 
switchers. BOOTH 2301. 

EEV INC. - Video components, tubes, 
and hardware; camera and transmitter 
tubes. Introducing: New character 
display tubes (not CRT) which are 
addressable through a keyboard. 
BOOTH 326. 

E G AND G - Antenna lights. Introduc- 
ing: Rack -mounted controller for 
high- intensity obstruction lighting 
systems. BOOTH 2302. 

ENG HELICOPTER - BOOTH 2313. 

E -N -G MFG. CO. - Routing switchers; 
vans and ladder vehicles. Introducing: 
ENG /EFP vans and suburbans; 
ENG /EFP equipment carts; ENG /EFP 
switcher. BOOTH 2402. 

ESE - Audio monitoring, measuring, 
and timing equipment; video monitoring, 
measuring, and timing equipment. 
BOOTH 403. 

Continued on page 96 

Well, maybe we've got an alternative I,r you. 

No, it's not a waveform monitor. It's a 

MATCHBOX! 

What's a MATCHBOX? 

Basically, it's a 3 IN /1 OUT vertical interval 

switcher, used on route to a wa deform 

monitor, but with some unique feature:,. If the 

WM is equipped with sequencer ci cuitry, 

then all three sources (say three carne as in a 

mobile van) can be paraded across tte face 

of the screen. That saves you the price of 2 

WM's; and besides, it's easier to ri ie the 

levels of 3 cameras displayed on 1 rnonitor 

than on 3. Or maybe you'd like to SIJPER- 

impose them; that's OK too! The MATCH- 

BOX will accept composite or non -composite 
inputs. DON'T STOP READING NO 'Cuz 

that's where others have stopped. 

The above, primarily assists the technical 

operators and the VP of Finance. How about 

the engineer charged with the duty c` color 

balancing (matching) say, all 3 cameras? 

Here's where the MATCHBOX strikes again. 

First, get the cameras matched as chlse as 

you can with the normal set -up procedure, 

then utilize the A -B and A -C feature of the 

MATCHBOX, and make a perfect match. 

Simply put, the A source is inverted vuth re- 

spect to B and C, and then the cancellation or 

nulling technique is employed to effect.a per- 

fect match. So, when you get a straight neon 

the face of the WM you've "gotta match." 

Some of our favorite distributors arc .. . 

BCB Electronics RIA Corp. 

Custom Video Roscor 

Dyma Engineering RPC Inc. 

Gray Communications Seneca Communications 

GTN Sonocrafi 

Lake Systems Technical Video 

Midwest Telecom. Todd Communicate ns 

Northern Video Video Equipmerr.. C 

Oregon A V Video Masters 

Peirce Phelps Videomedia 

Video Systems Network 

Another interesting product from ... 

Cezar 
International, LTD. 

494 Mac ARA Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Tel. (408) 733 -1436 
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OUR 
MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES 
SYSTEM GIVES OS TOTAL CONTROL 

FOR INTERFERENCE-FREE LIVE 
ENG COVERAGE. 

We have better control of our ENG feed 
quality than we ever had before ... thanks to 
our complete Microwave Associates system. 

Everybody around here breathes easier 

now because Microwave gives us a big competitive edge with such things 

as the new Adjustable Polarizer. With this unique feature we can continuously 
adjust our antennas by remote control to help overcome multipath reflection, 

low signal level, adjacent channel rejection and other types of interference. 
Now we can put our news teams where the action is and get the story on 

the air live, first and fast. 
The new high gain Disc ArrayTM and Disc -RodTM antennas have also 

helped us increase our coverage range. The equipment is lightweight and 
rugged, built to take it in the real world of ENG. And we know we can rely on 

Microwave. They've been in ENG since the beginning and have more 
equipment in use than anybody else. Dependability is a major factor in this 

business. That's why we went with a 

Microwave Associates system. If you're 
interested in a system solution 
to your ENG requirements, 
contact Microwave Associates, - 
Communications Equipment 
Group, 63 Third Ave., Burlington, 

SEE ALL THAT'S NEW IN 

MA 01803 (617) 272 -3000. ENG FROM MICROWAVE. 
ti BOOTH 340 NAB '79, DALLAS. 

Field Sales Offices: Atlanta, GA (404) 455 -3815, Dallas, TX 
(214) 234 -3522, Kansas City, MO (816) 891 -8538, Sunnyvale 
CA (408) 734 -8777, Seattle, WA (206) 232 -3550. HonolulJ, 
HI (808) 537 -3991, Edina, MN (612) 831 -3920, Columbus, 0- 
(614) 451 -9844. 

A Micr Associates 
A M /A -COM COMPANY 
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r 
Exhibitors 

EASTMAN KODAK - Film and film pro- 
cessing equipment; technical assistance 
for optimum display or transfer for film via 
Telecine. BOOTH 473. 

EDCO PRODUCTS - BOOTH 359. 

EDUTRON INC. - Time base correctors. 
Introducing: A TBC with gen -lock 

noise reduction video enhancement; 
a TBC with the above plus FCC proper 
blanking capability and a very wide 
window of correction. BOOTH 2603. 

EIGEN VIDEO - Slow motion replay 
equipment; electronic slides. BOOTH 
557. 

ELECTRO CONTROLS INC. - Lights and 
lighting accessories. Introducing: 
Modular memory control system; 

McMartin BFM -15 
ICMARIN 101A-15 .+u.i,u 
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THE FM EXCITER 

WITH THE "MAXI" DIFFERENCE! 

Meet the BFM -15 from McMartin Industries. A complete FM exciter 
package with all the features you want including the new McMartin 
Maxi -1 full audio processor option for maximum loudness with 
less than 2% overshoot. 
The BFM -15 produces a typical 40dB or better minimum stereo separa- 
tion from 30 to 15,000 Hz, and uses tested circuits for top performance 
with extreme reliability and stability. Fully modular construction allows 
you to choose the exciter configuration you need, and makes mainte- 
nance easy. Complete range of options for audio processing, stereo and 
SCA operation. 

High performance at a surprisingly low price. Find out more about the 
BFM -15 from your McMartin Salesman or contact McMartin Indus- 
tries. 

McMartin is what you've been looking for. 
See the BFM -15 at the NAB, Booth 317 

MCMARTIN 

Parellispsphere 220 long -throw light- 
ing fixture. BOOTH 2303. 

ELECTRO IMPULSE INC. - ATS equip- 
ment; antennas, transmission lines, 
towers, and lights. BOOTH 417. 

ELECTRO AND OPTICAL SYSTEMS - En- 
coders and decoders; video monitoring 
measuring and timing equipment. 
BOOTH 2803. 

ELECTROHOME LTD. - Modulators and 
demodulators; audio monitoring, 
measuring and timing equipment; video 
monitoring, measuring and timing 
equipment; video monitors; time code 
generators and readers. Introducing: 
Multi- standard colour receiver 
monitors; ENG colour monitors. 
BOOTH 535. 

ELECTRO- VOICE- Microphones. Intro- 
ducing: A new shock mounted 
dynamic omnidirectional microphone 
designed for hand -held broadcast 
and high -quality sound reinforcement 
application; a new dynamic shock - 
mounted Variable -D'" super cardioid, 
a direct descendent of the popular RE 
15 and 16 microphones, with added 
integral shock mount. BOOTH 2504. 

ELECTRONICS, MISSILES AND COM- 
MUNICATIONS INC. (EMCEE) - TV 
transmitters; TV translators; ITFS 
transmitters; MDS transmitters. Intro- 
ducing: 5000 -watt VHF television 
transmitter; 1000 -watt UHF television 
transmitters. BOOTH 328. 

ENTERPRISE ELECTRONICS CORP. - 
Weather instruments, radar, and 
accessories. BOOTH 2710. 

FARINON VIDEO - Amplifiers, pre -amps, 
DA's; microwave, STL, and remote - 
control equipment. Introducing: New 
central ENG 2 GHz receiver with re- 
mote split channel selection; new 
models of mini -portable microwave in 
2, 7 and 13 GHz frequency bands. 
BOOTH 374. 

FIDELIPAC - Cart machines, carts, and 
accessory equipment; lights and lighting 
accessories; audio monitoring, measur- 

Continued on page 98 

McMartin Industries, Inc. 4500 S. 76th St. Omaha, NE 68127 (402) 331 -2000 Telex 484485 
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Built -in 2X Extender 
9mm to 306mm 

Introducing the world's lightest, 
longest, widest ENG /EFP zoom lens. 

FUJINON'S new F/1.7 17x 9 
... the One and Only. 

The new FUJINON 17 x 9 ENG /EFP 
zoom is the only lens to meet all of 
these qualifications: 

The longest: 306mm with- 
out attach - 
ments, 560 
with the 
optional front 
extender. 

The widest: 9mm without 
attachments, 
7mm with the 
optional 
adaptor. 

The lightest: 2.5kg 
Which makes the F/1.7 17 x 9 the one 

lens for every assignment. Simply put, it 
outperforms anything else on the 
market. 

It's at home at any range. Normal 
zoom is 9mm to 153mm. Flip the built - 
in 2X extender, an exclusive FUJINON 
feature, and the range is 18mm to 
306mm. The optional extender and 
adaptor give you even greater range. 

Zoom and iris are servo controlled, 
or you can use the manual override. 
Adjustable back focus gives you faster 
lens changing and eliminates making 
internal camera adjustments. And to 
make the new 17 x 9 an even better 
investment, FUJINON offers a full list 
of accessories for studio conversion. 

More information or a demonstra- 
tion of any FUJINON lens, including 
the new "one and only'; is yours for 
the asking. 

For your new cameras, for your 
existing cameras. .. specify FUJINON. 
In studio, field, ENG /EFP lenses and 
optical systems, FUJINON is light 
years ahead. 

Fujinon Optical Inc 
672 White Plains Road 
Scarsdale. New lbrk 10583 
1914) 472 -9800 Telex. 131 -642 

Circle (53) on Reader Sery 
West Coast Distributor: F.P. Optical Inc., 
3333 Bower! Avenue, Santa Clara. California 95051 
14081 727 2757. Telex: 171200 

See the One and Only at the NAB Annual Convention, In Dallas. Booth 515. 
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KNOX 
BOX 

kp 
ItnoxKNOlknoxáNOlknex 
IcnoxKNOlknoxlNO 

ox IcnoxKNOlknox Ikn 
KNOlknox 

The K128 Character Generator is 
something to build on. 

Every innovative feature found in 
today's K128 can easily be added to 
our very first K128 - and to every 
unit we've built since. 

The Knox design assures that the 
K128 you buy today can always be 
upgraded to include all of the latest 
functions of tomorrow's K128. 

Get your hands on a Knox - and 
build something. 

SEE US AT NAB BOOTH #2706 

9700 -B Palmer Highway 
Lanham, MD 20801 

(301) 459 -2106 

Circle (54) on Reader Service Card 
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`o Exhibitors 

SQ 
ing, and timing equipment; audiotape 
and accessories. Introducing: A com- 
pletely new hand -held audio and 
video tape eraser. BOOTH 351. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 177 

FILMWAY PRODUCTIONS - BOOTH 
2423. 

FLASH TECHNOLOGY CORP. OF 
AMERICA - Antennas, transmission 
lines, towers, and lights. Introducing: 
Self- contained 300mm high- intensity 
beacon. BOOTH 547. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 102 

FREZZOLINI ELECTRONICS INC. - Am- 
plifiers, pre -amps, DA's; film cameras 
and projectors; lights and lighting acces- 
sories; battery belts and battery packs 
for ENG cameras. Introducing: New 
lightweight six -pound belt for RCA 
camera, line isolated with built -in 
transformer charger. BOOTH 2415. 

FUJI MAGNETIC TAPE DIVISION - Video- 
tape and accessories. Introducing: 
High- density one -inch videotape. 
BOOTH 402. Hospitality Suite: Marriott. 

FUJINON OPTICAL INC. - ENG camera 
accessories; lenses and lens services; 
ENG and studio camera optical systems. 
BOOTH 515. 

SEE ADS ON PAGES 97, 99 

GTE SYLVANIA - Lights and lighting ac- 
cessories. BOOTH 320. 

GARNER INDUSTRIES - Audio reel -to- 
reel tape duplicator; audio and video bulk 
erasers. Introducing: Bulk eraser for 
two -inch quad videotape with unique 
belt drive that cleanly erases tape in 
six seconds. BOOTH 415. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC - Lights and light- 
ing accessories. BOOTH 2509. 

GLENTRONIX (U.S.) INC. - Amplifiers, 
pre -amps, DA's; video consoles; video 
editing equipment; video heads and 
refurbishing services; microphones; 
video monitors; routing switchers; video 
special effects equipment and gener- 
ators; video switchers; time code gener- 

ators. BOOTH 2609. Hospitality suite: 
Marriott, room 321. 
SEE ADS ON PAGES 22, 39 

ALAN GORDON ENTERPRISES, INC. - 
Headphones, speakers /intercoms; 
microphones; AM and FM transmitters. 
Introducing: Swintek dB -S wireless 
microphone system using corn - 
pander in transmitter, expander in re- 
ceiver (with exclusive noise gate in 
receiver); full- stereo cassette recorder 
with separate lead for recording crys- 
tal sync pulse or external pilotone 
sync. BOOTH 2501. 

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO. - Weather 
instruments, radar and accessories. 
Introducing: NOAA weather receiver. 
BOOTH 337. 

GOTHAM AUDIO CORP. - Microphones; 
audio monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; noise reduction systems; 
audio reel -to -reel recorders; turntables 
and accessories. Introducing: Neu- 
mann shotgun condenser micro - 
phone-a new microphone featuring 
uniform frequency response both on 
and off the axis of the microphone; 
Telcom c4 noise -reduction system 
which offers 30 dB dynamic range en- 
hancement. BOOTH 423. 

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP - Video 
automation systems; amplifiers; pre - 
amps, DA's; video consoles; frame store 
synchronisers; processing and equalis- 
ing equipment; routing switchers; video 
special effects equipment and gener- 
ators; video switchers; time base correc- 
tors; effects memory system (E -MEM). 
BOOTH 308. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 5 

THE GREAT AMERICAN MARKET - 
Lights and lighting accessories. Intro- 
ducing: Starstrobe'" curtain strobe 
for special effects; Greatmark HMI 
lights. BOOTH 2708. 

GREGG LABORATORIES - Limiters and 
compressors. Introducing: Broadcast 
audio processing equipment for AM, 
FM, and TV, featuring precision gain 
control in three bands and peak limit- 
ing function in separate packages. 
BOOTH 2118. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 78 

GROTON COMPUTER INC. - Automated 
logging and billing systems. BOOTH 
2204. 

Continued on page 100 
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ns for computerized cameras. 

Ultra high resoLtior - 40% higher 
than other tv lenses - sets a new 
standard in quality productions. And 
g ves you the finest first generation 
tapes you've ever seen A built -in test 
pattern projector provides for even 
fester, more accurate computerized 
camera set up. These ire two the 
a.Jiievements cf F(JJINON's new 11/4 

irch format P14X16 5 IJCa High Resolu- 
tion Zoom Lens. Here are more of its 
uiprecedented perfornence character- 
istic: 

Ultra high 
resolution (1300 
tv lines) for in- 
:redible sharp - 
ness and detail 
at all fccal 
lengths. 

Unig1_e lens 

1:14X12.5 Ultra High ResoLition 
born Lens 1 -inch format 

design taking lens moves with the 
zoom) delivers preise color con- 
vergence at all times. 

Constant F121 aperture in a'l 
ranges ñor zooming and focusing. 

MTF exceeds 9O3a - not only in 
green out in red and blue, as well. 

If yot.ire out to in_rove your image, 
see what FUJINON s new 14X Ultra 
High ásolution Zoom Lenses can do 
for wt.. For your new cameras, for 
your existlig cameraE...specify 
FUJINCI'sl. In stLdio. field, ENG /EFP 
lenses aid optical systems, FUJINON 
is light years ahead. 

Fujinon Opical Ir_. 
672 WV i e Plains Road 
Scarsdale New 'í rk 10583 
(914) 472 -S8C0 Telex: 131 -042 

West Co F.T. Opt, Inc., 
3333 Bower_ Avenue. Sarta Clara California 95051 
(408) 72:-!7 0, Telex 171 - ?00 

Circle (55) on Reade, Service Card 
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Exhibitors 

HM ELECTRONICS INC. - Microphones; 
remotes audio equipment; AM and FM 
transmitters. Introducing: Wireless 
microphone with dynamic expander 
(95 dB dynamic range); flat pac port- 
able receiver with dynamic expander. 

BOOTH 2604. 

HALLIKAINEN AND FRIENDS, INC. - 
Audio automation systems; audio con- 
soles; microwave, STL, and remote - 
control equipment. Introducing: An 
adapter for converting Moseley 
PBR -30s to digital metering with a 
local digital display at the transmitter 

We're expanding 

See Us at 
Booth 2103 

in Dallas 

... to meet your needs 
'I'IIF; (:11AI,I.l1NGE. 
The breathtaking pace ul' toda 's technology, and the changing economic 
climate, require treatise concepts and dsmmlic initialises on the part of 
m anagentenl. That's why at -Accurate Sound we are constantly strising 
to find the answer 10 sour needs. If it lakes 10'1% ideas, or a new (10 IS1011, 

to do the [WS( job, see are reads lo meet the challenge. 

I)I ?SIGNING SOt'Nl) 
Anyone can collect hardware. Il takes a unique expertise to select the 
most appropriate hardware, and design a system -yollr system, Thal meets 
vine needs. It is lie blend of the components, each selected for its ability 
to satisfy the criteria of the project, that provides for the ideal interface 
the harmonious blending of indisidnal components into an integrated whole. 

THE 130'1 "l'O\1 1,1 \F: 
We manufacture our own equipment. including high speed magnetic tape 
duplicators, multi-channel recorders and cassette data recorders. Each is 

knower for quality, performance and dependability. Ahai's more, we 
stand behind our products -after installation, should coo find that it 
dues not do esaclls what we promise it will do, we will Take it back for 
a full refund. 
Because we're committed to soli -soar bottom line is our top priority. 
That's sills we also represent many of the orld's largest manufacturers 
in the sound industry. If our equipment won't clo, !heirs might; and Ise 
hale no reluctance alx)rrt slppling you with someone else's brand. 
Whateser sour needs, ssheneser con need an aIlswer, the right answer, 
call us. 

... BECAUSE SOUND CONIES ER.O \I A SYS'l'E1) 

accurate sound corporation 
Ú 114 Fifth Avenue / Redwood City, California 94061 

(415) 365 -2843 / TELEX: ASCO 34-8327 

Circle (56) on Reader Service Card 
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site. Also, a combination mike -line 
level audio mixer /switcher which can 
be controlled manually or by the 
tallies from a video switcher; the sys- 
tem comes in rack -mount modules of 
six inputs each, and as many as six 
modules can be combined to form a 

36 input mixer. BOOTH 2312. 

HARRIS CORPORATION Audio automa- 
tion systems; ATS equipment; antennas, 
transmission lines, towers, and lights; 
amplifiers, pre -amps and DA's; studio 
cameras and accessories; cart ma- 
chines, carts, and accessory equipment; 
audio consoles; exciters; AM stereo 
generators; headphones, speakers /in- 
tercoms; lenses and lens services; lights 
and lighting accessories; limiters and 
compressors; audio monitoring, measur- 
ing and timing equipment; processing 
and equalising equipment; audiotape 
and accessories; AM and FM trans- 
mitters; TV transmitters; turntables and 
accessories. Introducing: 10kW 
medium -wave transmitter; 25kW FM 
transmitter; 300 -watt solid -state 
transmitter; Harris 9000 Program 
Control with Multi -File`' programme 
memory; Harris 9100 Facilities Con- 
trol; live colour camera. BOOTH 303. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 71 

HIGH -LITE CORP. - BOOTH 2802. 

HITACHI -DENSHI - Studio cameras and 
accessories; ENG cameras and acces- 
sories; VTRs. Introducing: New con- 
vertible studio colour camera; new 
professional black and white and col- 
our monitors; a new VTR; new camera 
accessories. BOOTH 334. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 131 

IGM /NTI - Audio automation systems; 
cart machines, carts, and accessory 
equipment; encoders and decoders; 
video remote controls; remotes audio 
equipment; audio special effects equip- 
ment and generators; video switchers. 
Introducing: An alternate version of 
the Instacart which may be accessed 
(each cartridge) directly by tele- 
phone, for the playback of pretaped 
information; unit can be used in a 
radio station for off -air commercials 

Continued on page 102 
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We 
said it to 
AMPEX 
VR-2000 & VRY200 

Now 
we're 
saying 
it to 
RCA! 
TR-70 &TR-60 

See us at 
Booth 2411 

NAB 

AFA says: 

Buzz 
to the 960 Hz.tone 

in your video only edit ; 
CONTROL TRACK 

CUE TRACK 

If you've got it ... 
you know it! ... 
and AFA's unique 
Gated Video Circuit 
Module will get 
rid of it. 
Buzz tone during 
video only edits on a 

VR 2000 or VR 1200 and 
now on RCA TR 70 or 
TR 60 can be stopped cold 
with this all-digital, CMOS 
module. Simple installa- 
tion, RF turn -on, turn -off. 
Used by major networks 
and post production 
operations. 
For information, call or write: 

AUDIO TRACK 

A.F. ASSOCIATES, INC. 

PIP A.F. ASSOCIATES, INC. 
2465 E. Bayshore, Suite 301, Palo Alto, CA 94303 (415) 8,96-1060 

Circle (57) on Reader Service Card 
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= Exhibitors 

to supplement on -air commercials. 
BOOTH 343. 

IKEGAMI ELECTRONICS (USA) INC. - 
Studio cameras and accessories; ENG 
cameras and accessories; film cameras 
and projectors; film chain equipment; 
lenses and lens services; video mon- 
itors; video switchers. Introducing: New 

high -quality ENG camera remote con- 
trol units; medium -priced ENG cam- 
eras; studio camera with triax cable; 
studio /field camera with triax cable 
and diode gun plumbicons; high - 
quality portable production camera. 
BOOTH 406. Hospitality Suite: Ramada 
Inn, room 1121. 

SEE ADS ON PAGES 57, 58, 59 

1 New Beacon 
2 New Shapes 

3 Important Reasons 

FOR chan 
and FTB - 
Under FA 

t- 

ing your tower lid 

(antenna moue 
flight /night 

ing to the FTB- 319 
d) ElectroFl - - acons 
ing requireme 

1 SAVE 90% OF YOUR OPERATING 
COST - Conserve Electric Energy 

75 watts provides 20,000 effective 
candela twilight /4,000 eff. cd. night. 
Only light required on your tower. 
Replaces flashing beacon and side 
lights consuming over 1000 watts. 

2 REDUCE MAINTENANCE COST - 
SIMPLIFY INSTALLATION 

2 year estimated minimum beacon 
flashtube life. 
Use eliminates need for separate 
Photoelectric Controls and Flashers. 
Equipped for local or remote 
monitoring. 

3 ADDITIONAL PROTECTION FOR 
YOUR REVENUE PRODUCER - 

20,000 effective candela twilight flash 
makes your tower visible during the 
dangerous "gray light- periods. Leave it 
on during the entire day to add addi- 
tional conspicuity to the tower for 3a /day. 

RETROFIT YOUR TOWER with your 
choice of two new beacons. Beacon 
mounts in the same bolt hole circle as 
the standard 300mm flashing incandes- 
cent red beacon! Use eliminates the 
need for any steady- burning light levels. 
Smaller size and fewer levels reduce the 
wind load on your tower! 

Designed and manufactured to the 
same high quality standards as the 
industry -leading FTB -205A Electro- 
Flash System. 

See the all new FTB -301 and FTB -319 ElectroFlash Beacons demonstrated in Booth 547 1979 NAB. x 
A 

55 LAKE STREET 

FLASH TECHNOLOGY 

CORPORATION of AMERICA 
NASH( A, NEV HAMPSHIRE 03060 TEL. 603i8ß3 -651N1 

When Cost Is More Important Than Price! 

Circle (58) on Reader Service Card 

IMAGE TRANSFORM, INC. - Videotape - 
to -film transfer service. Introducing: 
Tapes made through ITM telecine, 
transforming negatives to tape. 
BOOTH 2309. 

IMAGE VIDEO LIMITED - Audio automa- 
tion systems; video automation sys- 
tems; routing switchers; master control 
switchers. Introducing: 10x1 self -con- 
tained audio, video AFV routing 
switcher; broadcast master control 
switcher customised to the cus- 
tomer's specifications and require- 
ments; machine assignment switch- 
ers. BOOTH 2819. 

INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES, INC. - Ampli- 
fiers, pre -amps, DA's; audio consoles; 
video consoles; film and film processing 
equipment; processing and equalising 
equipment; video remote controls; rout- 
ing switchers; audio special effects 
equipment and generators: video special 
effects equipment and generators; video 
switchers. BOOTH 531. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 174 

INNOVATIVE TELEVISION EQUIPMENT - 
Studio cameras and accessories; ENG 
cameras and accessories; dollies, tri- 
pods, pedestals, and heads. Introduc- 
ing: Lightweight tripods and 
accessories for ENG cameras; light- 
weight studio camera pedestals; and 
heavy -duty fluid pan /tilt head for 
camera loads to 125 pounds. BOOTH 
388. 

INOVONICS INC. - Audio automation 
systems; limiters and compressors; 
noise reduction systems; processing 
and equalising equipment; audio reel - 
to -reel recorders. Introducing: MAP -II - a multiband audio processor for 
AM /AM stereo; dual- channel automa- 
tion system; tape preamplifier. 
BOOTH 2103. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 161 

INTERAND - BOOTH 2703. 

INTERNATIONAL TAPETRONICS CORP. - 
Cart machines, carts, and accessory 
equipment; audio reel -to -reel recorders. 
Introducing: Series 99 "New Gener- 
ation" audio tape cartridge machine; 
1K library storage and playback sys- 
tem, which stores and plays 1024 tape 
cartridges in any pre -programmed 
format, and with an on -board com- 
puter that manages all 1K functions 
(mechanical and electrical) and inter - 

Continued on page 104 
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THE BESF EJ /EFP 
LENS SYSTEM 

JUST GOT 2X BETTER. 
Take the world's most versatile 13X zoom lens. 

Add a built -in 2X range extender. Plus a modular 
accessory package that gives you the widest range 
of options. And the result is the most versatile lens 
system ever offered for electronic journalism and 
field production use. 

The lightweight, compact J 13X9B IE has a 
broad zoom range of 9mm to 118mm to start. But 
with our new built -in 2X range extender, it goes all 
the way to 236mm at a remarkably- sensitive f/3.8. 
Flexibility you may often need when there's no time 
to add a separate adapter. 

But a built -in extender is just the beginning. For 
low -light situations, our 13X offers a wide f/1.6 

aperture. For close -ups, a short 0.8M (31.5 ") M.O. D. 

All, of course, with the superior image quality and 
ruggedness Canon has been known for. 

For even greater versatility, consider Canon 
accessories. Like our no -light -loss 0.75X wide-ar gle 
attachment, which gives you a 6.75mm focal lenç'th 
lens with full auto -iris capabilities. A 1.5X telesice 
converter for even greater focal length extension -rith 
no light loss. Remote focusing and zoom - mark al 
or motorized. And that's still only the beginning. 

To find out what the best EJ /EFP lens systeri 
can do for you, contact us for a demonstration, or 
specify the Canon J 13X9B IE when ordering you 
new camera. 

Canon 
Canon U.S.A. Inc. Head Office, 10 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, N Y. 11040 (516) 488 -6700 140 Industrial Drive. Elmhurst, III 60126 (312) 833 -307'. 

123 Paularino Avenue East. Costa Mesa. Ca. 92626 (714) 979 -6000 
Canon Optics & Business Machines, Canada, Ltd., 3245 American Drive, Mississauga. Ontario L4V 1 B8. Can 

Canon Amsterdam N.V., Industrial Products Division De Boelelaan 8, Amsterdam. Netherlands 

See us at NAB Booth 493 
Circle (59) on Reader Service Card 
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; o Exhibitors 

s4 
faces with a controller of the user's 
choice. BOOTH 319. 

INTERNATIONAL VIDEO CORPORATION 
(IVC) - Studio cameras and accessor- 
ies; video editing equipment; video 
heads and refurbishing services; time 
base correctors; VTRs. Introducing: A 
new generation of IVC's 7000 Series 
studio and portable EFP cameras, 
with new pre -amps, new viewfinder, 
narrow horizontal blanking, and a 

choice of two -wire or four -wire inter- 
com systems. The portable EFP cam- 
era has instantaneous beam correc- 
tion and diode gun tubes to eliminate 
specular problems. BOOTH 346. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 167 

JAM CREATIVE PRODUCTIONS - Jingles 
and commercial producers. Introduc- 
ing: Several new station image and 
jingle packages for radio and TV. 
BOOTH 2510. Hospitality Suite: Fair- 
mont, room 721. 

US JVC CORPORATION - Studio 
cameras and accessories; ENG cam- 
eras and accessories; video editing 
equipment; VTRs. BOOTH 408. 
SEE AD ON PAGES 24 -25 

JEFFERSON DATA SYSTEMS - BOOTH 
551. 

KAMAN SCIENCES /BROADCAST COM- 

PUTER SERVICES - Business automa- 
tion systems. Introducing: BCS Demo - new demographic search and avails 
submission programme, running en- 
tirely on in- station computer. BOOTH 
325. 

KINGS ELECTRONICS - BOOTH 394. 

KLIEGL BROTHERS - Lights and lighting 
accessories. Introducing: Per- 
former'", a compact, versatile lighting 
control console available in 32, 64 and 
96 channels of control with either 100 

or 200 memories. BOOTH 366. 

KNOX VIDEO PRODUCTS - Character 
generators. Introducing: A program- 
mable 350 -page storage unit for 
Knox's present line of character 
generators which allows fully auto- 

matic execution of previously com- 
posed programme materials; a new 
graphics arts character generator 
featuring intermixed fonts, point 
sizes and colours, with options that 
allow custom fonts and logos to be 
programmed from the user's original 
artwork. BOOTH 2706. 

LPB INC. - Amplifiers, pre -amps, and 
DA's; audio consoles; headphones, 
speakers /intercoms; exciters; limiters 
and compressors; microphones; AM and 
FM transmitters; turntables and 
accessories. Introducing: New series 
of lower cost 5 -mixer mono and 
stereo consoles; 150 -watt FM trans- 
mitter. BOOTH 383. 

L -W INTERNATIONAL - Film chain 
equipment; telecine slo -mo, freeze - 
frame projectors. BOOTH 338. 

LAIRD TELEMEDIA - Film cameras and 
projectors; character generators; film 
chain equipment; video monitoring, 
measuring and timing equipment. Intro- 
ducing: New large -image multiplexer. 
BOOTH 537. 

LEITCH VIDEO LIMITED - Amplifiers, 
pre -amps, and DA's; processing and 
equalising equipment; television sync 
generators; test signal generators. 
Introducing: 8 -inch digital clock with 
illuminated face and sweep indica- 
tion; PAL video processing amplifier. 
BOOTH 561. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 21 

LENCO INC. - Amplifiers, pre -amps and 

DA's; encoders and decoders; video 
monitoring, measuring and timing 
equipment; video monitors; processing 
and equalising equipment; routing 
switchers; video switchers. Introduc- 
ing: High -resolution precision 
shadow mask colour monitors; new 
line of wave form and vector 
monitors. BOOTH 372. 

LIGHTNING ELIMINATION ASSOCIATES - 
Lightning elimination systems. Introduc- 
ing: Kleanline electronic filtering sys- 
tems for total elimination of surges, 

transients, noise, RFI /EMI; guy wire 
dissipation chokes. BOOTH 437. 

DAVID LINT ASSOCIATES- BOOTH 447. 

LISTEC TELEVISION EQUIPMENT CORP. - Studio cameras and accessories; 
ENG cameras and accessories; video 
prompters. Introducing: Three stages 
portable pneumatic pedestal, for 
studio and remote use; lubricated 
friction cam head for EFP cameras. 
BOOTH 465. 

LIVE SOUND, INC. BOOTH 2714. 

LOGITEK ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS - 
Amplifiers, pre -amps, and DA's; audio 
consoles; encoders and decoders; turn- 
tables and accessories. Introducing: 
Digital remote transmitter control and 
monitor; full line of audio power 
amps; digital clocks and timers. 
BOOTH 2111. 

LOWELL -LIGHT MANUFACTURING - 
Lights and lighting accessories. BOOTH 
2506. 

McCURDY RADIO - Amplifiers, pre - 
amps, DA's; audio consoles; head- 
phones, speakers /intercoms; limiters 
and compressors; audio monitoring, 
measuring, and timing equipment; pro- 
cessing and equalising equipment; rout- 
ing switchers; turntables and accessor- 
ies. Introducing: production con- 
soles; audio DA's. BOOTH 321. 

McMARTIN INDUSTRIES, INC. - Ampli- 
fiers, pre -amps, DA's; audio consoles; 
exciters; limiters and compressors; 
modulators and demodulators; audio 
monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; processing and equalising 
equipment; remotes audio equipment; 
teletext equipment; AM and FM trans- 
mitters; SCA receivers; SCA multi- 
plexers. Introducing: 5kW AM trans- 
mitter; 100 -watt FM amplifier /trans- 
mitter; SCA -Plus system for trans- 
mitting digital and audio information 
simultaneously over the same SCA 
channel. BOOTH 317. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 96 
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MCI INC. - Encoders and decoders; 
frame store synchronisers; video signal 
enhancement and correction equip- 
ment. BOOTH 401. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 43 

MBH ENTERPRISES - BOOTH 2523. 

MPB TECHNOLOGIES, INC. - Character 
generators. Introducing: Desk -top 
model of the Vista 80 character 
generator and graphics system. 
BOOTH 2815. 

3M - MAG A/V PRODUCTS DIVISION - 
Audiotape and accessories; videotape 
and accessories. Introducing: Centr- 
Cart, a new radio cartridge system 
featuring unique cartridge plus re- 
corder /players with reel -to -reel qual- 
ity; new Scotch Hanger System for 
videocassette. BOOTH 439. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 147 

3M COMPANY / VIDEO PRODUCTS - 
Character generators; processing and 
equalising equipment; routing switchers; 
video special effects equipment and 
generators; video switchers; video signal 
correction and enhancement equipment. 
BOOTH 302. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 31 

MACH ONE DIGITAL SYSTEMS - Video 
editing equipment. BOOTH 2505. 

MARCONI ELECTRONICS INC. - Ampli- 
fiers, pre -amps, DA's; studio cameras 
and accessories; ENG cameras and 
accessories; film cameras and projec- 
tors; encoders and decoders; film chain 
equipment; audio monitoring, measur- 
ing, and timing equipment; video remote 
controls; video special effects equipment 
and generators; video switchers; TV 
transmitters; VTRs. BOOTH 322. 

MARTI ELECTRONICS INC. - Amplifiers, 
pre -amps, and DA's; encoders and de- 
coders; limiters and compressors; 
microwave, STL, and remote control 
equipment; microphones; remotes audio 
equipment. Introducing: An aural STL 
for stereo FM and stereo AM which 
provides excellent stereo separation 
along with extremely low noise. 
BOOTH 349. 

MEMOREX CORPORATION - Audiotape 
and accessories; videotape and acces- 
sories. Introducing: Memorex Shag - 
a gauge that will generate cost sav- 
ings for 3/4 -inch video cassette users 
by detecting the primary cause of tape 

MARCH 1979 /BROADCAST COMMUNICATIONS 

edge damage - improper spindle 
height alignment. BOOTH 485. 

MERLIN ENGINEERING WORKS - Video 
heads and refurbishing services; time 
base correctors; video signal enhance- 
ment and correction equipment; VTRs. 
Introducing: Custom quad VTRs and 
accessories. BOOTH 412A. 

MICMIX AUDIO PRODUCTS - Audio spe- 
cial effects equipment and generators 
Introducing: Dynaflanger special es 

fects generator for flanging, doub- 
ing, doppler, and other effects. 
BOOTH 421. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 150 

Continued on page 105 

Time Tunnel because: 
what you don't say can't hurt you! 
Talk shows. Live inter- 

views. Instant action news... 
It's today. and the airways 
belong to the public. But the 
responsibility for keeping 
it clean belongs to broad- 

fines. Time Tunnel features: 
Solid State Digital Memory 
Wide Dynamic Range 
High Reliability 
Standard EIA Rack Mount 
Want to know more: Fill 

out the coupon or g . 
, us a 

call at (603) 889-85e.-. 

cast engineers and station Model 150 
managers. And that's where INQUIRIES FROM QUALIFIED REPRESENTATIVES INVITED Wang's Time Tunnel can help 

Time Tunnel gives you six I Name Station seconds to catch and delete ( Address the "offense" before it's 
broadcast. Without unre- City State 
I fable. expensive tapes. And I Wang Voice Communications Inc 
at a price below most FCC I Executive Drive, Hudson, NH 03051 ( WANGD A subsidiary of Wang Laboratories, Inc. 
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S44) 

MICRO COMMUNICATIONS INC. - An- 

tennas, transmission lines, towers, and 

lights: AM and FM transmitters; TV 
transmitters. Introducing: Switching 
combiner; TV channel combiner; 
circular polarized TV antenna. BOOTH 

513. 

MICRO CONSULTANTS - Frame store 
synchronisers; noise reduction systems; 
video special effects equipment and 

generators; time base correctors; video 
signal enhancement and correction 
equipment; standard converters. 
BOOTH 404. 

MICRO CONTROL ASSOCIATES - ATS 

equipment: microwave, STL, and 
remote -control equipment. BOOTH 
311A. 

MICROPROBE ELECTRONICS INC. (ME!) - Audio automation systems; audio 
reel -to -reel recorders. BOOTH 445. 

MICROTIME - Video automation sys- 
tems; earth station equipment and serv- 

ices; frame store synchronisers; noise 
reduction systems; time base correctors; 
video signal enhancement and correc- 
tion equipment. Introducing: A new 
digital video signal processing sys- 
tem. BOOTH 2305. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 87 

MICRO -TRAK CORPORATION - Ampli- 
fiers, pre -amps, DA's; audio compo- 
nents, tubes, and hardware; audio con- 

soles; remotes audio equipment: audio - 
tape and accessories; turntables and 

accessories; antenna heater controls; 
studio furniture. Introducing: Drop -in 
mono /stereo studio for AM conver- 
sion; six -channel audio console; dis- 
tribution amplifiers; broadcast turn- 
table; new studio furniture design. 
BOOTH 391. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 180 

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES INC. - An- 

tennas, transmission lines, towers, and 
lights; ENG cameras and accessories; 
earth station equipment and services; 
microwave, STL, and remote -control 

equipment; vans and ladder vehicles. 
Introducing: ENG antennas; earth sta- 
tion products; portable microwave 
systems. BOOTH 340. 
SEE AD ON PAGES 94 -95 

MOLE RICHARDSON CO. - BOOTH 384. 

THE MONEY MACHINE - Programming 
services. Introducing: The Wizard -a 
brand -new production library. 
BOOTH 335. 

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES INC. - ATS 
equipment; earth station equipment and 
services; limiters and compressors; 
microwave, STL, and remote -control 
equipment; remotes audio equipment; 
FM /SCA /TV audio limiter; stereo /SCA 
generators. Introducing: Micro- 
processor remote control; telemetry 
return link; subcarrier main frame. 
BOOTH 329. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 135 

MOTOROLA COMMUNICATIONS AND 

ELECTRONICS INC. - BOOTH 443. 

Continued on page 108 

Superior from BTX 
00 d 4400 

Decoder 

4300 Reader 
and Video Display 

4200 Reader 
and Digital Display 

1 L8 

BTX guarantees superior performance from 
1.5 to 1200 IPS even at -18dBm or with any degree 

of time jitter. 
BTX guarantees superior reliability and assures 

it with a 100 -hour operational burn -in prior to shipment. 
BTX guarantees time -code system compatibility 

with its complete line of cost -effective modular building blocks. 
For complete information, call: 

The BTX Corporation 438 Boston Post Road 
IF Weston, Massachusetts 02193 617 -891 -1239 
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"ReVox new B77 is long 
performance and short o 
Mickey Mouse features." 

That's what Herb Frie 
said about the ReVox B77 in i -Fi/ 
Stereo Buyers' Guide.* If you do loca- 
tion recordings, you'll be interested in 
what Herb has to say. 

In addition to evaluating'' 
products for magazines, Herb Fried- 
man is Chief Engineer for Tridac Elec -1 

tronic Laboratories and a major New 
radio station. As such, he 

produces taped programming and he 
knows the real differences between 
truly professional recorders and others 
that claim to have "professional 
features ". 

Differences like 18dB record 
headroom, flat response with no low 
frequency "head bumps ", the highest 
usable dynamic range and the lowest 
noise of any portable recorder. Add to 
these such features as all- digital -logic- 
control of tape motion, large meters 
with LED peak level indication, self - 
contained tape splicer, and rugged 
37 -pound package with a handle and 
you've got the best location recorder in 
the world. 

If you'd like to know what else 
Herb Friedman thinks about the B77, 
please circle reader service number or 
write to us for complete information in- 
cluding a reprint of his article and a list 
of professional audio dealers where 
you may see and hear the Re Vox B77 
demonstrated. 

R1/ox 
Studer ReVox America, Inc.,1819 Broadway, Nashville,Tennessee 37203 (615)329 -957 
In Canada: Studer ReVox Canada, Ltd. 

*Copyright 1978 Davis Publications, Inc. Quoted from Hi -F Stereo Buyers' Guide, 
July /August 1978, by permission. All rights reserved. 
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MUSICWORKS INC. - Syndicated pro- 
gramming. BOOTH 2512. 

MUTUAL BROADCAST SYSTEM - Radio 
network. Introducing: Satellite dis- 
tribution of radio network program- 
ming via small aperture terminals 
(SATs). BOOTH 2200. Hospitality 
Suites: Hyatt Regency, rooms 2728, 
2729. 

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS - 
BOOTH 525. 

NEC AMERICA INC. - ENG cameras and 
accessories; earth station equipment 
and services; exciters; frame store syn- 
chronisers; microwave, STL and remote 
control equipment; routing switchers; 

Youutlmln 
they could sing. 

/i/;-- -i/ii.biiiii rr ;' j 

With all the education we've 
given our QUANTAFONT TM 

microcomputers, you'd think our 
Character Generators would do 
more than just 24 character 
sizes, custom logos, color 
characters, color backgrounds, 
color graphics, borderline, drop - 
shadow, video matte, absolute 
centering, crawl with title, roll with 
title, upper and lower case fonts, 
floppy disc memory, digital 
cassette memory, static RAM 

memory. dynamic RAM memory, 
random page access, random 
title access, genlock, colorlock, 
helical VCR lock, maintenance 
analyzer and on, and on, and on 

all in their self- contained 
portable package. But, since they 
don't sing, you can pick one up 
for a song. 

The QUIET QUANTAFONT 
QUOIR will perform daily at NAB, 
Booth 517. 

/77JÌUANTAFONTT 
TELEVISION PRODUCTION TITLERS 

System Concepts, Inc., 395 Ironwood Drive Salt Lake Cdy. Utah 84115 Phone 1801 1 4 86 -38 33 

NCEPTS1" 
TO BE LETTER PERFECT 

Circle (60) on Reader Service Card 
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audio special effects equipment and 

generators; AM and FM transmitters; TV 
transmitters; video signal enhancement 
and correction equipment; VTRs. Intro- 
ducing: Digital strobe action, multi - 
freeze. BOOTH 2404. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 47 

NTI AMERICA INC. - BOOTH 2209. 

NETWORK RECORDING PRODUCTIONS - BOOTH 2807. 

NEVE, see Rupert Neve Incorporated. 

NORTRONICS COMPANY INC. - Audio 
heads and refurbishing services; audio - 
tape and accessories; videotape and ac- 
cessories. Introducing: Broadcast 
cartridge head degausser; Pioneer 
RT701 conversion kit. BOOTH 345. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 183 

FRED A. NUDD CORPORATION - An- 
tennas, transmission lines, towers, and 
lights; monopoles. BOOTH 2310. 

NURAD INC. - ENG microwave TV sys- 
tems. Introducing: 30 -inch counter- 
part to the Superquad" receive an- 
tenna system; Quadrod'", 7 GHz 
counterpart to the Goldenrod"; Slim - 
line `, 2 GHz low- profile antenna; 
dual -band (2 + 7 GHz) Superquad 
receive antenna system. BOOTH 533. 

OAK COMMUNICATIONS - Encoders 
and decoders. Introducing: Total STV 
systems, including encoders, de- 
coders, exciters, and computers. 
BOOTH 2223. 

O'CONNOR CREATIVE SERVICES - 
BOOTH 2122. 

O'CONNOR ENGINEERING LABORA- 
TORIES INC. - Studio cameras and ac- 
cessories; ENG cameras and accessor- 
ies; camera support equipment. BOOTH 
2500. 

OKTEL CORPORATION - Slow motion 
replay equipment. BOOTH 2125. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 33 

THE OLESEN CO. - BOOTH 2607. 
Continued on page 110 
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OPEN WIDE 
AHD SAY'!AMPEx: 

Ampex U -matic format videotape cassettes are the finest tapes you 
can buy. 

Specially formulated for helical video color recording and 
reproduction, these tape cassettes will give you pass after pass of 
clear, vivid performance. 

And the rugged plastic case provides extra protection when you 
mail your recordings. Even an accidental fall to the floor won't 
wreck your tapes. 

Next time you order videotape cassettes for your U -matic 
format recorder, do what more and more perfectionists are doing... 
open wide, and say "Ampex." 

AM PEX 
Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, California 94063, 415/367 -2011 

Circle (64) on Reader Service Card 
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ORBAN ASSOCIATES INC. - Limiters and 

compressors; processing and equalising 
eqiupment; audio special effects equip- 
ment and generators; FM stereo gener- 

ators. Introducing: a parametric 
equaliser with graphic EQ controls; a 

dynamic sibilance controller. BOOTH 
429. Hospitality Suite: Adolphus, room 

1008. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 113 

ORROX CORPORATION - BOOTH 350. 

(See CMX Systems and Videomax.) 

OTARI CORPORATION - Audio reel -to- 

reel recorders; high -speed audio tape 

duplicators. BOOTH 405. 
SEE ADS ON PAGES 137. 139. 141, 143 

PACIFIC RECORDERS AND ENGINEERING 

CORP. - Audio consoles; limiters and 

compressors. Introducing: Input 
broadcast console; Tomcat cartridge 
player. BOOTH 416. 

PACKAGED LIGHTING SYSTEMS INC. - 
Lights and lighting accessories. BOOTH 
2611. 

PANASONIC CO., VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVI- 

SION - Studio cameras and accessor- 
ies; ENG cameras and accessories; 
video editing equipment: microphones; 
video monitors; videotape and accessor- 
ies; video special effects equipment and 

generators; video switchers; VTRs. In- 

troducing: Professional series 
microphones; ENG /EFP video cam- 

eras; programmable 1/2-inch VHS cas- 

sette recorders; 1/2 -inch VHS editing 
system; high -resolution monitors. 
BOOTH 483. 

PANASONIC CO., TECHNICS DIVISION - 
Amplifiers, pre -amps, DA's; audio 
components, tubes and hardware; 
headphones, speakers /intercoms: 
audio reel -to -reel recorders; audiotape 
and accessories: turntables and 

accessories. Introducing: A new turn- 
table and new speakers. BOOTH 481. 

PERROTT ENGINEERING LABS, INC. - 
Battery belts for cameras; battery charg- 
ers; battery packs for VTRs. BOOTH 

2704. Hospitality Suite: Fairmont. 

PHELPS DODGE COMMUNICATIONS 

COMPANY - Antennas and trans- 
mission lines. Introducing: Super- 
power FM antennas. BOOTH 353. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 79 

PHILIPS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CORP. - Studio cameras and accessories; 
ENG cameras and accessories; audio 

consoles; video consoles; video editing 
equipment; exciters; film chain equip- 
ment; headphones, speakers /inter- 
corns; microphones; video monitoring, 

measuring, and timing equipment; video 

monitors; noise reduction systems; 
video remote controls; video special ef- 

fects equipment and generators; video 

switchers; time base correctors; time 
code generators; TV transmitters; video 

signal enhancement and correction 
equipment; video components, tubes, 
and hardware; VTRs. Introducing: Au- 
tomatic dynamic noise reducer pro- 
viding automatic (hands off) noise 
reduction in television transmission. 
BOOTH 314. Hospitality Suite: Hyatt 
Regency, Duncan A and B. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 32A 

PHILIPS TEST AND MEASURING INSTRU- 

MENTS INC. - Video automation sys- 

tems; encoders and decoders; exciters; 
AM stereo generators; modulators and 

demodulators; video monitoring, 
measuring and timing equipment; video 
signal and pattern generators; RGB 
meters; VITS analysing equipment. 
BOOTH 314. 

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS - ATS equip- 
ment; audio monitoring, measuring, and 
timing equipment. Introducing: Auto- 
matic transmission system for direc- 
tional antenna standard broadcast 
stations. BOOTH 377. 
tEE .,.D :. :N PAC_, 1E.. 

POWER OPTICS INC. - BOOTH 2407. 

QEI CORPORATION - ATS equipment; 
exciters; limiters and compressors; 
audio monitoring, measuring, and timing 

equipment. Introducing: All -new, 
second -generation FM, stereo, SCA 

monitor with many new features, in- 

cluding switchable spectrum analy- 
ser outputs. BOOTH 435. 

QRK ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS - Audio 

consoles; turntables and accessories. 
Introducing: Galaxy turntable with 
new DC motor and LED direct speed 
readout; digital production- timing 
clock; disco mixer. BOOTH 389. 

QS! SYSTEMS, INC. - Character gener- 
ators; video editing equipment; video 
monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; time code generators; VTRs. 

Introducing: Colour bar identifier; 
video back timer. BOOTH 2800. 

Q -TV /TELESYNC - VideoPrompTers. 
Introducing: A new, lightweight 
prompter for mounting on all tele- 
vision and film cameras. BOOTH 332. 

QUICK -SET INC. - Pedestals. BOOTH 
495. 

RCA BROADCAST SYSTEMS - BOOTH 

300. 

RCA AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS INC. - Satellite broadcast capabilities for 
nationwide or regional transmission to 

thousands of small receive earth station 
antennas, providing broadcast distribu- 
tion quality signals to television and /or 
radio stations. Point -to -point audio and 
TV are also provided via the RCA 
Americom satellite system. BOOTH 
300B. 

RCA ELECTRO OPTICS AND DEVICES - 
BOOTH 300A. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 119 

RF TECHNOLOGY INC. - ENG cameras 

and accessories; microwave, STL, and 

remote -control equipment; micro- 
phones. Introducing: 2 GHz portable 
microwave system. BOOTH 2410. 

RTS SYSTEMS INC. - Amplifiers, pre - 

amps, and DA's; audio consoles; head- 
phones, speakers /intercoms. BOOTH 

2115. 

RAMKO RESEARCH - Amplifiers, pre - 

amps, and DA's; audio consoles; limiters 
and compressors; audio reel -to -reel 
recorders; routing switchers; turntables 

and accessories. Introducing: An 

110 
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audio router (switcher) /amplifier; 
portable audio mixing console; low - 
noise turntable preamp; solid -state 
LED "VU" meters. BOOTH 409. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 68 

RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES - Fibre 
optic links and lines; film chain equip- 
ment; lenses and lens services. Intro- 
ducing: High -quality zoom lenses for 
use in EFP production, studio and 
remote locations; film chain equip- 
ment with Digiscan for flicker -free 
operation. BOOTH 348. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 165 

RECORTEC - Video automation sys- 
tems; video editing equipment; video 
monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; video remote controls; 
VTRs. Introducing: High -band 3/4-inch 
cassette recorders that have the pic- 
ture quality of 1 -inch and 2 -inch VTRs 
and better audio quality. BOOTH 336. 
SEE ADS ON PAGES 180, 181 

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO. - Weather 
instruments, radar and accessories. In- 
troducing: NOAA weather receiver. 
BOOTH 337. 

RE: DB COMPANY (Division of Pierce 
Industries) -Audio heads and refurbish- 
ing services. BOOTH 2811. 

RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY INC. - Film 
and film processing equipment; film edit- 
ing equipment. Introducing: High- 
speed film editing equipment with 
microcomputer programme timing 
and out -take timing. BOOTH 539. 

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL, Collins 
Transmission Systems Division -Audio 
consoles; earth station equipment and 
services; exciters; microwave, STL, and 
remote -control equipment; audiotape 
and accessories; AM and FM trans- 
mitters; turntables and accessories. 
BOOTHS 315 and 2102. Hospitality 
Suite: Adolphus Hotel, suite 2600. 

ROCKWELL SCIENTIFIC /S.A.F.E. - 
BOOTH 2102. 

ROHDE AND SCHWARZ CO.- Video 
monitors. BOOTH 386. 

ROSCO LABS INC. - Lenses and lens 
services; lights and lighting accessories. 
Introducing: Complete line of diffu- 
sion for TV; complete line of Kobold 
HMI lights including soft lights; Deco 
Reflex panels. BOOTH 2211. 

ROSS VIDEO INC. - Video switchers. 
BOOTH 2508. 

RUPERT NEVE INCORPORATED - Ampli- 
fiers, pre -amps; DA's; audio consoles; 
limiters and compressors; noise reduc- 
tion systems; processing and equalising 
equipment; audio reel -to -reel recorders. 
Introducing: NECAM computer - 
assisted mixing system with applica- 
tions in television post -production 
sweetening and dubbing; equipment 
can be used in conjunction with the 
latest LYREK multitrack tape 
machine. Also, a new range of radio 
broadcast consoles for medium - 
market stations. BOOTH 507. 

RUSSCO ELECTRONICS MFG. INC. - 
Amplifiers, pre -amps, DA's; audio con- 
soles; turntables and accessories. 
Introducing: 8- channel consoles; 
radio broadcast phono tone arm; 
variable -speed servo motor drive 
turntable. BOOTH 427. 

SWR INC. - BOOTH 2702. 

SCIENTIFIC- ATLANTA - Earth station 
equipment and services; modulators and 
demodulators. Introducing: Receiving 
system for MetSet - receives satellite 
weather pictures directly. BOOTH 
477. 

SCULLY RECORDING INSTRUMENTS - 
Audio reel -to -reel recorders; time code 
generators; broadcast loggers. BOOTH 
355. 
SEE AD ON PAGES 144 -145 

SERVO CORP. OF AMERICA - Video edit- 
ing equipment. Introducing: A portable 
self- contained editing system ideal 
for ENG and other off -line applica- 
tions, with built -in SMPTE time code 
readers and memory with CMOS inte- 
grated circuitry; interfaces with most 
VTRs. BOOTH 2716. 

SESCOM INC. - Amplifiers, pre -amps, 
DA's; audio components, tubes, and 
hardware; processing and equalising 
equipment. Introducing: New head- 
phone system for stage and field use; 
four -channel, low -impedence bal- 
anced microphone mixer semi -kit for 
broadcast and PA use. BOOTH 443. 

SHARP ELECTRONICS - ENG cameras 
and accessories; video monitors. Intro- 
ducing: 3 Saticon tube, se (- 
contained portable colour camer a. 

BOOTH 2400. 

SHINTRON COMPANY - Amplifier >, 

pre -amps, and DA's; character gener- 
ators; video special effects equipme it 
and generators; video switchers; tire 
code generators; encoded chron-.a 
keyer. Introducing: New colour re- 
ceiver monitor; new 12 -input codo jr 
switcher with 10 basic wipe patterns, 
soft and border wipe, RGB -tygie 
chroma keyer, and built -in luminance 
keyer with internal and external key- 
ing. BOOTH 410. 

SHURE BROTHERS INC. - Amplifiers, 
pre -amps, and DA's; audio components, 
tubes, and hardware; audio consoles; 
headphones, speakers /intercoms; 
limiters and compressors; microphones; 
audio monitoring, measuring, and timirg 
equipment; turntables and accessories; 
high -fidelity cartridges and tone arms. 
Introducting: High -performance stu- 
dio condenser microphone. BOOTH 
371. 

SINTRONIC CORPORATION - AM ani 
FM transmitters. Introducing: 5 -kW 
AM and 27.5 -kW FM transmitter!. 
BOOTH 387. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 176 

SKIRPAN LIGHTING CONTROL CORP. -- 
Lights and lighting accessories; lightir 3 

control equipment. Introducing: Multw- 
channel solid -state dimmer chess, ; 
for standard EIA rack mounting. 
BOOTH 2625. 

SKOTEL CORP. - Video editing equip 
ment; SMPTE time code generators an:- 
readers. BOOTH 2827. 

ELMER SMALLING - BOOTH 2800B. 

WARREN R. SMITH CO. - Lenses an ?. 

lens services; telecine film -to -tape trans 
fer. BOOTH 338. 

SOLL INC. - Antennas, transmissiiol- 
lines, towers, and lights; TV transmitters 
vans and ladder vehicles; installation 
consulting. Introducing: Automatic RI: 
switching systems with video colou 
graphic displays. BOOTH 505. 

SONO -MAG CORPORATION (SMC) - 
Audio automation systems; cart ma 

Continued on page 11:3 
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 1oOZ'Exhibitors 

chines, carts, and accessory equipment. 
BOOTH 397. 

SONY CORPORATION - Studio cameras 
and accessories; ENG cameras and ac- 

cessories; microphones; video monitors; 
time base correctors; VTRs. Introduc- 
ing: Improved type -C VTR, (BVH- 
1100) with Dynamic Tracking Option, 
which offers noise -free playback 
video on -air, 1/4 -speed in reverse 
through still through twice forward 
speed, programme jog function, and 
confidence head; digital time base 
corrector; camera with 5 -inch view- 
finder and low light capability, along 
with capability for two camera control 
units for studio use; heterodyne 
monitor designed for portable use 
with the BVH 500, giving colour cor- 
recting capability in the field; profes- 
sional broadcast monitor; wireless 
microphone transceiver featuring six 
channels with no interference. 
BOOTH 380. 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY - Audio monitor- 
ing, measuring, and timing equipment. 
BOOTH 2405. 

SPINPHYSICS INC., A Kodak Company - 
Hot-pressed ferrite quad video head 
refurbishing services. BOOTH 473. 

STAINLESS INC. - Broadcast support 
structures. Introducing: Anti -guy gal- 
loping device. BOOTH 2109. Hospital- 
ity Suite: Adolphus Hotel. 

STANDARD PACIFIC LTD. - Amplifiers, 
pre -amps, DA's; audio components, 
tubes, and hardware; audio consoles; 
headphones, speakers /intercoms; rout- 
ing switchers. BOOTH 2108. 

STANTON MAGNETICS - Amplifiers, 
pre -amps, and DA's; headphones, 
speakers /intercoms; turntables and 

accessories; cartridge and styli. Intro- 
ducing: a disco sound cartridge 
featuring the Stereohedron stylus 
tip, which is applicable for both pro- 
fessional and home usage. The 
Stereohedron ` has a far larger bear- 
ing radius resulting in increased rec- 

ord groove contact. BOOTH 363. 

STATION BUSINESS SYSTEMS - Com- 
puterised billing, accounting, and traffic 
systems. Introducing: Computer sys- 
tem for major- market television busi- 
ness automation, including billing, 
accounting, and traffic. BOOTH 327. 

STOREEL CORPORATION - Space - 
saving storage systems for television 
and radio. Introducing: New mobile 
set -up truck. BOOTH 469. 

STRAND CENTURY INC. - Lights and 
lighting accessories; lighting control 
equipment. BOOTH 475. 

STUDER -REVOX - Audio reel -to -reel re- 

corders; SMPTE synchroniser. BOOTH 
453. 

AD ON CAr,F 

SYSTEM CONCEPTS - Character 
generators. Introducing: Three new 
models of the Quantafont " produc- 
tion titler (a microcomputer -based 
production titler for studio, remote 
and ENG applications); product mod- 
els range from low -cost monochrome 
systems to cost -efficient colour sys- 
tems, all featuring high character 
resolution and extensive character 
manipulation. Many models offer 
extensive automatic programming. 
BOOTH 517. 

TABER MFG. AND ENG. CO. - Audio 
heads and refurbishing services: video 
heads and refurbishing services; bulk 

type eraser; audio recorder electronics. 
BOOTH 459. 

WILLIAM B. TANNER CO. - Syndicated 
music sales; sales aids; production 
packages. Introducing: The Cam- 
paigner," a money- making service for 
sales- minded general managers; 
three new ID packages. BOOTH 2206. 

Hospitality Suite: Fairmont, room 1121. 

TAYBURN ELECTRONICS INC. - An- 
tennas, transmission lines, towers and 
lights; microwave, STL and remote con- 
trol equipment; video remote controls. 
Introducing: Airborne electronics; 
autotracking pedestal; associated 
radios and controls (ground based); 
helicopter airborne antennas. BOOTH 
2502. 

TM PRODUCTIONS /TM PROGRAMMING - Programming services. Introducing: 

Radio and television ID's; "Some- 
place Special," a coordinated market- 
ing plan for multi- media; new auto- 
mated disco format. Also, TM Special 
Projects will introduce a new AOR 

special, "Album Greats: A History of 
Album Rock." BOOTH 2307. Hospital- 
ity Suite: Fairmont. 

TECHNOLOGY SERVICE CORP. 
(Development Labs Division) - 
Weather instruments, radar, and acces- 

sories. BOOTH 467. 

TEKTRONIX INC. - Video automation 
systems; encoders and decoders; modu- 
lators and demodulators; audio monitor- 
ing, measuring, and timing equipment; 
video monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; video monitors; noise reduc- 
tion systems; video remote controls; 
video signal enhancement and correc- 
tion equipment. Introducing: a tunable 
down converter for UHF and VHF pre- 
cision demodulator. BOOTH 306. 

TELE -CINE INC. - Studio cameras and 

accessories; ENG cameras and acces- 
sories; lenses and lens services. Intro- 
ducing: New lenses. BOOTH 392. 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES 
LTD. - BOOTH 449. 

TELEGEN /SOFRATEV - Teletext equip- 
ment. Introducing: The Antiope tele- 
text system, a data transmission sys- 
tem using television, radio, or tele- 
phone links for communications. The 
system on display will include a vari- 
ety of data banks, vertical interval 
digital data insertion equipment, dis- 
play colour monitors, and receivers 
all equipped with Antiope teletext de- 
coders and control units that can be 

operated by visitors to the booth. 
BOOTH 2221. 

TELEMATION, A Division of Bell and 

Howell - Audio automation systems; 
video automation systems; amplifiers, 
pre -amps, and DA's; character gener- 
ators; encoders and decoders; film chain 

equipment; noise reduction systems; 
processing and equalising equipment; 
routing switchers; video switchers; video 

signal enhancement and correction 
equipment. Introducing: Machine - 
control option for distribution 
switcher; graphics compose /ani- 
mation option and expanded smart - 
switcher page call -up for character 

Continued on page 114 
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OPTIMOD -AM: 
NOT 

FOR EVERYONE 
The successful Optimod -AM station 

has the desire to sound like "the other 
band" on common auto, kitchen, and beach - 

blanket radios; and 

is willing and able to feed Optimod -AM 
with FM- quality audio (because Optimod -AM 
-and your listeners -know the difference); 

and 

has a transmitter and antenna that operate 
to high technical standards. 

Optimod -AM is not for everyone. If crude, 
raw loudness is all you want, other manu- 

facturers can give it to you cheaper. 

But if you want loudness and coverage along 
with a stunning "almost high fidelity" sound 

that lights up your spot on the dial with 
punch, presence, and impact, then Optimod -AM 

is the way to get it. And it's AM 
stereo ready. 

Fight the FM challenge. Find out how 
Optimod -AM can make your AM the brightest, 

cleanest, loudest sound on the dial. 

Available through selected broadcast dealers. 
Or contact us directly. 

Hear it at NAB booth 429. 

oben 
Orban Associates Inc. 

645 Bryant Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 

Call toll free (800) 227 -4498 
In California (415) 957 -1067 

\1Ali(:11 I J7 J/IIItOA1)CASI (:O AI 'CATIONS 
Circle (30) on Reader Service Card 
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Exhibitors 

generator; image enhancement (H 
and V) freeze frame, chroma delay 
corrector, and remote -control op- 
tions for TDF -1 digital noise filter. 
BOOTH 342. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 123 

TELEMET - Amplifiers, pre -amps, and 
DA's; encoders and decoders; fibre optic 
links and lines; modulators and 
demodulators; processing and equalis- 
ing equipment; video switchers; routing 
switchers; video signal enhancement 
and correction equipment. BOOTH 333. 

TELESCRIPT INC. - BOOTH 356. 

TV EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATES - Head- 
phones, speakers /intercoms; audio 
monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; video monitoring, measur- 
ing, and timing equipment; processing 
and equalising equipment; videotape 
and accessories; microphones. Intro- 
ducing: Two -wire amplified intercom 
systems. BOOTH 364. 

TELEVISION TECHNOLOGY - FM re- 
broadcast translators; TV rebroadcast 
translators. Introducing: 100 -watt UHF 
translator; FM translator. BOOTH 
2306. Hospitality Suite: Ramada,719 -20. 

TELEX COMMUNICATIONS INC. - Ampli- 
fiers, pre -amps, DA's; cart machines, 
carts, and accessory equipment; head- 
phones, speakers /intercoms; micro- 
phones; audio reel -to -reel recorders; 
audiotape and accessories. BOOTH 
357. 

TENTEL - Audio monitoring, measur- 
ing, and timing eqiupment; video 
monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; audiotape and accessories; 
videotape and accessories. BOOTH 
395. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 182 

TERRACOM - Microwave, STL and re- 

mote control equipment. Introducing: 
System for providing programme 
channels; ENG links. BOOTH 2401. 

THERMODYNE INTERNATIONAL LTD. - 
Shipping and carrying cases. Introduc- 
ing: Rack -mount cases; camera and 
monitor cases. BOOTH 2408. 

THOMSON -CSF LABORATORIES - Am- 
plifiers, pre -amps, and DA's; ENG cam- 
eras and accessories; character gener- 
ators; frame store synchronisers; limit- 
ers and compressors; noise reduction 
systems; video special effects equip- 

ment and generators; video signal 
enchancement and correction equip- 
ment. Introducing: One- and two - 
piece Microcam configurations with 
new 41/2 -inch viewfinder and remote - 
control package for EFP applications; 
production version of the new one - 
piece Microcam; Digital Video Proc- 
essing (DVP) system - digital noise 
reducer, frame synchroniser, 4 x 1 

input switcher, and a freeze frame, all 
operating at 4x subcarrier sampling. 
BOOTH 324. Hospitality Suite: Hyatt 
Regency. 
SEE AD ON PAGES 28 -29 

THOMSON -CSF ELECTRON TUBES - 
Audio components, tubes, and hard- 
ware; video components, tubes, and 
hardware. Introducing: New UHF tet- 
rodes and UHF cavity. BOOTH 2210. 

TIME AND FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY 
INC. - Encoders and decoders; micro- 
wave, STL and remote control equip- 
ment; audio monitoring, measuring and 
timing equipment. Introducing: A new 
low -cost microprocessor alarm and 
logging system; studio to transmitter 
link; routing switches remote control. 
BOOTH 341. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 35 

TIMES WIRE & CABLE - BOOTH 2519. 

TOSHIBA INTERNATIONAL - Studio 
cameras and accessories; ENG cam- 
eras and accessories. Introducing: A 

new line of colour television cameras, 
including ENG /EFP cameras and 
studio cameras incorporating the lat- 
est digital technology. BOOTH 2701. 

SEE ADS ON PAGES 17, 18, 19 

TRACK AUDIO - Processing and 
equalising equipment. Introducing: 
5- channel Mic Mixer (remote on- 
location audio mixer); audio com- 
pressor /limiter; peak programme me- 
ter. BOOTH 2712. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 184 

TROMPETER ELECTRONICS INC. - 
BOOTH 511. 

TUESDAY PRODUCTIONS - Radio and 
TV jingle and music production. BOOTH 
2205. 

TWEED AUDIO (USA) INC. - Amplifiers, 
pre -amps, and DA's; audio consoles; 
limiters and compressors; audio monitor- 
ing, measuring, and timing equipment; 
processing and equalising equipment; 

audio mixing consoles. Introducing: 
Production console; 12- channel 
mixer. BOOTH 2207. 

UMC ELECTRONICS - Audio automation 
systems; cart machines, carts, and ac- 
cessory equipment; audio consoles. 
BOOTH 407. 

U.S. TAPE AND LABEL CORP. - Advertis- 
ing bumper strips, window labels, and 
t -shirt iron -ons. BOOTH 2201. 

UNARCO -ROHN, Division of Unarco Indus- 

tries Inc. - Antennas, transmission 
lines, towers, and lights; lights and light- 
ing accessories. BOOTH 373 -A. 

UNI -SET (Division of Kniff Woodcraft 
Corp.) - Modular studio staging system. 
BOOTH 396. 

UNITED MEDIA INC. - Video editing 
equipment; encoders and decoders; 
time code generators. Introducing: 
Complete new line of SMPTE time 
code computer- assisted electronic 
video generators, featuring the Com- 
mander I and II; SMPTE time code 
generator and reader with user bits; 
video character generator for SMPTE 
and user bits; SMPTE /user bit time 
code generator /reader with auto 
sync. BOOTH 2711. 

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL (UPI) - 
News services. Introducing: GOES - 
FAX, a facsimile receiver of picture 
transmission from geostationary 
operational environmental satellite. 
BOOTH 2300. 

UNITED RESEARCH LABS CORP. - Audio 
heads and refurbishing services; audio 
reel -to -reel recorders; audiotape and 

accessories; replacement parts for pro- 
fessional tape recorders. Introducing: 
Ball- bearing, self -aligning pinch 
rollers for tape and video machines. 
BOOTH 375. 

UTAH SCIENTIFIC - Routing switchers; 
video switchers. BOOTH 2707. 

UTILITY TOWER COMPANY - Antennas, 
transmission lines, towers, and lights. In- 

troducing: Actual tower material. 
BOOTH 323. 
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THOMAS VALENTINO INC. - Music li- 
brary service and sound effects service. 
Introducing: New releases to music 
and sound effects libraries for pro- 
ducers in both radio and TV. BOOTH 
441. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 186 

VAN LADDER INC. - Microwave antenna 
carriers. Introducing: Van -mounted 
microwave antenna carrier, and con- 
trol and origination platform for ENG 
vans. BOOTH 2804. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 179 

VARIAN ASSOCIATES (EIMAC DIVISION) - Audio components, tubes, and hard- 
ware; video components, tubes, and 
hardware. BOOTH 487. 

VERSA COUNT - BOOTH 2120. 

VIDEO AIDS CORP. OF COLORADO - 
ENG cameras and accessories; video 
editing equipment; modulators and de- 
modulators; audio monitoring, measur- 
ing, and timing equipment; video 
monitoring, measuring, and timing 
equipment; video special effects equip- 
ment and generators. Introducing: New 
Edit -Aid controller; new VIRS insert- 
er. BOOTH 553. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 2 

VIDEO ASSOCIATES LABS - Modifica- 
tion equipment for 3/4 -inch VTRs. Intro- 
ducing: Full broadcast servo system 
to update the current tach lock sys- 
tem in 3/4 -inch machines. BOOTH 
2809. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 176 

VIDEO DATA SYSTEMS - Character 
generators. Introducing: New titters. 
BOOTH 2419. 

VIDEOMAGNETICS - Audio heads and 
refurbishing services. Introducing: New 
material processing technique for 
quad video heads which provides en- 
hanced performance and extended 
life without increased cost. BOOTH 
2705. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 169 

THE VIDEO TAPE COMPANY - Videotape 
and accessories; videotape stock and 
videotape duplication and distribution. 
Introducing: New videotape dupli- 
cation and distribution services; mas- 
ter broadcast videotape; 3/4 -inch 

videocassettes. BOOTH 527. 

VIDEOMAX (Orrox) - Video heads and 
refurbishing services. BOOTH 350. 

VIDEOMEDIA INC. - Video automation 
systems; video editing equipment. 
Introducing: Computerised micro- 
processor -based editing system; 
control track editing system. BOOTH 
2825. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 20 

VIDEOTEK - Modulators and demod- 
ulators; video monitors. Introducing: 
TV /tuner demodulator; 8 -inch pro- 
fessional AC /DC colour monitor 
(portable); 12 -inch professional col- 
our monitor (rack- mount). BOOTH 
2602. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 164 

VITAL INDUSTRIES - Video automation 
systems; routing switchers; video spe- 
cial effects equipment and generators; 
video switchers. Introducing: New 
production package - Squeezoom 
switcher, PSAS; automation package; 
digital special effects; frame syn- 
chroniser. BOOTH 316. 

VITEX CO., Division of Vital Industries - 
DA's; video consoles; routing switchers; 
video special effects equipment and 
generators: video switchers. Introduc- 
ing: Video production switchers; 
master control systems; on -air 
switching systems; routing switcher 
systems and terminal equipment. 
BOOTH 2219. Hospitality Suite: Dallas 
Hilton. 

WANG VOICE COMMUNICATIONS INC. - 
Audio delay equipment. BOOTH 2112. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 105 

WARD -BECK SYSTEMS INC. - Ampli- 
fiers, pre -amps, DA's: cart machines, 
carts and accessory equipment; audio 
consoles; headphones, speakers /inter- 
coms; limiters and compressors; audio 
monitoring, measuring and timing 
equipment; processing and equalising 
equipment; routing switchers. Introduc- 
ing: Intercom amplifier; intercom ma- 
trix amplifier; distribution amplifier. 
BOOTH 489. 
SEE AD ON BC 

THE WEBSTER GROUP - A/V es 
presentations and media research ys- 
terns. Introducing: "Personal" c(im- 
puters adapted to sophisticated 
media research systems (radio, bile- 
vision, and newspapers) for stations 
and agencies as well as clierts. 
BOOTH 2621. 

WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH 
BOOTH 549. 

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS INC. - Au iio 
consoles; exciters; limiters and cc'm- 
pressors; AM and FM transmitte-s. 
Introducing: 25 kW dummy load and 
80 kW dummy load. BOOTH 347. 

THE WINSTED CORP. - Cart machin =_s, 

carts, and accessory equipment; vice() 
consoles; video editing equipment; 
space- saving tape and film storage s -s- 
tems. Introducing: Television cc n- 
soles designed for digital editing s) s- 
tems and portable production cc n- 
soles that offer new flexibility in wo k- 
ing arrangements for 3/4 -inch aid 
1 -inch formats. BOOTH 2601. 

WOLF COACH /TELEVISION ENGINEEiR- 
ING CORP. - Amplifiers, pre -am: 3, 

DA's; studio cameras and accessory s; 
ENG cameras and accessories; va s 
and ladder vehicles. BOOTH 503. 

WORLD VIDEO - Headphones, spe< K- 

ers /intercoms; video monitors. Intro- 
ducing: Portable professional colour 
monitor for ENG applications which 
can be AC or DC powered; "No%a- 
Com" multi- station intercom syste n, 
interconnected by four conductDr 
wire. BOOTH 501. 
SEE AD ON PAGE 171 

YVES FAROUDJA, INC. - ENG cameras 
and accessories; encoders and deco 
ers; video monitors; noise reduction sy_- 
tems; video signal enhancement ar d 
correction equipment. Introducing: 
Portable record booster for 3/4 -inch 
ENG equipment; combination NTSC 
decoder /enhancer; plug -in comb f il- 

ter board for NTSC monitors. BOOTH 
412B. 

SEE AD ON PAGE 175 

ZEI -MARK CORP. - BOOTH 2521. 
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VIDEO around the world 
ON LOCATION Broadcast Communications' video production editor goes on location to cover the latest 
developments in broadcasting. 

HMI lighting 
challenges the standards 
By Ron Whittaker 

116 

Established standards are hard to 
change. This is especially true if 
large industries have grown up 

around them and have macle 
substantial investments in them. 

The 3,200 °K incandescent light has 
been a standard of the film industry 
since movies were first shot indoors 
under artificial light. The same is true 
for television. 

But since daylight averages 5 ,600 °K 

and is much bluer than incandescent 
light, this has meant that there have 
been two lighting standards to plague 
film and television production. And, 
even though this has been an accepted 
fact of life for several decades, it 
nonetheless has caused (and continues 
to cause) many problems for lighting 
directors, cameramen, and makeup 
artists. 

An artificial light source has now 
arrived on the scene which has exactly 
the same colour temperature as 
sunlight: the HMI light. (By the way, 
HMI stands for 
hydragyrum- medium -iodide, which 
explains why the lights are simply 
referred to as HMI.) 

But beyond offering the possibility 
Continued on page 118 

Ron Whittaker, Video Production Editor, is 

the coordinator of television and film at 
Pepperdine University, .Malibu. California. 
He is also a member of the American 
Society of Lighting Directors. 

Since HMI lights are smaller, easier to oper- 
ate, and much more efficient than arc lights, 
they are finding wide acceptance in exterior 
filin and video work. They are especially 
suited to the move to film- style, one- camera 
production (shown here at left). (Photos by 

Ron Whittaker) 
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Better video-digitally- 
for any TV standard 
PAL /SECAM PALM 

("V-, ,,,op,d BastwK,w 

CVS -517 Digital Time Base Corrector 
Broadcast quality (SECAM optional), L. Lock and V. Lock. 
SECAM option also provides PAL /SECAM bi- directional 
standards conversion. Features: 2h + window, Gen Lock, 
DOC, Vel Comp, Proc Amp. Options include: SECAM, Image 

Enhancer /Noise Reducer, 16h window. 

Cvs 515w1.1.enea... a,a, 

ow © F t 

CVS -515 Digital Time Base Corrector 
Broadcast quality; has NTSC to PAL -M standards corv.?r- 
sion. Features: 2h+ window, Gen Lock, DOC, Vel Comp, and 
Proc Amp. Image Enhancer /Noise Reducer and 16h window 

optional. 

NTSC 

- ® 
CVS -510 Digital Time Base Corrector 

Ideal for CCTV and CATV: monochrome or heterodyne color. 
Features include: 1h + window, DOC, Proc Amp, Color 

Interlace. 

CVS -516 Digital Time Base Corrector 
Broadcast quality, specifically designed for heterodyne 
VTRs. Features: 2h+ window, Gen Lock, DOC, Vel Comp, 
Proc Amp. Options: Image Enhancer /Noise Reducer, 16h 

window. 

NNE ® = i , .. ( 

CVS -520 Digital Time Base Corrector 
Broadcast quality for every VTR: segmented or nonseg- 
mented. Only TBC with 9 bit 4x subcarrier digital processing. 
Can update mono quad to color; has DOC, line -by -line Vel 

Comp and digital outputs. 

CVS-504B Digital Time Base Corrector 
Broadcast quality, monochrome, direct and heterodyne color, 
(L. Lock and V. Lock). Includes: 3h window, Gen Lock, Pr )c 

Amp. Options: Vel Comp, Heterodyne Phase Corrector. 

O Ç, C 

CVS 310 Image Enhancer /Noise Redu(er 
Reduces luminance & chroma noise 6 dB: enhances horiz. & 
vert.; minimizes fine grain noise, moiré & streaking; reduces 
chroma -to- luminance crosstalk by 20 dB: corrects chroma/luttna 

delay errors. 

EPIC''ComputerAided Editor 
A complete, software -based system for on or off -line use wian 
multiple VTRs -from quad and 1" to 3/4" cassette types. Will 
EPIC, functions that, before, required separate, cosily 
hardware -like time code generation -are now in software. 
As a result, total system cost is reduced while versatility and 

convenience are increased. 

Want to know more 
about TBCs? 
Ask for our free booklet, the 
"What, Why and When 
of Time Base Correction 

CVS 
Consolidated 
Video 
Systems, inc. 

European Office 
293 Regent Street 
London, W1V2HR England 
Phone: 636 3850 
Telex: 268316 

CVS is making digital techn logy 
work for video users worldw de. 
To keep up to date on our r. w 
product developments ca'l 
or write. 

U.S. Headquarters 
1255 E. Arques Avenue 
Sunnyvale, California 9408E 
Phone: (408) 737 -2100 
Telex: 35 -2028 

Far East Office 
P.O. Box 150, Crows Nest 
N.S.W. 2065, Australia 
Tel: 439-1651/439-3013 

AUTHORIZED CVS DISTRIBUTORS AND CONTACTS: Angola: Telectra Argentina: Sstemas Electronicos de Seguridad (SES). Australia: Magna -Techtronics. R.0 stria: 
Elektro -Diesel Handelsaktiengesellschaft. Belgium: Brandsteder Electronics. Brazil: Eletro- Equip. Brunei: Syankai Pernigaan Patnck. Central America: Telemation de M eco 
Chile: Sociedad De Ingeniera Electronica Ltda. (Teknos) Colombia: Teleandina de Colombia. Denmark: C. C. T.V. Corp Finland: Sahkohikkeiden Oy. France: Radio Eqc 'tent 
Antares (REA). Greece: Jacques Yacoel Hong Kong: Patrick Trading Corp Hungary: Elektro -Diesel Handelsaktiengesellschaft. India: Katonix. Indonesia: P.T. Tridelta l_- ma. 
Iran Sarinnen Co. Ltd. Ireland: C. C.T.V. Corp. Italy: T V. Research S R.L Jamaica: LHS Communications Ltd Japan: Ikegami Tsushinki Co.. Electora Co.. Ltd. Kenya CNest 
Africa): Video Tele -Electronics Co. Ltd. Malaysia: Syarikai Pernigaan Patrick. Mariana Islands: Holmes Management Co. Mexico: Telemation de Mexico. Nethe- lands: 
Brandsteder Electronics. New Zealand: Magna -Techtronics. Nigeria: Akm)ewe & Company. Norway: Umi Elektronikk A.S. Paraguay: Sistemas Electronicos De Seal.- dad 
(SES). Peru: Tele Servicios Andinos. Philippines: AVIC. Portugal: Electronica industrial. Lda. (Ampere)). Saudi Arabia: Modern Electronic Est. Singapore: Syarika: Pe-n ,aan 
Patrick. South Korea: Chunkwang Trading Corp. Spain: Telco S.L. Sweden: Svenska Tele & Videokonsult AB (STV). Switzerland: Trans Video. Taiwan: Oceanic Trading : orp. 
Thailand: Sunshine Co.. Ltd. Turkey: Ratel Radyo Telekomunikasyou. United Arab Emirates: Jumbo Electronics. United Kingdom: Telemation Intl: Keeline ProdJc ans. 
Uruguay: Sistemas Electronicos De Seguridad (SES). Venezuela: Applied Electronics Industries C.A. West Germany: Cine -TV. 
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JHMIIighhng 

of one colour standard, HMI lights 
have a number of other important 
advantages. They are much more 
efficient than incandescent or 
tungsten -halogen lights, and therefore 
take substantially less energy to 

H MI lighting instruments are 
smaller and more portable than 
tungsten halogen or arc lights of 
comparable intensity, so labor costs in 
moving and setting up lights are 
significantly reduced. This is especially 

Even though the light output of this 4,000 -watt HMI Fresnel rivals the 225 -amp are light 
on the right, you will note that there is considerable difference in the size. The halast for 
the HMI light, which is discussed in the text, is shown at the bottom left of the picture. 

operate. HMI generate much less 
heat. Thus, air conditioning costs for 
studios are reduced, along with the 
preparation and makeup problems 
which normally plague on -air talent. 
(John Wayne reportedly asked while 
doing a recent commercial with HMI 
lights, ''Where have these been all my 
life ? ") 
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true in exterior film production where 
large arc lights have been the norm. 
And since power requirements are 
significantly less, electrical hook -up 
problems are reduced or even 
eliminated. (You can often just plug 
the units into a wall outlet and get 
light intensities which formerly 
required special power hookups, or, in 

the case of on- location film 
production, cumbersome and noisy 
DC generators.) 

So what's the catch? Well, HMI 
represents a totally different kind of 
light with a special set of 
characteristics and considerations. 
And, if you don't understand them, 
you may get into trouble. This is 
especially true in motion picture work. 
Interestingly enough, even though the 
units were originally developed for 
television, they have been much more 
widely accepted to date in film 
production. 

With all this as a quick background, 
let's now turn to some of the details 
surrounding the newest development 
in lighting. 

his new light source was 
developed in Germany about a 
decade ago to meet the needs of 

television cameramen for a small, 
intense fill light for exterior work; a 
light which would at the same time, 
not present the power problems of 
existing light sources. A tall order. 
What was needed was a totally new 
concept in lighting. 

Everybody knows that incandescent 
lights generate mostly heat; in fact, 
about 80 percent of the energy they 
use is translated directly into heat. 
Light is only a by- product. With 
tungsten halogen lights the figures are 
a little better: 65 percent of the power 
is translated into heat; still a very 
wasteful light generator. 

With so- called "discharge" lighting 
devices - primarily fluorescent lights - most of the electrical energy is 
translated into light. But fluorescent 
lights have problems. They are of 
comparitively low intensity and they 
exhibit ''broken spectrum" 
characteristics, which means that 
weird and unpredictable things often 
happen to colour when you light with 
fluorescents. The answer was in the 
development of a new type of 
discharge device, a tube filled with 
mercury and argon and a few rare 
earth metals to round out the light 
energy spectrum - HVII. High 
electrical voltage applied to the ends 
of the HMI tube result in an arc of 
extreme brilliance. The tube is fused 
silica, or quartz. 

The physical design of the HMI 
lamps, including their thickness and 
electrode size, makes them capable of 
withstanding shock, even while in 
Operation. 

In order to avoid blackening of the 
tube, the lamp contains bromides: and 

Continued on page 120 
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For the best in 
ENG action, get the new 
LEAD -FREE 2/3"SATICON° 

from RCA. 

Now RCA offers you a new 2/3" SATICON 
tube with a 7 -pin base that equals or exceeds 
lead oxide performance in every way. The new 
BC 4390 SATICON provides the best picture 
quality available for ENG cameras. With the 
new RCA LEAD -FREE tube you get: 

Better resolution. 
Longer life expectancy. 
Uniformly high sensitivity. 
Low lag. 

Excellent temperature stability. 

For more information on how you can get 
better ENG action with the new LEAD -FFEE 
BC 4390, see your RCA Distributor. Or, cin- 
tact: Camera Tube Marketing, RCA Electro 
Optics and Devices, Lancaster, Pa. 17604. 

RC,' 
Electro Optics 
and Devices 
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11/1 HMI lighting 

a tungsten -bromide cycle is introduced 
which prevents tungsten from being 
deposited on the inner surface of the 
tube - a major problem with the old 
incandescent -type (amps. HMI lamp 
electrodes are molybdenum foil. The 
bases are nickel- coated brass. 

At normal wattage the lamp emits a 
5,600 °K light (plus or minus 300 °) with 
an energy distribution very close to 
sunlight. For each hour of operation, 
the colour temperature drops 1 °K. 
But, unlike incandescent or 
tungsten- halogen lamps, voltage drops 
result in an increase in colour 
temperature rather than a decrease. 
However, since vapour pressure of the 
halides changes almost equally with 
temperature, a constant energy 
distribution tends to be maintained 
despite minor power changes. This 

positive 172.8° at 24 -fps, or 180° at 
25 -fps. In 60 Hz countries tolerances 
are reduced, but the problem is 
covered with a 144° shutter setting at 
24 -fps. These settings provide two 
light pulses per frame. 

Even though the new generation of 
IIMI studio lights have power 
supplies which now eliminate 

dark frame problems, there are many 
industrial HMI lights which do not 
have the additional output- smoothing 
power supply circuits and these lights 
can cause problems to unsuspecting 
cinematographers. However, shutters 
which can be adapted to or set at the 
previously- mentioned values will take 
care of the full -range of HMMI lights. 

Because of their natural 
image -retention properties, television 

The internal design of this HMI -type light varies considerably from a conventional tungsten 
halogen light. The special shape of the reflector is important in eliminating double -edged 
shadows. Changes were also made in the glass used for the Fresnel lens (on the left). 

represents a kind of self- correction 
feature. 

But, unlike DC- powered carbon 
arcs, HMI lights are a discharge light 
source and are subject to the pulses of 
alternating current. (Pulses occur at 
twice the line frequency.) Initially this 
caused flicker or dark frame problems 
in film production. Formulas were 
worked out to synchronise film camera 
shutter speeds and shutter opening 
angles to line frequencies. In S0 Hz 
countries shutters were set at a 
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cameras do not suffer from HMI 
flicker problems. 

HNil lights. which are also referred 
to as metal halide lights, require 
special ballast or choke power supplies 
with a high -voltage ignition circuit. 
Their major disadvantage centers on 
power supply and lamp ignition 
requirements. 

A power supply for a 4 -K IIMI light 
is shown. Because of the stepup 
transformer required (in 1.20 -volt 
countries) and the ballast, this unit is 

not something that you easily 
transport by tucking it under your arm 
and walking away. However. 
compared to the backup hardware 
required for an arc light (which is the 
only thing in its light output class) the 
size and weight of the backup power 
supply is a small price to pay. 

HMI lights have efficacies of 85 to 
102 Rumens per watt at 5,600 °K, which 
is more than twice the output of 
standard studio lamps at 3,200°K. 
\Vhen the latter is brought up to 
5,600 °K through filtration (which 
reduces the output by 50 percent) the 
output per watt is reduced to a factor 
of as much as one -sixth of that of 
II MI. Even when IIMI lights are 
brought clown to 3,200 °K by filters, 
they are still twice as energy efficient 
as tungsten- halogen lights. 

According to Ron Dahlquist of the 
Keylite Rental Co. Inc. of Burbank. 
California, a 4 -K II \1I light gives off 
more usable light than two 10 -K 
tungsten -halogen lights when the 
latter are brought up to 5,600 °K. 
Dahlquist, who recently joined Keylite 
from Paramount Pictures, also said 
that a 4 -K I-1\II light for exterior work 
has virtually replaced the 225 -amp 
brute arc light, which was widely used 
in West Coast film production. (The 
two lights are shown in a photo. AVhat 

is not shown is the large DC generator 
which usually accompanies the arc 
light.) 

A special circuit in the base of the 
H\1I light housing supplies the 
one -second time- controlled ignition 
voltage required to initiate the arc. A 

warm -up time of about one minute 
brings the light up to 90 percent of 
maximum output. After three minutes 
there is full stabilization of colour 
temperature. 

Since HMI lights represent a type 
of arc, it is not possible to dim them 
with electrical Glimmers. But scrims 
offer the same intensity control which 
has been widely used with 
incandescent lights. And, George 
Dibie, a Hollywood -Los Angeles -based 
lighting consultant and director of 
photography, has had considerable 
success in controlling intensity with 
mechanical shatters. 

Before joining Keylite, Ron 
Dahlquist headed the electrical 
department of Paramount Pictures. 
While there. he and George Dibie 
conducted an extensive study of HMI 
lights produced by various 
manufacturers. Last flay, Dibie and 
Dahlquist took all of the available 
designs onto a sound stage and 

Continued on page 122 
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INPUT SELECTORS 

DISSOLVE SWITCH 
CABLE COMPENSATOR 

POWER ON /OFF BATTERY CHECK 

VIDEO BY PASS 

VIEW FINDER RETURN 
OR EXTERNAL VIDEO 

PORTABLE 
AS A SUITCASE 

RECORD 
STOP 
PLAY 

PAINTING CONTRO 
PEDASTEL 
IRIS 
GAIN 

SPECIAL EFFECT 

INTERCOM 
FOR PRODUCER 

GEN LOCK 

MONITOR SELECT SWITCHES 

SUPER IMPOSE SWITCH 

VTR 

INTERCOM T 
FOR ENGINE 

S 

LK 
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At laut! Portable Video Switcher- Battery Packed- 

or works on 12 -Volt Car Battery or 120 -Volt AC line!' 
Customizes to your equipment. Compatible with any 
camera. Connects to VTR! The Asaca ASW -100. A por- 
table switcher designed for the ENG and EFP cameras. 
Small and light. The hand -carry type with features ideal 
for "field production." 

Powered by a battery pack, or 12 -Volt vehicle battery or 
120 -Volt AC line; when from latter two, the switcher can 
also be powered along with multiple cameras and VTR. 

The ASW -100 operates with up to three cameras. 
Designed for use with the Asaca -2000 camera. Compati- 
ble with any other camera. Full operations remote controls 
optional. Non -Asaca cameras containing internal gen -lock 
circuitry use black burst output, providing for each camera 
position. 

The ASW -100 includes a "sync" generator. Internal 
gen -lock circuit permits VTR signals as a fourth input for 
editing or program modifications. Automatic phase control 
is within a plus or minus 15 degrees from all sources. 

Switcher is vertical interval and processes composite 
video signal. Mixer -fader is included, capable of special 
effects. 

Monitoring is optional with an AMB -100 unit. The instru- 
ment provides three mono -chrome source monitors E id 
wave form monitor for use with external color line moai 'Dr. 
When the AMB -100 monitor is not used, a signal mcn or 
can be connected to switching unit. Integral men or 
switcher included in the ASW -100 will select the varie Js 
sources for viewing on the monitor. 

Combining with the Asaca ACC -2000 camera furnis- as 
a full production system capable of expanding the mot le 
operation of any broadcaster or video producer w- le 
maintaining full broadcast signal quality. 

For a free demonstration without obligation, wrize or 
phone our office nearest you. 

ASACA CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
1289 Rand Road, Des Plaines, IL 60016 
(312) 298 -4380 
155 -B San Lazaro Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 940 46 
1408) 735 -7350 
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HMI lighting 

directed each unit toward a blank 
background from a distance of 35 feet 
(11 meters). Careful measurements of 
intensity and evenness of light 
distribution were made. Power 
supplies were even switched around to 
see if this would have any effect on 
results. 

Dahlquist gave the HMI units an 
extensive test recently when he and 
Keylite set up 36 units along a parade 
route in Hollywood for TV station 
KTLA. Since the lights had to be 
hidden from cameras, they were 
directed down on the parade route 
from buildings. Even though the 

whole event took place at night, 
Dahlquist was able to provide an even 
150 fc (1,400 lux) along the parade 
route. 

The American Society of Lighting 
Directors was so impressed with one 
manufacturer's HMI design that they 
presented the manufacturer with an 
award of' excellence at their October 
28th awards banquet in Hollywood. 
The award was the first given to a 
manufacturer in the 12 -year history of 
ASLD. 

Edward Carlin, the owner of 
Keylite, the largest supplier of 
HMI -type lights in the U.S., has seen 

A 4,000 -watt HMI lamp is held by Ron Dahlquist of Keylite Corp. The output per watt of the 
HMI or metal halide lamp is many times greater than tungsten halogen lamps; and they 
generate far less heat. 
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his HMI business go from zero one 
year ago when he started handling the 
units to a point of where they now 
meet a lion's -share of exterior lighting 
needs. The film studios were the first 
to "go -HMI" for on- location work. 
Now television production facilities are 
following. 

The United States got off to a slow 
start with HMI. This was due in 
part because the units were first 

introduced in Europe and in part 
because the 120 -volt standard of the 
U.S. does not readily lend itself to the 
220 -volt power required by most of 
the HMI lamps. 

Now that HMI instruments have 
been introduced in the United States 
which meet the standards of the 
American Society of Lighting 
Directors and major film and 
television studios, the question is 
whether HMI will now gradually take 
over and eliminate the "double 
standard" for lighting. As in roost 
things, the answer to that question 
will be based primarily on economics. 
With an investment of millions of 
dollars in incandescent lighting - 
some studios have been using the 
same lights for 50 years - the change 
will have to he helped along by 
economic necessity. 

Because of the special requirements 
of HMI lamps, attempts at converting 
existing studio lighting instruments 
have not proven satisfactory. 
Therefore, an approach similar to the 
one used to convert incandescent 
lights to tungsten -halogen doesn't 
appear to be possible. This will mean 
that conversion to HMI in studios 
would be quite costly. 

The chief consideration which may 
soon offset HMI's considerable initial 
investment will be soaring energy 
costs. Related to this is labor costs. 
HMI lights have been known to shrink 
manpower requirements as much as 
two -thirds for exterior film production. 
(And you have to add to this the time 
savings for crew and talent in not 
having to periodically shut down to 
make required adjustments when 
using arc lights.) 

With an HMI takeover for exterior 
production work now well underway, 
will interior lighting for TV and film 
studios be next? Although a limited 
move to HMI can also be noted here, 
a widespread move to one -standard 
lighting will undoubtedly rest On two 
basic considerations: economic 
necessity and reduced HMI ballast 
size and weight. Right now prospects 
of significant change in both areas 
seem imminent. ac 
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"The TDF -1 Digital Noise 
Filter has made a major 
difference in how our news 
feed looks... 

"As a member of ITNA, we receive 
co -op news feeds from all over the 
world, and sometimes they are 6th 
or 7th generation converted from 
PAL by the time we receive them. 
The TDF -1 absolutely dramatically 
cleans up even the worst feeds. It 
makes us look live ... 
"Commercials shot with ENG /EFP 
equipment look better. It cleans up 
shots under existing light to the 
point where the client is happy 
with them ... 
"Overall, our day -to -day operations 
look significantly better." 

- Hal Protter 
Vice President and General Manager 
KPLR -TV, St. Louis, Missouri 

"The TDF -1 has given us a 
consistent air look and 
higher overall quality - 
better than network ... 

"It really makes life easier - it improves 
the signals that need improving and 
leaves the rest alone ... 
"We did a side -by -side test with a 

competitive unit, which we thought 
was pretty good, but when we brought 
the TDF -1 in - well, somebody had 
sure done their homework on it! It 
especially handles film grain better ... 
"It's fabulous on cartoons! By the 
time you run the TDF -1 up to its top 
correction, you end up with a signal 
that has no grain ... 
"I haven't seen anything it doesn't 
handle well." 

- Jim Gonsey 
Chief Engineer 
KPLR -TV, St. Louis, Missouri 

!`The TDF -1 
makes 
all our signals 
studio quality." 

c 

TeleMation 
A Division of Bell & Howell 
P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, U ah 84115 
18011 9728000, Telex 388 -352 

O 1978 Bell & Howell Company. All rights reserve.) 'eleMatson 
and Bell & Howell are trademarks of Bell & How. :ompany. 
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IIVIVIDEO around the world 
ON LOCATION BC's international video editor visits the Ampex plant to get an inside look at the latest 
development in digital VTRs. 

Ampex unveils 
digital VTR 
at winter 

SMPTE meeting 
By Joe Roizen 

The Ampex digital VTR as shown at the SMPTE Television Conference in San Francisco 
was put through a rigorous sequence. Test signals and picture material were replayed 
with flawless performance. An incredible 60 dB signal -to -noise ratio and virtually 0 %r DG 
and 0° DP were the measurements quoted on the test tape. The transport and housing are 
nearly identical to the Ampex AVR3 quadruplex recorder; however, the circuüry and head 

structure are quite different. The details of this experimental all -digital VTR were 
explained by Joachim Diermann and Maurice Lemoine, the authors of the paper pre- 
sented at the conference. (Photo by Donna Foster-Roizen) 
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ike the Sword of Damocles, the all - 
digital VTR has hung over the tele- 

vision industry for the last few 
years, creating a basic apprehension that 
some technical breakthrough in this area 
would suddenly obsolete all existing 
broadcast VTRs and render the huge 
investments in them practically worth- 
less. 

A digital VTR is inevitable, but no one 
would say just when. That was the mes- 
sage from a spate of papers on the sub- 
ject; and a panel of experts convened 
immediately after, to discuss this hot 
topic at the recent SMPTE Television 
Conference in San Francisco. 

The fascination is with a recording 
technique that renders endless gener- 
ations, with a picture quality indis- 
tinguishable from the original. This has 
tended to mask the practical aspects of 
current video recording activities, which 
depend as much on convenient editing, 
relative size, weight or price of the 
machine, tape consumption, and ease of 
maintenance, to name a few. 

The all -digital VTR has been on the 
horizon for soiree time now. A BBC re- 
search team under the able guidance of 
Peter Rainger, now deputy director of 
engineering, showed a working digital 
VTR using a longitudinal tape transport 
many years ago. The machine made 
acceptable colour pictures at the IBC in 
London during their 1974 meeting and 
was the subject of considerable interest. 

The digital video recorder itself was a 
42 -track data recorder with a longi- 
tudinal tape speed of 120 IPS. Each data 
channel handled digital information at a 

Joe Roizen is the International Video Editor 
and President, Telegen. 
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2.6 NI bits /sec. rate and the multiplexed 
output provided a PAL colour picture. 
The maximum -sized reel of one -inch 
tape that this transport could handle 
gave eight minutes of playing time. This 
was enough to prove feasibility and test 
out the various coding and decoding 
theories being proposed at that time. 

The BB(: made no claim as to the 
potential practicality of this experi- 
mental recorder, and showed it only in 
support of the technical papers on digital 
video recording presented by them at 
the conference. 

Britain was not the only country in 
which digital \TFR developments were 
taking place. The Centre Common 
d'Etudes de Television et Telecom- 
munications (CCETT) television re- 
search laboratory in Rennes (France) ac- 
quired an Ampex FR2000A in early 
1975, and Dominique Nasse started a 
project to convert it to digital video 
imagery. 

This instrumentation machine records 
28 longitudinal tracks on one -inch tape, 
and the tape transport is capable of 135 
IPS of linear speed. 

According to Nasse, 18 of the tracks 
were used for digital data recording with 
a two -dimensional redundancy that in- 
volved the tracks themselves and the 
adjacent track. This provided a safety 
factor of ahont 22% and proved ade- 
quate. No concealment techniques were 
involved; instead, an error correction 
method was applied to the all DPC \1 
recording. 

The SECA \1 analogue colour signal 
was divided into its basic components, 
luminance and line sequential chroma. 
and these were converted to digital sig- 
nals at 50 NI bits per second. Any 625 - 
line source could be used. .And the ma- 
chine also had input ports fur analogue 
RGB signals if these were available. In 
about 18 months. Nasse had a working 
digital VTR making good colour SE(:A \1 
images on a 13- minute- capacity reel. 

The experiments were considered 
successful from the standpoint of (earn- 
ing to record digitized colour TV signals. 
and Nasse indicated that future work in 
Rennes would probably be clone on rota- 
ry head machines currently available. 

It should be pointed out that the basic 
difference between the English and 
French approach to a digital VTR came 
from the fundamental dichotomy of the 
PAL and SE(:AM colour coding meth- 
ods. This is why the U.K. experiments 
leaned toward composite techniques 
and the French toward component 
methods of analogue -to- digital conver- 
sion. It was evident in separate papers 
given by Rainger and Nasse (at the 
SMPTE Television Conference) that this 
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Maurice Lemoine shows ultimate faith by rocking video head female guide during 
colour bar playback. No visible deterioration appeared on the monitor scree,. 
(Photo by Donna Foster- Roizen) 

Ampex demonstrates DVR for BC 
Fiurteen years with Ampex have not removed his soft French accent, the 

last vestige of an early Parisian domicile and a Sorbonne education. He has 
always tackled jobs that seemed impossible, condensing a quad VTR into' a 
backpack machine (VR -3000) in the slid sixties, developing digital TBCs n 
the early seventies (before they were commercially available from anyone ', 
and now pioneering the DVR that will be the machine to look out for in it e 
early eighties. 

Maurice Lemoine is currently a senior staff engineer with Ampex, the 
highest position they promote their creative engineers to. I'm sure we w_ll 
be hearing a lot inure about his engineering developments as the digital 
VTR moves from the laboratory into the marketplace. 

Lemoine participated in a private demonstration of the Ampex DVR that 
was hosted by Bill Carpenter, product manager of the Video Tape Recorder 
Group. The demo was set up in their development lab so we could mire 
closely examine the characteristics of this experimental DVR, and shit 
some pictures of its performance. 

Lemoine explained that the concept for this machine dates back ab alt 
seven years, and that he actually started working on it three years ago 

During our discussions, several interesting facts about the DVR were 
revealed. First, the machine has a digital field store built into it. This is pat 
of several error correction or concealment systems. Second, while this 
recorder did not have a working digital audio system on it, the principle has 
been tested out and it's more than just theory. The concept has been 
proven. 

Lemoine, like most engineers, is uncomfortable with numbers like zero 
degrees differential phase and zero percent differential gain. He prefers 
that the specifications say "virtually" no gain or phase degradation, and hie 
points out that these factors are dependent on the precision of' the A /Er'. 
converter and the accuracy of the quantizing function. Nevertheless, hie 
had a precision vectorscope set up on the DVR (the built -in unit), demur - 
strafing colour bars that measure out identically with the input generator 

As the ultimate measure of confidence in the DVR, Lemoine rocked'C-w 
guide position while the colour bars were replaying ... and without ter 
slightest indication of this drastic action on the colour monitor screen. 1 

fact, it wasn't until the signal envelope began to collapse that any visiLL 
impairment appeared. 

Maurice Lemoine and his colleagues are to be congratulated on the 
achievements they have already made in this field. It should prove interest- 
ing to continue to track the progress of digital VTRs in the future. - 
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Digital VTR 

difference of opinion still exists. 
Both the BBC and CCETT digital 

VTRs proved feasibility and established 
some parameters about coding and 
decoding that were useful, but neither 
machine was considered anything more 
than an experimental test bed without 
direct commercial application. 

he IBA research centre at Craw- 
ley Court has also been engaged in 
digital television development 

work for many years. In fact, that's 
where DICE was created by John Bald- 
win and his team of engineers. 

Baldwin approached the development 
of a digital VTR from a more pragmatic 
viewpoint. He adapted existing rotary 
head VTRs with the intention that the 
resulting product could be licensed to 
manufacturers for duplication in their 
format. The first machine used was a 
segmented scan IVC 9000 recorder 
modified with digital electronics. 

By late 1976, a demo of a quarter size 
image in PAL colour was made to an 
EBU group. In the course of this 
development, the sampling rate was re- 
duced from 4fsc. to 2 fsc. And after the 
1977 Montreux Symposium, arrange- 
ments were made to obtain a modified 
BCN type B helical recorder for further 
experiments. 

Various milestones were crossed as 
half- and finally full- screen colour pic- 
tures were made by the BCN -based dig- 

ital VTR. At the last IBC show in London 
(September '78), there were repeated 
demonstrations of full -screen moving 
images coming from the modified type B 

machine. While the pictures showed 
some impairments, the use of a one -inch 
helical with low tape consumption made 
this development potentially very inter- 
esting from a user standpoint, since fur- 
ther signal processing advances could be 
expected. In addition, Baldwin stated in 
an interview at the SMPTE Atlanta 
Winter Conference (1978) that they 
were converting a type C machine to 
digital operation, and he saw no reason 
why that would not work as well. 

The secret of the IBA digital \'TR is to 
double the rotational speed of the head 
while using very narrow video tracks (60 
microns) with a 40 megabit recording 
rate. In non- segmented recorders, 
Baldwin predicted the use of parallel 
tracks made by mull ipie headed drums 
also operating at the 40 megabit rate. 
Undoubtedly, the next Montreux Sym- 
posium will witness the latest develop- 
ments in digital VTRs patterned after the 
IBA approach. IBA has already made 
licensing arrangements for their digital 
VTR technology with several major 
manufacturers of videotape recorders. 

Notwithstanding all of these digital 
VTR developments, manufacturers con- 
tinued to maintain a very low profile 
with regard to their own digital VTR 

development work. The papers on this 
subject at the last three major technical 
conferences, prior to the latest SMPTE 
meeting in San Francisco, were mainly 
tutorial in nature. They repeatedly 
pointed out the problems still unre- 
solved with regard to digital video and 
audio recording on magnetic tape. It 
seemed almost as though the opponents 
to digital video recording were deter- 
mined to lengthen the time scale before 
a practical digital VTR became a reality. 
It was also logical because both manu- 
facturers and users were just getting 
started into a full -scale changeover from 
quad to one -inch helicals. No one was 
too thrilled with the idea of yet another 
format grim a whole new technology) to 
worry about. 

Pressure to adopt a public posture on 
an all -digital VTR by the major pro- 
ducers of current analogue machines 
kept mounting, and the Ampex response 
embodied in the machine they just 
demonstrated, is the result. 

F 
rom the outside it looks like an 
AVR3. It uses two -inch tape run- 
ing at 15 inches per second like its 

analogue counterpart, and even the 
familiar whine of the high -speed head 
rotation is there when the machine is 
running. But, of course, the similarity to 
a standard quad soon ends. The differ - 

Continued on page 128 

The full image coining from the BBC's digital VTR is shown next to the card racks which handled the 42 signal channels needed to make this 

machine candle video signals. (Photo courtesy of the BBC) 
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IVIDigital VTR 

ences needed to make this all -digital 
machine turn out superb pictures with 
60 dB signal -to -noise ratios become 
apparent. 

The video lead drum now has eight 
transducers on it, each with a 5 mil wide 
writing gap. The pattern on tape is a 
parallel set of tracks with 2.5 mil guard 
hands at near right angles to the edge of 
the tape. 

Three normal longitudinal tracks are 
provided for analogue audio at the top of 
the tape, and far time code and control 
track at the bottom (see Figure 1). The 
video heads record or scan 16 lines of 
picture information, and the last 200 
mils of each video head swipe is dedi- 
cated to a sequence of digital audio sig- 
nals which contain four independent 
audio channels. As the audio channel 
data streams are recorded with 100% re- 
dundancy, they provide a very high 
immunity to any, dropout problems that 
might occur. 

The ''octoplex" recording system has 
two of the eight heads actively reading or 
writing at any given time. The two paral- 
lel heads and the recording channels 
each carry one half of the bit rate (43 M 
bit /second) and the head writing speed is 
approximately 1600 1PS, slightly higher 
than quad machines. The dual -channel 
operation also provides certain advan- 
tages with regard to dropout compensa- 
tion and a digital technique known as 
error concealment. 

The overall operation can be de- 
scribed from the record and replay block 
diagrams shown. A composite NTSC 
signal enters the machine and is used to 
generate timing signals for both the head 
servos and the digital data. An 
analogue -to- digital converter operating 
at a sampling rate of three times the col - 
our subcarrier frequency (3 fsec.) con- 
verts the analogue NTSC into the digital 
signal representing the video infòrma- 
tinn (video data). 

The Data Processor following A/D 
conversion adds error detection bits and 
identification signals which will help to 
optimize the playback sequence. Since 
two parallel recording channels must be 
fed, the composite digital signal (data 
with overhead) is applied to two buffers 
which act as storage devices (Memory 1, 
2). The buffers feed their data bit 
streams in a sequence dictated by head 
rotation, with a Miller2 encoding tech- 
nique being applied befòre the paired 
heads actually scanning the tape receive 
their drive signals through record head 
amplifiers. 

In the playback mode, the two parallel 
tracks are recovered simultaneously by 
the dual head pair and are channeled to a 
pair of 11F equalisers, Miller2 decoders, 
and buffer memories. The decoded sig- 
nals may contain skew or time base 
errors, and may suffer from tape drop- 
outs. All of these are corrected by using 
both the identification and timing signals 

The first IBA digital VTR was built on an IVC /Bank Glutei 9000 frame which was modified by John Baldwin's Development Group. The digital 
circuitry is in the adjacent rack. (Photo by Donna Foster- Roizen) 
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that were prerecorded, and by a masking 
system which restores the picture area 
where dropouts have occurred. After 
error and dropout correction, the digital 
signal is converted back to analogue and 
put through an output processor which 
performs the usual functions. 

hile the Ampex DVR did not 
demonstrate audio capabilities 

at its first public showing,in San 
Francisco, the approach described in the 
technical paper by Lemoine and Dier- 
mann looks promising. 

In keeping with objectives for digital 
video where multi- generation copies 
yield very little degradation, the audio is 
also digitized. Using the video channels 
which already have adequate band- 
width, a 50 kHz sampling rate is applied 
to four independent audio inputs. With a 
resolution of up to 16 bits per sample, 
the audio signal quality can be very high, 
and four channels seems adequate for 
any multi -track applications of audio 
with video. 

Memory circuits in the audio channels 
store the digital audio information and 
are gated to apply the signals to the video 
heads when they are scanning the last 
200 mils of the video track. Since the 
audio signals are recorded twice (once 
per track), there is adequate immunity 
for dropouts. An error detection system 
is used to check the accuracy of the signal 
samples and to correct any faults that 
occur. 

There are, in addition to the four dig- 
ital audio channels, three longitudinal 
tracks operating in normal analogue 
function as shown on the track layout 
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diagram. These can handle the normal 
needs for cueing messages and editing 
time codes. 

he Ampex DVR is a very impres- 
sive machine which performs to 
video specifications previously un- 

attainable. At the SMPTE conference, 
the consensus of many television engi- 
neers during the post- session demon- 
strations was that they were favorably 
influenced by the picture performance 
they saw close up. 

The major comments were in appre- 
ciation of the 60 dB signal -to -noise ratio 
with 0° D.P. and 0% D.G., making the 
recorder virtually transparent to the 
video signal. The slightly noticeable K 
factor degradation (estimated at about 
0.5 %) may be due to the 3 fsc. sampling 
rate. This would not seriously affect 
subsequent generations, if dubbing 
were done digital -to- digital, rattler than 
video -to- video. 

While Ampex Vice-Presider t Don 
Kleffman stated emphatically that this is 
not a marketable product, it's conceiv- 
able that those post -production houses 
and major network production centres, 
who would give their eye teeth to have a 
mastering VTR without multi - 
generation degradation, would pay a 
premium price for a few units in house. 
As a result, a few dozen Ampex DVRs 
could indeed find themselves in oper- 
ation in the next few years, while 
development work goes on to reduce 
complexity, cost, size, and operational 
requirements. 

As several of the video expert, inter- 
viewed reiterated, it's hard to look at a 
superb quality image, coming fro-n what 
looks like a quad, and not be impressed 
by the utter lack of all of the deficiencies 
we have become accustomed to band- 
ing, first line hue shift, etc. It s even 
harder to ignore 60 dB video S/N It just 
makes you want to get your han is on a 
machine and take it back to your facility 
to see what you can do with it. Well, fora 
quarter of a million, Ampex may just let 
you do it! BC 

The BBC digital VTR used a 
42 channel longitudinal 
recorder with one -inch tape 
running at 120 IPS- It 
was described in a paper 
by Jones and Belli i of the 
BBC research department 
at the 1974 IBC in London. 
(Photo courtesy of the 
BBC) 
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IIVIVIDEO around the world 

Engineering Notebook: 

There's more 
to earth - station 

construction 
than placing an order 

Re ceive -only earth station applica- 
tions are reasonably simple. And 

although there is no standard 
FCC form available to apply for an earth 
station, most U.S. operators have been 
sufficiently exposed to the kind, type 
and order of information required by the 
FCC to be able to follow these examples 
and be successful on the first attempt. 

To aid you in completing ai. appli- 
cation of this nature, the FCC in 1975 
prepared a release called an "Earth Sta- 
tion Processing Document." It is avail- 
able by requesting FCC mimeo 75 -932 
August 8, 1975. The FCC address is 1919 
M Street, N.W., Washington, DC 
20554. 

This model application is designed for 
cable TV operators, but the TV station 
application is quite similar. The major 
difference between the two lies in how 
the received signals will be further used. 

All applications should start with a 
cover page, and this one is no exception. 
Figure 1 represents a typical cover page 
and should he followed closely. 

In addition to the cover page, a second 
page should include the city or location 
of the proposed facilities along with a 
statement of purpose. A table of contents 

Raimond Meyers is the Satellite Editor. 

In a recent issue of Satellite Communications 
magazine, attorney Grover C. Cooper of the 
law firm Fisher, Wayland, Southmayd & 

Cooper in Washington, D.C., set forth a 
step -by -step procedure for filing for an earth 
station in the U.S. With the permission of 
Mr. Cooper and Satellite Communications, 
this procedure is being reviewed by Satellite 
Editor Raymond Meyers. The example 
application used in Grover Cooper's article is 

quite complete, and his cooperation is appre- 
ciated. 
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Part 2 /By Raymond Meyers 

SAMPLE 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

In re application of 

XYZ Cable Corporation 

111 Main Street 

Centerville, Kansas 

For authority to Construct, 

Own and Operate a Domestic 

Communications Satellite 

Receive -Only Earth Station 

at Centerville. Kansas 

To: The Common Carrier Bureau 

File No. 

indicating the location of supporting 
material used in the application and a 
checklist of require( entries are also part 
of this page. 

How the public interest will be served 
should appear in a declarative statement 
along with the exact use of the earth 
station and how it will meet existing 
FCC rules and policies. Figure 2 repre- 
sents a typical example of these state- 
ments. 

All applications to the FCC must show 
the applicant's legal qualifications. You 
should keep in mind that since the 
FCC's Common Carrier Bureau will 
process the application and not the 
Broadcast Bureau. a simultaneous filing 
of FCC form 430 is required. FCC form 

Figure 1 

430 is a cuiniuon- carrier qualification 
form and is used even when the appli- 
cant is not intending common- carrier 
offerings. A typical legal statement is 
shown in Figure 3. 

Another usual part of any application 
is the financial qualifications. Construc- 
tion cost. operating cost, and the ability 
to cover these costs are the looked -for 
statements. Figure 4 illustrates such 
statements. of course any contractual 
arrangements should be carefully 
spelled out. 

The technical qualifications of the 
applicant comes up next. Here the oper- 
ator will find it necessary to seek out the 
services of a consulting engineering firm 

Continued on page 132 
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HITACHI SK -96 
Inside this superlative broadcast studio camera 
lives an equally superb hand -held module for 
field production. Here at last is a convertible 
that makes no compromises in picture quality 
...with S/N ratio of better than 51 dB...three 
2/3" Saticons ... 500 -line resolution... built -in ABO 
...internal triax adapter...and more. All wrapped 
in a super tough but lightweight diecast housing. 
For an unprecedented low price. Call your Hitachi 
dealer for more details. Or see us at NAB. 

Hitachi 
Wherever 
video makes 
an impact. 
7 Regional Centers 
for Parts and Field Service 

NewYork (212) 898 -1261 
Los Angeles (213) 328 -2110 
Atlanta (404) 451 -9453 
Seattle (206) 575 -1680 
Chicago (312) 344 -4020 
Dallas (214) 233 -7623 
Denver (303) 344 -3156 

HITACHI 
Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd. 
58 -25 Brooklyn -Queens Expwy. 
Woodside, NewYork 11377 

1 
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The 1979 
Hitachi 
Hard -to Top 
Convertible. 
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APPLICATION FOR RECEIVE -ONLY 
EARTH STATION 

XYZ Cable Corporation (herein "XYZ Cable ") hereby 
applies for authority to construct, own and operate a 
domestic communications satellite receive -only earth 
station to be located at Centerville, Kansas. The pur- 
pose of the proposed earth station is to receive pro- 
gramming, relayed by satellite, for distribution on the 
applicant's cable television system serving Centerville, 
Kansas. The application is filed pursuant to the require- 
ments of the Communications Act of 1934, the rules and 
policies established as a result of action in Docket 
16495, and section 0.291 of the Commission's Rules. 

CONTENTS OF APPLICATION 

I. Nature of Proposal and Public Interest Consid- 
erations 

Il. The Applicant's Legal Qualifications 
Ill. The Applicant's Financial Qualifications 
IV. Technical Qualifications of Applicant and Tech- 

nical Aspects of the Earth Station 
V. Environmental Issues 

VI. License Application Certification 

I. Nature of Proposal and Public Interest 
Considerations 
XYZ Cable owns and operates a CATV system serv- 

ing Centerville, Kansas plus other systems located 
throughout Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Ne- 
braska. The proposed receive -only earth station will be 
located at the headend of the applicant's Centerville 
system. The station will receive programing via satellite 
through common carrier channels to be provided by 
RCA Global Communications, Inc. 

The purpose of the earth station is to enable XYZ 
Cable to obtain and provide HBO pay cable program- 
ming to its pay cable customers. In addition, XYZ Cable 
will obtain the signals of WTCG, Channel 17, Atlanta, 
Georgia, thus permitting it to offer an additionally inde- 
pendent TV station to its regular cable subscribers. The 
HBO programming will be provided pursuant to a con- 
tract which has been entered into with Home Box Office, 
a subsidiary of Time, Inc. Channel 17 will be provided 
pursuant to arrangements with Southern Satellite Sys- 
tems, Inc., a resale common carrier offering WTCG 
under tariff on file with the FCC. 

It is submitted that the proposal is in, and will serve the 
public interest. XYZ Cable is entitled under FCC rules to 
carry an additional independent TV station; however, 
there are no such stations available off -the -air and the 
obtaining of an independent TV via terrestrial micro- 
wave would be prohibitively expensive. By construction 
of an earth station this programming can be made avail- 
able reasonably and quickly to XYZ's approximate 9,000 
subscribers. 

In addition, the earth station will make possible the 
obtaining of HBO programming, this including first run 
movies, encore movies, sports, and children's pro- 
gramming not otherwise available. It is estimated that 
10% to 20% of our regular cable subscribers would be 
interested in such programming. 

Attached hereto as Attachment A are letters from 
HBO and Southern Satellite Systems authorizing car- 
riage of their respective programming. 

We submit that this proposal is fully consistent with 
FCC Rules and Regulations and with the policies and 
objectives expressed in the various decisions in Docket 
16495. In this docket, the FCC stated its commitment to 
a flexible ground environment including private owner- 
ship of earth stations. We submit that the proposal is the 
most efficient and economical means for XYZ Cable to 
obtain additional programming for its cable customers, 
and that such additional programming is consistent with 
FCC rules and policies, and that the proposal is in the 
public interest. 

Figure 2 

11/1 Earth station 

II. The Applicant's Legal Qualifications 

The applicant, XYZ Cable Corporation, is a privately 
owned company, incorporated under the laws of the 
State of Kansas. The applicant's main office is located in 
Centerville, Kansas, 111 Main St., Centerville, Kansas, 
66442. In accordance with the suggestions contained in 
the FCC's Earth Station Processing Procedures re- 
lease, issued August 8, 1975, the applicant has com- 
pleted the applicable portion of FCC Form 430, thus 
providing all relevant legal information about itself. That 
Form is attached hereto as Attachment B. 

Figure 3 

III. The Applicant's Financial Qualifications 

The complete construction, equipment and related 
costs for the earth station proposed here are as follows: 

Equipment, Shipping & Installation 

Site Preparation 

Professional Fees & Miscellaneous 
Sales Tax 

$30,000 

1,500 

2,500 

900 

TOTAL $34,900 

The applicant has the financial ability to meet this 
expense as follows: 

(Example #1) 

The applicant's current balance sheet (no older than 
90 days) a copy of which is submitted as Attachment C 
shows cash and liquid assets in excess of current liabil- 
ities (owed in one year) in an amount sufficient to meet 
the $34,900 earth station cost. 

(Example #2) 

The applicant has received a line of credit from its 
local bank extending credit in an amount sufficient to 
cover the $34,900 earth station costs. Note that the line 
of credit is sufficiently high to insure that the first year 
repayment on the loan can be made and applicant will 
still have enough to meet its commitment on the earth 
station cost. 

(Example #3) 

(Could be a combination of the above or indeed any 
other cash, credit, or financial arrangement demonstrat- 
ing that you can cover the cost of the earth station and 
related costs.) 

Figure 4 

specialising in earth station technology. 
Along with frequency coordination 
studies, the technical layout and oper- 
ation of the station must be described. 
Statements showing this information 
should be attached as exhibits. This is of 
particular importance if the CATV oper- 
ator xvishes to use an antenna size less 
than nine meters. TV stations are not 
given this Option and thcreh)re mist 
specify nine meters or greater, so this is 

not a problem. In Figure .5. a typical 
technical statement that should accom- 

Continued on page 134 
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Our neuer receiver 
couldn't care less 
where your ENG 
crew 
goes. 

With Farinons new FV2CR Central Receiver, you can 
now send your ENG crew to wherever the action is. 
And minimize the problems of weak signals and 
distortion.That's because this 
outstanding receiver 
has an unsurpassed 
82 -dB dynamic 
range. When signal 
strengths vary due 
to different trans- 
mission distances, 
the FV2CRcompen- 
sates automatically 
to assure optimum 
performance. 

For transmissions as far away as 300 miles, the 
FV2CR can operate with a minimum system fade 
margin of 20 dB. And with the ENG crew as close 
as 1/8 of a mile, the receiver's front end won't over- 
load and cause distortion like other receivers. 

The FV2CR provides 21 synthesized channels in 
the 2 -GHz band. By instantaneous phase -lock loop, 
the channel you select (manually or remotely) is the 
channel you get. And the receiver's unique, extremely 
sharp IF SAW filter provides excellent selectivity of 
at least -45 dB with maximum half -channel rejec- 
tion. Also its noise figure of only 3 dB is tops in the 
industry. 

Now you'll have a new degree of freedom in news 
coverage. So you can send your ENG crew wher- 

See Farinon's new FV2CR Central Receiver and other ENG video equipment at NAB. booth 374. 
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ever the actic i is. 
And Farinons new 
FV2CR Centre! Re- 
ceiver couldn't care 

I . , I less where the go. 

1.1 - 

x., Farinon Video 
also offers portable and - - mini- portable video ti ans - 

mission systems, STL micro- 
wave radios, FM transmission channel systems, 
as well as video baseband treatment units and ancil- 
lary equipment. 

For information, contact Farinon Video today. 

Farinon 
VIDEO 

Main Office: 1680 Bayport Ave., 
San Carlos, CA 94070: Telex: 34 -8491 
Domestic. Phone: (415) 595 -3500 
Export. Phone: (415) 592 -4120 

Canada: 657 Orly Ave.. Dorval, PQ N9 1G1 

Phone: (514) 636 -0974: Telex: 05 -82 -1.93: 
A Farinon Company F TWX: 610- 422 -4122 
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Earth station 

Puny the application is shown. 
Further data in the technical section 

should include all information required 
by the August 8, 1975, processing 
document. Sketches showing antenna 
size and elevation as well as a functional 
block diagram are standard. 

he next item refers to environ- 
mental impact. Since most applica- 
tions will be for nine -meter an- 

tennas, the environmental statement 
becomes a decisive factor. The example 
used here was for a 4.5 -meter antenna 
and was a minor action. Nine -meter and 
larger antennas require more extensive 
studies, particularly if the antenna is in 
or near a historic or environmentally 
sensitive area. 

The environmental statements must 
be certified. One statement will come 
from the person responsible for the 

technical portion; another, more general 
statement must cuine from a person 
handling the legal actions for the com- 
pany. Dates in the certificate from the 
technical study should reflect an earlier 
elate than that of the general statement. 

Finally, if the applicant expects to 
construct the earth station within 90 
days, he should file a 403 form (appli- 
cation for license) at the same time he 
files the construction permit appli- 
cation. Thus when the grant is made, 
both CP and license will be granted to- 
gether, reducing or avoiding starting 
elate delays. If delays arise, a 701 form 
can be filed for an extension. Figure 6 
demonstrates these details. 

Applications for both receiving and 
transmitting differ primarily in the 
information required by the FCC con- 
cerning the transmitting operations. 
Information such as the signals to be 

IV. Technical Qualifications of the Applicant and 
Technical Aspects of the Earth Station. 

XYZ Cable is owner and operator of the 9,000 sub- 
scriber system in Centerville, Kansas, plus a number of 
other systems in Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Missouri. In 
addition, the applicant, through its own or related 
companies, is licensee of a number of CARS microwave 
stations. The applicant accordingly has ample tech- 
nically qualified personnel to assist in the construction of 
the earth station and to insure its maintenance and con- 
tinued satisfactory operation of the station. In the event a 
problem arises which the applicant cannot solve, the 
manufacturer or an independent consultant will be ob- 
tained. 

The complete technical showing regarding the earth 
station installation proposed herein is attached here to 
as Attachment D. 

TECHNICAL CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certtfy that I am the technically qualified person 
responsible for preparation of the engineering informa- 
tion contained in this application, that I am familiar with 
Part 25 of the Commission's Rules, that I have either 
prepared or reviewed the engineering information sub- 
mitted in this application, and that it is complete and 
accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

XYZ CABLE CORPORATION 

By - - 

Harold P. Hooper 
Chief Engineer 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 
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sent, what satellite, What transponders 
on the satellite, who will receive the sig- 
nals, and whether or not the intended 
usage constitutes a common -carrier ac- 
tivity, must be shown along with fully 
justified reasons for the need of a trans- 
mit facility. where a request for trans- 
mitting authorisation is desired, profes- 
sional help is strongly recommended. 
This should not serve to discourage 
those individuals who wish to originate 
programmes for distribution via satel- 
lite, but rather prepare them to ap- 
proach the problem in a more realistic 
way. 

Since the saturation of earth stations is 
on the rise, it is advised to get appli- 
cations prepared as soon as the decision 
to "GO" is made. It won't be long before 
the FCC form writer has added his touch 
to this area and who knows what inay be 
asked next. BC 

V. Environmental Issues 

Since the earth station proposed is only 4.5 meters in 
size, this will be a "minor" action within the meaning of 
Section 1.1305 of the Commission's Rules. The Com- 
mission is also advised that the facility will not be located 
within any of the areas set out in Section 1.1305(a)(6) of 
the Rules, i.e., it will not be in an officially designated 
wilderness area, or where such designation is being 
considered; it will not be located in an officially desig- 
nated wildlife preserve or in an area which such designa- 
tion is pending; its construction will not affect districts, 
sites, buildings or objects significant in American his- 
tory, architecture, archaeology, or culture which are 
listed in the National Register of Historic Places or which 
are eligible for listing; it will not be located in an area 
recognized nationally or locally for special scenic or 
recreational value; it will not involve extensive change in 
surface features by wetland fill; deforestation or water 
diversions. 

(Earth Dishes 30 feet in diameter and larger are major 
actions and require a more extensive showing.) 

VI. License Application 

The applicant plans to commense construction of the 
earth station immediately upon receipt of the construc- 
tion permit and will complete same within 90 days. 
Accordingly, it is requested that a license be issued 
simultaneously with the CP. FCC Form 403 for license 
accompanies this filing. 

VII. Notification 

Communications regarding the application should be 
directed to: 

(Attorney Name and Address) 

with copies to: 
Robert I. Smith, President 
XYZ Cable Corporation 
111 Main Street 
Centerville, Kansas 
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MOSELEY wes IT!! i 
Technology in step with today 

Model MRC -1 

OVA 

"The 
future" 

Broadcast Transmitter 

Model DCS -2A 

Microprocessor 
Based 
Technology 

"The 
industry 

standard" 

Broadcast Transmitter 
Microprocessor Remote Control Digital Control System 

CRT display 
with 
Compiler 
Optical 

Models PCL -505 & PCL -505/C Model SCG -9 Stereo Generator 
Aural Studio Transmitter Links Model SCG -8 SCA Generator 

.. 

Model PCL -101 
"THE " STLs 
148 -960 
MHz bands 

Stereo-AM and FM STL 

r, 

iïiï 
simL_ 

"The Combos" 

Model TFL -280 Audio Limiter 
for FM Stereo /Quadraphonic, 
FM Mono, SCA, TV Aural 

Models RPL -3A, 4A, 4B 

150 MHz 
450 MHz 
bands 

Models TCS -1, TCS -2, TCS -2M 
"Utility" 

FCC Type Accepted 
Remote Pickup Links 

"15 KHz 
Stereo" 
450 MHz 

Telecontrol Systems for 
Broadcast, Communications, 
Earth Stations, Industrial 

Moseley Associates started the technology 
evolution in broadcast remote control and aural 
STL. We keep pace with the Models TRC -15A 
Analog Remote Control, DRS -1A Digital Remote 
System, ESC -10 Earth Station Control (PBS -TV), 
and a complete line of original accessories. 

Moseley Associates introduces new products in 
step with today's technology. New models MRC -1 

Microprocessor Remote Control and TRL -1 450 
MHz Telemetry Return Link are industry firsts. 
Innovations in AM Stereo STL and RPL Service 
are yours for the asking. 

Write now for details and our product brochures. See Moseley at NAB Booth 329 

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC. 
A FLOW GENERAL COMPANY 

SANTA BARBARA RESEARCH PARK, 111 CASTILIAN DRIVE GOLETA, CA 93017 
(805) 968 -9621 CABLE: MOSELEY TELEX: 658 -448 
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pi AUDIO around the world 

Antenna system investment 
prepares WMAQ 
for AM stereo 

By Ken Steininger and Robert A. Jones 

W 9\1AQ is the first Chicago -area 
ANt station to leap into the 
80s by broadbanding its an- 

tenna system now. And as far as the au- 
thors know, this is the first U.S. 

Robert A. /ones, Radio Station Editor. heads 
up a consulting group in La Grange, Ill. 
Ken Steininger is the transmitter supervisor at 
WMAQ. Chicago. 

50,000 -watt station to so modify its HP 
plant. Of course, after 43 years with no 
major changes, anybody would say it's 
about time. 

There were really three key reasons 
for making these improvements. 
\VMAQ wanted to prepare for A NI 

stereo- to improve their overall fidelity, 
and to achieve maximum level of average 
modulation. 

\VNIAQ began operation from the 
present transmitter site in 193.5 with its 
maximum poser. The station, however, 
is the second oldest in Chicago, haying 
originally gone on the air in April 1922, 
then licensed as \V'GU. The original 
power was a mere 250 watts. 

Prior to this major renovation, the sys- 
tem consisted of two towers: the main 
tower (748 feet high) and a standby or 

Continued on page 138 
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A complete line of professional take machines 
(from one to eight tacks) built to meet the current 
and future needs o- the broadcaster (including AM 
stereo) for long term reliability, high performance, 
full production capability, and backed by a new 
expanded program of parts and technical support. 

MX- 5050 -B Compact Broadcast Recorder. 
Newest version of this field -proven wo- channel 
machine, widely us ad in broadcast ig worldwide. 
Three speeds, 24 oBm headroom, dc capstan 
servo, and modular construction. 

Mark II Broadcast Recorder. Sep irate transport 
and electronics for mounting convE lience, 
plug -in card electro tics, complete alignment 
accessibility. Two -channel 1/4 -inch cr four -channel 
1/2-inch models. 

ARS -1000 Automated Radio Sta'ion 
Reproducer. Two -speed two-char el stereo 
reproducer specifically for automa-i n systems. 
Ruggedly constructed for long tern eliability and 
continuous operatio 1. 

Call Ruth Pruett at 415/593-164811:r your 
nearest Otani broadcast dealer. 

PREFERRED BY PROFESSIONALS 

&HEED® 
WORLDWIDE 
Otani Corporation, 931 Industrial R,3 _d, 
San Carlos, Californ.a 94070 
415/593 -1648 TWX 910- 376 -4890 
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AM stereo 

auxiliary tower (300 feet high). The main 
is a guyed tower while the other is a 
self -supporting tower. Both towers were 
fed with 230 -ohm open -wire transmis- 
sion lines supported on metal poles 
approximately 10 feet above ground. 
Since the two WMAQ transmitters came 
with 50 -ohm output impedances, it was 

necessary to have impedance- matching 
networks at each end of the transmission 
lines. 

Figure 1 shows the basic layout of the 
old WMAQ system. Two special features 
should be noted. One is the by -pass 
network which was used to tune the sys- 
tem to 640 kHz for the old CON ELRAD 

operation; the second was the need for 
two filters, tuned to reject energy pres- 
ent in the antenna from nearby clear - 
channel stations WGN and WBBM. 

Figure 2 shows the transmitter site 
layout for WMAQ. The ground system 
for the main tower is typical, whereas 
that of the auxiliary tower is somewhat 

Cross -sectional view of underground installation of sewer -type pipes 
to be used to house new transmission lines and circuits for WMAQ, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

MANHOLES 

ANTENNA RELAY 

COAXIAL CABLE 

FLOOR 

24" SEWER PIPE 8" DIAMETER NOT TO SCALE 

Figure 3 

720 KHZ 
TRAP 

TO COAX CABLE 

I Ii 

780 KHZ 
TRAP 

NEW MAIN TOWER 
ATU 

L-7 

L-6 

V 

TCA 

Figure 4 
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abbreviated due to the lack of land and 
the fact that it is seldom used. 

Graph 1 is a plot of the base resistance 
and reactance of the main WMAQ tow- 
er. As you can see, it exhibits a rather 
steep slope with frequency. The fact that 
our normal, natural hase value of "R" 
was 146 ohms, with a reactance of 

the new ATU, with the improvements 
quite obvious. 

A 
tthis point you might ask why we 
didn't just upgrade the old sys- 

tem. We would still have had 
the two impedance transformations, and 
we would still have had the coupling be- 

The pull box at the main tower is lowered into place. 

-j311.9 ohms, makes it not unusual. 
The fact that the resistance curve slopes 
+21.9% and - 17.3% within :30 kHz, and 
the fact that the reactance curve likewise 
deviates +10.3% and -10.6%, makes it 
difficult to design a network that will be 
flat with frequency. 

The auxiliary tower, with its 10.48 
ohms, was not so much of a problem 
because the pitch or degree of flatness 
was considerably less. The transforma- 
tion from 10.48 ohms up to 230 ohms line 
impedance did result in a rather bad 
transmitter load. The change to 50 -ohm 
coaxial cable resulted in an easier trans- 
formation. 

Graph 2 gives an idea of the load a -s. 
frequency seen by the WMAQ trans- 
mitter with the former antenna system. 
Of particular significance is the fact that 
the slope of the resistance curves for the 
auxiliary antenna is very steep and de- 
creases with "f". The resistance curve of 
the main transmitter peaks at ''f but 
falls off to either side. The reactance 
curves present opposite slopes. Even 
the most casual observer can see that the 
transmitter is not faced with a satis- 
factory load impedance within the 
modulation bandwidth. The bottom of 
Graph 2 shows the transmitte" loads of 
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tween the open -wire lines and the tow- 
ers. What's more, we would have that 
high 20:1 ratio for the auxiliary tower. 

The new system was designed to meet 
specific requirements in addition to our 
three goals. It was to be installed under- 
ground to eliminate coupling between 
the towers and the lines, to eliminate ice 
problems in the winter, and to reduce 
the opportunities for vandalism. 

Considerable thought was given to 
installing two transmission lines be- 
tween each tower and the transmitter 
building. This would have given WMAQ 
full redundancy. It was concluded that 
the probability of failure ofagiven line is 
very slight. The cost for the second line 
was not justified, if means could be taken 
to afford speedy repair to the original 
line. Also, by installing new lines to the 
auxiliary tower we would have a degree 
of redundancy anyway. This is protec- 
tion enough, and this way we saved half 
the cost of transmission lines. 

Figure 3 shows the basic layout of the 
underground pipes with the three pull 
boxes. Or, if you will, sewer boxes. Yes, 
that's correct, WMAQ used pre -cast 
cement sewer boxes for termination of 
the cables and for pulling same. In the 

Continued on page 140 

A second generation recorder incorporating 
all the field -proven Otani features plus several 
new items of special interest to b- oadcasters. 
These include: modular transport and 
electronics for convenient consola, rack or 
portable mounting, plug -in cards 'or 
ease of maintenance, splicing block, complete 
accessibility to all electronics adjtstments 
for fast bias and record /reproduce alignment, 
variable speed ( ±7 %) dc capstar servo to 
precisely match program length tc a specific 
time slot, and interface jack for dtb or Dolby 
noise reduction switching. Standard Otani 
features include true professional quality and 
reliability, motion sensing, selective 
reproduce on all channels, 19 dBri headroom, 
XLR connectors, edit and cue, and built -in 
test oscillator. Available in two- ch. :nnel 1/4 -inch 
or four -channel /cinch models. 

Compare features and benefits, c rimpare 
performance, compare our track record for 
reliability. Call Ruth Pruett at 415/` -93 -1648. 

PREFERRED 
BY PROFESSIONALS 

flh1IY7Ii 
WORLDWIDE 
Otani Corporation 
981 Industrial Road 
San Carlos, California 94070 
415/593 -1648 TWX 910 -376 -48e) 
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pi AM stereo 

Installing the 4' /s -inch coaxial cable. 

pipe between the transmitter and the 
auxiliary tower there was no need for a 
pull box except at the tuning house. In 
the pipe run to the main tower, it was 
necessary to have a pull box at approxi- 
mately the mid- point. This was because 
of the 500 -foot length of 41/4-inch coax. 
Based upon our experience, up to 300 
feet or so of this size cable could be 
accommodated without an extra box. 

The advantage of a half -way pull box 
should be obvious. It affords a means of 
repairing the coax, without the necessity 
of withdrawing all the cable. The photo- 
graphs show some of the details of 
installation. Actually two pipes were laid 
between the towers and the transmitter 
house. The larger pipe is eight inches in 
diameter. The smaller one is a four -inch 
pipe. Each is a common PVC pipe. 

Within the smaller pipe we ran the 
remote control circuits, remote meter 
circuits, relay wires, etc. The larger pipe 
was used for the 4' /s -inch coaxial cable. 
We realized that 31/4-inch coax would 
hold 50,000 watts, and we could have 
used 6 -inch PVC, but at WMAQ we be- 

TO RCA 50H 
TRANSMITTER 

TO RCA 5R1 
TRANSMITTER 

Basic radio frequency system to control transmitter outputs to either tower for WMAQ, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

50 OHMS 41/2" 

DPDT COAX 
RELAYS (2) 

158" 50 OHMS 

510 FEET 

ATU ® e 

MAIN 
TOWER 

50 KW 
DUMMY LOAD 

41 

ti . i i i 
ATU UMW 

210 FEET A 

AUXILIARY 
TOWER 

Figure 5 
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lieved the extra safety factor justified our 
choices. 

Ve began the PV'(: pipe installation 
by trenching a 36- inch -deep trough be- 
tween each doghouse and the trans- 
mitter building. A hack -hoe was used to 
excavate for the sewer boxes. The depths 
of these three holes were 48 inches, 
since we had used a standard box having 
dimensions of 48'x48 -x72 ''. The holes in 
the side walls of the sewer boxes had 
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been cast into thein at the time the boxes 
were macle. Each joint in the PVC pipa 
was cemented together and watcr- 
proolcd, as were the holes into and out of 
each sewer box. This way we achieved a 
tight \vaterproof system. 

he new ATUs were designed by 
the Harris Company with the ap- 
proval of the NBC engineering 

Continued on page 142 

OTARI 
MX-505 t -B 
BROADC ST 
RECORD R 

- 
Otari's new MX- 5050 -B continue 3 the proud 
heritage of the MX -5050 Series, recorder 
now extensively used by televisic land radio 
broadcasters worldwide. The nevi version 
has all the proven features of the earlier pace 
setter, including front adjustable bias and 
record EQ, built -in test oscillator, edit and cue, 
splicing block, motion sensing, sElective 
reproduce, and adds many new features all its 
own: ultra reliable TTL switching ioise free 
inserts, three speeds in field- sele:table pairs 
of 15/71/2 or 71/2/33/4 ips, 24 dBm I eadroom 
with 28 dBm output into 600 ohms, dc capstan 
servo with ±7% speed control (to match 
program length to a time slot), pe. k reading 
LED plus standard full sized VU meters, 
return to zero memory, and LED fl.nction 
indicators, among others. 

Add these features to a 66 dB 3/N ratio 
and a frequency response from 3C to 22,000 
Hz ± 2 dB at 15 ips and you have a machine 
that competes with those costing 1ousands 
of dollars more. 

Compare features and benefits, compare 
performance, compare our track record for 
reliability. Call Ruth Pruett at 415/f.á93 -1648. 

PREFERRED 
BY PROFESSIONALS 

CHER 
WORLDWIDE 
Otari Corporation 
981 Industrial Road 
San Carlos, California 94070 
415/593 -1648 TWX 910 -376 -4890 
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NAM stereo 

group ftild the authors. In each case it 
was our desire to produce ft Flat load at 
both the transmitter as well as at the 
All: inputs. lt should he remembered 
that in addition to accounting for the 
impedance transformatum. also had 
tO blIdd Iii the \VGN and \VBB \ 1 traps. 

Theory says you can design a pass- 
reject trap that will work at the carrier 
frequency without significant influence. 
But at the sideband frequencies there 
will be SOW( effect. ln this case the car- 
rier frequencies of both \VGN and 
\VIM \ 1 arc higher than \ lAV's fre- 
quency. This resulted in the n11111(.11Ce of 

each Of tin tWo filters compounding at 
our sideband frequencies. In our case 
this came out to about +21 ohms and 
- 1 9 ohms. la'Spl'tIVciy. lill'ally It 550111d 

have been great if one of the traps had 
been higluir and one had Jac. 1 .)efin lower. 
since the effects would have tended to 
cancel. But they didn't. Dave Pierson (right) supervises the placement of the pull box. 

DB 
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\Vhat we designed for in this case was 
a flat load at the transmission line input, 
not at the input to the actual ATt' ele- 
ments. The final "new" circuit for the 
main tower is shown in Figure 4. This 
circuit is a modified TEE with about 78° 
phase shift. A negative reactance slope 
was mated with a mirror image reactance 
slope in order to create zero reactance 
slope over the 30 kHz pass band. In- 
ductors L -6 and L -7 present a direct DC 
path to ground to eliminate static dis- 
charges. This way, potential lightning 
damage is reduced and carrier interrup- 
tions are virtually eliminated. 

Figure 5 is an overall block diagram of 
the WMAQ RF system as constructed. 
The actual tuning of the system was 
quite simple. By using an RF bridge, we 
could verify the electrical adjustment of 
each element, as well as the input 
adjustment versus frequency. By small 
corrections to compensate for stray 

was adjusted to produce the very mini- 
mum signal reading. 

The meter was then tuned up to 780 
kHz and the process repeated with the 
\VBB\1 trap. It should be noted that we 
did not use the loop on the field intensity 
meter, but used the shielded RF input 
jack. We could have used a scope in 
place of the field intensity meter as a 
device to register minimum pickup from 
\VGN and \VBBM, but it would have 
been more difficult to do. 

Proper adjustment of the traps plus 
the control of phase shift is critical if you 
want to achieve a dramatic reduction in 
audio high frequency distortion. Graph .3 

is a plot of the frequency response and 
the percent harmonic distortion ob- 
tained on the main tower. You should 
note that this test was from 20 Hz 
through 15,000 Hz, or well beyond the 
standard frequencies established by the 
FCC. 

couplings, etc., we were able to achieve 
the loads shown in Graph 2. Either 
Smith Charts or rectilinear paper could 
have been used to plot the results. 

The \VGN and \ \BBM traps were 
tuned before the final "flatness- adjust- 
ments were made. This was obvious. To 
determine that maximum adjustment to 
720 and to 780 kHz had been achieved, 
we coupled a field strength meter across 
the transmission line at each doghouse. 
First the instrument was tuned to 720 
kHz. The parallel resonance element 
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Center manhole to the 
main tower. 

The effectiveness of all these efforts is 
borne out in what the \V \IAQ listeners 
say. John Bailie, director of technical 
operations for WMAQ, states that from 
all reports \V \IAQ is now the loudest, 
cleanest AM signal in the Midwest. 

These RF improvements were not all 
that was new at \VMAQ this past year. 
Complete new studios and major 
changes in audio processing concepts 
were also implemented. These changes 
will be carried in a future article in 
Broadcast Communications. BC 

ARS-1000 
AUTOMATED 
RADIO 
STATION 
REPRODUCER 

Widely used in leading automatior systems. 
Specifically designed to meet their stringent 
requirements for highest audio performance, 
long term reliability and around-the-clock 
operation. Basically, the ARS -100C, is a work 
horse two- channel stereo reproducer with 
two tape speeds (71/2 and 33/4 ips) end the 
following features: heavy duty 19 -inch 
top plate, head mounted pre -amp b minimize 
hum, RFI and yield superior S /N, s Decial 
long -life polyurethane pinch roller tre, friction 
reducing ball bearings, heavy duty rotor 
and brake assemblies, and gold plated PCB 
connectors. It's easy to maintain wih its 
plug -in PCB's and mother board ccifiguration, 
easy- access flip -up head cover, and front 
adjustable output level and head azimuth (to 
minimize stereo phasing errors). Its operating 
features include remotable Play an :1 Stop, 
a ready light to indicate proper tape threading, 
head lifters for fast modes, a cue cc itrol 
for audible monitoring, and optional 25 Hz cue 
tone sensor. All connections are brought 
out to a single 25 pin Cinch connector. 

Compare features and benefits, compare 
performance, compare our track record for 
reliability. Call Ruth Pruett at 415/593 -1648. 

PREFERRED 
BY PROFESSIONALS 

DIEM 
WORLDWIDE 
Otani Corporation 
981 Industrial Road 
San Carlos, California 94070 
415/593 -1648 TWX 910 -376 -4890 
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There are few things in life 
Take any one of our 

Audio Recording Instruments. 
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is dependable as a Scully. 
he quality of sound is extraordinary... the rugged design 
built to last. The performance is classic. 
Built by Scully... one of the first names in broadcast 

)istory. Equipment you can trust, by a company you've 
:ome to depend on. 

For complete details, write or call Scully Recording 
nstruments, Division of Dictaphone Corp., 475 Ellis 
>treet, Mountain View, California 94043 (415) 968 -8389. 
-LX 34 -5524 

JAB '79 BOOTH NO. 355 

®Scully 
Recording Instruments 
For classic performance. 

Circle (71) on Reader Service Card 

.ftad 111,4is 
w . 

g. 
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AUDIO around the world 

In South Africa ... 

Automation and 
teamwork strengthen 

SABC expansion 
By Douglas Mills 

Shortwave broadcasts intended for internal and ex- 
ternal targets are merely one facet of the South African 
Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) activities. In order 

to get them into perspective, and perhaps to understand the 
successes that the SABC may have been able to achieve, it is 
necessary to look at the total picture of activities and not only 
the shortwave service. 

At the present time the SABC's total staff is approximately 
4,100. These people are all concerned with running 10 radio 
studio centres, one television studio centre, and the asso- 
ciated transmitters. The transmitter and studio centres are 

Douglas Mills is the director of technical services, Radio South 
Africa (RSA). 

An interview being conducted in one of the studios of Radio RSA. 

distributed throughout the country. While the television 
programme is only on the air for about five hours a day, the 
radio services create more than 460 hours of programme each 
day. Seven of the radio programmes are on the air 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week. 

The television channel uses two languages, while internal 
broadcasts of 18 programmes in 14 different languages are 
conducted. Externally, 10 different languages are presently 
being broadcast. 

More than 570 transmitters are needled to distribute all the 
programmes of the SABC, and these transmitters operate 
from more than 170 different transmitting stations. It is fairly 
obvious from these statistics that a very large measure of any 

Continued on page 148 
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AND WE'RE ABOUT TO BE THAT SOMEONE. 
While broadcasting technology 

leapfrogged through the '70's, 
one system in your station remained 
unchanged. Your tape cartridge 
system. It's almost identical to the 
one that hit the market in the early 
'60's. And that's not much help when 
you're programming for the '80's. 

Right now, 3M's working on a 
completely new tape cartridge system 
called CentraCartT" that's designed 
to give you the equivalent audio 
quality of reel -to -reel. It's an inte- 

grated system of recorders, players, 
magnetic tape and a very unique 
cartridge. And it'll offer better phase 
stability, better signal -to -noise 
ratios and longer tape life. 

You can't run out and buy one 
just yet. But you can see and hear 
one at Booth 439 of the NAB Show 
or in our demonstration room at The 
Fairmont Hotel. Come visit us. We'll 
show you what's in store for the '80's. 

CENIRACART 
TM 

3M 
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NSABC expansión 

success achieved by the SABC is clue to the enthusiasm, 
devotion to duty. and dedicated hard work of the staff. 

The technical stalf concerned with the shortwave external 
services is about 20. There are four 25() kW and three 500 kW 
transmitters used for this service. ln addition to this oper- 
ational and maintenance transmitter staff, the aerials and 
masts and considerable grounds are kept in order by 
approximately 40 people. The total programme staff asso- 
ciated with the external services is about 100. The languages 
used for the services are English. Afrikaans, French, Ger- 
man. Dutch, Portuguese. Swahili, Chichewa, Lozi, and 
Tsonga. The prime target areas are Africa, Europe. North 
\merica, and the Middle East. 

lien Broadcast Communications asked its to submit 
an article ''telling host' RSA stays up to date tech - 
nically,'' we didn't (Witt' knoss how to approach this 

question. 1 think the things that have been mentioned previ- 
ously about enthusiasm, devotion to duty, and hard work are 
the basic and most important ingredients. There is, of 
course. the question of competence and experience. And in 

these hard times wt e are reasonably fortunate in being able to 
generate and maintain a reasonable lcyel of technical compe- 
tence. 

In order to countenance the tremendous rate of expansion 
which has been maintained since the early 1960s, the SABC 
has had to look at an increasing use of automation and other 
systems for conserving the precious skilled labour force. 
Most of the activities, as far as automation is concerned, have 
inade people more. productive and released them from the 
boring and sometimes soul- destroying function of waiting for 
something to go wrong. This is particularly true when the 
system being supervised is inherently very reliable. Of 
course. automation lias also allowed slicker and more 
trouble -free presentation to take place. 

i 

Masts and aerial arrays at the H. F. Verwoerd transmitting station 
from where the external services are broadcast. 

inevitably the use oflabour- saving devices and techniques 
does indeed save labour, but the labour that remains has to 
be more competent and much better than it would otherwise 
have had to be. It is unfortunately a fact of life that the most 
superb machinery will still not produce the goods: it is the 

Continued on page 150 

Radio RSA listens to listeners 
Radio South Africa (RSA) first broadcast on May 1, 1966, 
and so is now well into its second decade on the short- 
waves, The past 12 years have been exciting and reward- 
ing, as RSA enjoys a close relationship with its listeners. 
Last year RSA received more than 60,000 letters, and its 
Jubilee Competition some years ago attracted more than 
50,000 entries. 

A very important aspect of RSA's broadcasting is the 
dissemination of news: nine language services broadcast 
daily a total of 42 news bulletins. The bulletins are written 
by news department specialists working exclusively for 
Radio RSA; and these specialists are able to utilise the full 
resources of the South African Broadcasting Corporation. 
These resources include the output of five international 
news agencies, regional news offices within South Africa 
and South West Africa, and a network of correspondents 
within and without the country. 

RSA newsmen are therefore able to give wide coverage 
of international events and of South African and African 
happenings. The coverage and impartiality of their bulle- 
tins has won them wide credibility. One fact bearing this 
out was established by an independent survey run by a 

leading Smith African newspaper when it discovered that 
more than three -quarters of the Black African delegates to 
the United Nations listen regularly to Radio RSA news 

bulletins. 
In sheer numbers of staff and transmitters, hours of 

broadcasting, and size of budget, Radio RSA is out- 
gunned by many shortwave stations. However, it does 
have successes. For several years the German Service 
figured in second place in a yearly poll conducted by the 
German Speakers Shortwave Listeners Club; last year the 
Service was awarded first place out of more than 40 sta- 
tions. The French Service this year also was selected as 

the top French broadcasts to Canada. For the last few 
years in an international rating, Radio RSA has never been 
out of the top ten. 

Facts and figures by themselves are cold and radio is by 
its nature a lonely business. Stripped of its glamour, radio 
becomes a matter of one person and a microphone and a 

constant striving to communicate significantly. If this 
were all, nobody in his senses would stay in radio. What 
transforms the situation is the fact that one is not broad- 
casting into a vacuum but to fellow human beings; and, 
although reaction takes longer in external broadcasting 
than for domestic stations, Radio RSA is fortunate in its 
listeners. Letters and telephone calls keep it in touch with 
many of its listeners, and RSA responds on the air or by 
mail. 
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VN -CAN IT. 
The tape cartridge is a handy little device. Unfortu- 
nately the sound quality of programming varies 
noticeably between "live" and "canned. 

dbx has overcome this problem by developing a 
tape noise reduction system especially for broadcast 
use It provides 30 dB noise reduction and 10 dB 
headroom improvement. This dbx system offers the 
same benefits as the dbx tape noise reduction system 
used by recording studios. 

The new dbx 148 provides 8 channels of play- 
back (decode) noise reduction in a plug -in modular 
chassis (space is provided for a spare module). There are 
two modules available -the 408, for tape playback, and 
the 409, for playback of noise -free dbx -encoded discs. 
Typically, the 148 is used in the control room to play 
back tapes recorded in the production studio with the 
dbx 142, a 2- channel, switchable (encode- decode) tape 
noise reduction unit. 

Besides "un- canning" carts, the dbx system 
extends the useful life of old reel -to -reel machines, 
quiets audio tracks on VTR's, and even cleans up 
full -frequency telephone lines and microwave links. 
Because it prevents noise from coming between you and 
your listeners -and you and your advertisers -it just may 
be the most important investment 
you will ever make. 
dbx, Incorporated, 
71 Chapel Street, 
Newton MA 02195 
617- 964 -3210 

UNLOCK YOUR EARS 
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SABC expansion 

people who create the material to be fed into the system and 
those who keep the system operational that are the be -all and 
end -all of everything. The SABC lias good people, and the 
success of its projects is due largely to them. 

The studio centre creating programmes for Radio RSA is 

situated in Johannesburg; it is an extremely large radio studio 
block which contains some 100 studios. These range in size 
from a large music studio, which will hold an audience of 
about 150 and an orchestra of 100, to a series of music, 
draina, variety, etc., studios, down to packaging or presenta- 
tion suites consisting of a single studio being used entirely 
independently or in combination with a control room. These 
studios were planned some years ago and only came into 
operation in 1976. 

It can, therefore, safely be assumed that the equipment in 
the studios is the latest and we think the best compromise 
between economy and technical excellence. The studios 
used for presentation of Radio RSA programmes are dedi- 
cated to that service. whereas the larger studios are used by 
all services. 

I would like to emphasize once again that the technical 
excellence of the facilities would not help one iota if poor 
material is fed into the system; and it is most important that 
we appreciate the efforts of the program Inc makers and pre- 
senters. 

RSA's transmitter station is some 50 kilometres away 
from the studio centre and houses the 500 kW and 250 

kW transmitters. This sort of power does not help 

CREATIVE RELIEF 

FOR 

PRODUCTION HEADACHES 

you very much if you feed it into an ineffective aerial system, 
and the aerial ''farm'' extends to some 140 masts. Once again 
the aerials used are a compromise between economic, tech- 
nical, and purely functional considerations, always bearing 
the target areas in mind. The transmitter station is kept 
operational with a very high rate of plant availability; this is 
clue to it being in the capable hands of' Colin Taylor and Bob 
Swandale. 

Another aspect of this service is to he found in the fre- 
quency planning. Some 30 kilometres on the opposite side of 
Johannesburg to the transmitting station is a place called 
Panorama. This is an international monitoring station with 
Pieter Martins in charge. Pieter and his crew form a vital link 
in the chain since, if the frequencies are badly planned, no 
matter how excellently the transmitters and associated gear 
are maintained, and no matter how good the programmes 
are, they will not help anyone if they don't reach the target 
area. Pieter and his team, therefore, fulfill an extremely 
important function with remarkable success. 

The receiving station of necessity is in a quiet area and 
hence. one's impression could quite easily be that of a quiet 
pastoral scene. However, one should not be deceived by 
this, since underneath this outer calm is a highly efficient, 
hardworking bunch of people. 

These, then, are the three elements of our external serv- 
ices. The studios, the transmitters. and the monitoring sta- 
tion. The three groups are totally interdependent and the 
success of the whole operation is equally due to the efforts of 
the people in the three teams. BC 

CAUTION: Use of MICMIX equipment 

can be habit forming. 
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AUDIO around the world 
ON LOCATION BC's audio editor goes to the United Kingdom to talk with a leading British audio engin 3er. 

Tracking 
the state-of-the-ant 
in U.K. recording 

techniques 
In many ways, audio in Great Britain 

is reminiscent of an earlier time in 
the United States. Not because the 

equipment is older or the methods obso- 
lete, but because the air sound of the 
British broadcasting stations is relatively 
unprocessed and open, which is the way 

Dennis Ciapura is the Audio Editor. 

By Dennis Ciapura 
unprocessed and open, which is the way 
it was in the United States before the 
great loudness race began. 

As U.S. broadcasters compress, ex- 
pand, equalise, clip, and clutter a little 
more each year in a seemingly endless 
battle to match our neighbor's loudness 
level, it is easy to lose track of the 
cumulative effect on the programme ma- 
terial. In Great Britain this has not hap- 

pened, and perhaps it never will. 
Although competition betwee i the 

BBC and the independents is Leen, 
there are relatively few stations on the 
dial at any geographical location and 
one's selection of which to listen to is 
more likely to be determined by pro- 
gramme content than anything else. 
Therefore, British engineers are more 

Continued on peg? 156 

John Gregory conducts the Cascading Strings orchestra during a recording session. 
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U.K. recording 

concerned with the audio quality than 
with all -out loudness. The modulation 
levels are high enough to insure ade- 
quate signal coverage, but extreme pro- 
cessing simply is not used. 

The result is that the stations are a 
delight to listen to and even reports of 
the proceedings of Parliament and local 
councils are done with good audio prac- 
tice and often in stereo. Even the sta- 
tions transmitting rock programmes 
leave the dynamic range essentially un- 
altered. 

This situation is a delight to the home 
recordists, who are able to make excel- 
lent tapes from broadcast. However, one 
of the most surprising byproducts of this 
attention to good audio reproduction is 

the fact that small radio audio quality is 
noticeably better as well. Many Amer- 

world's best arrangers and engineers. 
WGAY in Washington, D.C., re- 

cently employed the services of John 
Gregory and the Cascading Strings to 
produce a number of new arrangements 
for that station and several others in the 
U.S. The 16 -track recording and mix - 
down was done at the studios of Pye Rec- 
ords in London and engineered by John 
Timperley, who is undoubtedly one of 
the best recording engineers in the 
United Kingdom. 

I thought that BC readers might be 
interested in John's point of view on 
music production for broadcast, so, the 
following is a candid conversation with 
Timperley. His background is a colorful 
one indeed, starting back in 1959 when 
he began recording at IBC. Over the 
years he has recorded at various other 

Beverly Campion gives cues from the control room. 

icans would be surprised to find that the 
typically "overdriven" sound of small 
receivers in the U.S. is very often simply 
a case of the receiver rather accurately 
reproducing a highly processed audio 
signal. 

Another interesting aspect of radio in 
Great Britain is the fact that a great deal 
of music is composed, arranged, and re- 
corded specifically for radio airplay. The 
British listener is regularly treated to 
new arrangements of old favorites and 
new compositions that would not have 
otherwise been heard elsewhere. This 
system has the effect of bringing to- 
gether two technical entities which usu- 
ally remain apart in the U.S. For in- 
stance, the BBC does quite a lot of live 
recording and there are several BBC 
orchestras scattered about the country. 
Studio recording in England is alive and 
flourishing, and many artists and record 
companies come to Great Britain to take 
advantage of the talents of some of the 

British studios including Olympic, 
Rymus, and Chappell. And he has re- 
corded with many successful artists in- 
cluding Cream, Sonny and Cher, Tony 
Bennett, Bing Crosby, Shirley Bassey, 
Petula Clark, Emerson, Lake and 
Palmer, and the Beatles. Our conversa- 
tion beg ins in a small utility room full of 
various tape recorders during intermis- 
sion of a John Gregory mix -down ses- 
sion. 

BC: I understand that you spent a few 
years in Switzerland as well. Can you tell 
us a bit about the recording arrange- 
ments there? 

J.T.: Our recording studio there was a 
casino actually, where the jazz festival 
was held and the .studio control room 
could pick up some 6.5 odd music lines 
from the casino concert hall. We were 
involved in live recording, which is 

something that I enjoy doing, although I 

wouldn't say that I really overly enjoyed - 
the jazz festival because most of the ma- 

terial that we slid was done with no 
sound check at all. 

BC: This was the material which was 
broadcast live as the multi -track was re- 
corded? 

J.T.: Yes, and as I used to freelance for 
the BBC Television with the American 
big bands like Count Basic, Buddy Rich 
and so, I had done a series of special 
shows on multi- track, which was re- 
mixed onto the video. And so I was used 
to well- organised television people 
around me with some authority, dis- 
cipline and sound checks. I think . fon- 
treaux could have been so much better if 
it had been better organised. 

BC: How long were you there in 
Switzerland? 

J.T.: Well, I was there until mid -1977. 
I did, in fact, three jazz festivals. But we 
also (lid some very interesting recording 
of various hands that came over there 
such as Emerson, Lake and Palmer, and 
Yes. 

BC: And that takes us back to your 
returning to Great Britain and freelanc- 
ing. 

J.T.: Yes, 1 decided to freelance and l 
am in fact consulting on a major studio 
project in London, which is going to be in 
a church in Islington and that is obvi- 
ously where I will be based. 

BC: In the United States one of the 
problems that broadcasters have is that 
of getting a clean disc, even at times of 
major groups, to the point that we very 
often will assemble four or five discs and 
use the one that sounds the best. This is 
especially true on material where 
circulation has gone into the millions. 
Do you have the same problem here? 

J.T.: Yc's, we do. I have just finished a 
three-albumin project and we cut every 
side twice because the factory had acci- 
dents in the processing, but even now the 
results are not totally satisfactory. The 
cuts are good; there was some very fine 
cutting done at CBS. 

BC: Anticipating very heavy sales, do 
you ever produce multiple tapes from 
the very beginning to support extensive 
disc mastering without deterioration? 

J.T.: Well, I worked on one of the Yes 
albums which was recorded in Switzer- 
land, and I mastered the mix -down at 30 
inches with Dolby, all at Ampex oper- 
ating level and I immediately made a 30 
to 30 (lop backwards with Dolbys out. In 
fact, the first 30 -inch master was used so 
much it started to deteriorate and so a 
second copy was brought into use. Copy- 
ing that way you couldn't really hear the 
difference between the two, particularly 
as the master was played back on an ATR 
(Ampex) onto a Studer. 

BC: Do you know if the record com- 
panies here distribute to the broadcast 
services from the first batch? 

Continued on page 158 
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DO56 Omni - The DO56 shock - 
mounted omnidirectional microphone 
is virtually impervious to mechanical 
noise. Its isolated capsule eliminates 
the possibility of capsule /case collision 
making the DO56 the ideal microphone 
whenever there is lots of action. The 
excellent "O- factor" margin makes this 
new microphone less susceptible to 
the bell -like clang typically heard from 
other shock -mounted microphones 
when they are accelerated or deceler- 
ated rapidly. Plus, a built- n blast filter 
reduces "Paopping" dramatically to 
keep your audio clean. 

The DO56 also offers attractive styling, 
making it ideal for broadcast applica- 
tions where visual appeal is a necessity. 
The memratlex grille resists denting, 
keeping the DO56 looking like new 
indefinitely. 

tro-Voice 
ted microphones 

do kw sound. 
RE18 Super Cardioid - Where am- 
bient noise rejection is mandatory, the 
companion RE18 super ca-dioid com- 
bines the best performance features 
of the famous RE15 and RE16 with 
superb mechanical noise isolation. 
Acoustic performance is the same as 
an RE15, while a refoned small- profile 
blast filter resists "P- popping" as much 
as the larger RE16. 

Unlike "multi- port" directional mikes, 
E -V's exclusive Variable -D' design in- 
sures uniform frequency response at 
all angles, for uncolored pickup on and 
off axis. And Variable -D reduces the 
bass -boosting proximity effect round 
in Single -D cardioids, for consistent 
sound quality at any working distance. 

Electro -Voice Warranty - Both micro- 
phones are covered by Electro -Voice's 
unique two -year unconditional pro as- 
sional microphone warranty. For two 
years E -V will replace or repair these 
microphones, when returned to EIE.tro- 
Voice for service, at no charge - ne 

matter what caused the damage. 

These are microphones to depend 
on, in the studio or in the field. If they 
weren't, E -V couldn't offer this warranty. 
When your application calls for a shock- 
mounted microphone, test one of these 
at your E -V professional microphone 
dealer. 

Ey' Electroi/oicé 
a guIlnf i. company 

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 4.'3'107 
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U.K. recording 

J.T.: I assume they do, yes. 
BC: They are supposed to be doing 

that in the U.S. as well, but judging from 
what you hear, one sometimes wonders. 

J.T.: But in actual fact you do hear 
bad quality pressings on radio and I 
definitely think that the quality of press- 
ings is not as good as it was five or ten 
years ago. There is some stuff that I re- 
corded for Decca in the late 60s and early 
70s where the pressing quality is superb. 

BC: We also find what seems to be a 
difference in the quality of the plastic, 
the potential for surface noise is higher 
than for the old stuff. 

J.T.: That is right. They are definitely 
using a coarser mix in the guns that they 
press with. And record companies do 
tend to treat the classical recordings in a 
far better way because they imagine that 
the pressing quality should be munch 

better for classic, which is wrong be- 
cause rock and roll and middle of the 
road is equally as dynamic and you're 
just as likely with a rock band to have a 
long passage of semi -classical or classical 
piano. These pressings require an equal 
standard. In other words, the record 
companies think that the classical has to 
be totally silent and the rock and roll not 
because it doesn't matter, which is not 
the case at all. 

BC: That presents another problem to 
the American broadcasters where the 
stations are so competitive that some de- 
gree of compression is used by most rock 
stations; so, those low passages are 
brought up so the surface noise due to 
vinyl quality really sounds quite bad, 
where the classical stations rarely com- 
press it all and the surface noise remains 
down where it was on the disc. 

J.T.: However, when you are making 
something for the gramophone record, 
that is just what you are making, and if 
you try to think when you make the rec- 
ord of all the processes it is going to go 
through, you really wouldn't know what 
to do. You know, it is the catch 22; you 
solve the problem for one thing and it is 
not right for the other. If you made it 
with restricted dynamic range for the 
radio, it !couldn't sound that hot for the 
record. Maybe some timings would, but a 
lot of timings wouldn't. I think you have 
got to say, "Well, we are making a record 
and that is what you have to do." 

BC: That brings us to a very interest- 
ing point. The Auratone 5 -inch monitor 
speakers are almost universally switched 
in to doublecheck the mix in almost all 
studios these days, and everyone goes to 
mono on a single Auratone to insure 
mono compatability for the smaller 

equipment. So, to put things in perspec- 
tive, would you say that modern music is 
recorded for optimum results on good 
equipment but carefully checked to be 
sure that everything shows up on a small 
set? 

J.T.: I would say that applies to every- 
thing that is mixed, certainly in Europe: 
Absolutely. 

BC: So, the first priority is still to the 
ultimate quality on a big system, with a 
final check for small radio and mono 
compatability. 

J.T.: One main priority, whether it is 
for record or radio, is the mono. It has 
got to sound good in mono; it has to. 
When I'm mixing stereo, l'in mentally 
monoing all the time. I have just driven 
myself to do that now. It took me some 
years to find that out and it is still not a 
perfect system, for ideally you should 
liare separate mono and stereo mixes. In 
fact, we used to do that. 

We pause at this point as the door 
opens and a smiling gentleman walks in 
looking for a tape, whom John intro- 
duces as Malcolm Davies, one of the 
world's best cutting engineers. John re- 
marks that Malcolm has been in the 
business about as long as he has and 
started at Abbey Roads Studios around 

Continued on page 160 

CHECK THE BOTTOM LINE... 
We're Audio Consultants, Inc. That's not just our name, it's our business. 
And our clients think we do it pretty good. It is no accident that we are the 
largest professional audio dealer in the southeast. 

CONSIDER THE FACTS: 

We are specialists in the craft of acoustic design and electronic 
systems design. We have designed and built some of the finest 
recording studios in the world. 

Our list of product lines reads like a Who's Who in the audio equip- 
ment business. We are the exclusive dealer in the southeastern 
U. S. for MCI consoles and tape recorders. We also sell AKG, BGW, 
Beyer, DBX, Dolby, Electrovoice, Eventide, JBL, Keith Monks, Lex- 
icon, Marshall Electronics, Neumann, Orban, Sennheisers and Urei, 
just to name a few. 

And the equipment we sell you will be that which matches your 
needs. And furthermore, it won't come in a factory sealed box, 
because our staff will already have made a careful pre -delivery 
check on the equipment before you receive it. 

We also offer a quality of installation worthy of the equipment we 
sell. Our experience with multi -track recording studios puts us way 
out in front of the strictly broadcast supplier. And of course, we are 
in Nashville, which is a convenient location for two -thirds of the 
country. 

So, if you think you need some sound advice on an audio problem ... 
check the bottom line. 

Audio Consultentr, Inc. 
1200 Beechwood Avenue Nashville, TN 37212 

615.256-6900 
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 Over 20,000 ITC 
cartridge machines 
purchased since 1969. 

Since 1975, ITC has 
outsold all other cart 
machines combined. 

One of every two radio 
stations uses ITC 

machines. 

Three of five stations 
planning to buy cartridge 
machines will buy ITC. 

ITC Premium cartridge 
machines have been 
improved continuously 
and now share advanced 
features with ITC's exotic 
new Series 99 machines. 

For information on our no -ri 
30 -day trial order 
CALL TOLL FREE 

800.447 -0414 
In Alaska, Hawaii or Illinois, 
Call Collect: (309) 828 -1381 

If1TERflATIOfIRL TAPETROflICS CORPORi:Tlorl 
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Marketed exclusively in Canada by 
McCurdy Radio Industries Ltd., Toronto 
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U.K. recording 

1959. We exchange pleasantries and 
Malcolm departs posting something on 
the door while John and I continue our 
discussion. 

BC: Of course, you don't experience 
the degree of signal processing in radio 
broadcasting here that we do in the 
United States, but do you attempt to 
compensate at all for the probable loss of 
highs when the material is broadcast by 
equalising a little brighter while record- 
ing? 

J.T.: No, .so far as I'm concerned, I try 
to make it musically correct on the disc 
because most broadcasting organisa- 
tions alter high end anyway; and if you 
make the thing too bright, they will 
either roll it off or make it sound hard as 
nails on transmission. So, I just go for 
whatever everybody decides is the right 
sound for that particular album, or that 
particular stamp' of character, if that is 
what is wanted. 

BC: I notice that here in Great Britain 
there seems to be more talk about 
recording outside the studio and even 
news programmes here exhibit very 
good audio quality. 

J.T.: Yes, the Parliamentary transmis- 
sion quality is remarkable; the speech 
quality, I think, is excellent. But you're 
dealing with the oldest broadcast 

Engineer john 'I imperlrc at the console 

organisation in the world and if they de- 
cided to do something they do a superb 
job at it. 

BC: Are you engaging in more out -of- 
studio recording? 

J.T.: Yes, I'm trying to record as much 
as I can outside. I enjoy it and I think if 
you have the right combination of music 

during a recording session. 

and acoustic place you get the best re- 
sults. It is really a question of having the 
nerve and the courage to do it. 

BC: Aren't you currently working in a 
church? 

J .T.: Yes, I am currently working on a 
project in a church and I am hoping to do 
some recording with John Gregory there 

AT AUDI -CORD 
VALUE IS NOT EXPENSIVE 

We applied cost conscious design to our Modu -Cart 100 
Series Cartridge Machines. Consistently improved over 
our 21/2 years in production and yet, we've been able to 
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to our customers. 
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and experimenting to see what kind of 
sound we get. When you listen to instru- 
ments playing in this church, they sound 
so fantastic, you can't believe it. If you 
can get some of that on tape and onto the 
final disc, I think you have got a superior 
result rather than just doing it in a studio 
where life might be a bit easier. But you 
have to cope with things like thunder- 
storms, if they arrive, traffic and so 
forth. It is not quite as easy as in a studio. 

BC: Is the church still used for serv- 
ices? 

J.T.: Yes, and that can cause problems 
because you are very restricted in your 
time there. But we also have some very 
fine townhalls and most of the classical 
recording in England is done in them. 

BC: Are you able to totally eliminate 
electronic tape delay and echo plate re- 
verb when recording in these halls? 

J.T.: Well, that depends. Waltham - 
stowe is absolutely clean. But generally, 
very little artificial echo is required. 

BC: What is the most difficult project 
you have ever recorded? 

J.T.: I think Yes was perhaps one of 
the most difficult things. 

BC: Why was that difficult? 
J.T.: Because they rehearsed and re- 

corded at the same time and they tended 
to want to use a lot of tracks. If we had 
another 16 tracks on top of the 24, it 
would have solved the problem, but you 
know they are very good musicians and 
they are very professional people to work 
with. That was perhaps the most 
demanding thing I have done for awhile 
in terms of equipment demand and effect 
demand. 

BC: Another thing that I have noticed 
is that the TV audio seems to be very 
good. 

J.T.: It is AM in the States, isn't it. 
BC: No. it is FM. 
J.T.: Is it? It never sounds like it when 

I hear it over there. 
BC: My point exactly. 
J.T.: The TV audio here is excellent. 
BC: When material is recorded for TV 

in Great Britain, is it given the same 
attention as it would be if it was for disc? 

J.T.: Absolutely. I (lid lots of pre- 
recording for BBC Television and they 
went to a lot of trouble to record it prop- 
erly and when the guy transmitted it, he 
transmitted it very carefully. They didn't 
fiddle with it or anything. It went out on 
a decent tape machine into the console 
and out. The quality was superb. The 
only limitation on that is the videotape 
machine, but you have to live with that. 

As we leave, we notice, for the first 
time, the DO NOT DISTURB sign that 
Malcolm Davies had posted on our be- 
half and smile lightly as we get back to 
the business of fitting 32 musicians onto 
a two -inch strip of magnetic tape. BC 
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PERFECT TM\c; 
Low Cost ESE Right On Timers 

ES -300: Four digit incandescent display, one hundred minute timer (99:59) with six 
Count Up, Count Down, Min -Set, Sec -Set, Stop, Reset. 

ES -301: Identical to ES -300 except with planar, gas discharge display. 
ES -302: Equivalent to ES -301 plus fast -set lever wheel programing. 
ES -400: Three digit ten minute timer (9:59) with Start, Stop, Reset. 

ES -510: Four digit sixty minute timer (59:59) with Start, Stop, Reset. 

ES -500: Six digit, twelve hour combination clock /timer with five controls: Start, 
Fast Advance, Slow Advance. 

STANDARD OPTIONS AVAILABLE: Kit; Slave; BCD Output; Remote 
Connector; 6' Remote Cable and Pushbutton Set; 220V A.C., 50Hz; 
9" or 19" Front Panel 31/2" high; 3 Wire Cord and Molded Plug. 
Tenths of seconds are available on all timers except the ES -500. 
Relay Contact Closure at Zero and /or Stop at Zero available on 
ES -300, 301, and 302. Crystal Timebase available for ES -500. 
Custom options and special orders available. 

WRITE, WIRE OR CALL TODAY 

142 Sierra Street El Segundo, CA 90245 

contr Is: 

$187.00 
$206.00 
$264.00 
$109.00 
$139.00 

Stop, Reget, 

$166.00 

(213) 322 -2.136 

Circle (76) on Reader Service Card 

The MAP II Multiband Audio Processor 
gives you optimum modulation of 
your AM /AM-Stereo program. Yet it 
costs much less than similar 
systems. 

Discriminate Compression 
Only MAP II offers you indepen- 
dent compression and equalization 
for each of eight bands. Input level 
is held constant by a slow, gain - 
riding A.G.C. 

Inaudible Phase Optimization 
Program phase is silently "rotated" 
for maximum positive modulation. 

Absolute Peak Control 
A unique integrated peak controller 
combines a hard clipper with a low - 
distortion peak limiter. 
Convenient Operation 
Features include selectable low - 
and high -pass filters, "proof" mode, 
and built -in pink -noise generator 
Call or write today for more 
information. Map II - $1670. 

Inovonics Inc. 
503 -B Vandell Way Telephone 
Campbell, CA 95008 (408) 374 -8300 

See us at NAB booth #2103 
Circle (77) on Reader Service Card 
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STATE -OF- THE -ART 

A techniques review 
of "sample and hold" 

One of the most exacting sections 
of digitized audio Or video equip- 
ment is the analogue to digital 

converter (ADC) unit. Review for a mo- 
ment the block diagram of Figure 9 (Ses- 
sion 4) and note that the conversion of 
the analogue signal to a digital signal is 

done in three steps: 
1. The signal is sampled at a rate 

higher than twice the highest important 
signal frequency; this original signal fre- 
quency range being limited by a low pass 
filter of proper design. The signal is now 
in pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) 
form. 

2. At the instant of sampling, a hold 
occurs so that a flat (unchanging) pulse 
top occurs during which time a voltage 
level is assigned by a voltage comparator 
or other means. This action is termed 

Harold Ennes, Digital Editor, is the author of 
several digital texts, and radio and television 
maintenance textbooks. 

By Harold Ennes 

SIGNAL 

Al 
A) Pulse tops modulated with sig- 
nal. 

NAL 

i 

B) Leading edge of pulse "held" in 
level to form a flat top. 

Figure 12 Two basic types of PAM. 

.- quantizing" the signal. The flat top pro- 
vides the proper time interval for the 
conversion process in step 3. 

3. Each instantaneous voltage level 
from step 2 above is converted to a corre- 
sponding binary code during the hold 
interval by means of a logic circuit. This 
is termed pulse code modulation (PC M), 
which is the technique most suitable for 
either digitized audio or video. Once in 
PCM digital form, the signal is largely 
immune from the effects of the analogue 
world. 

Wby "Sample and Hold "? There are 
two basic types of PAM as illus- 

trated by Figure 12. No -hold'' arrange- 
ment is used in Figure 12A so that the 
pulse tops become modulated by the 
signal. In this case, the pulse top is 
continually changing with the signal, 
and an accurate fixed voltage level for 
this sample would be hard to come by. 

In Figure 12B, the value of the leaching 

SAMPLE 

HOLD 

LOW -PASS 
FILTERED - 
VIDEO INPUT 

k 01 
PNP 0 i 

-V 
CC o 

BUFFER 

§ R1 

SAMPLING 
SWITCH 

+V Cc 
D 

R2 

/VVV- 
02 
NPN 

R 

10 

- - - HOLD 

0 

SAMPLE 

C 
120 pF 

SAMPLE MEMORY 
CAPACITOR 

Figure 13 Simplified example of sampling circuit for video signals. 
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(A) Actual contours (solid lines) 
of sampled video ramp signal. 

ORIGINAL 
RAMP SIGNAL 

(B) Error signal. 

(1) --?/ 
i -i 

SAMPLERS -3 

o 

(2)-ßf 

i 

(Sample 2 can be anywhere 
from here to here) /// 

+1/20 

-1/20 
MAX ERROR = ±1/20 

Figure 14 (A) is the combined original and contoured signal formed from quantization. (B) shows that maximum error is ±-1129 on doe error 
excursions possible in sampling and quantizing. 

edge of the sample pulse is held for the 
duration of the pulse. Thus a fixed volt- 
age level can be assigned by the quan- 
tizer, and enough time allowed to form a 

pulse code for that level by a logic cir- 
cuit. The sample and hold circuit must 
provide both fast and glitch -free oper- 
ation for reliable ADC function. 

T he Sample and Hold Circuit. Fig - 
e 13 shows one example of a com- 

mercial sample and hold circuit. A diode 
quad acts as a sampling switch which is 
either open or closed. Note the 
opposite -type transistors Q1 and Q2, 
and the opposite polarity sample pulses 
as might be obtained from a pulse trans- 
former. With QI and Q2 both cut off 
(this occurs during sample tine), all 
diodes are conducting from the forward 
bias current through RI and R2. The 
analogue signal input is allowed to pass 
through this closed switch (gate is open) 
charging the memory capacitor during 
this time. When the opposite polarity 
sample pulses occur, the diodes are 
reverse -biased, opening the switch (clos- 
ing the gate) so that the charge on the 
capacitor is "held" at the level sampled 
for the duration of the pulse. This is the 
"hold" duration of the sampling interval. 
When this interval is completed, the 
switch again closes (gate opens) to allow 
the sampling capacitor to follow the sig- 
nal excursions. The values of R and C 
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shown in the sample memory circuit are 
typical. 

ffect of Rectangular Sampling. The 
"sample and hold" technique results 

in a rectangular sampling pulse, or a 
square wave pulse for 50% duty cycle. If 
the samplers were extremely narrow, as 
represented by Figure 10C (Session 4), 
we would have not only extremely low 
energy output (due to the extremely 
short energy level) but also a harmonic 
response approaching infinity as the 
pulse narrows. For practical sampling, 

we have a pulse of more real enable 
width for better efficiency, but an added 
problem. 

What we have essentially is a rec- 
tangular pulse modulated carrier From 
spectral analysis, the amplitude of the 
various spectral components follows a 
sin x /x response. Basically it results in a 
loss in the high frequency response of 
the system. The distortion here is (known 
as "aperture effect" because of the 
similarity to the variation of transr ission 
caused by the finite size of the se_nning 
aperture (beam) in television car eras. 

Continued on page 164 

(Dashed lines show 
corresponding hold and 
sample times.) 

SAMPLED 
SIGNAL 

SAMPLING 
PULSES 

Figure 15 Waveform of sampled video ramp signal before quantization. Sampling r,/ in this 
instance was just 10 times the horizontal line frequency, to make the steps (contour, cadily 
visible. 
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Get it from 
a reliable 
source 
That's ROH. 
For years we've been making 
communication -grade audio 
equipment designed for 
superior performance and we'll 
match our reputation for quality 
with anyone. If you're in the 
market for signal distribution, 
routing, monitoring, or intercom 
equipment which will provide 
years of maintenance -free 
service, let us be your source. 

For more information, please 
write or call Jim Godwin at 
(404) 449 -0873 

mom II fl 
II II II IIIIII roH corPoranon 
11 111111 11 11 4313 norTHeasT eXPI"eSSWaY aTLanTa, Ga 30340 

Studio 1 
Videotek is proud to introduce the first low cost STUDIO COLOR MONITOR 
with features you would expect only on a Conrac or Tektronix. 

WHY SPEND $5,000.00 FOR: 
HIGH VOLTAGE REGULATION / INDIVIDUAL H and V DELAY AND 
EXPANDED V DELAY / VECTOR OUTPUTS / SWITCHABLE TIME 

CONSTANT 
INTERNAL /EXTERNAL SYNC 

A -B INPUTS / A -B MIX 
TALLEY LITE / AND THE 

SUPERIOR ONE -GUN 
TRINITRON COLOR SYSTEM. 
WHEN THE "STUDIO 12" 
HAS IT ALL AND MORE FOR 
LESS THAN $2,000.00 
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For a complete 
demonstration of the 
Studio 12 and many more 
exciting new products see us 
at booth 2602 in Dallas. 

air WHERE !Li QUALITY 
ENDURES 

VIDEOTEK INC 

125 North York Street, Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19464 / Phone (215) 327 -2292 
9625 North 21st. Drive, Phoenix, Arizona 85021 / Phone (602) 997 -7523 

Circle (79) on Reader Service Card 

"Sample /Hold" 

For digitized video, we have a loss due 
to the aperture effect alone as follows: 

At 10.7 MHz sampling rate: 2.3 dB 
down at 4.2 MHz. 

At 14.3 MHz sampling rate: 1.3 dB 
clown at 4.2 MHz. 

This tells you that in any digital video 
system, a certain amount of video 
equalisation must be used. In practice, 
manufacturers vary as to whether this 
equalisation should occur prior to or 
after encoding -decoding. 

Sampling Error. Contrary to what 
you 'night expect from PAM, you 

will not observe actual pulses that start at 
ground potential and vary in height as 
the signal varies. The dashed line of Fig- 
ure 14A represents our familiar video 
ramp signal being sampled at a given 
rate. The held levels (leading edge of 
"hold" pulse) are at points 1, 2 and 3 on 
the ramp. The solid lines represent the 
actual signal contour of the quantized 
signal. (Quantization is the voltage level 
represented by each sampled point and 
is discussed in our next session.) 

We looked at the signal first at point 1, 

then not again until point 2, and not 
again until point 3. etc., during which 
time the memory capacitor has re- 
charged to a new value. This alters the 
original ramp signal to a stairstep signal 
where each step is termed a Quantum, 
represented by Q. The height of these 
steps depends upon the number of bits 
defining each level; an 8 -bit code means 
that each step (Q) is 1/256th of unity. For 
any given analogue signal amplitude, the 
quantizer generates a signal amplitude 
equal to the midpoint of the correspond- 
ing increment (Q) of analogue voltage. 

Figure 14B represents the error volt- 
age of the quantizing process. If this sig- 
nal was added to the signal of Figure 
14A, the original ramp signal would re- 
sult. Note that, since correct amplitude 
is '/z of each step, the maximum error is 
plus or minus 1/2Q. This is shown on Fig- 
ure 14A where sample (2) could repre- 
sent anywhere from the bottom to the 
top of the quantum (-1 /2Q). Thus if you 
have a 0.714 volt (714 millivolt) video 
signal, a quantum is 714/256 = 2.8 milli- 
volts. Then ' /zQ = 1.4 millivolts maxi- 
mum video amplitude error. just try to 
read this on your IEEE scale! 

The raw sampled signal as it goes into 
the quantizer is illustrated in Figure 15. 
This is how the sampled signal looks on 
experimental equipment in the writers 
laboratory, with a very short time base 
on the oscilloscope. 

In Session 6 we will explore quantiz- 
ing methods and have an introduction to 
the generation of PCM from the various 
voltage levels of the quantized signal. 

BC 
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If you're hung up on zoom ratios, 

how about... 
52:1? 

VAROTAL MRL- It's the smallest production TV 
zoom lens in the world, yet its versatility delivers 

a range of angles of view from 10:1 to 52:1. 
MRL -It means multi -role lens. Here's the 
kind of image quality, flexibility, and 

economy that engineers, cameramen, ani 
directors can agree on for: 1. brilliant 

image, 2. portability inside or outsic e, 
and 3. close -ups (less than 5 feet 
from cameraman to subject). 

MRL has snap -on front elements - 
one for studio, one for outside 
broadcast, and one for those, 
compromise, all- around shots. Lens 
interchange is instantaneous and 

requires no adjustment 
or re- registration. 

Why buy a 
zoom ratio 

when 
what you 
really nee d 

is the 
world's 
most 
economical. 

flexible TV 
lens? 
With MRL you can 
think in terms 
of angles of 

view. 
Discover the quick- change artistry of Varol al, 

by Taylor- Hobson. 

RANK OPTICS 
TAYLOR -HOBSON 

Send for 12 -page Bulletin MRL 

RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES, INC. 
260 North Route 303 West Nyack, NY 10994 [914335B-4450 

BOOTH 348 National Association of Broadcasters 
Circle (80) on Reader Service Card 
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STATE -OF- THE -ART 

Microprocessor Workshop 

Microprocessors 
have capa city to expand 

station services 
It seems like any more the word -com- 
puter- gets pasted on anything that 
contains a microprocessor or even a 

lump of digital logic. With that in mind, 
you might take a glance at Heath's new 
weather station and wonder if the "com- 
puter" label is justified. After a more 
thorough study, though, you'll be con- 
vinced that the unit is truly more than a 
digital weather station. 

The Heathkit moclel ID -4001 pro- 
vides all of the features you'd expect in a 
broadcast digital weather statio,i (wind 
speed and direction, temperature, 
barometric pressure, etc.), but goes a 
step farther. All measurements are 
available in any of the standard 
measurement systems. Wind, fir in- 
stance, can be measured in miles or 
kilometers per hour, or knots. Pressure 
is available in inches of mercury or milli- 
bars; and, of course, temperature comes 
in the standard varieties, F and C. 

But that's just the beginning. The 
wind speed and temperature informa- 
tion are combined in the microprocessor 
to produce a display of wind chill factor. 
All measurements are compared against 
the previous maxima and minima; and, if 
they exceed the old values, the new 
maximum or minimum is stored for later 
reference, along with the time and date 
that the value was reached. (Oh yes, 
there's a six -digit clock and four -year 
calendar built in, too.) 

What makes the ID -4001 an ideal 
candidate for the Microprocessor Work- 
shop is that it is a classic design example 
using microprocessor technology. (Addi- 
tionally, the unit was designed with 
broadcasters in mind. RF testing was 
clone at WHFB in Benton Harbor and at 
Channel 22 in South Bench.) 

The design of the 4001 goes back 

Peter Burk, BC's Radio Editor, is the chief 
engineer at AVKBW Radio, Buffalo, New 
York. 

By Peter Burk 

about 18 months. First drafts were based 
on discrete integrated circuit designs. As 
the number of chips grew, more con- 
sideration was given to using a micro- 
processor. A fòur -bit processor, the 
TRIS 1000, was the first candidate, but 
after studying a number of other 
possibilities, the 3870, a one -chip ver- 
sion of the F -8, was chosen. 

The 3870 provides the CPU (central 
processing unit), 2048 bytes of read -only 
memory, and a 64 -byte seratchpad 
memory. in addition to a few other con- 
veniences. For the 4001, more random 
access (read /write) memory was needed, 

'so an additional RAM was added. This 
permits storage of maxima and minima 
for all functions, time and date informa- 
tion, and a nifty wind -averaging scheme. 
Each time the wind speed is entered into 
storage, it gets pushed onto a I5-byte 
stack. To figure the average wind speed, 
all 15 readings are averaged by the 
microprocessor. 

The microprocessor provides a signifi- 
cant amount of comutational power. At 
power -on, for instance, the micro- 
processor checks to see if the line fre- 
quency is .50 or 60 Hertz. This enables 
the unit to automatically determine the 
proper scalar for the built -in digital 
clock. among other things. The proces- 
sor also does all of the unit conversions so 
that calibration is only necessary in one 
measurement system. 

Calibration is also much simpler than 
earlier digital designs. Anyone who has 
calibrated a digital thermometer using 
two baths (one hot, one cold), can attest 
to the beauty of a single -point calibra- 
tion. In the I1)-4001, the temperature 
sensor produces a voltage that is propor- 
tional to the absolute temperature 
(referenced to absolute zero). The slope 
of the amplifier is adjusted by using the 
microprocessor as a digital volt meter. 
Once this is adjusted, the intercept can 
be easily moved up and clown to match 

the temperature of the bath (32 degrees, 
Fahrenheit). This technique really ex- 
ploits the capabilities of the micro- 
processor. 

Another example where the versa- 
tility of a micro comes in handy is the 
barometric pressure transducer. The 
pressure transducer produces a very 
small sample voltage. In order to extract 
useful information, voltages under a 
tenth of a millivolt must be accurately 
measured. This is no challenge for the 
micro. The sampling time is just made 
much longer. Instead of making an a/d 
conversion every second, the processor 
waits 10 seconds before reading the 
count. Presto! An instant 10 -fold 
improvement in precision. 

Once a project has been committed to 
a microprocessor design, there are fre- 
quently some serendipitous benefits 
that weren't really colmted on. In the 
case of the 4001, at least two of the fea- 
tures weren't part of the original design, 
but were incorporated because there 
was sufficient space left over in the pro- 
gramme memory. A button on the front 
of the unit alloys the operator to select 
"rate of change per hour" for the baro- 
metric pressure. Additionally, the inclu- 
sion of the four -year calendar was not 
originally planned, but space in pro - 
gramme memory made it easy to imple- 
ment. 

The 4001 is just one example ofagood, 
sound microprocessor design that pro- 
vides features that wuulcl otherwise he 
too expensive to implement. Hopefully, 
more products kvill appear that solve real 
problems in an intelligent manner. It's 
nice to know that microprocessors are 
good for something besides playing TV 
blackjack and storing household recipe 
files! Meanwhile, if you'd like more 
information on the 4001, just circle 
number 98 on the Reader Service Card 
in this issue. 3C 
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Naji:on location with 
IVC's T000P portable 

studio caniera: 

ft1 

Tight ground level shot! 

Naji handled it well. 

Likewise our 7000P. 

We, and Naji, had a ball. 
IVC's 7000P field production camera has the 

performance and flexibility you need when the going 
gets tough. Studio quality pictures from a package 

that really lets a cameraperson perform - 
yes, it fits the ladies too! 

Accepted as the world's best EFP camera, the 7000P is 

IVC 
making it possible 

...and affordable. 
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Peter adjusts lavalier 
mike. Look Ma.... 

no hands" 

As the sun slowly sinks... 
the final close -up. 
It's for real. 

standard equipment with many of the 
most prestigious broadcasters and production houses 
in more than 24 countries. We don't have the space 
to even begin to tell you what the 7000P is capable 
of achieving. But we would like to. Drop us a line or 
give us a call. We'll even send you an autographed, 
color photo of Naji. Naji would like that. 

NAB '79 BOOTH NO. 346 

Circle (81) on Reader Service Card 

International 
Video Corporation 
4.53 W. Maude 
Sunnyvale. CA 94086 
Telephone (408) 738 -3900 
TX: 34 -6404 
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WORLD FORUM 
UNITED STATES 

WARC: Problems are growing 
By Arthur Thompson 

The upcoming WARC conference will cover a number of major issues affecting 
international broadcasting. 

Tsuedhe Report and Order has been 
concerning the present 

sited States position on the 
1979 World Administrative Radio Con- 
ference (WARC -79). This effectively 
terminates four years of work done by.' 

the Federal Communications Commis- 
sion (FCC) on behalf of the public inter- 
est in the United States. 

This Report and Order includes the 
U.S. position as determined by the FCC 
and the National Telecommunication 
and Information Agency (NTIA). Canada 
and other countries have likewise com- 
pleted their preparations for \VARC -79. 
Actually, these arc tentative position 
papers since much will be done in co- 
ordinating the differing positions of each 
administration prior to the 10 -week 
conference beginning in September. 

These tentative position papers have 
been distributed among the \VARC par - 
ticipating administrations in anticipation 
of compromises being made prior to the 
actual conference. Such a procedure is a 

necessary move toward the goal of mak- 
ing \VARC -79 successful. Without this 
preliminary international exchange and 
compromise prior to the conference, 
there would be no hope of completing 
the work assigned for 10 -week confer- 
ence. Every band, every channel, be- 
tween 10 kilohertz and 300,000,000 
kilohertz (300 gigahertz) will be up for 
discussion and reallocation. 

Most European administrations and 
some Asian administrations have already 
adequately prepared themselves for the 
final negotiation work by defining their 
own requirements, as best they under- 
stand them. With the best of efforts, 

Arthur Thompson is the station manager- of 
broadcast station %% "m'FR. His WARC activi- 
ties began about four years ago when he teas 

invited to join a Special Working Group on 

International Broadcasting. This group was 

established to advise the FCC on the needs of 
the privately licensed international broad- 
casters. Aside from previous international 
station managerial duties, Thompson was an 

engineer with Trans World Radio for a 

number of years. On one of his assignments, 
he .surveyed the land and documented the 
technical characteristics of the area to deter- 
mine the best location for the T%VR broadcast 
station that was constructed in Swaziland. 

there appear to be problems for certain 
services such as ANI broadcasters and 
international broadcasters. 

Although this article refers occasion- 
ally to the present U.S. position, that 
position is typical of what other adminis- 
trations are proposing. 

\1 broadcasters are involved in a 

long -standing debate about how 
to accommodate more broad- 

casters. The basis for the debate is that 
the FCC believes additional channels 
are necessary fk r minority and special - 
interest groups. Always of interest to 
U.S. public consideration is the influ- 
ence of minority and special -interest 
groups. The National Association of 
Broadcasters is basically for some addi- 
tional spectrum but against any change 
in the present channel spacing. The 
Association of Daytime Broadcasters is 

in favor of any expansion, in order to 
obtain night -time operation privileges 
for their member stations. Clear - 
channel licenses, although not directly 
involved in the WARC discussions, are 
involved in the debate because some of 
these extra channels will come from 
clear- channel allocations. 

Band expansion is one alternative 
proposed for providing additional chan- 
nels. Expansion of the ANI band up to 
1860 kilohertz has numerous implica- 
tions. 

What are the technical and propaga- 
tion characteristic's of that part of the 
band, compared to the present A \1 

allocations? What are the economic con- 
siderations of such an expansion for both 
licensees and receiver manufacturers? 
of significance, although a subtle 
implication at this time, is the proposed 
multiple shared service with a number of 
other services in a portion of this ex- 
panded band. Potential interference be- 
tween and among the services needs to 
be considered. especially night -tine sky 
wave -type interference. Further study 
needs to be clone on this subject to better 
understand the alternatives. 

ANI band reallocation expansion can- 
not be unilaterally resolved because 
many_ nations are involved in this sub- 
ject. Even in the limited area of North 
America, it is necessary to have the par- 
ticipants of NARBA, and especially 

Canada and Mexico, mutually agree to 
any band reallocation expansion. 

An alternative to providing additional 
broadcast outlets is the proposed 9 kilo- 
hertz spacing between channels. The 
idea is based on the experience of broad- 
casters in Europe and Asia. The diffi- 
culty for the North American broad- 
caster is that the cost of conversion 
would be very high, while still maintain- 
ing the necessary antenna directionality. 
This is especially true for the many 
small- market, low -power stations that 
have been squeezed between existing 
larger -market, higher -power stations. 

The problem is that the smaller the 
station, the more expensive such a 

change would be. Not directly related to 
the channel allocation discussion is the 
effect of' reduced channel allocation on 
AM stereo operation. Reduced band 
width not only directly affects the fre- 
quency response of the transmitted sig- 
nal, but also could affect the theoretical 
level of stereo separation, signal -to- 
noise considerations, and the practical 
operational stability of the A \1 stereo 
generator. 

Changing ANI broadcast channel spac- 
ing in the Western Hemisphere is not a 

minor suggestion. It is comparable to 
proposing to change in the Magna Carta. 
It is an interesting topic for theoretical 
discussion, but practically speaking, it 
could be an almost impossible task. 

The U.S. position, at the time of this 
writing, appears to be that 9 kilohertz 
channel spacing is the most effective and 
efficient method of providing additional 
channels. It remains to be seen what the 
outcome of this part of the debate will 
be. Suffice it to say, there is a strong 
feeling in the United States that addi- 
tionad channels are necessary for minor- 
ity groups interested in entering the 
broadcast media. 

In addition to these considerations, 
there is the additional problem of 
Canadian objections to the proposed 
NTIA proposal. 

'Broadcast channel spacings do af- 
fect neighboring administrations 
such as Mexico and Canada. 

These administrations cooperate on a 
different scale via the North American 

Continued on page 170 
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USERS REPORT: 

VMI HEAD LIFE GOES UP! 
What is it? 
A new material processing technique developed by 
VMI for improved performance from quad video 
heads. 

What does it do? 
Provides greater reliability and head life over other 
processes while maintaining consistently higher 
performance. 

How do you benefit? 
Obviously, you benefit from better performance 
and longer life - real operating advantages - And 
since 7811 is available at no extra charge, your 
cost -per -hour should actually go down! 

Want to find out more? Contact one of our video h,2ad 
engineers direct or complete the "Personal Demo :-e- 
quest" card in this magazine and we'll see you at the f\ AB 
in Dallas. 

See us at Booth #2705, level II 

1ÓA 
155 SAN LU",ARO AVE \i"E SUNNYVALE, CALIF( )R\L-194086 'fEL: (408) 737-830) 11V1: 910-339-936,1: 
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WORLD FORUM 

Radio Broadcast Agreement. A change 
in channel spacing requires an NARBA- 
type agreement, otherwise unilateral 
change and modification would cause 
heterodyne havoc. 

Following the WARC -79 agreement, 
and before any rules could be issued 
from Washington or Ottawa, a new or 
revised NARBA would have to be drawn 
up and ratified. This in itself is no small 
task that would fall on the administra- 
tions concerned. It appears that the 
functionaries and technocrats of all 
administrations will be kept busy for 
many years to come, based solely on the 
implementation of the proposed WARC. 

If enough interest is shown by 
government and broadcasters, there 
could be a true renaissance in the 
development of some form of low -band, 
high- frequency domestic broadcasting. 
South America, Africa, and Asia have 
already developed these particular 
bands. It may be the opportunity for 
North American broadcasters to con- 
sider the alternatives for AM band ex- 
pansion. This is a subject that needs to 
be developed further. 

There is certainly no clear solution to 
the AM expansion proposal. A question 
that has not been discussed is the eco- 
nomic viability of the additional stations 
that will, within a relatively short time, 
come into existance. The idea is implicit 
in the NAB position, but the point needs 
to be explored further. 

There could be an alternative that 
would satisfy minority and ethnic audi- 

The International 
Information Exchange 
Send us your ideas on 
improving 

Station 
Management 
Programming 
Production 
Equipment 
Applications 

World Forum Editor 
BRoAocnsr 
CONMLNICA1IONS 
P.O. Box 12268 
Overland Park, KS 66212 
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ence and their need for specialised 
broadcast coverage, while at the same 
time, providing the owner -licensee with 
an economically viable operation. It is 
necessary that broadcasters make a 
reasonable return on their investment, 
otherwise the surplus of station licenses 
within and without the expanded bands 
will produce deflationary effects on 
the value of a broadcast license. The net 
result could be that the minority services 
will not be serviced properly and com- 
pletely. This could be a gross disservice 
to the very groups now interested in 
additional service. 

The second area of contention and de- 
bate centers on the little understood, 
and less appreciated field of inter- 
national broadcasting, where the listen- 
er is the target of a hundred political and 
philosophic ideologies. 

The problem hindering clear interna- 
tional communications is that the pro- 
liferation of high -power international 
broadcasters has produced congestion 
and interference, decreasing reliability 
of service. Practical methods of spec- 
trum conservation have been proposed 
to WARC -79, to more efficiently use the 
allocated spectrum. Yet these efforts are 
not adequate to provide enough addi- 
tional channels. 

There is little wonder that many 
administrations have, in recent years, 
permitted their organisations to operate 
out -of -band, effectively having a clear 
channel, while other broadcasters are 
required to operate within the allocated, 
albeit congested, portion of the band. 

Recent news items have called atten- 
tion to the disapproval of the proposed 
limited allocation increase for interna- 
tional broadcasting. It is felt by many 
experienced broadcasters that the pres- 
ent allocation of about 2,000 kHz has to 
be doubled to permit the free and easy 
flow of information between nations of 
the world. These broadcasters feel that it 
is not in the best interest of the free 
world to endorse a limited expansion. 

International broadcasting has classic- 
ally been a communications medium. 
International broadcasting is the only 
practical way for the free and easy ex- 
change of ideas among the peoples of the 
world. This was the freedom guaranteed 
by the Helsinki agreement. 

It was hailed by both East and West as 
opening new avenues to improved 
international understanding. Interna- 
tional broadcasting, in the fullest sense 
of the word, is truly the means to dis- 
seminate information directly to the 
people of one country by the people of 
another country. 

It can be shown that the expansion of 
the international broadcast bands is in- 

disputedly necessary in order to carry 
out the accords of the Helsinki agree- 
ment. It is therefore possible that more 
credence should be given to the pleas 
from international broadcasters for addi- 
tional spectrum. 

here is a de -facto expansion of the 
international broadcast bands. A 
number of years ago, when the in- 

ternational broadcast band congestion 
began, there were two alternatives for 
broadcasters, short of just sitting in place 
and being overpowered. The first 
alternative was the power race that has 
developed huge complexes of super - 
powered HF transmitters. At today's 
cost for electric power, even govern- 
ments find it difficult to justify the ex- 
pense of operating this type of station. 

Congestion and unreliability still are 
facts of live, leaving the other alternative: 
broadcast in bands allocated to other 
services, creating new bands. This opera- 
tion effectively gives exclusive rights to a 
clear channel, at least for a while. 

In recent years, increased congestion 
on the allocated bands has caused more 
administrations to permit their oper- 
ating organisations to operate out -of- 
band. These out -of -band operations 
typically are immediately adjacent to 
existing bands, made available by the 
decrease in fixed service requirements. 
Some bands have expanded, on a de- 
facto basis, to the point where they are 
effectively 100 percent larger than the 
basic authorised international broadcast 
band. 

The problem now develops with cer- 
tain administrations, in which the 
broadcasters are not permitted entry 
into the de -facto area of the band. Hence 
these broadcasters are limited to only a 
portion of the spectrum used by the 
more independent broadcasters. 

Recent developments have come to 
the attention of the media of the appar- 
ent disagreements within the adminis- 
tration of the United States. Representa- 
tives of the Board of International 
Broadcasting, which funds Radio Free 
Europe and Radio Liberty, and the In- 
ternational Communication Agency 
which operates the Voice of America, 
have voiced dissatisfaction with the 
present U.S. WARC position. The BIB/ 
ICA see the present position as prevent- 
ing them from gaining entry for their 
transmissions into other countries. 

The present NTIA position provided 
for an expansion of' about one -half of 
what the BIB and ICA believe is neces- 
sary for reliable communications. 
WARC positions now being considered 
in Washington, London, Moscow, and 
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other national capitals not only affect 
their own country, but by agreement, 
affect their ability to broadcast to neigh- 
boring countries as well as distant areas. 

The Board for International Broad- 
casting and the Internatianal Com- 
munications Agency represent the 
interests of the U.S. government broad- 
casting, specifically Radio Free Europe, 
Radio Liberty, and the Voice of Amer- 
ica. In considering their needs, it is 
necessary to appreciate that their trans- 
missions are the most -often jammed 
services operating today. 

The essence of jamming interference 
implies that not only is the co- channel 
service obliterated in the immediate 
target area, but also the two first adja- 
cent channels are affected. Secondly, 
the jamming signals propagate great dis- 
tances, causing extreme interference 
problems to other broadcasters, not just 
the intended reception area. 

The private and public debates con- 
tinue as to the allocation needs of inter- 
national broadcasters such as RFE /RL. 
But the picture is clear that, lacking 
major expansion, including the de-facto 
spectrum already taken by certain inter- 
national broadcasters, limited expansion 

would provide other broadcasters with 
relatively free access into all areas of the 
world, while denying access by Amer- 
ican, Canadian, and certain European 
broadcasters to the recognised narrower 
allocations proposed in the present 
drafts. 

Every service, whether broadcast, 
mobile, or amateur, would like to 
have exclusive allocations for its 

service. Under certain circumstances, ex- 
clusive allocations appear to be neces- 
sary. For instance, there is no possibility 
of sharing service with any other service 
on a standard frequency channel, 
whether it is WWV or CHU. Likewise, 
there is little practical possibility of shar- 
ing hehveen high- power, long- distance 
international broadcasting on the higher 
bands because of the relatively high field 
strengths possible even on the third, 
fourth, and fifth hop. 

Shared operation on lower bands be- 
tween international broadcasters and 
other services could, with logic and a bit 
of ingenuity, be developed. Such a 
proposal could alleviate some of the 
congestion on some bands at some hours 
of the clay. 

The basic premise (daily positi, n pre- 
sented to WARC -79 will be deter nine(' 
by the administration's interest b_ allow 
tln free flow of information. 

The implication of this position by the 
United States and other administrations 
influences other nations looking for a 
position to support at WARC The inter- 
national broadcast bands need to Ime ex- 
panded for the benefit of all intern; tional 
broadcasters. 

Latin American, African, and Asian 
administrations will find that unit's the 
international broadcast bands an sig- 
nificantly increased, their new -found 
international broadcast interests ,.ill be 
severely limited. This is a majn- con- 
sideration for many of these administra- 
tions who are not able to simply wi ite off 
their investments. 

The future of high -frequency broad- 
casting, especially international broad- 
casting, could look very good. Mu. h de- 
pends on the effectiveness of a strong 
position for the dramatic expans on of 
international broadcasting. The effects 
and repercussions will be felt well 
beyond the limited and parochial iroun- 
daries of the international broadcasters' 
fraternity. a[ 

The Ultimate In Color Monitors 
For EJ And EFP 

The CDR 8000 - CDR 8800 Color Video Monitors 

Operates on AC or DC Power 

Single or Dual Rackmount (waveform monitor or monochrome monitor may be mounted with CDR 8000) 

Performs all engineering functions in only 8.75" of rack height 

Features: High Voltage Regulation; Keyed Back -Porch Clamp; Underscan; Pulse- cross; A -B inputs; Int- 
Ext Sync; Color Set -up Controls and Modular Circuitry 

For information on the complete line of World Video products, please write or phone: l 
WORLD VIDEO, INC. 
P 0 BOX 117, BOYERTOWN, PA , 19512 
PHONE 215- 367 -6055 
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PRODUCT PREMIER 

NAB: Products for everybody 
For more information on products highlighted in this section, 
just use BC's convenient Reader Service Card. 

u st out of the hopper fòr "hit of the 
show" contention is the Ampex digital 

VTR. Sending shock waves through the 
industry some weeks ago, Ampex quiet- 
ly pulled the trigger on the equipment 
surprise of the year. The new machine 
is covered in a special article elsewhere 
in this issue. 

Frame synchronisers and time base 
correctors will be hot items at the NAB 
convention this year. They're not exactly 
new, but the prices have Chopped almost 
to the irresistible level. But mostly what 
you'll hear is that inure products are dig- 
ital- and microprocessor- based. 

of particular interest to TV broad- 
casters is the tough competition among 
manufacturers of digital video effects 
systems. First introduced a few conven- 
tions back. these systems are growing in 
flexibility and creativity. The leaders are 
sure to exhibit systems live that truly 
execute effects previously only possible 
through optics. 

Even lighting gets a facelift. II \II is 

featured in an article in this issue and 
will be joining other lighting innovations 
on the floor this year. 

Of course digital audio will be a lot 
more obvious. 3 \1 and Sony should be 
right up front. But if you're intent on 
staving in step with the technologies, 
look for a wide variety of innovations in 
both radio, television and audio prod- 
ucts, as well as test equipment. 

Whether you skip this convention or 
you're already packing your bags, this 
section offers you an opportunity to be 
certain you collect all the information 
you need fòr your station files. As you 
see a product that meets your needs or 
sparks new interest, mark that product's 
"circle" number on the Header Service 
Card. This way. if you attend the 
convention, your literature load will be a 
lot lighter. And if' you're not planning to 
attend. you can assemble a contprelten- 
sive file of this year's new products. 

The saute -circle number.. system is 

used with most of the ads in this issue. If 
you want fast service. pull out the 
Reader Service Card and mail it today. 

Meanwhile, lets get started down the 
aisle and see what will be introduced this 
year. 

Synchroniser /TBC (Circle 196) 
MCI /Quantel - Now available is a new 
digital synchroniser /time base corrector 
that can not only synchronise any non- 

synchronous NTSC TV signal, but can 
also time base correct direct record and 
non -phased videotape recorders. 

The new DFS 1550, a successor to the 
DFS 1500, also includes a unique non - 
phase detection feature that enables it to 
switch modes automatically, depending 
on the input signal. Other standard fea- 
tures include look -ahead velocity com- 
pensator, sync pulse generator. drop- 
out compensator, diagnostic store 
analyser, and switch- selectable blanking 
of VITS and VINS. 

Keyboard (Circle 197) 
UNIX SYSTEMS (Onyx) -The new E/D 
keyboard improves the operation of the 
company's current line of editing sys- 
tems. It incorporates a new approach to 
the logic of videotape editing sequence, 
which both adds functions and features 
to the system while actually reducing 
operational time. 

All operational parameters are now 
directly accessible through the keyboard 
without the need of a lengthy initialisa- 
tion dialogue. A separated left -side key- 
pad deals uniquely with the decision list 
and alit() assembly functions. Functions 
such as frame trim can be entered di- 
rectly; even the minus or plus sign can go 
in before or after the time code entry, 
and the machinery does the rest. 

Field production switcher (Circle 
201) 
ASACA CORP. OF AMERICA - The 
AS \V -100 is a compact, multifunction 
unit capable of performing all required 
operations for a truly portable field pro- 
duction system. 

It can be powered by its own battery - 
pack, from a 12V vehicle battery, or 
from 120 -volt AC lines. When powered 
by a vehicle battery' or AC line, it can 
furnish power to cameras and VTR. 

Features of the AS W-100 include 

three camera inputs; camera operation 
by two 75 -ohm coaxial cable, or by 
multi- conductor cables; full camera 
operating controls (for use with ACC - 
2000, optional); black burst provided for 
each camera input; internal sync gener- 
ator; system gen -lock, used with a VTR; 
auto -phase control; character generator 
input with downstream mixing or key- 
ing; composite video switching with 
mix -fade and effect provision; audio 
interconnection; full tally and intercom 
systems; full video monitoring (op- 
tional); monitor switching; and remote 
VTR controls. 

Audio router /switcher (Circle 180) 
RANIKO RESEARCH -The ARA -1612 is 
a mono /stereo audio router (switcher) 
and amplifier with lighted status displays 
(LS Ds) and BCD encoding. Plug -in 
modules allow up to 16 inputs to be 
routed to up to 12 different places simul- 
taneously - all in one small 10 -inch 
rack -mount package. 

The ARA -1612 is designed specifically 
for the radio broadcaster to eliminate 
patch panels and all their attendant 
drawbacks. To do this, the ARA -1612 
utilises CMPS switching and isolation 
buffer amplifiers. 

In addition, the unit has LSDs which 
show at a glance which inputs are being 
fed to which outputs. Also, each output 
card (16 in by 1 out) has dual outputs for 
simul- keels; and, each output card (up 
to 12, 16 x l's in each rack) may be 
changed to 8 x 1. 

Teletext system (Circle 186) 
TELEGEN - The Antiope teletext sys- 
tem will be displayed at NAB by Telegen 
on behalf of SOFRATEV, the French 
company marketing this system outside 
of France. Antiope Teletext is a data 
transmission system using television, 
radio or telephone links for communica- 
tion. The system on display at NAB will 
include a variety of clata banks, vertical 
interval digital data insertion equip- 
ment, display colour monitors, and 
receivers, all equipped with Antiope 
Teletext decoders and control units that 
can be operated by visitors to the booth. 

Deleter -added (Circle 187) 
TELEMET - The VIT deleter -adder 
(model 3608) inserts a selected test sig- 
nal from the 3538 system into the verti- 
cal interval of the composite picture sig- 
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nal. If the input already has an existing 
VIT signal from a remote source, the 
original VIT is deleted and replaced with 
a new VIT signal from the 3538 system. 
The 3608 allows preview of the inserted 
VITS before switching on air. Any or all 
of lines 17, 18, 19 and 20 may be used. 

Microphone (Circle 183) 
SHURE BROTHERS -A new, light- 
weight, head -worn microphone with 
dual monitoring capability is designed 
for use in a variety of studio and remote 
professional broadcasting applications. 

The new SM 14 consists of a headband, 
unidirectional dynamic microphone, 
and two integral earphone assemblies to 
permit the monitoring of separate sound 
sources. Each of the twin earphone 
assemblies has its own transformer and 
phone plug. Besides enabling the user to 
monitor two separate sound sources, 
such as programme material and studio 
directions, the double receiver system 
helps prevent background noise inter- 
ference. In addition, having two 
monitoring systems provides a reliable 
backup should one system fail. 

Cartridge degausser (Circle 218) 
NORTRONICS - The QM -380 is a new 
broadcast cartridge degausser designed 
expressly to remove residual magnetism 
from the heads in broadcast cartridge 
machines. 

The new unit develops a powerful 
magnetic field of 400 gauss which will 
completely degauss heads regardless of 
the type of material from which they are 
fabricated. 

Digital audio mixer (Circle 185) 
SONY - The first all -digital mixer, the 
DMX -800, is designed specifically to 
mix 16 -bit, professional- quality digital 
signals in real time, with no analogue 
process involved. 

The mixer has eight input and two 
output channels. It can mix 16 -bit 
linear- quantized digital signals (used by 
all other Sony digital studio equipment) 
and can be synchronised with either in- 
ternal or external sampling -rate clocks. 
The internal clock offers switch - 
selectable sampling rates of 44,0,56 and 
50,350 Hz; maximum external clock rate 
is 56 kHz. 

The DMX -800 can also be used with 
conventional analogue equipment, 
interfaced via an A -D /D -A converter 
such as the Sony ADA -1601. 

Programme control (Circle 193) 
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS - "Econo 
Control 16" is a new, economical version 
of the company's Control 16 programme 
automation line. 

Continued on page 174 
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Transmillers 
b Our 
Modulimiter. 

The Competition 
Will Hate Your 
New Sound. 
The BL -40 Modulimiter is a unique automatic AM broadcast 
limiter, which will maximize modern transmitter performance. 
Whatever your format -hard rock to classical, Modulimiter will 
increase transmitter efficiency and extend coverage. 

The BL -40's patented electro- optical attenuator provides smooth, 
unobtrusive, true RMS limiting. An ultra fast F.E.T. peak limiting 
section assures absolute protection from unwanted over modula- 
tion without peak clipping. Attack time is essentially instantaneous. 
Three separate meters indicate RMS LIMITING, PEAK LIMITING 
AND OUTPUT LEVEL, simultaneously. All critical adjustments 
are behind a front security panel. A "phase optimizer" maintains 
most favorable signal polarity permitting up to 125% positive 
modulation without negative undershoot. " Its the limit " in 
todays broadcast limiters. UREI quality of course 

Available from your UREI dealer. 

Vidi 44, 

8460 San Fernando Road, Sun Valley, California 91352 (213) 767 -1000 
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corporation, New York 
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PRODUCT PREMIER 

The Econo Control I(i is a micro- 
processor system that 2,(00 programme 
events and 10 repetitive compare times. 
Features include full data entry error 
sensing. lour remote alerting relays, and 
completely interchangeable universal 
source cards. 

The economy version is especially 
attractive to those broadcasters whose 
present needs do not justify the capabil- 
ities of the full Control 16. but who may 
want to expand to the lull Control 16 

monitor and main processor at a later 
date. The video monitor and main 
processor chassis are easily installed in 
the field by simply plugging them in, 
with no modifications required. 

Dual -band VTR (Circle 150) 
AM PEN - The AVR -3 dual -band video- 
tape recorder /reproducer gives the 
broadcaster the ability to record and play 
back "live" quality pictures automatic- 
ally through its Super High Band Pilot 
(SHBP) feature. 

When equipped with SHBP, the 
AVR -3 virtually eliminates banding 
caused by velocity and saturation errors, 
according to Ampex. SHBP also pro- 
vides continuous video error correction 
so that velocity and saturation problems 

Johnson's 
complete 
FM SCA 

lineup 
will put 

your 
background 

services 
upfront 
Write or call today 

for more information. 

oiznson ßo1ectror.ics,Zac. 
PO Box 7 Casselberry, Florida 32707 

\ \ (305) 339 -2111 
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are corrected before they can affect the 
displayed signal. 

Standard on the AVR -3 are a digital 
time base corrector, editor, a new digital 
autotracking system, fully servoed reels, 
constant- tension tape servo, video head 
optimiser, and vacuum capstan. 

Microwave antenna (Circle 151) 
ANDREW CORP. - The UGX' ultra 
gain antenna offers high gain and excel- 
lent cross -polarisation discrimination in 
the 10.7-11.7 C H zrb.uul. N1 id -band gain 
is 49.0 dBi. High cross- polarisation dis - 
criminat (more than 35 dB at twice 
the 3 dB heamwidth) permits optimum 
frequency coordination and compatibil- 
ity with digital transmission applica- 
tions. 

Lens system (Circle 152) 
ANCENIEUX - The 25x features a 

continuous zoom range of 10 to 250min; 
a very wide horizontal angle of view of 
46 °; a high relative aperture at the short 
local length of P1.4: and a minimum ob- 
ject distance of 3 feet (2 feet with a 

close -up lens). 
The 25x becomes six different lenses 

when used with three accessory units: a 

0.76x retrozoom attachment that ex- 
pands the wide angle to 60 °; a 1.66x tele- 
photo attachment that allows the lens to 
have a focal length of 16- 415nun; and a 

two-position range extender sub- 
assembly which allows the remote - 
controlled switching of 1.0x and 1.4x 
extenders. Of significance is that a long 
local length of 580nun at f14.0 can be 
achieved with the 1.4x extender in com- 
bination with the I.66x tele- attachment. 

Graphic equaliser (Circle 153) 
AUDIO do DESIGN RECORDING - The 
E 950 Paragraphic" Equaliser brings to 
the conventional graphic equaliser all 
the flexibility of paramtric equalisation. 
Colour -coded pots for "frequency" and 
"bandwidth" enable the E 950 to be set 
up as a straight forward graphic unit in 
either stereo 6- section format, or a 12- 

section mono system outputing on the 

unit's RH output connectors. 
In the 12- section mode it gives an oc- 

tave equaliser with two "floating" sec- 
tions for use over the whole bandwidth 
(e.g., for tight notching). 

U- format recorder (Circle 181) 
RECORTEC - Now available is a high - 
band U- lirrmat recorder featuring 7 -10 
MHz high -band colour; quad quality 
without banding; two high -quality audio 
tracks; cassette convenience; full editing 
capability; and desk -top size. 

The model HBU -2860 is a modified 
Sony VO -2860 recorder using standard 

% -inch videocassettes. Recortec has 
modified the VO -2860 by tripling its 
normal scanner speed and increasing the 
linear tape speed by the saine factor. The 
original video heads are used, but an 

all -new signal electronics design proces- 
ses the segmented video and provides 
enhanced audio. 

Editing control systems (Circle 162) 
CONVERGENCE -The ECS -100 Series 
Superstick Editing Control Systems will 
be demonstrated at NAB in a 40 -foot by 
40 -loot island exhibit that will feature 
two Superstick Theaters and special 
"hands on" equipment demonstration 
areas. 

New features being shown for the first 
time will include % -inch helical and 
one -inch Type C VTR interface. Other 
features include the " Superstick" cruise 
control; the proprietary CUT /LAP® op- 
tion: and Liplock ®, which retains the 

veneion soab _ -r 
new 
broadest line 
terminal equip 
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natural pitch of audio throughout a broad 
range of tape speeds. 

Audio cart machinery (Circle 226) 
INTERNATIONAL TAPETRONICS CORP. - Two new products will be introduced 
at the convention: the ITC Series 99 and 
the 1 K System. The Series '99 cart 
machine has a microprocessor to control 
all transport logic and motion sensing. It 
also controls the ELSA functions: cart 
erasure, azimuth (phase) adjustment, 
and splice location. 

The 1K System stores, moves, and 
plays 1024 carts with hack -to -back 
capability and reel -to -reel sound. It will 
accept up to four programme lists, each 
32 events long. The 1K feeds up to four 
stereo audio channels simultaneously, 
permitting cross fades and overlaps, and 
grouping related events. 

Power controller (Circle 164) 
DELTA ELECTRONICS - The model 
APC -1 automatic power controller 
automatically controls the antenna cur- 
rent of All stations to insure that the 
power is kept within (U.S.) FCC limits. 
It also lias provisions for controlling up to 
three power levels for operating modes. 

Other features include a long -time 
constant circuit which minimises effects 
of modulation and carrier shift, and a 
!meter which shows deviation from cor- 
rect power level. 

Microwave transmission 
equipment (Circle 165) 
FARINON VIDEO - The company will 
display microwave transmission equip - 
ment for ENG at the NAB convention. 
Included in the items to be shown are 
frequency -agile portable systems in the 
2, 7 and 1:3 GHz bands; studio - 
transmitter link; F11 transmission chan- 
nel system; and a new, low -noise 21- 
channel 2 GIIz ENG /E) receiver. 

Automatic changeover unit 
(Circle 169) 
LEITCII VIDE°- High reliability, low 
power consumption, and minimum 
space requirement (one rack unit) are 
featured in the model AC() -131 automa- 
tic changeover unit. 

Amplitude sensing of all outputs from 
two master sync pulse generators is con- 
tinuous. A 3 dB drop of any one signal 
activates visual and aural alarms and an 
automatic transfer to the alternate 

generator. Remote control, a po,itive 
manual override, and aural alarm d feat 
are provided. The ACO -131 is N USC 
and PAL compatible. 

Video bridging switcher 
(Circle 168) 
LENCO - Now available is a video in idg- 
ing switcher with the capability t re- 
motely operate multiple audio switch- 
ers. The !model PS\V -467 can sv itch 
video, audio, and SMPTE time code at 
the same time, or sterco audio and 
SMPTE time code. One PS\V -467 - ideo 
switcher can control 10 or more I, neo 
model PAF -467 audio switchers, sb mie! 
system requirements dictate. 

The PSW-467 switcher offers l.' in- 
puts and two outputs, and is capable of 
remote control operation, using the 
associated Lenco model PSR -46; re- 
mote control panel. 

32 -track recorder (Circle 172 ) 
\1(.I -A 3 -inch, 32 -track n;ister 
recorder featuring all new electri :ries 
and microprocessor control is norm a ail - 
able. The tH -32 is also availabl in 
2-inch, 16- or 24 -track configuratio is. 

Continued on page 176 

re-enhance wow cass..«a.a .. : __ 

A revolutionary process that puts the 
highest picture quality into your original 
cassette recordings is now available to users 
of U -Matic and other color -under VTRs. 

The secret is in the new YFI Record 
Booster, an add -on device which compen- 
sates in advance for the usual picture 
degradation that 3/4" and 1/2" cassettes suffer 
in normal playback operation. 

TV stations and production facilities that 
have used the Record Booster are im- 
pressed with the substantial improvement in 
picture quality, while liking the "non - 

enhanced" look the Booster gives. How is 
this paradox achieved? Well, this latest addi- 
tion to the YFI line of image improvers 
crispens the small details in the picture 
without enhancing large outlines. As a result 
the playback image does not have the usual 

flat pasty appearance with over- emphasized 
edges that other enhancers produce. 

To get even more further advantage from 
this unique signal process, the Record 
Booster generates a pedestal around small 
image details, allowing your playback 
enhancer to reduce luminance and chroma 
noise without loss of detail, and thus 
eliminating the "cartoon- like" appearance 
typical of too many ENG programs. 

THE RESULT 
A sharper, crisper, more detailed image 

that does not look enhanced. It looks as 
if it came from a much better VTR. 

It makes sense to do it this way. The 
Record Booster goes in your signal path 
ahead of the VTR, after the camera or 
high quality picture source (film, quad 
master, etc. ). 

That means the enhancement is 
built into your original master 
cassette recording. So it will always 
be present in subsequent generations. 

RACK OR PORTABLE 
CONFIGURATIONS 

The Record Booster is available in rack 
mount form or in a portable bat ery- 
operated configuration as an add on I less 
than 3 lbs.) to portable VTRs. Easy video in/ 
video out connections. 

SEND FOR DATA 
YFI enhancers are in widespread us > to- 

day. Send for our detailed data and get 
further improvement in picture quality with 
our Record Booster. 

See us at NAB Booth 412 

YVES FAROUDJA INC 199 First St Los Altos, CA. 94022 (415) 941 -3555 
Dealer inquiries invited 
Circle (87) on Reader Service Card 
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SINTRONIC 
AM & FM TRANSMITTERS 
A 27.5 KW FM transmitter with a solid 
design, terrific performance, and at a 

price that makes our cost-performance 
ratio hard to match. Call or write for all 
the details. 

SEE US AT THE NAB BOOTH 387 

Model 
SI-F-25 

s '1"Of'1I"46 
212 Welsh Pool Road, CORPORATION 

Lionville, PA. 19353 (215) 363 -0444. 

Circle (88) on Reader Service Card 

VIDEO ASSOCIATES LABS 
is proud to announce the 
PRO -PAK 1, a servo system 
designed for VTRs. This 
system will allow full frame 
synchronization of the tele- 
vision signal leaving the 
VTR and will stop all vertical 
blanking problems caused 
by the VTR. PRO -PAK 1 will 
incorporate many of the fea- 
tures associated with QUAD 
and 1" recorders, such as: 
V -LOCK, H -LOCK, STABILITY 
MARKS, and a COMPLETE 
COMPLIMENT OF SET UP AND 

SERVO STATUS INDICATORS. 
Come by and see the PRO - 
PAK 1 at the Dallas NAB 
booth 2809. 

Video Associates, Labs 
2304 HANCOCK DRIVE, 

Austin, Texas 78756 
512/459 -5684 

Circle (89) on Reader Service Card 
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The JH -32 includes the same advan- 
tages of MCI's JH -16 recorder: QUIOR 
(QUiet Initiation Of Record) circuitry; 
servo -controlled reel motors; phase 
locked capstan motor; real time counter 
included in the AutoLocator IV; manual 
velocity control; and reference selector. 

The JH -32 has -Flux Track" capability 
with master control panel which permits 
variable or preset levels for Play, Re- 
cord, Bias, etc. It has separate sync and 
repro equalisers; three speeds - 15, 20 
and 30 ips; differential inputs and out- 
puts; and completely transformiess elec- 
tronics. 

Medium -wave transmitter 
(Circle 167) 
HARRIS - The new MW -10 10 kW 
medium -wave transmitter offers the 
same performance features of the Harris 
MW -50A and MW -5A. These include 
low distortion; excellent transient re- 
sponse; wide frequency response; and 
high positive peak capability for a loud, 
clear signal. 

The MW -10 is the newest addition to 
the company's line of Pulse Duration 
Modulation (PD M) medium -wave 
transmitters. Other features of this 
transmitter are 125% positive peak 
modulation capability at 1 1,000 watts; no 
modulation transformer or reactor; easy 
accessibility to all components; and full 
performance ratings at 10,000 feet. 

Production switcher (Circle 192) 
AMERICAN DATA - The 2104 colour 
production switcher features 12 pattern 
special effects with joystick positioner, 
spotlight, modulator, presets, and soft- 
ness control. The 2104 has full range 
control for adjusting pattern edges from 
hard to soft. The limits of the wipe pat- 
tern selected may be preset for any posi- 
tion in the raster. 

The 2104 production switcher also fea- 
tures 10 clamped inputs including back- 
burst and colour background; three 
input linear effects kever featuring self, 
external, and optional chroma key (blink 
key, wipe key, and colour matte gener- 
ator are included); single input linear 
mix key system, downstream from ef- 
fects buses with self key or matte -fill. 
The switcher also has optional audio - 
follow -video capability. 

Fluid heads and tripods 
CINEMA PRODUCTS -The company is 

now the exclusive U.S. distributor of the 
Sachtler line of fluid heads and tripods 
for video and motion picture cameras 
weighing up to 33 pounds. 

Manufactured in Germany, the Sacht- 
ler lightweight fluid heads feature an 
integrated counterbalance spring 
adjustable for "no- hands" balance in any 
desired position (even with displaced 
center of gravity) for any camera /lens 
combination up to 33 pounds; plus 
separate drag controls for tilt and pan. 

For more information, please write to 
Cinema Products Corp., 2037 Granville 
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025; (213) 
478 -0711 or (213) 477 -1971. 

Retrieval system (Circle 199) 
ADDA CORP. - The ESP -100B is a low- 
cost digital still frame storage and re- 
trieval system designed for use by sta- 
tions in small -to- medium -sized broad- 
cast markets. The microprocessor -based 
system stores up to 200 digital stills on- 
line on a fixed disc. Stills can be accessed 
in one -half second and still sequence can 
be programmed in advance so stills ap- 
pear automatically and in order. Recall 
and display of any still frame is non- 
destructive so that stored data remains 
unaltered during access and display 
operations. 

The ESP -100B allows programming of 
up to 25 still sequences in advance. Se- 
quences are played back automatically, 
in order, to coincide with the broadcast. 
It is also possible to change the still se- 
quence while on the air, retrieving any 
stills from the 200 stored in the system 
within one -half second after command. 

Lights (Circle 154) 
BARDWELL & McALISTER - The 
SLIM LINE II is a lightweight, portable 
trait designed for broad fill and flood 
lighting applications - for TV or motion 
picture studios; in the studio or in the 
field. 

This 2000 -Watt Tungsten- Halogen 
"Quartz" light features complete "flo- 
thru" ventilation cooling design; one - 
piece reflector design which results in 

smooth, even, broad light pattern' 
spring -loaded hinges that prevent barn - 
door creeping; and equally effective 
barndoor control at both sides as well as 
top and bottom. 

Sync generator (Circle 161) 
CONSOLIDATED VIDEO SYSTEMS - 
The AVA (Automatic Vertical Advance) 
is an automatic VTR advance sync 
generator that reduces the possibility of 
excess vertical blanking with broadcast - 
type time base correctors. 

The AVA is designed as a stand -alone 
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accessory for most brands of broadcast 
TBCs. In operation, AVA automaticall 
monitors off -tape vertical sync (V), com- 
pares it with TBC vertical sync, and 
generates a steering signal. After V'FR 
lockup, the signal is used to align off-tape 
V with a preset point ahead of station V. 
Then, if tape V phase moves, AVA con- 
tinuously adjusts itself to reduce vertical 
blanking errors. Front panel controls are 
provided so that users can override 
automatic operation and set VTR sync 
phase manually. 

Digital video processing system 
(Circle 194) 
THOMSON -CSF LABORATORIES - The 
new model 9100 Digital Video Process- 
ing (DVP) system will be introduced at 
this year's NAB. The system consists of 
the company's digital noise reducer, a 
frame synchroniser, a 4 x 1 input switch - 
er, and a freeze frame, all operating at 4x 
subcarrier sampling. 

The DVP provides selectable 
synchronisation and precise automatic 
timing for multiple picture sources 
without the need for conventional gen- 
locking. Timing differences of remote 
signals are of no concern when routed 
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through the D\ 1' 9100. Multiple remote 
video sources can readily be phases to 
studio sources. 

Transmitters (Circle 155) 
BAYLY ENGINEERING -A new line of 
Telefunken PDM (pulse duration 
modulation) short, medium, and long - 
wave broadcast transmitters, operating 
with power outputs from 100 k \V to 650 
k\\', are being introduced to the North 
American market. 

These transmitters use the PANTEL 
modulation method (PDM anode modu- 
lation system Telefunken) which in- 
creases the total efficiency of the trans- 
mitter by 10 %. Other advantages of the 
PANTEL system are low tube costs, 
compact design with no extraneous 

components; and easy access to all .-om- 
ponents. 

RF monitoring system (Circle 156) 
BIRD ELECTRIC CORP. - The Jew, 
high -speed \Vattcher''° RF moniti ring 
system offers protection of transmitters, 
transmission lines, antenna system!. fil- 
ters, diplexers, etc., from damage, due 
to high standing waves (VSWR). 

The model 3171 monitoring sy.tem 
features a shortening of' response time 
down to 200 microseconds and remote 
reset capability. The system can be reset 
remotely when false alarm or ver!J Jrief 
disturbances leave transmission intact. 

TV audio system (Circle 166) 
HALLIKAINEN & FRIENDS - The TVA 
Series is an expandable audio mixing sys- 
teni designed to 1w controlled by a s ideo 
svitche r. The series combines audio - 
follow -video and manual control in a flex- 
ible audio system consisting of' rack- 
mountable components which can pro- 
vide for your present and future a idio 
mixing requirements. The syst'ii is 
expandable to 36 balanced input, in 
groups of six. It oilers balanced andii iouJ, 

Continued on page 178 

FIDELIPAC Cartridges 
are designed by broadcast engineers. 
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Someone else 
transferred someone 
from -*carne 

You know the difference between an 8 -track and a 
broadcast cartridge. An 8 -track is built for fun. a 
broadcast cartridge is built for war. Fidelipac knows 
that too. That's why our seasoned broadcast veterans 
have already defeated problems somebody else just 
discovered. Like lowering IM distortion. Reducing tape 
wear. Ensuring a smooth fit no matter whose :art 
deck you use. And a lot more. Because, at Fidelipac. we 
think a bad cart is no fun at all. 
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FIDILIPAC° 
109 Gaither Drive Mt. Laurel, NJ 08057 U.S.A. (609) 235 -3511 

SEE US IN DALLAS, NAB BOOTH #351 
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STOP 
PLAYING 

DIRTY TAPES 

Use the N.O.V.A. Block. 
A Sapphire Tape 

leaner. 

N.O.V. A. 
Block 
$125 

For all formats. 
Attaches to 
your present 
VTR. 

Patent Approved 

N.O. V.A. 
Block 
$374 

III,IIM 
II 

I 
Y 

1,1 

U 

PI 

* * 
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Cosposalion 

5801 UPLANDER WAY, CULVER CITY. CA.`90230 

(213)641-2046 
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ALLEN AVIONICS INC. 
.. 3 AIV F?ö2_.- 
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VIDEO L -C DELAY LINES 
A complete line of passive switchable 
and strappable Variable Delay Lines 
manufactured specifically for the 
video industry. Finest specifications 
available anywhere. Lowest pricing. 
Delivery from stock. 

VIDEO 
L -C FILTERS 

,N? rt t tRs 

We manufacture a wide range of 
Linear Phase Lowpass & Bandpass, 
as well as the sharpest Lowpass, High - 
pass & Bandpass Filters available in 

the entire industry. NTSC Lowpass, 
Band Reject & Bandpass Filters are 
our specialties. Fastest delivery of 
prototypes. 
Call /Write for Video Delay Lines & 
Video Filters Catalogs. 

ALLEN AVIONICS, INC. 
224 E. 2nd St., Mineola, NY 11501 

Phone: (516) 248 -8080 

Circle (91) on Reader Service Card 
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programme, and cue outputs plus two 
monitor channels. 

Lubricated tape (Circle 157) 
CAPITOL MAGNETIC -The Q17 high - 
output, low -noise (HOLN) back lubri- 
cated tape is specially designed to com- 
plement the new AA -3 broadcast cart- 
ridge. According to the company, the 
tape uses premium ferric oxide previ- 
ously restricted to expensive cassettes 
and studio mastering tapes. 

Radio automation (Circle 158) 
CETEC BROADCAST GROUP -The Sys- 
tem 7000 features the new Level II 
firmware, which adds significant new 
user flexibility to the system. User - 
definable programme codes provide 
selective access to the memory. Pro- 
gramme director, music director, or bill- 
ing/traffic director can enter or call up 
(for CRT display) stored data for his or 
her segment of the format. 

Battery system (Circle 159) 
CINE 60 INC. - Featured at the NAB 
this year will be a high -capacity battery 
system: a combination 12 -volt and 30- 
volt Sun-Gun kit. 

TV transmitter (Circle 160) 
CCI - The CTT-U -55 is a 55 kW UHF 
broadcast television transmitter using 
the new. high -efficiency EEV external 
cavity watercooled klystrons or Varian 
cooled external cavity klystrons. These 
klystrons are completely interchange- 
able. 

The CTT -U -55 system makes use of 
two final kylstron amplifiers which are 
completely identical in every aspect, 
from metering and control logic, to 
water connection. These amplifiers are 
totally independent from each other and 
can either be flush mounted against the 
wall or stacked side by side. 

Filtering system (Circle 170) 
LIGHTNING ELIMINATION AS- 

SOCIATES - The LEA MB -I0 elec- 
tronic power line filtering system is de- 
signed to protect electronic packages 
from unwanted electrical disturbances. 
These units are for use on balanced 120 - 

volt, single- phase, 3 -wire power lines, 
and are equipped with male and female 
connectors for simple plug -in installa- 
tion. Features of the M B-10 include in- 

stant response; neon status indicator; 
and bi- polar /bi- directional protection. 

Production switcher 
(Circle 203) 
THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP -The new 
1600 Series switcher features micro- 
processor memory. E -MEM - Effects 
Memory - remembers a complete news 

show chroma key with only the push of a 

button. E -MEM can memorise, then re- 
call, a bordered wipe pattern with just 
one button. And E -MEM has a com- 
pletely new production switcher tech- 
nique: effects dissolve, which allows the 
user to create new and original wipes, 
move patterns on the screen, and zoom 
pictures to any point on the screen with 
digital video effects - with just one 
finger. 

Graphics system (Circle 173) 
MPB TECHNOLOGIES - Like the 
rack -mounting model of the VISTA 80 
Graphics System, the desk -top model is 

a two -channel, microcomputer-con - 

trolled character generator and graphics 
system. It permits flexible keyboard 
control of eight -colour, multiple -style 
character displays, graphics, logos, etc., 
and their storage and recall from dise- 
ette. The two channels can be used 
independently, or as preview and on -air 
channels; they also can be mixed to pro- 
duce special overlay effects. Both chan- 
nels can be controlled by a remote com- 
puter. 

Sync generator (Circle 182) 
SHARP ELECTRONICS -A new sync 
generator system (XSG -370) is capable of 
driving five independent cameras. The 
unit features four subcar-ier and four 
horizontal outputs which are indepen- 
dently phase adjustable from the front 
panel. The horizontal outputs may be 
either sync or horizontal drive. A 14.3 
NI H z crystal- controlled oscillator 
determines the frequency of the system. 
Subcarrier frequency is 3.579545 MHz. 

AM transmitter (Circle 174) 
MCMARTIN I N DcsTRIES - A new AM 

transmitter \\ ill be introduced at the 
NAB convention which is designed to be 
an addition to the 5 kW AM transmitter 
currently in the company's line. 

The new transmitter, the BA -5K2, is a 

single- ended, three -tube model housed 
in a single cabinet. Based on McMartin's 
10 kW AM transmitter (BA -10K), the 
BA -5 K2 incorporates conventional 
high -level plate modulated circuitry 
providing high performance and high 
reliability at a reasonable cost. The new 
unit features excellent super - 
modulation capability, a 12 -phase power 
supply, two crystal -controlled oscilla- 
tors, LED status indicators, and full 
metering. 

Remote control system (Circle 171) 
LOGITEK - The DIMARC 30/15 is a 

broadcast remote control system provid- 
ing 30 control functions along with 15 

simultaneous metering functions, plus 
40 on /off status indicators. 
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Each metering function is individually 
displayed at both ends of the system, so 
that calibration can be performed at the 
transmitter without voice communica- 
tion with the studio. Calibration is 
accomplished by thumbwheel controls, 
minimising problems with noisy or 
temperature- variant calibration pots. 

Camera platform (Circle 175) 
O'CONNOR ENGINEERING -A new 
camera platfirrm designed to fit the com- 
pany's model 50 -D fluid camera heads 
has been introduced. An adjustable bal- 
ance feature allows the entire camera to 
be shifted back and forth on the head. 
This feature enables the user to locate 
the camera's precise centre of gravity, 
greatly improving the fluid head's per- 
formance. In addition, this new platform 
has a unique mounting plate which can 
be attached to the bottom of the camera 
in one of eight possible positions. 

Equaliser (Circle 176) 
ORBAN ASSOCIATES -The new Orban 
672A is a cost -effective professional 
Quasi -Parametric equaliser with the 
convenience of graphic -type EQ con- 
trols. Wide range high- and low -pass fil- 
ters with 12 dB /octave slopes are in- 

chided for additional versatility. Each of 
the eight sections is monitored with a 
pulse- stretching overload indicator cir- 
cuit. 

Performance features include ± 16 dB 
equalisation range; narrowband notch- 
ing capability ideal for sound reinforce- 
ment; overload lamp that warns of clip- 
ping in the equaliser; front -panel gain 
control (12 dB gain available); eight 
bands, each with tuning and bandwidth 
control; and each band tunes over 3:1 
frequency range. 

Colour monitor (Circle 195) 
VIDEOTEK -A new, eight -inch profes- 
sional portable colour monitor can be 
operated on AC or DC. Drive controls, 
background controls, and gun switches 
arc front -mounted for complete colour 
balance. A talley lite is supplied as a 
standard feature; pulse cross, under - 
scan, and external sync are available as 
Options. 

Colour camera (Circle 179) 
RCA -The TK -47 automatic colour TV 
studio and field camera features simplic- 
ity of operation and microprocessor-con- 
trolled functions. Automatic features 
controlling camera operation allow the 

camera operator to concentrate or pic- 
ture composition and other creati e as- 
pects rather than on camera adjust- 
ments. 

TK -47 automatics also extend t the 
normally complicated and time - 
consuming camera set -up procedure. 
Microprocessor- controlled system, pro- 
vide computer -aided semi- automat te set 
up of the camera; or, optionally, totally 
automatic set up and pre- opera-ional 
check, at the touch of one pushhu:ton. 

Servo system (Circle 191) 
VIDEO ASSOCIATES LABS - 1I full 
broadcast servo system is being tra- 
duced to update the current tare ock 
system in today's 3'/.4 -inch machine;. fhis 
system will allow full frame synchronis- 
ing of the television signal leaviA_, the 
3/4 -inch VTR and will stop all vertical 
blanking problems caused by the ti-TR. 
The servo system is a modification de- 
signed for the Sony VO -2860. Accost ling 
to the company, this modificatioa_ will 
incorporate many of the features asso- 
ciated with quad recorders, such as: true 
vertical lock; H -lock stability mars( out- 
put; non- standard tracking indic tor; 
drum lock indicator; capstan framing 

Continued on page 180 

VAN LADDER INTRODUCES 
THE MODEL 2913 BC 

BROADCASTING UNIT 

VAN 

Are you plagued with costly interruptions, time consuming searches for ear 
transmission paths and set -up, and lost shots? 

Modern broadcasting demands the finest most reliable equipment avai )le. 
Signal interruptions and equipment malfunctions are costly in viewer Ind 
sponsor satisfaction. 

With the VanLadder Broadcast Unit you can extend the reliability of your 
mobile Electronics News Gathering to your station system. Raising your 
microwave dish 30 feet allows transmission over trees, buildings, passing 
traffic and other line -of -sight objects. Increase the range of on-the-spot 
transmissions to as many as 30 miles. 

The VanLadder Model 2913 BC Unit mounts on all styles and sizes of 
Electronic News Gathering vans with virtually no interior obstructions. 

Van Ladder, Inc. 
Box 709 
Spencer, Iowa 51301 
800 -831 -5051 

LADDER WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 
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ALLIED'S NEW 
DISTRIBUTION 
AMPLIFIER 
1 X 6 and 2 X 12 

Alli 

N 
E W 

STATE OF THE ART 

AUDIO DISTRIBUTION 
MOD 

ADA 106 
$230.00 

MOD 
ADA 112 
$365.00 

Allied Broadcast Equipment 
635 South E Street Richmond, Indiana 47374 Phone (317) 962 -8596 
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NEW ... THE SYSTEM S STUDIO 
A PREWIRED SIX CHANNEL BROADCAST SYSTEM 

6618 audio console 
6 channel 18 input 
handsome styling 
prewired for turntables 
for new studio or stereo cony 

contact your Micro -Trak 
dealer or call 413 536 -3551 

MICRO -TRAK CORPORATION 
520 RACE STREET HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 01 040 
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Premier 

with memory and remotely program- 
mable sync selection. 

Test signal generator (Circle 177) 
(,)s1 SYSTEMS -The QSI CB 8000 Color 
Bar Identifer is a new device for tele- 
vision studios and mobile units that 
originates identified signals to prevent 
cross- fèeds. The CB 8000 is a colour bar 

nd character generator combined with 
an audio signal source to originate an 
identified television source from any 
location. Compact, it is ideal for mobile 
units, studios, or operations centres 
integrating many colour sources. For 
microwave transmission, the unit pro- 
vides a final system check and identifies 
microwave links in compliance with 
(U.S.) FCC regulations. 

Intercom systems (Circle 188) 
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATES - TEA's new two -wire amplified inter- 
com system allows 20 headset units to he 
conferenced on the same line with hot 
microphones. The BCA system, which 
has separate transmit and receive ampli- 
fiers at each headset, also features 20 
milliwatts of audio power to the headset 
for use in high ambient noise. The BCA 
system provides high -level broadcast 
quality intercommunications using exist- 
ing intercom wiring. 

Music library (Circle 189) 
THO \l AS J. VALENTINO INC. - More 
than 80 hours of production music is 

available for purchase from Thomas 
Valentino's production music and sound 
effects libraries. Available are over 3,000 
selections of openings, closing, titles, 
bridges, and themes in 32 different cate- 
gories ranging from rock to jazz and clas- 
sical. There are now 157 LPs in the li- 
brary to fit any of your production needs 
for music. The library is available on 
either disc or tape. Each album is a 

Still the industry's MOST DESIRED 

_ VIDEO TAPE EVALUATOR 

ï 

Tape evaluation at 16 times speed 
Cleans and winds tapes 
Standard in the industry 
World wide customer base 
Leasing program available 

RECORTE C, INC. 777 PALOMAR AVE , SU N NYVALE, CA 94086 TEL: (408) 735-8821 TWX: 910-339-9367 
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high -quality controlled LP pressing and 
each tape is individually produced at 
1 -to -1 from the masters. 

Van ladder (Circle 190) 
VAN LADDER INC. - The model 
2913BC van ladder has a height capabil- 
ity of 30 feet to bottom of bucket (based 
on six -foot van height). Rugged 24 -volt 
electrical motors drive worm gear reduc- 
tion for positive control and braking. 
Positioning controls are located in the 
bucket and on the platform. Extension 
time is 2-3 minutes. The power system is 
based on a 12 -volt self -contained system 
supplemented by the vehicle's 12 -volt 
battery. The 2913BC is a patented car- 
rier for coax to microwave dish. 

Turntable (Circle 198) 
QRK ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS - Gal- 
axy, a new DC turntable designed for 
the professional user, has a DC motor 
with an electronic speed control which 
provides for ± 10%r speed variation on 
both 331/2 and 45 RPM. The turntable. 
which is instant starting, provides for 
slip cueing without a loss in speed; and it 
has back cueing with no motor drag. 

Direct speed readout on LEDs of the 
RPM is located on the front panel. 
Switching is digital with remote start/ 
stop for operator convenience. 

Surveillance camera (Circle 200) 
COHU INC. - The 2850C is the newest 
member of the company's environ- 
mental 2800 Series of monitoring and 
surveillance low light level television 
cameras. 

The 28.50C is environment- resistant, 
self- contained, and designed for 
continuous -duty operation in light 
ranges varying from bright noonday sun 
to dim moonlight. It contains a bright 
light limiter as a new standard feature; 

Continued on page 182 

The Low Frequency 
Extender... 

Radio will iteaPr 
be the same. 

Broadcast quality remotes whenever you want from Plains, 
Peking, Peoria, Paducah, Palm Beach, Paris (France or Texa 

Pocatello, Pierre, Portland, Pittsburgh - 
or maybe Siam. 

For the price of a phone call. 
The Low Frequency Extender is the result of Comrex's 18 ye. 

of broadcast equipment design experience and 13 years 
of development. We are very proud to have in- roduced a 

most important new tool to radio. 
You should hear it: NAB Booth 541 

COMREX 
P.O. Box 269/60 Union Avenue 
Sudbury, Massachusetts 01776 

TEL: (617) 443 -8811, TWX: 710 -347 -1049, Cable: Comrex 

)+ 

rs 
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angënieux 

REPAIRS - PARTS and ACCESSORIES 

angenieuxservice corporation of new york 
1500 OCEAN AVE . BOHEMIA N Y 11716 

angenieux service corporation of california 
13381 BEACH AVE . VENICE. CALIF 90291 

angenieux corporation of canada 
4, HAVEN HILL SQUAFE,AGINCOURT, ONTARIO M1V 1M4 

(516) 567 -24 

(213) 821 -50 

(416) 291 -23 
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RECORTEC 

MI II III 
HR MN SEC FRAME 

r R 

Still the industry's MOST WANT' .D 

VIDEO TAPE TIMER 

Bright LED display 
More accurate tape time 
Optional remote display 
Hold button freezes display 
Available for all 2 -inch VTRs 

R E C O R T E C, I N C. 777 PALOMAR AVE , SL NNYVALE, CA 94086 TEL (408) 735-8821 TWX: 910-339-9367 
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TECHNICAL 
PROBLEMS 

PLEASE STAND BY 

Tape tension in your video recorder 
or player is the most important factor 
for trouble -free operation. Using the 
TENTELOMETEe will save your 
tapes and help assure high quality 
reproduction. It is so easy to use. 

even a non -technical person can per- 

form critical maintenance checks. 

Send for our complete data sheet 
and a free copy of the 16 -page tape 
tips instruction manual. Price $195 
complete. 

50 Curtner Avenue 
Campbell. CA 95008 

ENTE L 1408) 377 -6588 

See us at N.A.B., Booth 395 
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INTRODUCING .. . 

For years we have supplied 
broadcasters with the famous 
Shure M44 -7 cartridge -the 
accepted standard. 

Now comes the advanced 
Shure M70B, with outstanding 
qualifications and specifications 
for superior broadcast perform- 
ance. 

Step up to the Shure M7OB and 
your listeners will appreciate 
your choice. 

Shure M7OB with .6 mil spher- 
ical diamond stylus, (List $39.95) 
$11.95. Replacement N7OB stylus 
(List $12.05) $5.75. 

Now in stock from: 
Broadcast Equipment 

& Supply Co. 
P. O. Box 3141 

Bristol, Tennessee 37620 
(615) 878 -2531 
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PRODUCT PREMIER 

this is used to prevent deliberate or acci- 
dental "blinding" of the camera. A gen- 
lock, dual video outputs, and gamma 
correction are also standard features. 

Compact console (Circle 209) 
AMPRO BROADCASTING - A new line 
of moderately priced audio consoles is 

being introduced which features unique 
compact packaging and Microtouch 
electro- mechanical switching to replace 
old- fashioned lever key switches. 

Compact packaging allows five chan- 
nels in only 21'' wide and eight channels 
in only 26 ''. The unit is available with up 
to 21 inputs in five- and eight- channel 
rotary and linear fader configurations 
with dual -mono and dual -stereo out- 
puts. 

Radio cartridge system (Circle 208) 
3M COMPANY - The ' CentraCart' 
radio cartridge system is a new approach 
to endless -loop cartridge systems for 
radio stations. It consists of a special 
cartridge, new magnetic tape, and play/ 
record equipment. CentraCart, to be 
unveiled at the NAB convention, is 

being called by 3M as "equal to reel -to- 
reel." 

Distortion measurement (Circle 
204) 
SOUND TECHNOLOGY - The new 
Sound Tech 1701A Distortion 
Measurement System provides three 
metering circuit responses: average. 
rots, and peak. The 1701A has a distor- 
tion range of .001r%c from 10 Hz to 10 

kHz. Overall distortion measuring capa- 
bility continues superior over the 
full 10 Hz to 110 kHz range. Other fea- 
tures include automatic set level and in- 
termodnlation distortion options; bal- 
anced input circuit for measuring 
bridged amplifiers; and lower distortion 
tracked signal source. 

Frame store (Circle 215) 
MICROTIME -A new frame synchro- 
niser /time base corrector, the 2525 Video 
Signal Synchroniser (VSS), passes VITS 
with the same processing as active video, 
can be remotely controlled, and is trans- 
parent to input signals from any source. 

The 2525 includes line error detection; 
field 1, field 2, or freeze frame for digital 
video effects applications; a new RS -170A 

sync generator for improved lock -up and 
easy interfacing with any switcher; and 
unique HETROCOLOR A processing to 
provide optimum performance for colour 
under signals. The 2525 will correct VTR 
signals from no -lock or V/H lock, non - 
synchronous or synchronous, direct or 
heterodyne, 1/2-inch helical through 
2 -inch quad. 

Compact dimmer (Circle 212) 
SKIRPAN LIGHTING CONTROL CORP. - 
Deliveries are now being macle on the 
new Type K series of solid -state dimmers, 
designed for use in theatrical, architec- 
tural, and television studio applications. 

The new units provide three or six 

2000 -watt silicon- controlled rectifier 
dimmers on one EIA Standard 19 -inch 
rack- mounting chassis. This series pro- 
vides compact packaging, easy mainten- 
ance, and lower cost. All fusing, primary 
circuit protection, adjustment controls, 
and electronics are available or on 
through the front panel. 

Camera (Circle 210) 
HITACHI DENSHI OF AMERICA -The 
SK -96 is a high -quality convertible cam- 
era featuring a rugged die -cast housing 
for extended durability. Several lens op- 
tions are available for hand -held or 
studio use 

The SK -96 is ideally suited to equip a 
remote van for sports events by using a 

22:1 zoom lens on the studio /field 
model, and a 14:1 portable lens on the 
hand -held configuration. In addition to 
ABO. !inear matrix, genlock, auto white 
balance, and 600' multicore operation, 
the S K-96 also operates digitally. 

According to Hitachi, this camera is 

the world's smallest colour camera with 
internal triax; it has the ability to send 
RGB, full remote control, and power 
over either triax or coax. 

Power supply (Circle 213) 
SPECTRA SONICS - Now in production 
is a new power supply (model 404RS) - 
the culmination of a research effort to 

produce a DC power supply that can 
withstand the hard use that is a part of "on 
the road" tours, with no maintenance. 

The power supply is manufactured in 
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two configurations. The model 404RS 
provides 48 VDC ( ±24 VDC) at 8 am- 
peres. The other model, 404RSD (Dual), 
can provide 16 amperes, bi -polar DC. 

A heavily constructed steel chassis of 
the same physical size (51/4- x 19- x 6- 
deep) for installation in a standard elec- 
tronic equipment rack is used in both con- 
figurations. 

Video switching system (Circle 223) 
VITEX - The model 700 is a digitally 
controlled video switching system for 
use in television studios, production 
centres, and other TV applications 
where professional standards are re- 
quired. The 700 is available in NTSC, 
PAL, or PAL -M standards. 

Features include 16 inputs, including 
colour black and colour background; 4 
output buses - mix/effects A & B, pro- 
gramme and preview; on -air tally sys- 
tem; mixer /fader between programme 
and preview buses; and linear shadow 
keyer with 4 inputs and VAR1KEV. 

Cartridge (Circle 206) 
STANTON MAGNETICS - The 8815 
cartridge is a stereo cartridge featuring 
the unique Stereohcdron stylus for high 
performance. According to the com- 
pany, the 881S has excellent flat fre- 
quency response; handles high-level 
complex music passages with complete 
freedom from mistracking; and gives 
superior signal -to -noise ratio from the 
phono preamp. 

Colour monitors (Circle 207) 
WORLD VIDE° - The CDR 8000 and 
CDR 8800 colour video monitors are 
especially suited for EJ /EFP applica- 
tions. Both operate nn AC or DC power 
and are available as a single or dual 
rackmount. Features include high volt- 
age regulation; keyed back -porch clamp; 
underscan; pulse -cross; A -B inputs; in- 
ternal and external sync; colour set -tip 
controls; and modular circuitry. 

Guy systems (Circle 202) 
PHILADELPHIA RESINS - The com- 
pany's dielectric guy systems feature 
Phillvstran'"' to provide the strength of 
steel while being resistant to corrosion, 
UV degradation, and weathering. The 
non -metallic Phillvstran eliminates RF 
interference or reflection. And no in- 
sulators are required. 

Battery charger (Circle 224) 
CHRISTIE ELECTRIC - The new 
ReFLEX -20 is a NiCad battery charging 
system for ENG, EFP, and video and 
filin cameras. The ReFLEX -20 provides 
a full charge of completely discharged 
NiCad packs in 12 to 20 minutes at a 90 to 
97% net charge efficiency which keeps 

Continued on page 184 
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THE NEW STANDARD 
COVERS AM BAND PLUS HARMONICS TO 5 MHz 

The Model FIM -41 Field Strength Niter 
has many more features - 

Measures Harmonics to -80 dB 

High Adjacent Chanrel Rejection 

Ganged Oscillator /Receiver Tuning 

Stable Operation over wide Temper tu-e 
Range 

Low Battery Drain Circuits 

Front Panel Speaker 

Large illuminated Meter and Tunisi, Dial 

Indicates field strentth accurately win 
to 10 p volts /M 

RF input jack for tuned voltmeter ti pi- 
cations 

CONTACT US NOW FOR C]MPLETE DE" IL; 
ON OUR LINE OF FIELD STRENGTH ME,' R3 

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS 
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. 

SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910 (301) 589 -2662 
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I 

Degaussing the heads in 
broadcast cartridge re- 
corders is a maintenance 
must. That's because broad- 
cast heads are subject to long 
hours of use, along with freq Jent serv- 
ice and calibration - all of which can in- 
duce undesirable residual magnetism. 
Our new QM -380 Broadcast Cartridge Head Degausser quickly removes 
residual magnetism with a powerful 400 -gauss field that effective with 
any head material, including the high- retentivity alloys used in new long-I f Fe 
heads. See it at NAB. SHOW BOOTH #345 or contact your local Reco -d- 
er Care dealer. 

RECORDER CARE 
A DIVISION OF NORTRONICS 

I= Nortronics Company Inc. 8101 Tenth Avenue North, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427 612.545-0401 Telex 290304 

We make things right. 
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PRODUCT PREMIER 

the battery cool and extends battery life 
up to 10 times that of conventional 
NiCads, and 50 times that of other 
rechargeable batteries. The new system 
is equipped with Christie's patented 
"Trough Voltage" sensor as well as mul- 
tiple protection circuits. Battery state - 
of- charge is indicated by the flashing rate 
of one of the control panel LEDs. 

Lighting control system (Circle 220) 
STRAND CENTURY -A new lighting 

control memory system allows lighting 
designers to programme six simultane- 
ous, separately timed lighting actions in 

a single cue. 
The six parts of the cue need not start 

or end at the same time, but all are acti- 
vated with a single button. They maybe 
up fades or down fades with separate 
times, delayed fades, or individual fades 

and a range in speed from instant on -off 

actions to very slow fades. 
The new system, called Light Palette, 

"rw. 

eV.`.r4I 

AM 
AM STEREO 
FM 
FM STEREO 
TV 

More stations are using this than ever before! Quite simply because it 

works well! No phase shift, distortion or noise to speak of. You control 
what you want it to do - flexibility. It will give you a better sound! That's 
worthwhile. 

11 A subsidiary of Track Audio, Inc., 33753 9th South, Federal Way, WA 98003 

(206 -838 -4460). In Canada - Oakwood Audio Labs, Ltd., 652 King Edward St., Winnipeg, 
Manitoba R3H OP2 (204 -786 -6715). Dealer inquiries invited 
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SOUND ADVICE! 

,Slalco 

Specify Shallco or Daven 
style step attenuators for 
reliable performance. 
Both available from one 
source. 

SHALLCO, INC. 
P. O. Box 1089, Smithfield, NC 27577 

919/934 -3135 
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DON'T MISS THIS AT NAB! 

A SIMPLE, ECONOMICAL, ACCURATE METHOD OF MEASURING TELEVISION 

V AND H BLANKING WIDTHS (OR ANY OTHER PULSE WIDTH) WITHOUT A 

'SCOPE. 
BOOTH 2823 LEVEL II 

broadcast video systems 1050 McNicoll Ave. 
Agincourt, Ontario (416) 497 -1020 
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also eliminates the need for written cue 
sheets. Two built -in display screens dis- 
play all the information for any cue, as 

well as the complete running cue sheet 
and actual stage intensities. The oper- 
ator has access to any cue in the memory 
at any time during, or prior to, the per- 
formance, and has full manual override 
control of all automatic functions. 

Alignment gauge (Circle 219) 
MEMOREX - The Spindle Height 
Alignment Gauge is designed for use on 
}% -inch VCRs. And, according to the 
company, this new gauge can check the 
alignment in just 30 seconds. 

Cartridges (Circle 205) 
FIDELIPAC - The company has a full 

line of cartridges for AM, FM and TV. 

The model 300 is designed for use by AM 

broadcasters. For the broadcaster want- 
ing the ultimate in performance, there is 

the Master Cart. And the model 350 is 

for use in stereo machines with inade- 
quate tape guidance. The precision is 

provided by adjusting the cartridge. For 
extended play-, the company has the 
model 600 and 1200. 

Editing system (Circle 221) 
VIDEOMEDIA -The Z -6 microproces- 
sor -based control editing system offers 
frame accurate editing and a 99 event 
memory with `micro-loc." According to 

the company, "micro-loc'' obviates the 
need for SMPTE time code; it is abso- 
lutely "dead lock" accurate and does not 
require expensive readers and gener- 
ators. Also, 'micro -lac" does not require 
an audio track to operate; and, if neces- 
sary, can co -exist with SMPTE time 
code. 

Features include play and record joy- 
stick shuttle arms for bi- directional 
search; programmable pre -roll and 
post -roll times; cruise control; full - 
function VTR remote control; and AB 

monitor select with auto lockout func- 
tions. 

FM transmitter (Circle 184) 
SINTRONIC The SI -F -25 is a 27.5 kW 
FM broadcast transmitter with a simple, 
rugged design and excellent accessibility 
for maintenance. Features include di- 
rect FM solid -state exciter; excellent 
stereo /SCA performance; grounded grid 
driver and power amplifier; no 
neutralization required; 12 -pulse power 
supply design; solid -state control, over- 
load, automatic recycling; and full 
remote- control capability. 

Lighting control (Circle 216) 
KLIEGL BROTHERS - The PER- 
FORMER® is a compact, versatile light- 
ing control console designed to bring the 
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sophistication of memory lighting control 
within the reach of modest budgets. 

The system is available in 32, 64 and 96 
channels of control with either 100 or 2(X) 

memories. It interfaces with any solid - 
state dimmer system presently in use, is 
field expandable with magnetic tape li- 
brary storage option, and can he either 
permanently wired or completely port- 
able. 

Features include manual split dipless 
crossfader, two timed faders, 10 group 
master controls with grand master, dis- 
play mimic, integral back -up matrix and 
loop, delay and auto follow functions. The 
system is programmed with a use r- 
runnable set of self- testing diagnostics. 

DC turntable (Circle 217) 
QRK ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS - The 
Galaxy is a new DC turntable designed 
for the professional user. It has a DC 
motor with an electronic speed control 
which provides for ±10% speed variation 
on both 331/3 and 45 RPM. The turntable, 
which is instant starting, provides for slip 
cueing without a loss in speed and it has 
back cueing with no motor drag. 

Switching units (Circle 214) 
DATATEK - The D -4300 series of video 
and audio switching units are intended for 
auxiliary switcher and small routing 
switcher applications meeting high - 
quality performance standards. These 
switching units may be used (Or input 
preselects to production switchers to ex- 
pand their capacities; snitching inputs to 
vectorscopes and monitors; adding pre- 
view busses to existing switchers; and 
VTR input selection. 

The switching units are available as 6x1 
video, 6x1 audio, 16x1 video /audio, 20x1 
video, and 20x1 audio. They may be used 
for only a single output buss, or they may 
be stacked for multiple output busses by 
looping inputs between units. 

All of the switching units have been 
designed for remote control panel oper- 
ation, but local control is also available if 
desired. Control of the switching units is 
carried out by means of RG -59U coaxial 
cable with BNC connectors. 

NOAA weather receiver (Circle 
211) 
GORMAN- REDLICH - A new NOAA 
weather receiver designed for broadcast 
station use will be displayed by the com- 
pany. The receiver is offered in a rack 
mount configuration and is remotable. 

Dubbed the model CRW, this receiv- 
er's crystal and ceramic IF filters, plus a 
double tuned dual gate MOSFET RF 
stage, have been designed for high sensi- 
tivity. Demoting and remote circuits 
alarms are initiated by a 1050 or 1650 Hz 
forecast update signal tone. BC 
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ForTape Heads 
Head for TABER 

At Taber you get precision work, quality results and low price ... 
unmatched by any other audio head manufacturer. 

We will recondition your three head assembly ... F/T $45.00 ... 
2 TRK $60.00. Three new 2 TRK heads installed and aligned in your 
AG -440B for $264.00... Scully 280 at $270.00. 

Ampex VTR audio is priced at only $385.00 
for four new heads installed, or $110.00 for 
four reconditioned heads. (Add $38.50 if 
monitor post needs lapping.) RCA VTR 
audio heads are available for only $475.00. 

Loaner assemblies are available. 

For heads, head for Taber ... the best source 
available. 

Send for free brochure. 

TABERManufacturing & Engineering Company 
2081 Edison Ave. San Leandro, Ca. 9457T L1151 635 -3831 
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When accuracy Lounts...[ount on Behr 
for nm/Fm/TU mONITOR5 

I 

9,9 1.9,.9, 

NICorti.1 CARP. 

I® Ill Ell NIP f>i 
BELAR 

BELAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5E-50 
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC. 
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA. 19333 BOX 826 (215) 687 -5550 
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SIMPLIFY YOUR PROMPTING 

With DIGIVISION 
Digivision Prompter features: 

Quick release mount to pan heads 
No balance weights, camera supports. 
or clumsy rigs required 
Super light 12" monitor or 17" monitor 
for maximum readability 
Less than Ya F stop light loss 

702 Script Drive: 
Internal video DA for multiple monitors 
Self- aligning caterpillar drive for varying 
width and thickness scripts 
26" Vidicon camera 

i 
LISTEC LISTEC 

39 CAIN DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 1to 3 

TELEVISION (516) 694 -8963 TELEX 640470 
(WEST COAST) 

EQUIPMENT CORP. CALIFORNIA 912 40O (ROAD, 113) 44- 08381, 
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Want more product 
information? 

Use the 
Reader Service Card 

Ve'Jffe 
THE AWARD WINNING 

MUSIC & SOUND EFFECTS 
LIBRARY 

"It sounds like an 
original score" 

SEND FOR FREE DEMO 

25 WEST 45. N.V. 10036 212 -586 -6673 
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PRODUCTION MUSIC SOUND EFFECTS 
for your radio and TV productions and program- 
ming. Send for catalogs from the ONLYgold- record 

awarded Music & Effects library available today. 

THOMAS J. VALENTINO, INC. 

151 W. 46th St., New York City, 10036 
(212) 246-4675 
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LENCO, INC., 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
The fastest growing video broadcast 
product company in the United 
States, offers the following challeng- 
ing positions to a few outstanding 
individuals. 

VIDEO SYSTEMS 
PRODUCT MANAGER 

Minimum five years professional ex- 
perience. Must be able to plan and 
develop state -of- the -art video systems for 
broadcast applications. 

VIDEO DESIGN ENGINEER 
ANALOG /DIGITAL 

BSEE or five years professional ex- 
perience in broadcast product design. 

VIDEO ENGINEERING 
TECHNICIANS 

At least three years experience with state - 
of- the -art broadcast equipment. 
For a bright future with a company that is 

in the forefront of video technology, send 
your resume to Personnel Director 

LENCO, INC., 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

300 N. Maryland Street 
Jackson, Missouri 63755 

314- 243 -3147 . /?Á\ AIN, 

"-:í% 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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THIS MONTH'S HALL OF FAME 

A. F. Associates 69, 101 

Accurate Sound Corp. 100 

Adda Corp. 3 11 

Agfa -Gevaert 45 

Allen Avionics, Inc. 178 

Allied Broadcast Equip. 180 

American Data Corp. 9 

Ampex Corp. 109 

Ampro Broadcasting, Inc. 13 

Andersen Laboratories, Inc. 89 

Andrew Corp. 91 

Angenieux Corp. of 
America 77, 83, 181 

Antiope Teletext 26 

Arvin /Echo 40 -41 

Asaca Corp. of America 121 

Audi -Cord Corp. 160 

Audio Consultants 158 

Audio Designs & Mfg. 15, 23, 85 

Auditronics, Inc. 73 

The BTX Corp. 106 

Belar Electronics Lab, Inc. 185 

Beston Electronics, Inc. 82 

Broadcast Automation 84 

Broadcast Consultants 
Corp. (See David Green) 

Broadcast Equipment 
and Supply 

Broadcast Video Systems 
CMX Systems 
Canon U.S.A. Inc. 

Cezar International 
Cinema Products 
Colorado Video Inc. 

Comrex Corp. 
Consolidated Video Systems 

(CVS) 117 

Convergence Corp. 75 

DBX, Inc. 149 

Datametrics, Inc. 22 

Datatek Corp. 61 

DeWolfe 186 

Di -Tech, Inc. 1 

Dynair Electronics 81 

EEV, Inc. 27 

ES Enterprises 161 

Electro & Optical Systems 
Ltd. IBC 

Electro -Voice 157 

Farinon Electric 133 

Fidelipac 177 

Flash Technology 102 

Fujinon Optical 97, 99 

Glentronix, Inc. 22, 39 

Grass Valley 5 

David Green 16 

Gregg Laboratories 78 

Harris Corp. 71 

Hitachi Denshi America Ltd. 131 

Ikegami Electronics 57, 58 -59 

Industrial Sciences 174 

Inovonics 161 

International Tapetronics 
Corp. 159 

182 

184 

6 -7 

103 

93 

64, 65 
60 

181 

International Video Corp. 
(IVC) 167 

JVC Corp. U.S 24 -25 

Johnson Electronics 174 

Knox Video Products 98 

Leitch 21 

Lenco, Inc. 63, 186 

Listec 185 

MCI 43 

3M Magnetic Tape Division 147 

3M Mincom Division 31 

McCurdy Radio Industries, 
Inc. IFC 

McMartin Industries 96 

MicMix Audio Products, Inc. 150 

Microtime, Inc. 87 

MicroTrak Corp. 180 

Microwave Associates 94 -95 

Moseley Associates 135 

NEC America 47 

Nortronics Co., Inc. 183 

NOVA Corp. 178 

Oktel Corp. 33 

Orban Associates, Inc. 
(Optimod) 113 

Otani Corporation ...137, 139, 141, 143 

Phelps Dodge Communications Co. .79 

Philips Broadcast Equipment 
Corp. 32A 

Potomac Instruments 183 

RCA Electro Optics & Devices 119 

Ramko Research 68 

Rank Precision Industries 
Inc. 165 

Recortec, Inc. 180, 181 

Roh Corporation 164 

Scully Recording 
Instruments 144 -145 

Shallco 184 

Sintronic Corp. 176 

Sony Corp. of America 66 -67 

Studer ReVox America Inc. 107 

System Concepts 108' 

Taber Manufacturing & 

Engineering Co. 185 

TeleMation 123 

Tentel Corp. 182 

Thomson -CSF Labs 28 -29 

Time & Frequency Technology 35 

Toshiba 17, 18 -19 

Track Audio, Inc. 184 

UREI 173 

Thomas J. Valentino 186 

Van Ladder, Inc. 179 

Video Aids Corp. of Colo. 2 

Video Associates Labs 176 

Videomagnetics 169 

Videomedia 20 

Videotek, Inc. 164 

Wang Voice Communications 105 

Ward -Beck Systems BC 

World Video 171 

Yves Faroudja 175 
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Elector 
introduces the first completely portable 
SMPTE /EBU Time Code Generator. 

(Including keyboard entry of user bit data) 

It works with you wherever you go. 
The Elector TCG Mk III portaale Time 

Code Generator creates a whole clew era of 
video production techniques with its compact, 
lightweight Ilexibility. 

Measuring only 9" long, and weighing less 
than three pounds, the TCG Mk Ill runs for up to 
16 hours at a time on its recharceable batteries. 

Equipped ,with a belt harness carrying case, 
or optional desk -top stand, the TCG Mk III is 
equally versatile out in the field or inside the 
studio, Ltilizng the battery eliminator. 

Available in either NTSC, PAL or SECAM 
configurations, Elector's TCG Mk Ill works 
with you wherever you go in the world. An 
integral play -speed Time Code Reader is 
available as an option. 

Ask us for full details and the name of your 
nearest distributor. 

lectro & Optical Systems Limited, 3015 Kennedy Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1 V 1 E7. Tel (416i 291 -4492 
Telex: 065-25431 
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Success Story! 
As one of North America's leading independent production 
facilities, the CFTO!Glen Warren studio complex handlles 
over a thousand TV productions every year. 

From international pageants and sports spectaculars to the 
re- enactment of historical tiumphs, shows roduced here 
find their way onto home screens in every corner of the 
globe. 
For many years Ward -Beck equipment has been an integral 
part of to s impressive production scene, and a WBS custom 
M2484Á TV production console is the newest family 
member to contribute to this continuing success story; 

Fi-st by Design. 

ea ism MNf 

Ward -Beck Systems Limited, 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M 1 H 2X4. 
Tel: (416) 438 -6550. 

Ward -Beck Systems inc., 6900 East Camelback Road, Suite 1010, Scottsdale. Arizona 85251. 
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